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Preface

Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) is a serious reliability concern and continues to
threaten the performance and lifetime of Complementary MOS (CMOS) devices
and circuits. BTI affects both n- and p-channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field
Effect Transistors (MOSFETs). Historically, Negative BTI (NBTI) became an
important issue for p-MOSFETs as the semiconductor industry migrated from
Silicon Oxide (SiO2) to Silicon Oxynitride (SiON) gate insulators. NBTI continues
to remain a serious issue for sub-22 nm technology nodes featuring High-K Metal
Gate (HKMG) gate insulator based FinFET technologies. Positive BTI (PBTI) for
n-MOSFETs remained negligible for SiON devices and emerged as a serious
concern with the advent of HKMG gate insulator technology. However, latest
reports from sub-22 nm Replacement Metal Gate (RMG) FinFET technologies have
shown that PBTI is no longer a significant reliability concern.

Due to its technological significance, various research groups have extensively
studied BTI in the last 15 years. In keeping with the technological trend, published
reports initially focused on NBTI in SiON p-MOSFTs and later on both NBTI and
PBTI in HKMG MOSFETs. These reports can be broadly classified into five major
categories as explained hereinafter. Some reports have focused on process opti-
mization for BTI mitigation and technology qualification, and studied the impact of
various gate insulator and other processes and materials on BTI degradation. Other
reports have focused on the development of novel methodologies for artifact-free
characterization of BTI degradation and associated gate insulator defects.
A significant majority of reports have focused on the understanding of BTI physical
mechanism and development of numerical and compact models to explain mea-
sured data for DC and AC BTI degradation. Recently, some reports have focused
on BTI variability, which is becoming important as device dimensions are scaled
down. Finally, a significant majority of reports have also been published to study
the impact of BTI on circuit and product degradation.

This book covers the first three aspects of BTI degradation as mentioned above,
viz., characterization methodologies, impact of gate insulator processes and mate-
rials, and physics-based models for DC and AC BTI. In the early years of research,
no consensus existed among different groups on the experimental kinetics, process
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and materials dependence and physical mechanism of NBTI degradation.
Therefore, development of suitable processes for NBTI mitigation and control
became extremely difficult. Moreover, it became almost impossible to develop
predictive models for estimating DC NBTI degradation at end-of-life, and to predict
AC activity aware degradation for switching logic. Furthermore, although vast
majority of published reports from different groups have dealt with understanding
the physical mechanism and modeling of NBTI degradation, none can provide a
comprehensive framework to explain measured results in SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs and for DC and AC stress. Finally, some controversy also surrounded
the physical mechanism and modeling of PBTI in HKMG n-MOSFETs.

The results presented in this book are extensively based on research carried out
by our group in the past 13 years. Published results are also reported as and when
necessary, to establish a comprehensive and universal picture of BTI degradation
throughout the book. Our research has demonstrated that the lack of consensus in
early NBTI reports arose due to the use of different nonstandard characterization
methodologies and different gate insulator processes by different groups.
Subsequently, proper artifact-free stress and measurement methodologies have been
developed to characterize BTI degradation and also the underlying defects
responsible for BTI degradation. The gate insulator process and material depen-
dencies of NBTI degradation have been established for SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs. The gate insulator process and material dependencies of PBTI deg-
radation in HKMG n-MOSFETs are also established.

A consistent physical mechanism has been proposed to explain and model the
experimentally observed process and material dependencies of NBTI in SiON and
HKMG p-MOSFETs and PBTI in HKMG n-MOSFETs. The proposed framework
is based on different mutually uncoupled underlying defect subcomponents, which
are also assessed using independent measurement methods. Finally, a compre-
hensive DC and AC NBTI modeling framework is proposed and verified against
experimental data in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. The framework can suc-
cessfully explain time evolution of measured NBTI degradation during and after
DC stress and during multiple DC stress and recovery cycles, and during AC stress
at different frequency and duty cycle. It can also predict extrapolated degradation at
end of life for DC and AC NBTI stress.

Chapter 1 reviews NBTI and PBTI results from different published reports, and
also shows measured DC and AC stress data using ultra-fast methods in SiON and
HKMG devices under different experimental conditions. Different ultra-fast BTI
characterization methods are discussed in Chap. 2, along with different character-
ization techniques for directly estimating gate insulator defects responsible for BTI.
A consistent NBTI and PBTI mechanism is proposed and verified against experi-
mental data in Chap. 3. Compact NBTI and PBTI models are developed in Chap. 4
based on the mechanism developed in Chap. 3, and the models are used to explain
measured NBTI data in differently processed SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs and
PBTI data in different HKMG n-MOSFETs. The fundamentals of the
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Reaction-Diffusion (RD) model are discussed in Chap. 5. Finally, the compre-
hensive DC and AC NBTI modeling framework is established in Chap. 6, and
verified against ultra-fast measured data in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Bias Temperature
Instability (BTI) in N and P Channel
MOSFETs

Souvik Mahapatra, Nilesh Goel and Subhadeep Mukhopadhyay

Abstract In this chapter, the basic experimental signatures of NBTI and PBTI
degradation respectively in p- and n-channel MOSFETs are discussed. Historical
results from published reports are briefly reviewed for SiON and HKMG
MOSFETs. Results obtained using ultra-fast characterization methods are shown
for DC and AC BTI degradation in state-of-the-art SiON and HKMG MOSFETs.
The impact of gate insulator processes on magnitude of NBTI degradation and its
time, bias and temperature dependence is discussed for SiON p-MOSFETs. Time
evolution of NBTI and PBTI degradation during and after DC stress and during AC
stress is shown for HKMG MOSFETs, and the impact of stress bias and temper-
ature, as well as that of AC pulse duty cycle and frequency are discussed. Impact of
basic HKMG process variations, such as Nitrogen incorporation and interlayer
thickness scaling are also discussed. Similarities and differences between NBTI and
PBTI results are highlighted.

1.1 Introduction

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) are fundamental
building blocks of Complementary MOS (CMOS) circuits. Figure 1.1 shows the
schematic of p- and n-channel MOSFETs. It is now well known that for more than
past 40 years, the gate length (LG) of MOSFETs is reduced to increase its per-
formance and keep up with Moore’s scaling law [1]. According to MOSFET
scaling principle, LG scaling must be associated with gate insulator thickness (TOX)
scaling to keep different short channel effects under control [2]. Historically, con-
ventional TOX scaling based on reduction in Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) thickness
became unfeasible at 90 nm technology node, due to significant increase in gate
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leakage current (IG) arising out of direct tunneling of inversion layer carriers across
the gate insulator. Therefore, the industry has migrated first to Silicon Oxynitride
(SiON) gate insulator at 90 nm technology node [3], and later to High-K Metal Gate
(HKMG) gate insulator at 45 nm [4] or 28 nm [5] node, to continue TOX scaling
without significant increase in gate leakage. However, controlling the short channel
effects has become a serious challenge at 20 nm node, and therefore, the industry
has migrated from planar MOSFET to FinFET at 22 nm [6] or 16 nm (or 14 nm) [7]
node.

Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) is a crucial reliability issue since it degrades
the performance of p- and n-channel MOSFETs used in CMOS circuits. BTI results
in a gradual shift in MOSFET characteristics, such as threshold voltage (VT),
transconductance (gm), subthreshold slope (S), linear and saturation drain current
(IDLIN and IDSAT), etc., over time [8], and hence in-turn degrades the performance
of digital, memory and analog CMOS circuits [9]. As a result, the operating lifetime
of CMOS devices and circuits gets reduced, and if unchecked, BTI can lead to
premature failure of Integrated Circuits (IC) chips.

Figure 1.1 shows the BTI biasing conditions for p- and n-channel MOSFETs
having HKMG gate insulators. BTI degradation of p-MOSFET devices, known as
Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), occurs when the gate of the device
is made negative w.r.t. other terminals. NBTI results in buildup of positive charges
in the gate insulator and causes negative shift in VT (ΔVT) [8]. On the other hand,
Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI) occurs in n-MOSFETs when the gate
of the device is made positive w.r.t. other terminals. PBTI causes negative charges
in the gate insulator and results in positive ΔVT [10].

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of p- and n-channel MOSFETs having HKMG gate insulator stacks,
configured respectively for NBTI and PBTI stress
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NBTI was first observed half a century ago in SiO2 MOSFETs [11], although it
became a crucial reliability concern when SiON replaced SiO2 as the gate insulator
[12–14]. It continues to remain as a significant concern even today for planar and
FinFET devices having HKMG based gate stacks [15–18]. Note that the physical
mechanism of NBTI is presumed to be identical for SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs
[8, 19–23]. NBTI in SiO2 or SiON p-MOSFETs is attributed to buildup of positive
charges at the interface between the Silicon (Si) channel and SiO2 (or SiON)
dielectric, as well as in the SiO2 (or SiON) dielectric bulk. Similarly, NBTI in
HKMG p-MOSFETs is attributed to buildup of positive charges in the SiO2 or
SiON interlayer (IL), which separates the MOSFET channel and the Hafnium
Dioxide (HfO2) High-K layer, refer to Fig. 1.1. The interface between the MOSFET
channel and IL as well as IL bulk becomes positively charged. The High-K layer
presumably acts as a voltage divider.

PBTI remained negligible for SiO2 and SiON n-MOSFETs and became
important only with the introduction of HKMG technology [10, 16–18]. Generation
of negative charges in HfO2 High-K layer is believed to be responsible for PBTI,
refer to Fig. 1.1. The SiO2 (or SiON) IL presumably does not degrade for pro-
duction quality HKMG MOSFETs and acts only as a voltage divider. Although
both NBTI and PBTI impacts HKMG technology based circuits, recent results from
Replacement Metal Gate (RMG) technology based HKMG FinFETs suggest PBTI
to be much less of a concern than NBTI [17, 18, 24]. It is important to realize that
the gate stack and other (such as backend) processes significantly influences BTI,
and the magnitudes of NBTI and PBTI degradation depend on process optimization
and are very much technology and industry specific. This aspect is discussed later in
this chapter.

Although BTI is an important reliability issue, it is not the only mechanism that
causes device degradation during operation of a CMOS circuit. Other mechanisms
such as Channel Hot Carrier (CHC) degradation [25, 26], Stress Induced Leakage
Current (SILC) [27, 28] and Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) [29,
30] are also responsible for device and circuit performance degradation. As an
example, Fig. 1.2 illustrates the interplay of different reliability mechanisms during
the operation of a CMOS inverter circuit. The inverter is made of p- and n-channel
MOSFETs connected in series between power and ground rails, and the output

Fig. 1.2 Schematic of a CMOS inverter with input and output waveforms illustrating BTI and
CHC reliability regimes. SILC and TDDB have identical regimes as BTI
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voltage is complimentary to the input voltage. The p-MOSFET suffers from NBTI
when input is low and output is high, i.e., the gate is negative w.r.t. all the other
terminals of the device, while the n-MOSFET suffers from PBTI when input is high
and output is low, i.e., the gate is positive w.r.t. all the other terminals of the device.
SILC and TDDB regimes for p- and n-MOSFETs coincide with NBTI and PBTI
regimes, respectively, while CHC degradation occurs during the transition periods
when the input goes from low to high (output goes from high to low) and vice
versa. Although a technology should be qualified for all these degradation regimes,
BTI has become and remained as the dominant front-end reliability concern since
90 nm technology node and is the subject of this book.

1.2 Brief Overview of NBTI and PBTI

From a practical point of view, it is of utmost importance to estimate BTI degra-
dation at the end of expected usage lifetime of devices (and hence circuits and
products). The assessment of BTI induced MOSFET parametric degradation is
usually done by stressing the device at an accelerated aging condition, using a gate
bias (VG) that is higher (VG = VG-STR) than that used during normal operation.
MOSFET transfer I–V characteristics are measured before and after BTI stress, and
the difference between pre- and post-stress values is used to access degradation in
device parameters.

However, rather than a single value, it is of interest to estimate the time evolution
of BTI degradation. In a typical BTI test scenario, transfer I–V measurements are
performed by interrupting the stress at certain pre-defined times, the interruptions
are usually spaced in logarithmic intervals of time, and the time evolution of BTI
induced shift in MOSFET parameters is estimated. This scheme is defined as
Measure-Stress-Measure (MSM) method. However, it was later realized that BTI
degradation recovers as soon as stress is removed for measurement, and alterna-
tively, the degradation in MOSFET drain current can be continuously monitored as
the gate is being stressed, which is defined as On-The-Fly (OTF) method [31].
Different BTI characterization methods will be discussed in Chap. 2 of this book.
The accelerated stress test is performed up to several 1000’s of seconds or hours, or
sometimes up to days, in wafer-level setup, although sometimes the test can go on
for months in package-level setup. The measured time evolution of parametric
degradation at accelerated stress condition (VG = VG-STR) is then extrapolated to
expected end-of-life (e.g., 10 years) and to normal operating VG by using suitable
models. BTI modeling for lifetime estimation is a topic of great interest and is
discussed later in this book.

It is necessary to follow certain cautionary measures for BTI stress and mea-
surement. Note, BTI and TDDB have identical stress regimes as shown in Fig. 1.2.
Since TDDB defects build up faster in time and has higher VG acceleration rate as
compared to BTI [32, 33], the use of very high stress VG should be avoided to
prevent TDDB related “corruption” of BTI data. In other words, although BTI
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dominates TDDB at relatively lower VG, as stress VG is increased, the degradation
due to TDDB increases at a much faster rate than that for BTI. Therefore, the
maximum limit of stress VG should be carefully chosen such that the contribution
from TDDB defects remains negligible as compared to BTI defects during accel-
erated stress test. This will be discussed later in Chap. 2. Moreover as mentioned
before, it is now well known that BTI degradation starts to recover as soon as the
magnitude of VG is reduced for measurement [31, 34]. Although earlier NBTI
measurements were done using slower methods, recent NBTI and PBTI measure-
ments are performed in a way such that the impact of recovery is negligible. Several
methods have been developed in recent past for “recovery artifact free” BTI
measurements, and will be discussed in Chap. 2 of this book.

1.2.1 NBTI in SiO2 and SiON p-MOSFETs

Early reports show that gate insulator quality plays an important role in determining
NBTI degradation. Figure 1.3 plots time evolution of ΔVT during NBTI stress in
p-MOSFETs having SiO2 gate insulators grown by wet and dry oxidation [12, 35].
Dry SiO2 devices have superior gate insulator quality and hence show lower NBTI
degradation.

As discussed in detail later in this book, NBTI degradation is due to uncorrelated
contributions from interface trap generation (ΔNIT) at Si/SiO2 interface, hole
trapping in process-related SiO2 bulk traps (ΔNHT) and generation of new SiO2 bulk
traps (ΔNOT). In general, gate oxide process can impact any one or all of these
components. However, ΔNHT is a fast saturating phenomenon and is unlikely to be

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3 Time evolution of measured ΔVT for NBTI stress in dry and wet SiO2 p-MOSFETs. Data
from [12] (left panel) and [35] (right panel)
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captured in slow MSM measurement method used in [12, 35]. Furthermore, ΔNOT

is associated with TDDB like trap generation process and therefore has strong
voltage de-acceleration factor [32, 36]; ΔNOT contribution is usually negligible
unless high VG-STR is used. Therefore, the improvement is likely due to lower ΔNIT

in dry SiO2 devices.
The role of generated interface traps is further ascertained by studying NBTI in

SiO2 p-MOSFETs having conventional Hydrogen (H2) and Deuterium (D2) based
Post Metallization Anneal (PMA). Figure 1.4a plots time evolution of ΔVT during
NBTI stress in H2 and D2 PMA based SiO2 p-MOSFETs [12]; lower degradation is
observed for D2 devices. Measured ΔVT is likely dominated by ΔNIT due to the
reasons mentioned above. As discussed later in this book, interface trap generation
is explained by Reaction-Diffusion (RD) model [37], which suggests breaking of
Si–H bonds at Si/SiO2 interface and subsequent diffusion of H2 [8], refer to Chap. 5
for details. For D2 devices, this would imply breaking of Si–D bonds and sub-
sequent diffusion of D2. Therefore, the difference in ΔNIT and ΔVT can be asso-
ciated to difference in Si–D and Si–H bond strengths and/or different diffusivity of
D2 compared to H2. As discussed in Chap. 2, ΔNIT can be directly determined by
using Charge Pumping (CP) measurements [38] before and after NBTI stress.
Figure 1.4b shows measured ΔVT and ΔNIT for NBTI stress in SiO2 devices having
H2 and D2 PMA [35]. Lower ΔVT for D2 devices is due to lower ΔNIT as shown.

As mentioned before, NBTI became a crucial reliability concern with the
introduction of SiON gate insulator technology. Figure 1.5a plots the time evolution
of ΔVT for NBTI stress in pure SiO2 and SiON p-MOSFETs having different
Nitrogen (N) content in the gate stack [12]. Time evolution of ΔVT shows power
law dependence for both SiO2 and SiON devices, i.e., ΔVT = A * tn, and the
magnitude of ΔVT increases with increased N content. Time evolution of ΔVT is
measured in SiON p-MOSFETs having different N content [39] and fitted using the

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4 a Time evolution of ΔVT and b fixed time ΔVT and ΔNIT, measured for NBTI stress in
dry SiO2 p-MOSFETs having H2 and D2 PMA. Data from [12] (left panel) and [35] (right panel)
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power-law expression shown above. Figure 1.5b plots pre-factor (A) as a function
of atomic N content (N%) in the gate stack. Note that the pre-factor A increases with
increased N%. A higher rate of increase is seen for N > 8 % for these particular
devices. Figure 1.5 clearly indicates the emergence of NBTI as a crucial reliability
issue with the advent of SiON technology. Once again, note that the impact of N%
on ΔVT is likely due to variations in ΔNIT, since ΔNHT is likely to be negligible due
to the use of slow MSM measurement method, and ΔNOT is also negligible as
VG-STR is kept low during stress.

Note that N incorporation increases the permittivity (K) of gate insulator stack,
and for identical SiO2 physical thickness, it results in lower electrical thickness for
SiON gate insulators. Different nitridation techniques have been studied to explore
the possibility of obtaining SiON gate insulator without corresponding increase in
NBTI. Figure 1.6 plots time evolution of ΔVT for NBTI stress in differently pro-
cessed SiON p-MOSFETs [40]. Since different process have different gate insulator
thickness, VG-STR is suitably adjusted to perform NBTI stress at similar oxide field
(EOX) for fair comparison, as NBTI depends on EOX and not VG-STR [32]. Note that
Nitrogen Implanted Silicon Substrate (NISS) process shows highest ΔVT, followed
by Rapid Thermal Oxidation (RTO) in NO ambient and N2O based thermal oxi-
dation, while Remote Plasma Nitridation (RPN) process shows lowest NBTI. It is
important to remark that the process impact on ΔVT is likely coming from variations
in ΔNIT due to the reasons mentioned before.

Figure 1.7 plots the time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT obtained respectively from
slow MSM I–V and CP measurements for NBTI stress in NO based thermal nitrided
SiON and RPN-SiON p-MOSFETs [14]. RPN-SiON devices have lower ΔNIT and
hence have lower ΔVT as shown. This once again verifies that ΔNHT and ΔNOT

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.5 a Time evolution of ΔVT in SiO2 and SiON p-MOSFETs having different N dose for
NBTI stress; data fitted using power-law expression A * tn. b Pre-factor A as a function of atomic N
% for SiON devices having different N content. Data from [12] (left panel) and [39] (right panel)
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contributions are negligible and ΔNIT dominates ΔVT for slow MSM measurement
and low VG-STR stress as used in [14]. It is now well known that for a particular total
N dose, RPN process results in lower N density at the Si channel and SiON
interface compared to conventional NO-SiON process, since bulk of the N is placed
closer to the SiON and poly-Si gate interface for RPN process [41]. Lower N
density at Si/SiON interface results in lower NBTI for RPN compared to conven-
tional thermal NO based SiON devices [42, 43]. Therefore, RPN-based nitridation
technique has become widely adopted in the industry for gate insulator technology.

Figures 1.6 and 1.7 suggest that it is not the total N content in the gate insulator
but rather the N density at or near the Si channel and SiON interface that controls
NBTI. As a further verification, Fig. 1.8 plots N density distribution profile in the
gate insulator and the corresponding NBTI degradation for different SiON gate
insulator processes [44, 45]. N density profile can be obtained using Angle
Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (ARXPS) measurements [46]. In the
top figure, NO first process has lower N density at Si/SiON interface in spite of
having higher peak and overall integrated N content in the gate insulator as

Fig. 1.6 Time evolution of
ΔVT for NBTI stress in SiON
p-MOSFETs fabricated using
different gate insulator
nitridation processes. Data
from [40]

Fig. 1.7 Time evolution of
ΔVT and ΔNIT for NBTI stress
in plasma and thermal nitrided
SiON p-MOSFETs. Data
form [14]
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compared to NO last process [44]. Therefore, the NO first process results in lower
ΔVT as shown. In the bottom plot, Si/SiON interfacial N density increases while the
peak and total integrated N content in the gate insulator reduces from process A
through C [45]. For a particular total N content in the gate stack, NBTI degradation
is lowest, which results in highest extrapolated lifetime for process-A, and the
degradation is highest and hence the extrapolated lifetime is lowest for process-C as
shown.

Note that for RPN process having a particular total N dose, the Post Nitridation
Anneal (PNA) condition [47] plays an important role in controlling NBTI degra-
dation [48]. Figure 1.9 shows the time evolution of ΔVT for NBTI stress in SiON
p-MOSFETs having similar N content but different post-nitridation optimization
[49]. Although the total N dose remains same, optimized devices show lower ΔVT

as shown. Therefore not only the RPN nitridation process but the PNA process is
also equally important to control NBTI and is now widely adopted in the industry
for gate insulator technology. More results on SiON devices having different
RPN N content and PNA processes will be discussed later in this chapter.

Fluorine (F) incorporation in the gate insulator stack also impacts NBTI deg-
radation. Figure 1.10 shows the time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT obtained,
respectively, from slow MSM I–V and CP measurements for NBTI stress in devices
without and with F in the gate stack [35, 50].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.8 Nitrogen distribution profile in SiON gate insulators (left panels) and corresponding
NBTI degradation and lifetime (right panels) for NO first and NO last process (top panels) [44]
and different plasma nitridation processes (bottom panels) [45]
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In Fig. 1.10a, F incorporation is achieved using BF2 implanted Source and Drain
junctions and subsequent activation anneal, while the reference device has Boron
(B) implanted junctions [35]. F is implanted directly in the gate oxide in Fig. 1.10b
[50]. Note that measurements were done using slow MSM method with low VG-STR,
and results in ΔNIT domination of ΔVT as discussed earlier. F incorporation reduces
ΔNIT and hence ΔVT as shown. Once again, Fig. 1.10 proves the role of generated
interface traps on NBTI degradation.

The results shown above are among the earliest reported that studied the impact
of different SiO2 and SiON gate insulator processes on NBTI degradation, refer to
[51] for further details. Note that measurements were done using slower methods,
as NBTI recovery and its implications [31, 34] were not fully understood at that

Fig. 1.9 Time evolution of ΔVT for NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs fabricated using plasma
nitridation and different post nitridation anneals. Data from [49]

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.10 Time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT (*ΔICP) for NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs
having different fluorine content in the gate stack. Data from [35] (left panel) and [50] (right panel)
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time. Subsequently, methods having *millisecond [31] and *microsecond [52,
53] delay were developed and used to study the impact of gate insulator nitridation
on NBTI [43, 48]. These results will be discussed later in this chapter.

1.2.2 NBTI and PBTI in HKMG MOSFETs

As mentioned before, similar to SiO2 or SiON p-MOSFETs, HKMG devices are
also affected by NBTI stress due to positive charge buildup in the SiO2 (or SiON)
IL that separates the channel and HfO2 High-K layer. Similar to SiON devices, the
optimization of HKMG process plays a significant role in reducing NBTI degra-
dation. As an illustration, Fig. 1.11a plots measured ΔVT time evolution for NBTI
stress in p-MOSFETs having “initial” or premature and “final” or production
quality HKMG gate insulator stacks [16]. Note that time evolution of ΔVT shows
power law dependence similar to SiON devices. The “initial” premature process
shows much larger ΔVT and very low time exponent n when compared to the
production quality process and highlights the importance of process optimization.
Figure 1.11b plots measured ΔVT at fixed stress time (tSTR) as a function of gate
oxide field EOX for NBTI stress in production quality 65 nm SiON, as well as 45, 32
and 22 nm HKMG gate insulator processes [16, 17, 54]. Note that NBTI degra-
dation reduces for migration from 65 nm SiON to 45 nm HKMG technology,
presumably due to reduction in N in the gate stack; however, it gradually increases
for migration from 45 to 32 nm planar and eventually to 22 nm FinFET technol-
ogies. Of importance is the power-law field acceleration factor (ΓE) or the slope of

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.11 a Time evolution of ΔVT for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs with different quality
of gate insulator stacks. b Fixed time ΔVT as a function of oxide field EOX in a log–log plot, for
different SiON and HKMG production quality devices. Data from [16, 17, 54]
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ΔVT versus EOX plot, which is larger for 45 nm HKMG compared to 65 nm SiON
process, although it reduces slightly for 32 and 22 nm HKMG processes.

On the other hand, PBTI was negligible for SiO2 or SiON n-MOSFETs and
become appreciable with the introduction of HKMG devices, as it is associated with
the buildup of negative charges in HfO2 High-K layer [10]. It will be shown later in
this book that ΔVT for PBTI stress is due to uncoupled contribution from trap
generation at IL/High-K interface (ΔNIT-HK) and High-K bulk (ΔNOT-HK), as well as
electron trapping in pre-existing process-related bulk High-K traps (ΔNET). PBTI
measurements in early HKMG devices show very large degradation due to sig-
nificant contribution from ΔNET in inferior quality and thick HfO2 dielectrics [55,
56]. PBTI reduces with reduction in HfO2 High-K thickness [10], while process
optimization played a significant role in further reducing PBTI degradation [16],
primarily by reducing the ΔNET contribution [57]. As an example, Fig. 1.12 plots
ΔVT determined at a particular charge flounce for PBTI stress at different VG-STR

versus thickness of the High-K layer. ΔVT reduces significantly with reduction in
High-K thickness as shown, due to reduction in the volume for electron trapping.

Figure 1.13a plots the time evolution of measured ΔVT for PBTI stress in
HKMG n-MOSFETs having “initial” and “final” gate insulator processes [16].
Time evolution of ΔVT shows power law dependence similar to NBTI stress.
Moreover, similar to NBTI results, the “initial” or premature process shows much
higher ΔVT and lower time exponent n also for PBTI stress when compared to the
“final” production quality process. Figure 1.13b plots measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR as
a function of EOX for PBTI stress in production quality 45 and 22 nm HKMG gate
insulator processes [16, 17, 54]. Unlike NBTI, ΔVT for PBTI stress reduces with
HKMG technology scaling as shown.

An important difference between NBTI and PBTI in HKMG MOSFETs can be
observed by measuring the peak transconductance degradation (Δgm). Figure 1.14
plots the correlation of peak Δgm to ΔVT for NBTI and PBTI stress in premature or
“initial” and fully optimized or “final” production quality HKMG processes [16].

Fig. 1.12 Measured ΔVT for
PBTI stress in HKMG
n-MOSFETs having different
High-K layer thickness. Data
from [10]
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The “initial” or premature process shows very large ΔVT and Δgm for both NBTI
and PBTI. Process optimization helps in reducing ΔVT for both NBTI and PBTI
stress. Interestingly, the optimized process shows reduced but non-negligible Δgm
for NBTI but negligible Δgm for PBTI stress. Note, peak gm degradation can be
related to channel mobility degradation and is due to enhanced Coulomb scattering
by BTI induced charges in the gate insulator. The presence of gm degradation for
NBTI is consistent with the fact that NBTI causes charge buildup in the SiO2 (or
SiON) IL, which is nearer to the MOSFET channel. Process optimization helps in
improving the IL quality and reduces buildup of charges during NBTI stress, and
results in lower ΔVT and Δgm.

On the other hand, large Δgm for PBTI stress in premature devices implies
degradation of the IL in addition to the High-K layer. However, IL degradation is
negligible for PBTI stress in well-optimized HKMG process, and charge buildup
happens only in the High-K layer that is further away from the channel. Therefore,
the “final” HKMG process exhibits negligible Δgm as shown. It is now universally
believed that PBTI stress does not cause significant IL degradation in production
quality n-MOSFET devices.

The relative magnitude of NBTI and PBTI degradation is of interest, since both
mechanisms add up and can result in enhanced degradation of CMOS circuits for
HKMG technologies. As mentioned before, BTI is strongly influenced by the gate
insulator and other processes and hence is industry specific. For example, Fig. 1.15
plots NBTI and PBTI degradation measured in several production-quality HKMG
technologies [18]. NBTI increases from 32 nm planar through 14 nm FinFETs,
although reduction in NBTI is observed for optimized 14 nm process. This is
similar to Fig. 1.11b [16, 17, 54] that shows increase in NBTI from 45 nm planar
through 22 nm FinFET processes, and latest results [24] that show a reduction in

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.13 a Time evolution of ΔVT for PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs with different quality
of gate insulator stacks. b Fixed time ΔVT as a function of oxide field EOX in a log–log plot, for
different HKMG production quality devices. Data from [16, 17, 54]
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NBTI for 14 nm FinFETs. Figure 1.15 also shows that 32 and 28 nm planar HKMG
technologies have higher NBTI than PBTI. However, PBTI increases and compa-
rable NBTI and PBTI degradation has been observed for the planar 20 nm node.
This is contrary to Fig. 1.13b data obtained from [16, 17, 54], which show reduction
in PBTI degradation with scaling from 45 nm through 22 nm nodes. A possible
explanation for this discrepancy is while RMG HKMG process has been used for
all nodes in [16, 17, 54], the processes in [18] used Gate First (GF) HKMG scheme
for 32 and 28 nm and RMG scheme for 20 nm technology nodes [58]. However,
PBTI has reduced for 14 nm RMG HKMG FinFETs [18], similar to results shown
in [24]. The process impact and physical mechanism of BTI will be explained later
in this book.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.14 Correlation of peak gm degradation to VT shift for NBTI and PBTI stress in HKMG
MOSFETs, having a un-optimized and b optimized gate insulator stacks. Data from [16]

Fig. 1.15 Relative NBTI and
PBTI degradation in different
HKMG technology nodes.
Data from [18]
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Note that the HKMG BTI results presented in this section have been obtained by
using slower methods. Although fair conclusions can be made on relative magni-
tude of degradation for different processes, slower methods fail to capture accurate
magnitude of BTI. Ultra-fast characterization of DC and AC BTI in HKMG
MOSFETs is presented later in this chapter.

1.3 Ultra-Fast Characterization of NBTI in SiON
p-MOSFETs

In this section, NBTI is characterized in differently processed SiON p-MOSFETs
by using Ultra-Fast On-The-Fly (UF-OTF) IDLIN method [52]. As described in
detail in Chap. 2, in UF-OTF method, the drain current in linear regime (IDLIN) is
continuously monitored as the device is being stressed at VG = VG-STR, and time
evolution of degradation is calculated from measured drain current degradation,
ΔIDLIN (=IDLIN − IDLIN0), using the relation ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-STR − VT0),
where VT0 is pre-stress VT and IDLIN0 is the first data point recorded at VG = VG-STR,
within a time t0 of application of stress. The impact of t0 delay will be discussed in
Chap. 2; all measurements in this section have been done using t0 = 1 μs. Mobility
degradation (Δμeff) needs to be considered for properly converting ΔV to threshold
voltage shift, ΔVT, which can be done using a post-processing correction algorithm
described in [59], refer to Chap. 2 for further details.

Table 1.1 lists the gate insulator process details of different SiON p-MOSFETs
studied in this section [43]. Plasma Nitrided Oxide (PNO) devices have been
fabricated using Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) process [60] with suitable
Post Nitridation Anneal (PNA) [47]. The “PNO with proper PNA” devices W1
through W5 have different starting SiO2 base oxide thickness and were subjected to
different N dose during subsequent plasma nitridation, which results in different
Equivalent Oxide Thickness (EOT) and N content of the gate insulator stack. PNO
with non-optimized improper PNA (W6), and N2O based Rapid Thermal Nitrided

Table 1.1 Details of SiON devices for NBTI study using UF-OTF method

Device
no.

Type Base oxide
thickness (Å)

N dose
(×1015 cm−2)

TXPS
(Å)

EOT
(Å)

%
N

W1 PNO 15 0.0 + 2.8 18.48 14 23

W2 PNO 20 0.0 + 2.9 22.34 17.7 20

W3 PNO 20 0.0 + 5.3 23.16 15.6 35

W4 PNO 20 0.0 + 6.8 24.37 14.6 43

W5 PNO 25 0.0 + 3.1 28.3 23.5 17

W6 PNO
(moderate
PNA)

20 0.0 + 2.7 24.09 20.2 17

W7 RTNO 25 0.8 + 0.0 26.43 22.5 6
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Oxide (RTNO) devices (W7) [40] are also fabricated. The atomic N content (N%)
of SiON dielectrics is extracted using XPS measurements [46].

1.3.1 Process Impact on Threshold Voltage Degradation

Figure 1.16 shows time evolution of ΔVT in (a) PNO and (b) RTNO SiON devices
at different stress bias (VG-STR) and temperature (T). Figure 1.16c, d re-plot the
above data but for longer stress time, tSTR. The devices have similar EOT, and the
oxide field during stress is estimated as EOX = (VG-STR − VT0)/EOT, EOT being the
SiO2 equivalent oxide thickness. In spite of lower N dose, RTNO device shows
much larger NBTI degradation as compared to PNO device at identical EOX and
T. As mentioned before, although overall N content is high, N density at the
Si/SiON interface is lower for PNO compared to RTNO process [14], and it is the
Si/SiON N density that actually controls NBTI degradation. ΔVT time evolution
increases rapidly at shorter time (tSTR < 1 s), and shows power law dependence at

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.16 Time evolution of ΔVT from short to long stress time for a PNO and b RTNO SiON
p-MOSFETs under NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T. Data obtained from UF-OTF
measurements after mobility correction. Re-plot of long-time ΔVT time evolution data for c PNO
and d RTNO SiON p-MOSFETs
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longer time (tSTR > 10 s), with an exponent (n) that is higher for PNO compared to
RTNO devices. However for a particular PNO or RTNO device, similar n values
are observed across different EOX and T. It is interesting to note that appreciable
degradation is observed in the sub-1 ms time scale for RTNO devices, which is not
observed for PNO devices. Furthermore, the large, sub-1 ms degradation in RTNO
devices has weak T activation but non-negligible EOX dependence as shown.
Overall, PNO devices show stronger EOX dependence and T activation compared to
RTNO devices.

Figure 1.17 shows time evolution of ΔVT at different stress T, in PNO-SiON
devices having (a) proper PNA process but different PNO N dose, as well as
(b) proper and improper PNA processes and different N dose. In (b), the N content
for the proper PNA process is higher than that for the improper PNA process; refer
to Table 1.1. As expected, ΔVT increases with increase in N dose for proper PNA
devices as shown in Fig. 1.17a. The long-time power-law time exponent (n) reduces
with increased N dose. Moreover, PNO devices with high N dose show very high,
but weak T activated degradation in the sub-1 ms time scale. Therefore, PNO
devices with proper PNA but very high N dose behave quite similar to RTNO
devices, as shown in Fig. 1.16b. On the other hand, Fig. 1.17b shows that in spite of
having relatively lower N dose, improper PNA devices show very large overall
ΔVT, as well as very high, weak T activated degradation in the sub-1 ms time scale.
The power-law time exponent (n) at longer tSTR is much lower for improper PNA
devices. Therefore, in spite of lower N dose, improper PNA-PNO devices also
behave similar to RTNO devices, and Fig. 1.17b shows the importance of utilizing
proper PNA [47] after N incorporation using the DPN process [60]. Figures 1.16

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.17 Time evolution of ΔVT from short to long stress time for PNO SiON p-MOSFETs
having a different N dose and b different PNA, under NBTI stress at different T. Data obtained
from UF-OTF measurements after mobility correction
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and 1.17 clearly demonstrate that SiON gate insulator process has significant impact
on NBTI degradation. Studying gate insulator process dependence helps understand
the underlying NBTI physical mechanism, which is explained and modeled later in
this book.

1.3.2 Process Impact on NBTI Parameters

The power-law time exponent (n) corresponding to longer time BTI degradation is
of significant interest, since it determines the extrapolation of measured data to
end-of-life. Figure 1.18 plots the exponent (n) as a function of (a) stress EOX and
(b) stress T for RTNO-SiON and different PNO-SiON devices; n is extracted from
linear regression of ΔVT time evolution data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. For all
devices, similar values of n (within experimental error) have been obtained for
different stress EOX (or VG-STR) and T. PNO devices having different EOT and low
to moderately high N dose have similar n, which is much larger compared to RTNO
devices. Note that the magnitudes of ΔVT and n are always reciprocal to each other.
In spite of having lower N dose, RTNO device shows higher ΔVT and lower
n compared to PNO devices, as evident from Figs. 1.16 and 1.18.

Figure 1.19 plots stress EOX dependence of time exponent (n) for PNO-SiON
devices having (a) proper PNA process but different N dose, as well as (b) proper
and improper PNA processes respectively with relatively higher and lower N dose.
Increase in N dose for proper PNA process and the improper PNA process result in
lower n values as shown. Once again, lower n values are exactly reciprocal to
higher ΔVT values for these processes as shown in Fig. 1.17.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.18 Extracted long-time power law time exponent n versus a stress EOX and b stress T, for
NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs having PNO and RTNO SiON gate insulators. PNO devices have
different N content and EOT
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Before proceeding further, it is important to note that the observed values of n is
dependent on the t0 delay for OTF measurements, and will be discussed further in
Chap. 2. It is also important to highlight that several stress and measurement
artifacts can impact the stress EOX (or VG-STR) and T independence of measured n as
observed in Figs. 1.18 and 1.19, and they are listed as follows:

(a) Additional contribution from TDDB like bulk trap generation ΔNOT can result
in increased n values at longer tSTR for higher stress VG and/or T, since ΔNOT

demonstrates higher time exponent, VG-STR acceleration and T activation than
generated interface traps ΔNIT as mentioned before [32, 33, 61]; refer to
Chap. 4 for additional details. Corruption of NBTI data by TDDB process will
be discussed further in Chap. 2.

(b) Recovery related artifacts associated with relatively slower BTI measurements
can result in increased n values at higher T [62], which is explained in detail
elsewhere [63], and will be discussed in Chap. 2.

(c) In some situations, ΔVT magnitude can become high enough to significantly
reduce the effective stress EOX [64]. This negative feedback would cause
saturation in ΔVT at higher stress time, resulting in lower n values. In such
situations, n would reduce at higher stress VG and T.

(d) Finally, as discussed later in this book, BTI induced VT shift has two mutually
uncorrelated components, generation of new defects and charging of process
induced pre-existing defects; while the former evolves as power-law with
stress time and has larger T activation, the later saturates quickly and has lower
T activation. In certain situations, especially if BTI experiments are carried out
over a wide range of T, charging of pre-existing defects would dominate at
lower T and the generation of new defects would dominate at higher T, hence
the time exponent (n) would increase with increase in T.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.19 Extracted long-time power law time exponent n versus stress EOX for NBTI stress in
PNO SiON p-MOSFETs having a different N dose and b different PNA
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Therefore, BTI stress and measurements must be carefully done to obtain similar
values of time exponent (n) across different stress EOX (or VG-STR) and T as shown
in Figs. 1.18 and 1.19.

The observation of similar power-law time exponent (n) for different EOX and
T implies that longer-time ΔVT versus tSTR data are parallel to each other when
plotted in a log–log scale, as shown in Fig. 1.16c, d. Therefore, ΔVT at fixed tSTR
can be extracted for different EOX at constant stress T, and different stress T at
constant EOX, and the extracted EOX and T dependence of ΔVT would therefore be
independent of tSTR. The EOX dependence of BTI can be used to extrapolate
measured accelerated stress data to normal operating condition. The T dependence
can be used to understand the underlying BTI physical mechanism, as discussed
later in this book.

Figure 1.20 shows ΔVT at fixed tSTR as a function of (a) stress EOX and (b) stress
T for PNO with proper PNA devices having different N dose and RTNO devices. In
spite of having lower N dose, RTNO devices show higher ΔVT when compared to
PNO devices for a particular EOX and T. Moreover, power-law field acceleration
(ΓE) and Arrhenius T activation energy (EA) values are lower for RTNO compared
to PNO devices. Note that since ΔVT shows power-law time dependence for longer
stress time and the time exponent (n) is similar across different EOX and T, extracted
ΓE and EA would be independent of the tSTR value used for ΔVT measurement. It is
important to remark that unless n remains independent of EOX and T, extracted ΓE
and EA will have not much meaning as their magnitude would be dependent on the
exact value of tSTR used for extraction. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the
artifacts mentioned above are avoided while determining field acceleration and
temperature activation of BTI degradation.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.20 Fixed time ΔVT versus a stress EOX and b stress T, for NBTI stress in SiON
p-MOSFETs having PNO and RTNO gate insulators. EOX dependence is shown in a log–log plot,
T dependence in a semi-log plot. PNO devices have different N content and EOT
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It is interesting to note from results presented in Figs. 1.16, 1.17, 1.18, 1.19, 1.20
that a particular SiON process that results in higher ΔVT magnitude also results in
lower NBTI parameters n, EA and ΓE. As a further demonstration of process
dependence of NBTI parameters, Fig. 1.21 plots (a) power-law time exponent
(n) obtained in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, as well as (b) Arrhenius T activation
energy (EA) and (c) power-law field acceleration factor (ΓE) as a function of atomic
N% measured using XPS for different SiON processes [36, 43]. The control SiO2

data are also shown, although it should be noted that the device suffers from Boron
penetration from the poly-Si gate due to very low N content in the gate stack [65].
The PNO with proper PNA devices have different starting base oxide thickness and
were subjected to different N dose, which resulted in different N% in the gate stack
[43] as shown in Table 1.1. For these devices, n, EA and ΓE reduce with increase in
N%, and rapid changes are observed for N > 30 %, presumably due to large
increase in N density at or near the Si/SiON interface. Furthermore, for a particular
N%, RTNO and PNO without proper PNA devices show lower n, EA and ΓE
compared to the PNO with proper PNA devices. This is again attributed to rela-
tively larger N concentration at the Si/SiON interface for RTNO and improper

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 1.21 a Power-law time exponent n, b T activation energy EA and c EOX acceleration factor
ΓE versus XPS measured atomic N% for NBTI stress in different SiON processes. PNO devices
have different starting base oxide thickness and different N dose, resulting in different N%. Control
SiO2 data are also shown
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PNA-PNO devices. The impact of Nitrogen on NBTI parameters will be explained
later in this book.

1.4 Ultra-Fast DC BTI Characterization in HKMG
MOSFETs

Results presented in this and later sections of this chapter are obtained by Ultra-Fast
Measure-Stress-Measure (UF-MSM) method, where transfer IDLIN versus VG

characteristics are measured in approximately 10 μs before and during logarith-
mically spaced intervals of BTI stress [66]. As illustrated in Fig. 1.22 and discussed
in detail in Chap. 2, transfer I–V curves are measured for VG sweeps ranging from
±1.2 to ±0.6 V, the “+” and “−” signs are for PBTI and NBTI measurements,
respectively. VT is extracted from measured I–V sweep data using the conventional
“max-gm” method [2].

Table 1.2 lists HKMG MOSFETs studied in this and following sections. The
devices were fabricated using Gate First integration scheme having different Rapid
Thermal Process (RTP) based ultra-scaled thermal IL layers. All devices have
identical HfO2 High-K thickness. EOT scaling has been achieved by fabricating
RTP thermal IL having thickness of 5 Å (D1) and 3 Å (D2), post-High-K nitridation

Fig. 1.22 Applied gate waveforms for (top) DC and (bottom) mode-B AC stress and UF-MSM
measurements. Default hold time is 50 ns and sweep time is 10 μs. Refer to Chap. 2 for additional
details

Table 1.2 Details of HKMG devices for NBTI and PBTI study using UF-MSM method

Device
no.

IL thickness
(Å)

High-K thickness
(Å)

Remarks

D1 5 23 Low-T RTP

D2 3 23 Low-T RTP

D3 2.5 23 Low-T RTP, PHKN after high-K
deposition

D4 1.5 23 Low-T RTP in N ambient
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of the 3 Å IL device (D3), and sub 2 Å IL using RTP on Nitrogen (N) surface
passivated Si surface (D4), refer to [67] and Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 for further details. All
results shown in Sects. 1.4 and 1.5 are obtained from device D2 unless specifically
mentioned otherwise.

1.4.1 Drain Current Degradation

Figure 1.23 shows transfer IDLIN versus VG characteristics measured before and
after NBTI and PBTI stress respectively in (a) p-channel and (b) n-channel HKMG
MOSFETs. Reduction in IDLIN is observed for both NBTI and PBTI stress. NBTI
results in negative shift and skew of the I–V characteristics after stress, while PBTI
only results in positive shift and negligible skew of the I–V characteristics. Shift in
I–V characteristics after stress is a measure of ΔVT due to gate insulator charges;
positive charges for NBTI causing negative ΔVT, while negative charges for PBTI
causing positive ΔVT. The gm versus VG characteristics are also plotted in Fig. 1.23
before and after (c) NBTI and (d) PBTI stress. The presence of skew in
I–V characteristics implies transconductance degradation (Δgm) for NBTI stress,
while negligible Δgm is observed for PBTI stress, consistent with results shown

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.23 a, b IDLIN versus VG and c, d gm versus VG characteristics measured using the UF-MSM
method before and after a, c NBTI and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG
MOSFETs
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earlier in Fig. 1.14. Note that the term “transconductance degradation” after NBTI
stress is applicable for peak gm and for gm corresponding to low VG values, while
interestingly, an apparent “improvement” is observed in gm for high VG values. The
implication of this aspect will be discussed later in Chap. 2.

Figure 1.24 shows the correlation of peak Δgm to ΔVT during NBTI and PBTI
stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. Two different devices
D1 and D2 having different IL thickness of the HKMG gate insulator have been
used. Note that these IL thicknesses are much smaller than the IL thickness of the
devices shown in Fig. 1.14 [16]. The values of Δgm and ΔVT are obtained from I–
V characteristics for different intervals of BTI stress, the stress being performed at
different VG-STR. For a given ΔVT, NBTI shows much larger Δgm than PBTI stress.
Identical Δgm to ΔVT correlation is observed for different IL thickness for NBTI
stress. On the other hand, PBTI stress on devices having thicker IL has negligible
Δgm, while higher Δgm for a given ΔVT is observed for PBTI stress on the gate stack
with thinner IL. This is consistent with the fact that NBTI results in IL degradation
while PBTI causes degradation of the HfO2 High-K layer. The increase in Δgm for a
given ΔVT for PBTI stress in thinner IL stack is due to increase in Coulomb
scattering, since High-K charges come closer to the channel as IL is scaled. Once
again, Fig. 1.24 shows absence of IL degradation during PBTI stress in
well-optimized devices.

1.4.2 Threshold Voltage Degradation

Figure 1.25 shows time evolution of ΔVT from very short to long stress time (tSTR)
during (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI stress in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs
respectively, the stress being done at different VG-STR and T. Figure 1.25c, d re-plot
the same data for longer tSTR. As expected, enhanced BTI degradation is observed
when stress is done at higher VG-STR and T, which is true for both n- and p-channel

Fig. 1.24 Correlation of Δgm
versus ΔVT for NBTI and
PBTI stress respectively in p-
and n-channel MOSFETs
having different IL thickness
of HKMG gate insulator stack
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devices. Note that similar to NBTI in SiON p-MOSFETs, ΔVT for both NBTI and
PBTI in HKMG MOSFETs also show rapid increase in time during the initial
period of stress (tSTR < 1 s), while power law time dependence (ΔVT * tn) is
observed for relatively longer stress time (tSTR > 1 s).

Figure 1.26 plots long-time power law time exponent (n) as a function of (a, b)
stress EOX and (c, d) stress T, for both (a, c) NBTI and (b, d) PBTI stress
respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. The exponent is obtained by
linear regression of measured ΔVT time-evolution data in tSTR interval of 10 s to 1
Ks. For this particular HKMG process, NBTI and PBTI show similar values of n;
moreover, the values of n are also similar across different stress EOX and T. Note
that the stress EOX and T independence of n is similar to that observed for NBTI in
SiON p-MOSFETs, and is obtained only when the artifacts mentioned in Sect. 1.3
do not influence BTI stress and measurements.

To evaluate the impact of stress EOX and T, BTI stress tests were performed at
three sets of T; for each T, three sets of EOX have been used, and the time evolution
of ΔVT has been obtained. Figure 1.27 plots the (a, b) stress EOX and (c, d) stress
T dependence of ΔVT at a fixed tSTR, obtained from measured ΔVT time evolution
data for (a, c) NBTI and (b, d) PBTI stress in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs,
respectively. The EOX dependence of ΔVT is used to extract the power-law field
acceleration factor (ΓE), which is found to be independent of T, as shown in

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.25 Time evolution of ΔVT from short to long stress time for a NBTI and b PBTI stress
respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs at different VG-STR and T. Data obtained from
UF-MSM measurements. Re-plot of long-time ΔVT time evolution data for c NBTI and d PBTI
stress
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Fig. 1.27a, b respectively for NBTI and PBTI stress. On the other hand,
T dependence of ΔVT for three sets of EOX is used to extract Arrhenius T activation
energy (EA), which is found to be independent of EOX, as shown respectively in
Fig. 1.27c, d for NBTI and PBTI stress. Note that it is important to obtain parallel
ΔVT versus tSTR curves when plotted in a log–log scale, or similar time exponent
n across different stress EOX and T, to obtain similar ΓE and EA at different tSTR as
mentioned before. Therefore, the experiments must be free from different stress and
measurement artifacts as mentioned in Sect. 1.3. Moreover, note that
T independence of ΓE and EOX independence of EA is also obtained only when BTI
stress and measurements are free from the artifacts mentioned in Sect. 1.3.

As a counter example, lower than expected ΔVT would be measured at higher
EOX and/or higher T when BTI is impacted by stress saturation. In such situations,
lower exponent n would be obtained at higher stress EOX and T, the EOX accel-
eration factor ΓE would be lower at higher T, while the T activation energy EA

would be lower at higher EOX, and the independence observed in Fig. 1.27 would
be lost. In a similar way, recovery impact or TDDB traps would also corrupt
extraction of ΓE and EA, since these effects would result in non-parallel ΔVT versus
tSTR curves in a log–log plot or different n for different stress EOX and T. Therefore,
BTI stress and measurements must be carefully done to obtain mutually indepen-
dent ΓE and EA values.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.26 Extracted long-time power law time exponent n versus a, b stress EOX and c, d stress T,
for a, c NBTI and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs
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1.5 Ultra-Fast Characterization of BTI Recovery and AC
Degradation in HKMG MOSFETs

As mentioned before, it is now well known that BTI degradation recovers after the
reduction of stress VG [31, 34]. On one hand, recovery poses a serious challenge to
BTI measurements, as experimental data must be obtained to capture the true effect
of stress with negligible impact of recovery. This is discussed in Chap. 2. On the
other hand, recovery results in lower BTI degradation for AC stress, as buildup of
ΔVT during pulse on phase partially recovers during pulse off phase. This “relief” in
degradation obtained for AC BTI is of interest to all switching CMOS circuits, and
is modeled in Chap. 6.

1.5.1 Recovery Measurements

Figure 1.28 shows the time evolution of ΔVT measured after DC (a) NBTI and
(b) PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. The devices
were first stressed at a fixed VG-STR and for a fixed duration of tSTR, and subse-
quently the VG is reduced to a low value (VG = VG-REC), and the recovery of ΔVT is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.27 Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT as a function of a, b stress EOX for different stress
T (log–log plot) and c, d stress T for different stress EOX (semi-log plot) obtained under a, c NBTI
and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs
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measured using 10 μs UF-MSM method in logarithmic intervals of time. Three
different values of VG-REC have been used as shown, while MSM I–V sweeps were
always performed in the VG range of ±1.1 to ±0.6 V, the “+” and “−” signs
respectively represent PBTI and NBTI measurements. Note that ΔVT starts to
recover immediately after stress when the devices are recovered at VG-REC = 0 V.
However, a delayed start of recovery is observed and overall magnitude of recovery
is lower when recovery is done at higher |VG-REC|. Interestingly, note that both
NBTI and PBTI demonstrate very similar impact of recovery VG as shown.

As a further illustration, Fig. 1.29 shows magnitude of ΔVT recovery as a
function of recovery VG for different recovery time (tREC). The recovery values are
obtained from measured time evolution of ΔVT recovery after DC (a) NBTI and
(b) PBTI stress in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs respectively, while stress VG

and stress time were kept constant across all experiments. As shown, the magnitude
of ΔVT recovery is governed by both VG-REC and tREC. In these HKMG devices, for

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.28 Time evolution of
ΔVT recovery measured at
different VG-REC following
a NBTI and b PBTI stress
respectively in p- and
n-channel HKMG MOSFETs.
Data obtained from UF-MSM
measurements

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.29 Magnitude of ΔVT

recovery as a function of
VG-REC, for different recovery
time following a NBTI and
b PBTI stress respectively in
HKMG p- and n-channel
MOSFETs. Data obtained
from UF-MSM measurements
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a particular tREC, lower ΔVT recovery is observed for |VG-REC| > 0.6 V, while the
magnitude of ΔVT recovery significantly increases for |VG-REC| ≤ 0.4 V, and similar
behavior is observed for both NBTI and PBTI stress.

The information provided in Fig. 1.29 can be used as a guideline to determine
the correct procedure for “recovery artifact free” BTI measurements. As discussed
in detail in Chap. 2, BTI measurements are often performed by reducing VG from
stress, either by using full IDLIN versus VG sweep [66] or using IDLIN measurement
at a fixed VG [62]. The measurement time and measurement VG (fixed or sweep
range) would determine the magnitude of BTI recovery. It is obvious that recovery
would be higher for higher measurement or stress-off time, while recovery would
also be higher if relatively lower |VG| is used for end of sweep or one spot mea-
surements. The sweep VG range and sweep time for UF-MSM measurements used
in these sections are chosen to keep BTI recovery at a minimum. Finally, it is
important to note that many industry level BTI measurements are done using 1 ms
delay where IDLIN is recorded at a fixed, low VG (close to pre-stress VT) value [62].
Such measurements would likely suffer from recovery related artifacts and need
careful attention. This aspect is discussed in Chap. 2.

1.5.2 AC BTI Measurements

AC stress waveform having a particular pulse duty cycle (PDC) and frequency (f) is
applied to the gate, as shown in Fig. 1.22 and discussed in detail in Chap. 2, and full
I–V measurements are performed in 10 μs before and during stress, by interrupting
the stress at logarithmic intervals of time. The stress time, tSTR is recorded till the
end of last full cycle as shown, and the net pulse on time would therefore depend on
the value of PDC. Similar to DC stress, I–V sweeps are done in the VG range of ±1.1
to ±0.6 V, the “+” and “−” signs represent PBTI and NBTI measurements,
respectively. Note that it is necessary to use identical measurement delay and sweep
bias range for DC and AC experiments, to determine proper AC/DC BTI ratio. This
aspect will be discussed in Chap. 2.

Figure 1.30 shows time evolution of ΔVT for AC (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI stress
respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. AC gate pulse with different
PDC and f but identical VG-STR and T have been used; note that VG-STR for AC
stress denotes the pulse high value (VG-HIGH). Pulse low value (VG-LOW) is kept at
0 V unless mentioned otherwise. As mentioned before, tSTR for AC stress is the
time during which AC pulse is applied to gate, while the actual stress happens only
during the pulse on time, given by the value of PDC * tSTR. Only long tSTR values
of ΔVT are plotted, which shows power-law time evolution with similar time
exponent n across different PDC and f. As shown, ΔVT increases at higher PDC but
remains independent of f for both NBTI and PBTI stress. The DC stress data are
plotted for reference, which show higher ΔVT when compared to AC stress. As
mentioned before, AC BTI is lower than its DC counterpart due to recovery; ΔVT

increases with increase in PDC due to reduction in pulse off or recovery time.
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On the other hand, for a particular PDC, the net pulse on and off times remain
identical for AC pulses having different f and AC BTI is independent of f. The PDC
and f dependence of BTI will be explained and modeled later in this book.

Figure 1.31 plots the measured time exponent n for AC (a, c) NBTI and (b, d)
PBTI stress for different (a, b) PDC and (c, d) f of the gate pulse. All experiments were
performed at identical VG-STR and T, and as before, the exponent n is extracted by
linear regression of measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. The DC value is also
shown as reference. Note that n for AC stress remains independent of PDC and f, and
has higher value when compared to DC stress. Moreover, similar values of n are
obtained for NBTI and PBTI for both DC and AC stress. The physical mechanism
responsible for different n for AC and DC BTI will be discussed later in this book.

Figure 1.32 plots ΔVT at fixed tSTR for AC (a, c) NBTI and (b, d) PBTI stress in
p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs, respectively. Experiments were performed at
different PDC and constant f, see Fig. 1.32a, b, and at different f and constant PDC,
see Fig. 1.32c, d, for identical VG-STR and T. In addition to the default pulse low
(VG-LOW) value of 0 V, the PDC dependent experiments were also done at higher |
VG-LOW| of 0.8 V, while VG-STR or pulse high value is kept constant. On the other
hand, the f dependence is studied at different PDC. As mentioned before, tSTR for
AC stress is the time for which the AC pulse is applied, while the actual stress time
will be governed by PDC and hence the pulse on time. The corresponding DC data
at identical T, VG-STR and tSTR are also shown.

The PDC dependence of ΔVT demonstrates a typical “S” curve for both NBTI
and PBTI stress as shown respectively in Fig. 1.32a, b. Note that ΔVT increases
with increase in PDC and a “kink” or “jump” in ΔVT magnitude is observed for
both NBTI and PBTI, between high PDC AC and DC stress. For a particular PDC,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.30 Time evolution of ΔVT for AC a NBTI and b PBTI stress respectively in p- and
n-channel HKMG MOSFETs at different pulse duty cycle and frequency. Time evolution of ΔVT

for DC NBTI and PBTI stress is also shown. Data obtained from UF-MSM measurements
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.32 Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT versus a, b pulse duty cycle and c, d frequency,
obtained for AC a, c NBTI and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG
MOSFETs. DC data are shown as reference. PDC dependence is shown for different VG-LOW,
f dependence shown for different PDC

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.31 Extracted long-time power law time exponent n versus a, b pulse duty cycle and c,
d frequency, for AC a, c NBTI and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG
MOSFETs. DC data are shown as reference
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the AC/DC ratio depends on the pulse low value; higher ΔVT for AC stress is
observed when AC stress pulse has relatively higher |VG-LOW|. This is observed for
both NBTI and PBTI and is fully consistent with lower ΔVT recovery for higher |
VG-REC| as shown in Fig. 1.29. On the other hand, f independence of ΔVT is
observed for different PDC and for both NBTI and PBTI stress, as shown,
respectively, in Fig. 1.32c, d. The dependence of BTI degradation on PDC, f and
VG-LOW of stress AC gate pulse will be explained and modeled later in this book.

1.6 Ultra-Fast Characterization of the Impact of HKMG
EOT Scaling on BTI

As shown in Fig. 1.1, HKMG gate insulator stack consists of two layers; SiO2 (or
SiON) based IL and High-K dielectrics. The present state-of-the-art HKMG gate
insulator stacks used in sub 20 nm technology nodes have Chemical Oxide
(Chem-Ox) IL and HfO2 High-K layers, having thicknesses of *6–7 and *15–
18 Å, respectively [15–18]. It is difficult to reduce the HfO2 High-K thickness from
its present value of *15–18 Å due gate leakage, and further EOT scaling can be
achieved by either nitridation of the gate stack after High-K deposition or by
reducing the IL thickness, as discussed in detail elsewhere [67]. Note that reducing
the High-K thickness by 1 Å reduces EOT of the gate stack only by 0.2 Å, but
increases the gate leakage current (IG) by 10× [68], and is not beneficial. On the
other hand, reduction of IL thickness by 1 Å reduces the gate stack EOT by the
same amount, while the gate leakage increases by 10× for every 2 Å reduction in IL
thickness. Therefore, IL thickness scaling is more beneficial than High-K thickness
scaling. Oxygen scavenging method has been used for Chem-Ox IL scaling [69];
the scaled stacks have good leakage and mobility but suffer from severe increase in
BTI degradation [58]. On the other hand, Rapid Thermal Process (RTP) based
thermal IL has been successfully scaled down to a thickness of less than 2 Å [67],
as shown in Table 1.2, and the scaled gate stacks demonstrate good leakage,
mobility as well as BTI reliability. In this section, the impact of EOT scaling of
thermal IL stacks, achieved by gate insulator nitridation following High-K depo-
sition as well as IL thickness scaling, on DC BTI is studied. As mentioned before,
BTI degradation is characterized using 10 μs UF-MSM method.

1.6.1 Effect of Nitrogen (N) Incorporation

Figure 1.33 shows ΔVT time evolution during (a, b) NBTI and (c, d) PBTI stress in
p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs, respectively. The gate insulator stacks of
these devices were fabricated (a, c) with nitridation after High-K deposition (D3)
and (b, d) RTP IL growth on N passivated Si surface (D4), as shown in Table 1.2
and described in detail in Chap. 3, refer to Fig. 3.2. Since nitridation changes the
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EOT of the gate insulator, VG-STR has been adjusted to obtain identical EOX during
stress. Once again, EOX is obtained using a simple formula of (VG-STR − VT0)/EOT,
where VT0 is pre-stress VT.

Only the long tSTR data measured at different stress EOX and T are plotted.
Similar to non-nitrided devices shown in Fig. 1.25, measured ΔVT data in different
type of nitrided devices also demonstrate power law time dependence; the time
exponent n, extracted in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, is always lower for nitrided
devices as compared to their non-nitrided counterparts for both NBTI and PBTI
stress. Similar to the non-nitrided device, measured n for nitrided device is also
independent of stress EOX and T for both NBTI and PBTI stress, as long as the
artifacts mentioned in Sect. 1.3 are avoided. For identical stress EOX and T, NBTI
shows higher ΔVT for the nitrided device D3 compared to its not nitrided coun-
terpart D2, refer to Figs. 1.25 and 1.33. Note that the impact of N on NBTI
magnitude and time exponent n is exactly identical for SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs. However device D3 shows lower ΔVT compared to device D2 for
PBTI stress, and therefore, N has just the opposite impact on PBTI magnitude when
compared to NBTI stress. However, similar to NBTI, N also results in lower n for
PBTI stress as shown. Process impact of NBTI and PBTI is modeled in Chap. 4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.33 Time evolution of ΔVT for a, b NBTI and c, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and
n-channel HKMG MOSFETs with gate stacks having a, c post High-K nitridation (D3) and b,
d nitrided IL (D4); refer to Table 1.2 for device details. Data obtained from UF-MSM
measurements
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Figure 1.34 plots (a, b) stress EOX and (c, d) stress T dependence of measured
ΔVT, obtained at fixed tSTR for (a, c) NBTI and (b, d) PBTI stress respectively in p-
and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. Results are shown for thermal IL based gate
insulator stacks without (D2) and with (D3) post High-K nitridation, and also with
N passivated IL (D4), refer to Table 1.2. The EOX dependence experiments were
performed at constant T, while T dependence is studied at constant EOX. Note that
for any EOX and T, devices having N in the gate stack show higher ΔVT for NBTI
but lower ΔVT for PBTI when compared to non-nitrided device. Moreover, the
nitrided devices demonstrate lower power-law field acceleration ΓE and T activation
EA for both NBTI and PBTI stress, when compared to the non-nitrided device. Note
that similar to non-nitrided devices, obtained ΓE and EA values are independent of
tSTR since ΔVT shows power law time dependence with similar n across stress EOX

and T. Moreover, ΓE is independent of stress T and EA is independent of stress EOX,
not explicitly shown here for brevity, as the artifacts mentioned in Sect. 1.3 do not
play a significant role.

Therefore, expect for the magnitude of ΔVT that increases for NBTI but reduces
for PBTI, other BTI parameters such that time exponent (n), field acceleration (ΓE)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1.34 Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT as a function of a, b stress EOX and c, d stress T,
obtained under a, c NBTI and b, d PBTI stress respectively in p- and n-channel MOSFETs having
different HKMG gate insulator processes. EOX dependence is shown in a log–log plot,
T dependence in a semi-log plot
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and Arrhenius T activation energy (EA) reduce when N is introduced in HKMG
stacks. The mechanism responsible for the impact of N on NBTI and PBTI will be
discussed later in this book.

1.6.2 Effect of Interlayer (IL) Scaling

Time evolution of ΔVT is measured during NBTI and PBTI stress respectively in p-
and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs having RTP thermal IL based HKMG gate stacks

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 1.35 Interlayer (IL) thickness dependence of UF-MSM measured a, b ΔVT at fixed overdrive,
c, d power-law time exponent n, e, f power-law EOX acceleration factor ΓE, and g, h T activation
energy EA for NBTI (left panels) and PBTI (right panels) stress respectively in p- and n-channel
HKMG MOSFETs
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of varying EOT as listed in Table 1.2, refer to Chap. 3 for additional details [67].
BTI stress has been performed and time evolution of ΔVT is measured at different
VG-STR and constant T, and different T at constant VG-STR. The magnitude of ΔVT is
extracted at identical gate overdrive (VG-STR − VT0), T and tSTR, while the time
exponent n, which is found to be independent of VG-STR and T for all devices, is
extracted by linear regression in the tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. The power-law EOX

acceleration ΓE and Arrhenius T activation EA of ΔVT is extracted at fixed tSTR of 1
Ks. However as mentioned before, similar ΓE and EA values would be obtained at
different tSTR as the devices show similar power-law time exponent n for different
stress EOX and T. Moreover, ΓE has been found to be independent of stress T and
EA is independent of stress EOX for all devices.

The measured data are plotted in Fig. 1.35 to show the IL scaling impact on (a,
b) ΔVT, (c, d) time exponent n, (e, f) power-law field acceleration ΓE and (g, h)
Arrhenius T activation EA for both NBTI and PBTI stress. Note that extreme EOT
scaling is achieved by either post-High-K nitridation or by using N surface pas-
sivation before IL growth, and would imply higher N concentration for the two
lowest EOT gate stacks.

It can be readily observed that ΔVT increases as EOT is scaled for NBTI stress.
Although ΔVT increases with EOT scaling also for PBTI stress, the nitrided devices
have lower ΔVT than non-nitrided devices as shown. Since experiments are per-
formed at constant overdrive, EOT scaling results in higher EOX. NBTI degradation
increases with nitridation and increase in EOX as EOT is scaled. On the other hand,
PBTI degradation reduces due to nitridation but increases with increase in EOX as
EOT is scaled. The parameters n, ΓE and EA reduce with EOT scaling for both
NBTI and PBTI stress. The observed reduction in BTI parameters n, ΓE and EA

with IL scaling is consistent with the impact of N shown earlier in Figs. 1.33 and
1.34. The impact of EOT scaling on BTI magnitude and its parameters will be
explained and modeled later in this book.

1.7 Summary

To summarize, NBTI is shown to degrade the performance of SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs, while only HKMG n-MOSFETs suffer from PBTI issues. The gate
insulator process is shown to significantly impact BTI degradation for both SiON
and HKMG MOSFETs. The role of gate oxide quality, post metallization anneal,
Nitrogen and Fluorine incorporation on NBTI degradation in SiO2 and SiON
p-MOSFETs and the impact of gate insulator processes on NBTI and PBTI deg-
radation in HKMG MOSFETs are reviewed from published reports. The relative
magnitude of NBTI and PBTI degradation in recent HKMG technologies is shown
to be process and industry specific, although the latest RMG HKMG based
FinFETs demonstrate higher NBTI and negligible PBTI degradation universally
across the semiconductor industry.
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An ultra-fast OTF method has been used to study gate insulator process impact
of NBTI for SiON p-MOSFETs. It is observed that PNO devices having relatively
moderate N dose and proper PNA show lower overall VT degradation and negli-
gible ΔVT in sub-1 ms stress time, higher power-law time exponent n at longer tSTR,
and stronger EOX acceleration ΓE and T activation EA. However, PNO with proper
PNA devices having large N dose, PNO with improper PNA devices, and RTNO
devices show very large overall degradation and significant ΔVT in sub-1 ms time
scale, lower power-law time exponent n at longer tSTR, and weaker EOX and
T dependence. Rather than total N dose, the N density at the Si/SiON interface
controls NBTI.

An ultra-fast I–V characterization method has been used to measure NBTI and
PBTI degradation respectively in p- and n-channel MOSFETs having
state-of-the-art HKMG gate insulator stacks. The impact of post-High-K Nitrogen
incorporation and IL scaling has been studied. Time evolution of BTI during and
after DC stress and during AC stress is characterized, and the impact of stress bias,
temperature, duty cycle and frequency have been analyzed. The following obser-
vations are made:

(a) The magnitude of ΔVT for NBTI stress increases while that for PBTI stress
reduces with N incorporation in the gate insulator stack, when compared at
identical stress EOX and T. The impact of N incorporation on NBTI has been
found to be similar for SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs.

(b) The magnitude of ΔVT for NBTI increases with IL scaling for HKMG devices
when compared at constant overdrive bias. The magnitude of ΔVT for PBTI
also increases with IL scaling, but nitrided devices show lower ΔVT compared
to non-nitrided devices.

(c) Time evolution of ΔVT shows power-law dependence having exponent n at
longer stress time. Similar n has been observed for NBTI and PBTI stress,
which does not vary with stress EOX and T, but reduces with higher N con-
centration in the gate stack and IL scaling. The impact of N incorporation on
n has been found to be similar for SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. The
exponent n is higher for AC compared to DC stress, and does not vary with
PDC and f for AC stress.

(d) Power-law field dependence ΓE and Arrhenius T activation energy EA values
have been found to be independent of stress T and EOX respectively for both
NBTI and PBTI stress. The values of ΓE and EA reduce with increase in N
concentration and IL scaling. Once again, the impact of N incorporation on ΓE
and EA for NBTI has been found to be similar for SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs.

(e) Reduction of ΔVT during recovery following NBTI and PBTI stress shows
strong dependence on gate bias during recovery experiments.

(f) AC NBTI and PBTI degradation show similar “S” shaped dependence on
pulse duty cycle but show frequency independence. A kink or jump in ΔVT

magnitude is observed between large PDC AC and DC stress.

These features will be explained and modeled in this book.
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Chapter 2
Characterization Methods for BTI
Degradation and Associated Gate
Insulator Defects

Souvik Mahapatra, Nilesh Goel, Ankush Chaudhary, Kaustubh Joshi
and Subhadeep Mukhopadhyay

Abstract In this chapter, different characterization methods are discussed to
determine BTI degradation of MOSFET parameters and to directly estimate the
pre-existing and generated gate insulator defects responsible for BTI. VT shift is
obtained from full ID–VG sweeps and also from spot ID measurements at fixed VG;
one spot measurements are performed either on-the-fly at stress VG or by dropping
down to a lower VG from stress. Impact of measurement delay and mobility deg-
radation on VT extracted from different methods is discussed. Flicker noise method
is used to access the density of pre-existing defects for different gate insulator
processes. Gated diode or DCIV, charge pumping (CP) and low voltage SILC
methods are used to determine trap generation at or near the interface between Si
channel and gate insulator. Conventional SILC is used to estimate generation of
bulk gate insulator defects. Different artifacts related to improper choice of stress
bias and measurement delay are discussed.

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chap. 1, Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) in Metal Oxide
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is normally assessed by stressing
the device at higher than nominal gate bias (VG = VG-STR), and recording the shift in
device parameters in logarithmic intervals of stress time (tSTR). Degradation in
device parameters, such as threshold voltage shift (ΔVT), is extracted from drain
current (ID) measured before and after stress. ID is usually measured in the linear
operating regime (IDLIN), with a low drain bias (VD) to keep oxide field (EOX)
almost uniform across the channel during stress.
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In earlier days, complete ID–VG sweeps were taken to extract VT before and
during BTI stress, the later was achieved by interrupting the stress for few seconds
for measurements [1]. It was soon realized that BTI degradation recovers sub-
stantially after stress is paused for measurement [2, 3], and for certain situations, as
much as 50 % of degradation recovers in just 1 s after stoppage of stress [4]. This
makes the conventional, slow ID–VG sweep based Measure-Stress-Measure (MSM)
technique unsuitable for BTI characterization, since it cannot capture the correct
degradation magnitude. To circumvent this recovery issue, three different ultra-fast
measurement techniques have been proposed in the literature, i.e., On-The-Fly
(OTF) IDLIN, MSM and One Spot Drop Down (OSDD), and are described in this
chapter.

All three classes of measurements described in this chapter can be implemented
using the setup illustrated in Fig. 2.1 [5–7]. A pulse generator is connected to the
gate terminal of a MOSFET and is used to apply the desired stress and measurement
biases. Source and substrate terminals are grounded, and the drain terminal is
connected to a current–voltage converter (IVC) and subsequently to a digital
storage oscilloscope (DSO). The combination of IVC and DSO helps in ultra-fast
IDLIN measurement in *microseconds measurement time (tM). All methods are
described in this chapter are for Negative BTI (NBTI) stress in p-MOSFETs,
although these can be readily adopted for Positive BTI (PBTI) stress in
n-MOSFETs.

As described in detail later in this book, BTI is due to uncorrelated contribution
from charging of pre-existing defects as well as generation of new defects during
stress in the gate insulator of a MOSFET, and measured ΔVT can be decomposed
into these underlying sub-components. Therefore, it is important to independently
and directly access the pre-existing and generated gate insulator traps for different
gate insulator processes, to verify the accuracy of the decomposition method. Such
assessment can be done using different trap characterization methods, i.e., Flicker
(1/f) Noise, Charge Pumping (CP), Gated Diode (DCIV), Stress Induced Leakage
Current (SILC) and Low Voltage (LV) SILC, and are described in this chapter.

Finally, it is important to remark that several stress and measurement artifacts
can corrupt BTI experiments and are also discussed in this chapter. Since BTI and
TDDB stress regimes are essentially the same, shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.2, and since

Fig. 2.1 Schematic of a
representative setup for
ultra-fast BTI measurements
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TDDB defects have significantly different tSTR and VG dependence, caution must be
used to avoid TDDB corruption of BTI experiments. Several artifacts related to BTI
recovery are also discussed.

2.2 Ultra-Fast On-the-Fly (UF-OTF) Method

Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of OTF measurement method. BTI induced IDLIN
degradation is measured on-the-fly at stress (VG = VG-STR) without reduction in VG,
and hence the technique does not suffer from recovery issues [3, 5]. However, the
first data point (IDLIN0) measured immediately after the application of VG-STR is
assumed to be unstressed, and extracted ΔIDLIN (=IDLIN − IDLIN0) therefore depends
on the time-zero delay (t0 delay) between application of VG-STR and measurement of
IDLIN0 [5, 8]. IDLIN0 has been measured by using t0 = 1 ms in conventional OTF [3,
9] and t0 = 1 μs in Ultra-Fast OTF (UF-OTF) [5, 8] setups. Furthermore, the OTF
technique needs to be modified to account for mobility degradation (Δμeff),
as-measured ΔIDLIN is influenced by both ΔVT and Δμeff, as shown in Chap. 1,
especially for NBTI stress in p-channel MOSFETs [10]. In [11], the OTF method is
modified presumably to account for mobility degradation, where a small gate pulse
is superimposed on VG-STR to measure transconductance (gm), and ΔVT is calculated
using ΔVT = ΔIDLIN/gm. However, it will be shown later that this method is not
effective in providing correct ΔVT, and also suffers from complications associated
with application of a complex gate waveform. An alternative approach is to com-
pute ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-STR − VT0) by applying only a DC stress bias and
measuring IDLIN at VG = VG-STR, where VT0 is pre-stress VT of the device.
A post-processing correction procedure involving additional ID–VG sweep mea-
surements is used to correct for the impact of Δμeff and convert ΔV to ΔVT [12],
which is discussed later in this chapter. OTF and UF-OTF methods have been

Fig. 2.2 Schematic of OTF
measurement of BTI
degradation during stress.
Default time-zero delay is
1 μs unless mentioned
otherwise
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extensively used to characterize the gate insulator process dependence of NBTI
degradation especially in Silicon Oxynitride (SiON) p-MOSFETs [9, 13], which
will be discussed and analyzed later in this book.

2.2.1 Impact of Measurement Delay for DC Stress

Accuracy of the OTF technique depends on time-zero or t0 delay as mentioned
before, as the first data point measured immediately after the application of VG-STR,
i.e., IDLIN0, is assumed as unstressed. As shown in Fig. 2.2, t0 delay is the time lag
between application of VG-STR and measurement of IDLIN0. For a particular t0 delay,
a device that degrades more rapidly soon after the initiation of stress would show
larger t0 delay impact on measured ΔIDLIN and vice versa. OTF measurements with
t0 delay down to 1 μs have been made using the setup shown in Fig. 2.1 [5, 8], and
relevant results are discussed in this section. Although the implementation and
results are shown for the case of NBTI in SiON p-MOSFETs, OTF method can be
used to study NBTI and PBTI in HKMG devices as well.

Figure 2.3a plots IDLIN measured before, during and immediately after appli-
cation of VG-STR for OTF measurement in SiON p-MOSFET having Plasma
Nitrided Oxide (PNO) gate insulator; refer to Chap. 1, Table 1.1 for SiON device
details. In the beginning, the pulse generator shown in Fig. 2.1 supplies a low DC
VG to the gate terminal of the MOSFET, and the DSO is triggered to start sampling
of IDLIN in 1 μs intervals. The pulse generator is triggered next and VG ramps up to
VG-STR, and DSO sampling captures the associated rise in IDLIN as the MOSFET is
driven to strong inversion. The first data point, i.e., IDLIN0, is captured within 1 μs
of the time of VG becoming equal to VG-STR. Measured IDLIN then starts to decrease
with increase in stress time due to BTI degradation.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3 OTF stress measurement: a application of gate stress voltage and corresponding
measured IDLIN, and b time evolution of IDLIN degradation for PNO and RTNO SiON p-MOSFETs
under NBTI stress
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Figure 2.3b shows measured IDLIN from short to longer stress time for PNO and
Rapid Thermal Nitrided Oxide (RTNO) SiON p-MOSFETs. Measured IDLIN at
VG-STR starts to degrade due to BTI degradation. Although the devices have similar
Equivalent Oxide Thickness (EOT), RTNO device shows lower starting IDLIN and
larger rate of IDLIN degradation with increase in stress time, tSTR. As mentioned
before, ΔIDLIN is calculated from measured IDLIN degradation using IDLIN − IDLIN0,
and although the first data point captured within 1 μs can be used as IDLIN0, it is
possible to choose measured IDLIN at different tSTR as IDLIN0 to study the impact of
different t0 delay on ΔIDLIN. BTI degradation is estimated using ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/
IDLIN0 * (VG-STR − VT0) as mentioned above, where VT0 is pre-stress VT of the
device, and mobility correction has been used to convert ΔV to ΔVT using the
method described in [12] and discussed later in this chapter.

Figure 2.4 plots ΔV time evolution measured in (a) PNO and (b) RTNO devices
using different t0 delay. Higher degradation is obtained using lower t0 delay as it
captures a less degraded IDLIN0 and vice versa. Significantly, larger impact of t0
delay is observed for RTNO compared to PNO device, as RTNO device has larger
rate of IDLIN degradation just after the initiation of stress as shown in Fig. 2.3b.

In spite of having similar EOT and much lower Nitrogen (N) content as men-
tioned in Chap. 1, Table 1.1, the RTNO device has much larger BTI magnitude
compared to the PNO device when stressed at identical electric field, EOX, and
temperature (T), and measured using identical t0 delay; EOX is calculated using
(VG-STR − VT0)/EOT. Interestingly, the RTNO device shows large degradation in
the sub-1 ms time scale when measured using t0 delay of 1 μs, which is not
observed in the PNO device, or with OTF measurements with higher t0 delay. This
observation has significant implication in understanding the underlying physical
mechanism of BTI, and will be discussed in detail in Chap. 6. Therefore, Fig. 2.4
clearly demonstrates the importance of ultra-fast OTF measurements to accurately
capture device degradation during BTI stress. Time evolution of NBTI degradation

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.4 Time evolution of OTF measured and mobility corrected ΔVT for different time-zero
delay, for a PNO and b RTNO SiON p-MOSFETs under NBTI stress. See Sect. 2.3 for mobility
correction
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at different stress EOX and T measured using the ultra-fast OTF method in differ-
ently processed SiON p-MOSFETs has been shown in Chap. 1 and further analyzed
later in this book.

As mentioned in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.16, BTI degradation shows power-law time
dependence at longer stress time. Measured data are plotted in a log-log plot and the
power-law time exponent (n) is obtained using linear regression in a specified time
range. To verify the robustness of power-law time dependence, Fig. 2.5a plots
n calculated from ΔVT time evolution data as a function of VG-STR for NBTI stress
in PNO-SiON p-MOSFET. Extraction is done for different ranges of tSTR over
which regression has been performed. Note that within measurement error, similar
values of n are observed for different tSTR range and across different stress VG, as
long as ΔVT is measured using a small t0 delay such that recovery artifacts remain
negligible. It is important to note that the VG independence of n shown in Fig. 2.5a
does not hold all the time. As mentioned in Chap. 1, measured n can reduce at
higher VG-STR due to saturation effects, which is caused by reduction in stress EOX

at longer tSTR when ΔVT becomes large. On the other hand, n can also increase at
higher VG-STR especially for thicker gate insulator devices, due to additional con-
tribution from TDDB like bulk insulator trap generation [14], which is discussed
later in this chapter and also in Chap. 4.

Figure 2.5b illustrates the impact of t0 delay on extracted n for p-MOSFETs
having different EOT and N content of PNO and RTNO based SiON gate stacks.
Note that n is extracted over a fixed range of tSTR and reduces with reduction in t0
delay, although PNO devices having different EOT and low to moderate N content
show higher magnitude of n when compared to the RTNO device. It is important to
note that a smaller t0 captures IDLIN0 that is relatively less degraded, and results in
larger BTI degradation and lower time exponent n. Similarly for a particular t0
delay, IDLIN0 is less degraded for PNO compared to RTNO device, refer to
Fig. 2.3b, and results in smaller degradation magnitude and higher n for the former
device. Therefore, it is important to use ultra-fast OTF measurements to properly

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.5 Power-law time exponent n of OTF measured ΔVT, a plotted versus VG-STR and extracted
for different stress time ranges for linear regression, and b versus time-zero delay, for PNO and
RTNO SiON p-MOSFETs under NBTI stress
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measure BTI degradation in wide variety of gate insulator devices. More results of
OTF measured time exponent n for different devices and stress conditions are
presented and analyzed in other chapters of this book.

2.2.2 Recovery After DC Stress

As mentioned before, it is now well known that BTI degradation recovers sub-
stantially after the reduction of stress VG. Figure 2.6a illustrates the gate bias
sequence for OTF measurement of BTI recovery at VG = VG-REC following BTI
stress at VG = VG-STR for a time tSTR. The pulse generator applies VG = VG-REC to the
gate of the MOSFET and the DSO is triggered to measure pre-stress IDLIN, which is
recorded as IDLIN0. The pulse generator is then triggered to output VG = VG-STR for a
duration tSTR, during which the device degrades due to BTI, after which VG drops
back to VG-REC. The DSO is synchronously triggered again with the falling edge of
the gate pulse, and recovery of degraded IDLIN is measured. Once again, the voltage
shift for BTI recovery can be calculated using ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 *
(VG-REC − VT0), where ΔIDLIN is IDLIN − IDLIN0 and IDLIN0 is recorded at
VG = VG-REC before stress. Mobility correction is used to convert ΔV to ΔVT using
the method of [12] as discussed in the following section.

Figure 2.6b plots time evolution of ΔVT recovery measured using the OTF
technique after NBTI stress in PNO-SiON p-MOSFETs for different tSTR values. It
is important to note that ΔVT starts to recover as soon as VG is reduced from VG-STR

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.6 OTF recovery
measurement: a applied gate
voltage sequence, b time
evolution of measured and
mobility corrected ΔVT

recovery after NBTI stress for
different stress time in PNO
SiON p-MOSFET
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to VG-REC. This suggests the necessity of using ultra-fast setup for BTI character-
ization using MSM or OSDD methods, and is discussed later in this chapter.
More BTI recovery results measured using OTF method for different devices and
stress conditions are presented and analyzed in Chap. 6 of this book.

2.3 Mobility Degradation

As discussed in Chap. 1, IDLIN degradation especially during NBTI stress is caused
by degradation in both VT and μeff, the later results in transconductance (gm) deg-
radation, refer to Chap. 1, Fig. 1.16. Therefore, the contribution of Δμeff on ΔIDLIN
needs to be determined for accurate determination of time evolution of ΔVT from
OTF technique.

The drain current of a MOSFET in above threshold and linear regime of oper-
ation, IDLIN, is given by the following equation [15]:

IDLIN ¼ leffCOX
W
L

VG � VT � m
VD

2

� �
VD ð2:1Þ

In (2.1), μeff is effective mobility, COX is gate capacitance, W and L are device
width and channel length respectively, VG and VD are gate and drain biases
respectively, and m is calculated using the subthreshold ID versus VG characteris-
tics. For higher gate overdrive (VG − VT), the effective mobility can be expressed
using a simple first order relation as follows [10, 12]:

leff ¼
l0

1þ h VG � VTð Þ ð2:2Þ

In (2.2), μ0 is low field mobility and θ is high field reduction factor. The vari-
ation in IDLIN due to BTI can be obtained by differentiating (2.1) as follows [12]:

� DIDLIN
IDLIN0

����
���� ¼ Dleff

leff0

VG � VT � mVD
2

VG � VT0 � m0
VD
2

þ leff
leff;0

� DVTj j � VD
2 Dmj j

VG � VT0 � m0
VD
2

ð2:3Þ

Note that besides ΔVT, ΔIDLIN is also impacted by Δμeff (=μeff − μeff,0) and
therefore by Δμ0 (=μ0 − μ0,0) and Δθ (=θ − θ0), as well as by Δm (=m − m0), where
μeff,0, θ0 and m0 are corresponding pre-stress values. The simplified expression used
in Sect. 2.2, ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-STR − VT0), is derived from (2.3) by
ignoring Δμeff and Δm, and therefore, ΔV needs to be corrected, especially for NBTI
stress, to obtain proper, “mobility corrected” ΔVT [12].

The mobility and m factor degradation can be assessed by measuring IDLIN
versus VG sweeps before and during logarithmically spaced intervals of NBTI
stress. Pre- and post-stress IDLIN versus VG data in above threshold at high gate
overdrive can be used to obtain μeff versus (VG − VT) data, where the mobility
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expression of (2.2) remains valid, and can be fitted to obtain μ0 and θ, and hence,
time evolution of Δμ0 and Δθ can be determined. Time evolution of Δm can be
obtained from subthreshold slope degradation and that of ΔVT from VT extracted
using conventional “peak gm” method.

Figure 2.7 shows normalized Δμ0, Δθ and Δm as a function of ΔVT for NBTI
stress in SiON p-MOSFETs. The magnitude of μ0 and θ reduce and that of
m increases after NBTI stress. Moreover, Δμ0, Δθ and Δm are linearly correlated to
ΔVT, and this correlation can be used to construct a “mobility correction” algorithm
as discussed later. Note that for a particular ΔVT, much larger variation is usually
observed for Δμ0 and Δθ than that for Δm, and therefore, correction due to Δm has
negligible impact and can be ignored as discussed in [12].

It is important to remark that the correlation of Δμeff to ΔVT depends on θ0, the
pre-stress slope of μeff versus (VG − VT) data, refer to (2.2). Note that when com-
pared at fixed (VG − VT), obtained μeff always reduces after NBTI stress, and
therefore, Δμeff < 0. However, actual NBTI measurements are done at fixed VG, and
for devices having high θ0, reduction in μ0 can be overcompensated by reduction in
θ0 and (VG − VT) after NBTI stress, which can result in Δμeff > 0, refer to (2.2) [12].

As an example, Fig. 2.8 shows normalized Δμeff as a function of ΔVT for two
different SiON p-MOSFETs having (a) low and (b) high pre-stress θ0. Note that μeff
is extracted using (2.1) from pre- and post-stress IDLIN versus VG characteristics at
fixed sense bias of VG = VG-SNS, while VT is extracted by using the peak gm method.
The magnitude of |Δμeff| increases with increase in ΔVT due to NBTI stress for both
devices. However, the device with low θ0 shows Δμeff < 0 as expected, while the
device with high θ0 shows Δμeff > 0 due to overcompensation effect discussed
above. It is also important to note that for a particular ΔVT, |Δμeff| reduces with

Fig. 2.7 Correlation of
degradation in parameters m,
μ0 and θ shown in (2.1) and
(2.2) to ΔVT for NBTI stress
in PNO SiON p-MOSFET.
Data obtained using I–
V sweeps in slow MSM
method
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increase in |VG-SNS| for low θ0 device, while for high θ0 device, |Δμeff| increases with
increase in |VG-SNS| as shown in Fig. 2.8a, b.

Note that the magnitude and sign of Δμeff versus ΔVT correlation would impact
ΔIDLIN versus ΔVT correlation as per (2.3), since ΔIDLIN is also obtained from IDLIN
measurement before and after stress at a fixed VG. As an illustration, Fig. 2.8 plots
the correlation of ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-SNS − VT0) versus ΔVT at different
sense bias VG-SNS for SiON p-MOSFETs with (c) low and (d) high pre-stress θ0; the
Δμeff versus ΔVT correlation of these devices are shown, respectively in Fig. 2.8a, b.
Pre- and post-stress VT and hence ΔVT are obtained using the peak gm method, and
1:1 correlation is shown by a solid line. As expected, ΔV is not equal to ΔVT due to
mobility degradation effects. For a particular ΔVT, the device with lower θ0 shows
higher ΔV than 1:1 correlation line, see Fig. 2.8c, and the error in ΔV increases with
reduction in |VG-SNS|. On the other hand, the device with higher θ0 has lower
ΔV than 1:1 correlation line, see Fig. 2.8d, while the error in ΔV increases with
increase in |VG-SNS|. Therefore, if mobility correction is not taken into consider-
ation, OTF measurements can result in higher or lower than actual NBTI degra-
dation, and the error will be dependent on VG-SNS, which is VG-STR for OTF method.
Therefore, not only the NBTI magnitude but also the VG-STR or EOX dependence of
measured degradation will get corrupted, which will result in incorrect extrapolated
degradation at use condition.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.8 Correlation of normalized mobility degradation measured using different sense VG to
ΔVT for NBTI stress in PNO SiON p-MOSFET having a low θ0 and b high θ0. Correlation of
corresponding mobility uncorrected voltage shift using simple IDLIN expression to ΔVT for c low
θ0 and d high θ0 devices. ΔVT is obtained using peak gm method
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IDLIN versus VG measurements before and during NBTI stress interruptions can
be used to calculate pre-stress μ0,0, θ0 and m0 values, as well as stress induced Δμ0,
Δθ and Δm versus ΔVT correlation as shown in Fig. 2.7. Moreover, (2.2) can be
used to calculate Δμeff versus ΔVT correlation as shown in Fig. 2.8a, b, and finally,
(2.3) can be used to calculate “mobility corrected” ΔVT [12]. Figure 2.9a illustrates
this correction algorithm, and Fig. 2.9b plots “mobility corrected” ΔVT from one
spot ΔIDLIN measurements at different VG-SNS as a function of ΔVT obtained using
the conventional peak gm method. Note that once mobility degradation is taken into
account using (2.3), 1:1 correlation is observed between “peak gm” ΔVT and ΔVT

obtained from ΔIDLIN measured at different VG-SNS. All UF-OTF NBTI data pre-
sented elsewhere in this book are corrected for mobility degradation using the
method proposed in this section.

2.4 Ultra-Fast Measure-Stress-Measure (UF-MSM)
Method

Ultra-Fast MSM (UF-MSM) method, illustrated in Fig. 2.10, relies on performing
complete IDLIN versus VG sweeps in few microseconds before and during loga-
rithmically spaced interruptions of BTI stress [6, 7]. VT is extracted before and after
stress from measured ID–VG data by using the conventional “peak gm” method [15],
and hence time evolution of ΔVT can be obtained. Note that similar to conventional
MSM method, the UF-MSM method also suffers from potential recovery issues
since VG is lowered from stress for measurement, although the recovery would be
substantially lower, if not almost negligible, as stress interruption time is drastically
minimized. Note that a tradeoff exists between measurement speed and accuracy,

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.9 a Algorithm for mobility correction of OTF data. b Correlation of mobility corrected
calculated ΔVT from measured IDLIN at different sense VG to measured ΔVT using peak gm method
for NBTI stress in PNO SiON p-MOSFET
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and commercial setups are now available to reliably perform both DC and AC BTI
experiments in MSM mode with *10 μs delay [16]. The UF-MSM method has
been extensively used to characterize DC and AC degradation during NBTI and
PBTI stress in p- and n-channel High-K Metal Gate (HKMG) MOSFETs, respec-
tively [16–19]; results are shown in Chap. 1 and further analyzed in later chapters of
this book. This section describes the implementation details of the UF-MSM
method. Although early implementation of UF-MSM method was made using
custom setups [6], all results presented in this book are measured using commer-
cially available instrument [16]. Although UF-MSM method has been used to
characterize NBTI stress in both SiON and HKMG devices and PBTI stress in
HKMG devices, results presented in this section are obtained from NBTI stress in
p-channel HKMG MOSFETs.

2.4.1 Measurements During DC Stress

As shown in Fig. 2.10, VG sweeps for IDLIN measurements can be made either from
high to low (H to L) or from low to high (L to H) values,1 however, note that it is
important to keep identical sweep direction for pre- and post-stress measurements.
Figure 2.11 plots pre- and post-stress (a) IDLIN and (b) gm versus VG data obtained
using H to L and L to H sweeps. Note that due to recovery issues, the H to L and L
to H sweep measurements are done on identical but separate devices, stressed at
identical VG and T. Identical pre-stress measured values for different sweep direc-
tions (small discrepancy is due to device to device variation) verify that the mea-
surement is free from hysteresis issues, which can be either due to inaccurate setup
or due to bad gate insulator quality of the device under test. The degradation, i.e.,
the difference between pre- and post-stress data is different for different sweep
directions and is discussed below.

Fig. 2.10 Schematic of UF-MSM method for DC NBTI measurements. Arrows represent
directions of VG sweep for I–V measurement. Measurement delay is sum of hold time and sweep
time. Default hold time is 50 ns and sweep time is 10 μs unless mentioned otherwise

1For NBTI stress, low and high values correspond to the magnitude of gate pulse.
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As mentioned before, VT is extracted using the conventional “peak gm” method,
where a tangent in drawn on the IDLIN versus VG curve at the VG value corre-
sponding to the peak gm point. I–V characteristics are measured before and during
logarithmically spaced interruptions in BTI stress, and ΔVT time evolution is
obtained. Figure 2.11c plots time evolution of ΔVT obtained at identical NBTI stress
conditions but using different sweep directions. Note that ΔVT shows power-law
time dependence with exponent n at longer tSTR. However, the magnitude of ΔVT

and its exponent n show different values for H to L and L to H sweeps for identical
hold and sweep time. Higher ΔVT and lower n are observed for H to L when
compared to L to H sweep as shown; n being obtained using linear regression of
measured data in tSTR range to 10 s to 1 Ks.

Although H to L and L to H sweeps are taken using identical voltage range (0 to
−1.2 V) and sweep time, the hold before sweep is at higher |VG| for H to L and at
0 V for L to H sweep, see Fig. 2.10. Since recovery accelerates at lower |VG|, refer
to Chap. 1, Fig. 1.22, hold at 0 V for L to H sweep has larger recovery as compared
to hold at higher |VG| for H to L sweep, and therefore, the former results in lower
ΔVT magnitude and higher exponent n as shown. Note that for L to H sweep, it is
sufficient to record IDLIN from VG values just below the peak gm point for extraction

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 2.11 UF-MSM measured a IDLIN versus VG and b gm versus VG characteristics before and
after NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFET. Data shown for different sweep directions for I–
V measurements. c Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for different sweep directions and
ranges of sweep bias
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of VT using the tangent method, and it is not necessary to record IDLIN all the way
from VG = 0 V. Figure 2.11c also plots the time evolution of ΔVT for L to H sweep
from −0.6 to −1.2 V, which, for identical VG-STR and T, shows larger ΔVT and
lower n compared to L to H sweep from 0 to −1.2 V, due to relatively higher hold
VG and correspondingly lower recovery. Note that the H to L sweep can also be
done from −1.2 V up to −0.6 V instead of going all the way down to 0 V to reduce
measurement time, tM. It should be remarked that the non-zero lower limit of VG for
L to H and/or H to L sweep should be suitably chosen such that it crosses the VG

value corresponding to the peak gm point, through which a tangent needs to be
drawn to estimate VT.

Figure 2.12 shows the impact of hold time on time evolution of ΔVT for (a) H to
L sweep from −1.2 to −0.6 V, as well as L to H sweep from (b) −0.6 to −1.2 V and
(c) 0 to −1.2 V. The power-law time exponents extracted using linear regression of
measured data in tSTR range to 10 s to 1 Ks are shown as a function of hold delay in
Fig. 2.12d for different sweep directions. All measurements are done on identical
but separate devices, stressed at identical VG-STR and T. Note that H to L sweep
shows largest ΔVT, smallest n and negligible impact of hold time, while for L to H
sweep, ΔVT reduces and n increases with increase in hold time, larger ΔVT and
smaller n are obtained for hold at −0.6 V compared to 0 V. This is due to negligible

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.12 a–c Impact of hold time on time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for NBTI stress
in HKMG p-MOSFETs for different sweep conditions. d Measured power-law time exponent
n versus hold time for different sweep conditions
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ΔVT recovery at −1.2 V, and much larger recovery at 0 V compared to −0.6 V.
Therefore, a non-zero lower limit of VG sweep reduces the impact of recovery
especially for L to H sweep, and the overall measurement time can also be reduced
due to reduction in range of sweep VG.

Besides hold time, the sweep time also impacts time evolution of measured ΔVT.
Higher recovery at lower |VG| influences both H to L and L to H sweep based I–
V measurements, even for sweeps with relatively higher, non-zero lower limit of
VG. Figure 2.13 plots ΔVT time evolution for (a) H to L sweep from −1.2 to −0.6 V,
as well as L to H sweep from (b) −0.6 to −1.2 V and (c) 0 to −1.2 V. The
power-law time exponents obtained using linear regression of measured data in tSTR
range to 10 s to 1k s are shown as a function of sweep delay in Fig. 2.13d for
different sweep directions. Higher sweep time results in lower ΔVT and higher n for
both H to L as well as L to H sweep. However contrary to hold time, the sweep time
has relatively larger impact on H to L compared to L to H sweep. This is due to
larger recovery at larger sweep delay for H to L compared to L to H sweep, as the
later part of the sweep goes towards lower |VG| for H to L and towards higher |VG|
for L to H sweep. Therefore, the sweep direction, hold time and sweep time affect
ΔVT time evolution and need to be carefully chosen for UF-MSM measurements.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.13 a–c Impact of sweep time and sweep direction on UF-MSM measured ΔVT time
evolution for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs. d Measured power-law time exponent n versus
sweep time for different sweep conditions
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2.4.2 Measurements During AC Stress

Figure 2.14 shows the gate voltage sequence for AC stress and measurement. AC
pulse having a particular frequency (f) and duty cycle (PDC) is applied to the gate
for stress, pulse VG-HIGH and pulse VG-LOW being the stress high and low values,
respectively. The device gets stressed during pulse high phase, and recovers during
pulse low phase. The pulse low is usually kept at 0 V, although non-zero VG-LOW

can also be used to study the impact of VG on recovery for AC stress. I–V sweeps
are measured before and during logarithmically spaced interruptions in BTI stress to
extract time evolution of ΔVT. Measure VG-HIGH and measure VG-LOW denote the
range of VG sweep for I–V measurements. Note that AC stress can be interrupted for
I–V measurements after the completion of last half cycle or last full cycle, defined
respectively as Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress. It is important to note that AC BTI
results shown in Chap. 1 are from Mode-B stress. Similar to DC stress, the I–
V curves can be measured using H to L or L to H directions of VG sweep for AC
stress, although H to L direction is used in this book unless mentioned otherwise. It
is important to use identical sweep parameters, such as sweep direction, hold time
and sweep time for accurate estimation of the ratio of AC to DC degradation.

Figure 2.15a plots time evolution of ΔVT for Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress at
identical PDC, f, VG-HIGH (=VG-STR) and VG-LOW (=VG-REC) and measured using H
to L gate sweep from −1.2 and −0.6 V. Time evolution of ΔVT for AC stress also
shows power-law dependence at longer tSTR. However, Mode-A stress shows
higher ΔVT magnitude and lower time exponent n when compared to Mode-B
stress, which is due to higher recovery for the later as measurements are done after
the pulse low phase. The difference between Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress is
analyzed in detail later in this book.

Figure 2.15 also shows the impact of (b) PDC and (c) f of the AC gate pulse on
measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR for Mode-A and Mode-B stress at fixed VG-HIGH but

Fig. 2.14 Schematic of UF-MSM method for AC NBTI measurements. Mode-A and Mode-B
represents start of I–V sweep after last half and full cycle, respectively. Identical sweep directions
should be used for both modes, which should also be identical to that used for DC stress
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different VG-LOW, the corresponding DC stress value is shown as reference.
Measurements are done using H to L VG sweep from −1.2 to −0.6 V. Note that ΔVT

for DC and AC stress are obtained at fixed tSTR, which, for AC stress includes both
pulse on and off time, and the net stress or pulse on time for AC stress would
depend on PDC of the gate pulse. Higher ΔVT is obtained at higher |VG-LOW| for all
PDC and f, which is consistent with lower recovery at higher |VG|. ΔVT increases
with increase in PDC due to increase in net pulse high or stress time. The PDC
dependence shows a typical “S” shaped characteristics, and a kink or jump is
observed between high PDC AC and DC stress. Lower kink in ΔVT is observed for
higher |VG-LOW| and vice versa, which will be explained later in this book.
Measured ΔVT for Mode-B stress is independent of f for different VG-LOW, although
larger AC to DC ratio is observed for higher |VG-LOW| and vice versa. On the other
hand, ΔVT for Mode-A stress is higher when compared to Mode-B ΔVT especially
at lower f, however, the former reduces with increase in f and merges with the later
at higher f and also shows f independence.

The impact of AC pulse f on measured power-law time exponent n for Mode-A
and Mode-B stress is shown in Fig. 2.15d. As mentioned before, n is extracted by

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.15 AC NBTI measurements in HKMG p-MOSFETs using UF-MSM method: a Time
evolution of ΔVT for Mode-A and Mode-B stress. Fixed time ΔVT for Mode-A and Mode-B stress
using AC pulse having different pulse low bias, as a function of b duty cycle and c frequency.
d Power-law time exponent n versus frequency for Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress. DC data are
shown as reference
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using linear regression of measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1k s. Note that
Mode-B stress shows universal n* 1/6 value and f independence of n. On the other
hand, Mode-A stress results in lower n compared to Mode-B especially at lower f,
however, n for the former increases with increase in f and merges with the later at
higher f and shows f independence. It is important to note the f independence of
ΔVT and n for Mode-B stress. Moreover, the observed f dependence of ΔVT and
n for Mode-A stress especially at lower f is also of interest; ΔVT reduces but
n increases with increase in f. These aspects will be explained in Chap. 6.

The impact of hold and sweep delay on AC stress is also of interest. Figure 2.16
shows ΔVT time evolution measured using L to H VG sweep from −0.6 to −1.2 V
for (a, c) Mode-A and (b, d) Mode-B AC stress, for different (a, b) hold time and (c,
d) sweep time. Similar to DC, Mode-A AC stress is also affected by both hold and
sweep time; lower ΔVT magnitude and higher power-law time exponent n are
observed for higher measurement delay. However, the sweep and hold delay have
negligible impact on Mode-B AC stress as shown. This can be explained by noting
that I–V sweeps for Mode-B stress are done after the pulse off phase where recovery
takes place, and therefore, additional delay has negligible impact on measured ΔVT

time evolution. However, this is not the case for Mode-A stress as I–V sweeps are
done after pulse high phase, and hence, delay influences measured time evolution of
ΔVT as shown. Therefore, it is necessary to use UF-MSM for accurate estimation of
DC to AC ratio for Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.16 Impact of (a, b) hold time and (c, d) sweep time for UF-MSM measured ΔVT time
evolution during AC (a, c) Mode-A and (b, d) Mode-B NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs
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2.5 One Spot Drop Down (OSDD) Method

In OSDD technique, illustrated in Fig. 2.17, BTI stress is interrupted and VG is
reduced from VG-STR to a suitable sense bias (VG-SNS) to measure IDLIN in time tM.
Similar to MSM, the OSDD technique would also suffer from recovery issues,
however, it takes much shorter time to measure a single spot ID than full ID–VG

sweep and hence recovery can be minimized. Although specialized commercial
setups are now available to reliably perform full ID–VG sweeps in few microsec-
onds, OSDD has been particularly useful in the past when such specialized
instruments were not available. As shown in Fig. 2.17, once post-stress IDLIN is
measured at VG-SNS, it can be compared to pre-stress ID–VG sweep to determine BTI
degradation. In the vertical shift method, ΔV = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-SNS − VT0) can
be estimated by noting the difference in IDLIN between pre- and post-stress at
VG-SNS, and in the absence of mobility variation, ΔV equals ΔVT. Note that the
absence of mobility degradation implies parallel ID–VG curves before and after
stress. In the lateral shift method, the voltage corresponding to post-stress IDLIN is
noted from the pre-stress ID–VG curve, which is denoted as VG-PST as shown in
Fig. 2.17, and the difference between VG-PST and VG-SNS is used to calculate ΔVLS,
which becomes equal to ΔVT in the absence of mobility degradation.

In the technique proposed in [20], IDLIN is measured at VG-SNS = VT0, where VT0

is pre-stress threshold voltage of the device and lateral shift method is used. Note
that the lateral shift method assumes parallel ID–VG curves before and after stress
and hence no mobility degradation, which is a fair assumption for PBTI stress as
discussed in Chap. 1, and also at lower VG-SNS close to VT0 for NBTI stress, which
will be shown later in this section. However, as recovery magnitude increases with
increase in the difference between VG-STR and VG-SNS [16, 21], a low VG-SNS readout
would suffer from recovery artifacts, shown in [22] and discussed later in this
section, unless IDLIN is recorded in few microseconds. There exists a tradeoff

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.17 a Schematic of OSDD method. b Measured IDLIN versus VG sweep before stress and
one spot IDLIN measurement after stress. The lateral and vertical shift methods for ΔVT extraction
are illustrated
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between VG-SNS and drop down delay to minimize the impact of recovery, refer to
Chap. 1, Fig. 1.29 for details. Alternatively, especially for relatively slower mea-
surements, the recovery can be reduced by dropping down to VG-SNS = VDD for
IDLIN measurement, where VDD is the operating voltage of the device [23, 24]. ΔVT

can be calculated either using the lateral shift or vertical shift methods. However,
measured ΔIDLIN at high VG-SNS is affected by both ΔVT and Δμeff, especially for
NBTI stress, and the impact of Δμeff needs to be corrected as described later in this
section. Although OSDD method has been used to characterize NBTI in SiON and
HKMG p-MOSFETs and PBTI in HKMG n-MOSFETs [20, 24], in this chapter,
results are only shown for NBTI in HKMG p-MOSFETs.

Figure 2.18 plots the time evolution of measured ΔVLS during NBTI stress in
HKMG p-MOSFETs by using the lateral shift method, for (a) fixed tM and different
VG-SNS and (b) fixed VG-SNS and different tM. The same IDLIN data can be used to
calculated ΔV using the vertical shift method using the equation shown above, and
obtained time evolution is shown in Fig. 2.18 for (c) fixed tM and different VG-SNS

and (d) fixed VG-SNS and different tM. The impact of VG-SNS on power-law time
exponent n, extracted by linear regression of measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to
1 Ks, is plotted in Fig. 2.18 for (e) lateral and (f) vertical shift methods, for different
measurement delay tM. Finally, the time evolution of ΔVT obtained using 10 μs
UF-MSM method is shown in Fig. 2.18a, c, and power-law time exponent
n extracted from MSM data for different measurement delay is shown in Fig. 2.18e,
f as reference.

Note that when compared to the UF-MSM method for a particular tM, the
magnitude of ΔVLS from the lateral shift and ΔV from the vertical shift OSDD
method increases with increase in VG-SNS as shown respectively in Fig. 2.18a, c,
and the corresponding time exponent n reduces as shown in Fig. 2.18e, f. Since
recovery is negligible due to the use of small tM, this is an artifact of mobility
degradation at higher VG-SNS and is discussed below. However, for a particular
VG-SNS, the magnitude of ΔVLS and ΔV reduces and corresponding time exponent
n increases with increase in tM, as shown in Fig. 2.18b–f, which can be attributed to
recovery artifacts as discussed in the previous section.

To illustrate the impact of mobility degradation, Fig. 2.19a shows IDLIN versus VG

characteristics measured using UF-MSMmethod in HKMG p-MOSFETs before and
after NBTI stress. Pre- and post-stress VT is determined using the peak gm method,
and the post-stress I–V curve is shifted by ΔVT to align with the pre-stress curve. Note
that although the shifted post-stress curve aligns with the pre-stress curve at lower VG,
the curves do not match at higher VG, and the post-stress curve is below the pre-stress
curve due to additional mobility degradation. The mobility impact for vertical shift
method is assessed by ΔV* = −ΔIDLIN/IDLIN0 * (VG-SNS − VT0), where ΔIDLIN is
difference between pre-stress and ΔVT shifted post-stress curve. In a similar manner,
the mobility impact for lateral shift method is assessed by noting ΔVLS*, the lateral
difference between pre-stress and ΔVT shifted post-stress curves as shown in
Fig. 2.19a. Similar analysis can be done at different VG-SNS and for post-stress I–
V measured at different tSTR.
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The resulting time evolution of ΔVLS* and ΔV* at different VG-SNS is shown
respectively in Fig. 2.19b, c. It is evident that post-stress IDLIN is affected by both
ΔVT and Δμeff especially at higher VG-SNS. The contribution due to Δμeff, manifested
as ΔVLS* or ΔV* for lateral or vertical shift methods respectively, increases with
increase in VG-SNS. Therefore, ΔVLS and ΔV, extracted from lateral or vertical shift
in ID–VG curve after stress, increases at higher VG-SNS due to additional contribution
respectively from ΔVLS* and ΔV*. Although time evolution of ΔVLS* and ΔV*
shows power-law time dependence, they have lower time exponent n compared to

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2.18 OSDD measurements: Time evolution of (a, b) ΔVLS using lateral shift and (c,
d) ΔV using vertical shift methods, for different (a, c) sense bias and (b, d) measurement delay, for
NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs. Impact of sense VG on power-law time exponent n for
e lateral shift and f vertical shift method for different measurement delay. UF-MSM data obtained
using peak gm method are shown as reference in (a, c). Lines in (e, f) represent UF-MSM measured
time exponent n for different delay
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that for ΔVT, which is evident from Fig. 2.19b, c. The impact of VG-SNS on time
exponent n, extracted using linear regression of time evolution of ΔVLS* and ΔV*
data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks is shown in Fig. 2.19d. Due to lower n for ΔVLS*
and ΔV*, increased ΔVLS and ΔV magnitude is always associated with reduced time
exponent n when OSDD measurements are done at higher VG-SNS, as shown in
Fig. 2.18e, f.

Figure 2.20a, b plot the time evolution of ΔVLS − ΔVLS* and ΔV − ΔV* obtained
at different VG-SNS respectively from lateral and vertical shift methods for different
measurement delay. It is important to remark that once the voltage shift ΔVLS* and
ΔV* corresponding to mobility degradation is subtracted, time evolution of
ΔVLS − ΔVLS* and ΔV − ΔV* would correspond to that of ΔVT. Figure 2.20c, d
shows the impact of VG-SNS on corresponding time exponent n, obtained using
linear regression of the mobility corrected measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1
Ks, for lateral and vertical shift methods for different measurement delay. UF-MSM
measured ΔVT time evolution for different measurement delay and corresponding
time exponents are also shown as reference. It is important to note that once the
impact of mobility is corrected, the lateral and vertical shift methods provide
identical ΔVT and n values at different VG-SNS, which matches well with UF-MSM
measured data, and this holds for different measurement delay as shown.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.19 Isolation of mobility impact: aMeasured IDLIN versus VG curves before and after stress,
and shift of post-stress I–V curve by ΔVT. Calculated degradation using b lateral and c vertical shift
methods, between pre-stress and ΔVT shifted post-stress data for different sense VG. d Power-law
time exponent of mobility degradation induced degradation obtained at different sense VG from
(b) and (c). Data from NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs
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2.6 Flicker Noise

Figure 2.21 shows the schematic of a flicker noise setup. Gate of the MOSFET is
connected to a power supply via a low pass filter; drain is connected to a digital
spectrum analyzer via a low noise amplifier. Power spectral density of drain current
noise (SID) is measured in frequency (f) domain for different values of gate over-
drive (VG − VT0), and input referred noise (SVG) is obtained from the relation
SVG = SID/gm

2, where VT0 and gm are threshold voltage and transconductance
respectively of the device under test [25].

Several mechanisms have been proposed in the past to explain flicker noise in
MOSFETs. Some reports suggest noise is due to fluctuation in inversion layer
carrier density [26–28], while others relate noise to bulk mobility fluctuation [29,
30]. The number fluctuation model [26–28] is based on McWhorter’s theory of
random trapping and detrapping of inversion layer carriers in the gate insulator traps
[31], which in turn causes surface potential fluctuation and hence variation in
inversion layer carrier density. The model suggests SVG to be independent of gate
overdrive, and strong correlation of SVG to density of gate insulator traps [32, 33].
The mobility fluctuation model on the other hand is based on Hooge’s empirical

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 2.20 a, b Time evolution of mobility corrected ΔVT from lateral and vertical shift OSDD
methods at different sense VG for different measurement delay, for NBTI stress in HKMG
p-MOSFETs. c, d Extracted long-time power-law time exponent n versus sense VG, obtained from
data in (a, b). UF-MSM measured data obtained using peak gm method are shown as reference
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formulation derived for bulk semiconductors [34], and in MOSFETs it is associated
to fluctuations in bulk mobility as a result of fluctuation in phonon population due
to phonon scattering [35]. In contrast to the number fluctuation theory, the mobility
fluctuation model suggests SVG to be linearly dependent on (VG − VT0).

Flicker noise method has been used in the past to directly estimate gate insulator
defects in Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) MOSFETs [32, 33]. More recently, the method
has been used to determine pre-existing trap density in MOSFETs having differ-
ently processed SiON and HKMG gate insulators [25, 36–38]. Although flicker
noise can also be utilized to determine trap generation after BTI stress [25], accurate
flicker noise measurement is a time consuming process and hence the method
would suffer from recovery issues and cannot estimate correct magnitude of gen-
erated defects.

Figure 2.22 plots SVG as a function of (a) frequency at fixed (VG − VT0) and
(b) gate overdrive at fixed f, measured in SiON p-MOSFETs before and after NBTI
stress [25]. Note that SVG increases after stress due to generation of new gate
insulator traps as discussed in detail later in this chapter, which is consistent with
previous reports [32, 33] and number fluctuation theory [26–28].

As discussed in [39] and shown in Fig. 2.23, noise contribution due to trapping
and detrapping of inversion carrier for a single gate insulator trap has Lorentzian
f dependence of the form 1/[1 + (f/f0)

2], where f0 is the corner frequency of the trap;

Fig. 2.21 Schematic of flicker noise measurement setup

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.22 Measured input referred noise versus a frequency and b gate voltage overdrive, before
and after NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs. Multiple measurements are shown in pre- and
post-stress, obtained from different devices
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a weighted summation of contribution from uniform spatial distribution of gate
insulator traps with different f0 results in 1/f dependence. As evident from Fig. 2.22,
measured frequency dependence of SVG shows f–k dependence, with k * 0.7 before
stress, which increases to k * 1 after stress. A plausible explanation has been
provided in [25], which relates noise in SiON devices to Nitrogen (N) related gate
insulator traps. Since PNO devices have been used having N concentration that
peaks at the SiON/poly-Si interface and exponentially reduces towards the Si/SiON
interface, a suitably weighted sum of Lorentzian response from such non-uniform
trap distribution results in k < 1 for f dependence of SVG before stress. As discussed
later in this chapter and in Chap. 3, NBTI stress results in generation of traps at and
near the Si/SiON interface and hence the overall spatial distribution of gate insu-
lator traps become relatively more uniform. As a consequence, the f dependence of
SVG after stress increases and shows k * 1.

Although the dependence of SVG on gate insulator traps agrees with the number
fluctuation theory, the variation of SVG with gate overdrive shown in Fig. 2.22b
cannot be explained in this framework. It is now well known that charges in gate
insulator traps not only impacts the inversion carrier density but also influences
their mobility by Coulomb scattering. The number fluctuation model has been
enhanced to incorporate the effect of surface mobility fluctuation caused by gate
insulator charges [40]. The combined number and mobility fluctuation model
predicts the following relation for SVG [40]:

SVG ¼ kT q2

c fWLC2
OX

1þ alNCð Þ2NT EFNð Þ ð2:4Þ

In (2.4), q is electronic charge, kT is thermal energy, f is frequency, COX, W and
L are gate oxide capacitance, device width and length respectively; μ is inversion
layer mobility, NC = COX/q * (VG − VT0) is inversion carrier density; γ is the
attenuation factor of electron or hole wave function into the gate insulator and can
be calculated using WKB tunneling framework; α is scattering coefficient and NT is
the gate insulator trap density near the Fermi level (EFN). Although missing from

Fig. 2.23 Schematic
representation of flicker noise
as weighted sum of
Lorentzian functions with
different corner frequencies,
resulting in 1/f frequency
response
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the conventional number fluctuation model, the combined number-mobility fluc-
tuation model has linear dependence on gate overdrive via the term NC and
therefore is consistent with measured data.

As discussed later in this book, gate insulator processes impact the density of
pre-existing traps and hence the trapping component of BTI degradation. Of par-
ticular interest is the impact of Nitrogen, which is discussed in detail in different
chapters of this book. Figure 2.24 plots as processed, pre-existing trap density in
(a) SiON p-MOSFETs as well as (b) HKMG p-MOSFETs and n-MOSFETs
extracted using the flicker noise method [25, 38]. As discussed in Chap. 1, Table 1.1,
PNO SiON devices with different N dose have been used. On the other hand, the
HKMG devices were fabricated without (D2) and with (D3) nitridation after ALD
High-K deposition and with nitrided IL (D4), refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 for details.
Note that flicker noise in n- and p-channel MOSFETs is respectively due to trapping
and detrapping of inversion layer electrons and holes in gate insulator traps.
Therefore, it can be remarked that presence of N in gate insulator increases
pre-existing hole trap density in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs and electron trap
density in HKMG n-MOSFETs, and hence impacts both NBTI and PBTI degra-
dation as discussed in detail in Chaps. 3 and 4.

In spite of strong experimental evidence in the literature of trap generation during
BTI stress in p- and n-channelMOSFETs, shown later in this chapter and also inChap. 3
, some reports have suggestedNBTI andPBTI to be exclusively due to hole and electron
trapping respectively, inpre-existinggate insulator traps [41–43]. Sucha framework has
to associate strong T activation to the charge trapping process to explain T activation of
BTI, which can be independently assessed using flicker noise technique. Figure 2.25
plots T dependence of SVG measured at fixed f and (VG − VT0) in SiON p-MOSFETs
[44]. Note that contrary to the above proposition, SVG has negligible T dependence and
therefore would suggest negligible T activation of the hole trapping and detrapping
process in thin gate insulator stacks used inmodernMOSFETs. It is important to remark

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.24 Pre-stress trap density measured using flicker noise method in a SiON p-MOSFETs
having different N% and b HKMG p- and n-MOSFETs having different gate insulator processes
(D2 non-nitrided, D3 post High-K nitridation, D4 nitrided IL, refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2) leading to
different N%
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thatweakT activation of the trapping–detrapping process is significant observation, and
when combined with relatively stronger T activation of the trap generation process,
shown inChap. 3, it can explainT activation ofBTI for different gate insulator processes
as discussed in detail in Chap. 4.

Note that the T activation of NBTI measured in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs
and of PBTI in HKMG n-MOSFETs reduces for devices having N in the gate
insulator stack, as discussed in detail in Chaps. 1 and 4. This can be explained by
invoking (a) both trap generation and charge trapping processes for BTI that are
mutually uncorrelated, (b) relatively lower T activation for the charge trapping
process, shown in Fig. 2.25, when compared to the trap generation process, shown
in Chap. 3, and (c) higher relative contribution of charge trapping in pre-existing
gate insulator traps for devices having N in gate insulator, as shown in Fig. 2.24;
refer to Chap. 4 for further details. Other manifestations of uncorrelated trap gen-
eration and trapping BTI sub-components are discussed in Chaps. 3 and 4 for
different gate insulator processes, and flicker noise method has been used for
independent verification of pre-existing gate insulator traps.

2.7 Charge Pumping (CP)

CP technique [45] estimates trap density at and near the Silicon (Si) channel and
gate insulator interface of a MOSFET by measuring trap assisted electron-hole
recombination current. In CP method, illustrated in Fig. 2.26, a large signal gate
pulse is applied to drive the MOSFET repetitively between inversion and accu-
mulation, the drain and source terminals are shorted and grounded, and DC current
due to recombination of electrons and holes in gate insulator traps is measured at
the substrate. Although the method can measure pre-stress gate insulator traps,
increase in CP current (ΔICP) after BTI stress can be used as a direct estimation of
generation of new gate insulator traps.

Fig. 2.25 Impact of
temperature on measured
input referred noise. Data
from [44]
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However, CP is a slow measurement technique and is usually implemented in
measure-stress-measure or MSM configuration to estimate trap generation due to
BTI stress, and hence suffer from recovery issues. Moreover, CP scans trap gen-
eration in an energy range of the Si band gap that is much smaller compared to that
scanned by IDLIN and VT measurement methods. Therefore, measurement delay and
band gap correction methods have been proposed [9] for accurate estimation of trap
generation contribution to overall BTI degradation and are discussed later in this
section. CP technique has been extensively used to characterize trap generation
during BTI stress [9, 14, 22, 36, 46–48].

The basic CP method has been modified to estimate the energetic and spatial
distribution of traps in the gate insulator [49, 50]. However, such spectroscopic CP
techniques are extremely time consuming, and although they can be used to esti-
mate as processed, pre-existing traps, these methods suffer from recovery related
issues and hence are not effective to determine the distribution of generated traps.
Furthermore, some reports have proposed ultra-fast CP techniques to characterize
on-the-fly trap generation without any measurement delay [51, 52]. These methods
rely on applying a gate pulse having inversion level equal to the BTI stress bias,
VG-STR. The application of such a large gate bias makes these methods prone to gate
leakage [53] and unsuitable for thinner gate insulator MOSFETs. More importantly,
since CP method involves pulsing the channel from inversion to accumulation, the
application of such large bi-polar pulses alters the conventional BTI stress regime,
and makes the MOSFET vulnerable to significant bulk trap generation in addition
to generation of traps at or near the Si/SiO2 interface. Owing to the application of
large gate pulse, these methods scan traps deep into the gate insulator bulk [49, 50],
and therefore, the contribution due to additionally generated bulk traps must be
corrected for proper estimation of BTI generated defects. Therefore, although
recovery issue can be avoided, the accuracy of these ultra-fast CP methods gets
impacted by gate leakage and bulk trap issues, and the methods are of not much use
to characterize BTI trap generation.

Figure 2.27 illustrates the dynamics of electron and hole capture-emission
processes in gate insulator traps of an n-channel MOSFET under repetitive gate
pulses [45]. The channel goes into inversion when VG goes above VT, and traps that

Fig. 2.26 Schematic of
charge pumping measurement
setup
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remain below the Fermi level capture inversion layer electrons from the Si con-
duction band. The channel transitions from inversion via depletion towards accu-
mulation during the falling edge of the gate pulse, traps start to move above the
Fermi level and some traps emit electrons back to the conduction band. Once the
channel goes into accumulation as VG goes below the flatband voltage (VFB), traps
above Fermi level capture holes from the valence band of Si. As the channel is
pulsed back via depletion to inversion during the rising edge of the gate pulse, traps
start to go below the Fermi level and some traps emit holes back to the valence
band. Finally, as the channel goes back to inversion as VG goes above VT, the
electron capture process starts, and subsequent processes get repeated.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.27 Schematic of charge pumping process: a Different regimes of trap assisted capture and
emission of electrons and holes as gate is pulsed between inversion and accumulation.
b Corresponding energy band diagrams showing capture and emission of electrons and holes, and
the energy zone for recombination. Example is shown for n-channel MOSFET
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Note that time constant of traps for electron emission is smallest near the con-
duction band edge and increases towards the valence band, while time constant for
hole emission is smallest near the valence band edge and increases towards the
conduction band. Figure 2.27 also depicts the energy level of traps associated with
capture-emission process. During inversion, traps up to the level EEC gets filled
with electrons, and electron emission occurs in the levels between EEC and EEE

during the falling edge of the gate pulse, as VG transitions between VT and VFB.
Similarly during accumulation, traps up to the level EHC get filled with holes, and
hole emission occurs in the levels between EHC and EHE during the rising edge of
the gate pulse, as VG transitions between VFB and VT. Therefore, electron-hole
recombination occurs in traps between the range EEE and EHE that results in CP
current, ICP. The energy zone (ΔE) of traps for electron-hole recombination is given
by [45]:

DE ¼ �2kT ln nivth rnrp
� �0:5

tRtFð Þ0:5 VT � VFB

VGH � VGL

� �	 

ð2:5Þ

In (2.5), VGH and VGL respectively are pulse high and low levels, tR and tF are
pulse rise and fall times for transition between VGL to VGH and VGH to VGL

respectively, refer to Fig. 2.27; kT and ni are thermal energy and intrinsic carrier
density respectively, vth is thermal velocity, while σn and σp are trap capture cross
sections associated respectively with electron and hole trapping. For gate pulse
having frequency f, the CP current ICP is given by [45]:

ICP ¼ qfWLNIT ð2:6Þ

In (2.6), q is the electronic charge, W and L respectively are width and length of
the MOSFET; NIT = 〈DIT〉 ΔE, where 〈DIT〉 is the average density of traps per
energy in the energy zone ΔE scanned by CP, refer to (2.5) and Fig. 2.27, and NIT is
the total trap density probed by CP method.

CP measurements are done in slow MSM mode before and during logarithmi-
cally spaced interruptions of BTI stress, and by assuming no change in σn and σp
and therefore in ΔE, changes in CP current (ΔICP) after stress can be attributed to
changes in trap density (ΔNIT). Note that to reduce measurement time, CP mea-
surements can be done at fixed gate pulse amplitude, and the VGH and VGL levels of
the gate pulse need to be chosen above VT and below VFB respectively, to drive the
MOSFET between strong inversion and accumulation. Pre-stress NIT can be
independently estimated from subthreshold slope measurements, and can be used
with pre-stress ICP to determine the geometric mean of σn and σp. Although CP
method has been used to quantify trap generation during NBTI stress in SiON and
HKMG p-MOSFETs as well as PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs, in this section,
results are shown for NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter and discussed in Chap. 3, NBTI parametric
shift is caused by mutually independent contribution from trapping in pre-existing
defects and generation of new traps; the later can be independently verified using
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CP measurements. However, caution must be applied before the time evolution of
ΔNIT obtained from CP measurements is converted to the trap generation compo-
nent (ΔVIT = q · ΔNIT/COX) of overall VT shift [9]. First, note that CP method scans
trap generation in energy range ΔE in the band gap centered on the midgap, refer to
(2.5), while VT shift estimated from inversion IDLIN degradation is impacted by
generated traps throughout the band gap. Moreover, while IDLIN is usually mea-
sured using *milliseconds or*microseconds delay, CP method is implemented in
slow MSM mode with measurement delay of*seconds, and hence, the later would
suffer from recovery related artifacts. Therefore, time evolution of ΔNIT from CP
measurements must be corrected for band gap and delay differences, which is
discussed below.

Figure 2.28a shows ΔNIT time evolution obtained from CP measurements for
NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs [9]. Measurements were done using different tR
and tF values of gate pulse that result in different scanned energy zone ΔE, refer to
(2.5) [45]. Note that measured ΔNIT increases with reduction in tR and tF as ΔE is
increased, and the ΔNIT versus ΔE correlation can be used to determine corrected
ΔNIT for traps corresponding to the full band gap, which is also plotted in
Fig. 2.28a. Uniform trap generation in the entire band gap is assumed for this
correction. Figure 2.28b plots ΔNIT time evolution after band gap correction,
obtained from CP measurements with different measurement delay, tM. Note that
NBTI stress induced generated traps do recover after stress is stopped for mea-
surement. Therefore, the magnitude of ΔNIT reduces and the power-law time
exponent n increases with increase in tM as recovery is increased [2, 22].

Time evolution of ΔNIT at different tM can be modeled using empirical universal
recovery expression [54]:

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.28 CP measurements: Time evolution of a measured ΔNIT for different energy zone of
electron-hole recombination determined by different rise and fall time of gate pulse, and estimated
ΔNIT after band gap correction. Time evolution of b band gap corrected ΔNIT for different
measurement delay, and ΔNIT after both band gap and delay correction. Data from NBTI stress in
SiON p-MOSFETs
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DNIT tSTR; tMð Þ ¼ DNIT tSTRð Þ
1þ B tM

tSTR

� �b
ð2:7Þ

The band gap corrected ΔNIT time evolution data can be fitted using (2.7) to
determine model parameters, and hence, both band gap and delay corrected ΔNIT

can be obtained for any tM, which is also shown in Fig. 2.28b. It is important to
remark that the magnitude of ΔNIT increases and power-law time exponent
n reduces after corrections are performed on as-measured CP data. Failure to per-
form these corrections would severely underestimate the trap generation component
and overestimate the trapping component of NBTI, as done in [55]. Since trapping
is attributed to the as-processed pre-existing defects, this would severely underes-
timate quality of the gate insulator; refer to [9, 25] for further details. Once the band
gap and delay corrections are performed, time evolution of directly measured ΔNIT

from CP would provide correct ΔVIT subcomponent of overall ΔVT, which is further
discussed in later chapters of this book.

Recovery of NBTI stress-generated traps is of interest and is modeled in detail in
Chap. 6. An interesting artifact of NIT recovery is shown in Fig. 2.29. CP mea-
surements have been performed in SiON p-MOSFETs before and during loga-
rithmic interruptions of NBTI stress; the stress has been performed at different T,
and different measurement delay tM has been used. Figure 2.29 shows (a) time
evolution of ΔNIT for different stress T at fixed tM, and (b) power-law time exponent
n of ΔNIT time evolution data as a function of T for different tM [22]. The exponent
is calculated using linear regression of measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks.
It is interesting to note that measured n increases at higher T for a given tM, which
has been explained by dispersive Hydrogen (H) transport related trap generation
mechanism [20]. However, the above observation is simply a measurement artifact

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.29 CP measurements: a Time evolution of ΔNIT for NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs at
different stress T. b Extracted power-law time exponent n from ΔNIT time evolution data as a
function of stress T for different measurement delay
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associated with NIT recovery, since the T dependent increase in n is strongly
impacted by tM as shown in Fig. 2.29b, and larger n is observed at higher tM for a
given T [22]. Therefore, proper corrections to CP measured data must be done
before deriving conclusions regarding NBTI physical mechanism.

2.8 Gated Diode (DCIV)

Although CP is a very useful technique to determine trap generation, it requires the
application of large pulses to the gate terminal of the MOSFET to drive the channel
from strong inversion to accumulation, and hence is not suitable for gate insulators
having thin EOT due to gate leakage issues [53]. Alternatively, direct estimation of
traps at and near the Si/SiO2 interface can be obtained using the DCIV method [56,
57], illustrated in Fig. 2.30. The source-drain terminals are shorted and forward
biased just below the junction cut-in voltage, the gate bias is swept from accu-
mulation to inversion in the vicinity of VG * 0 V, and trap assisted electron hole
recombination current IDCIV is measured at substrate terminal. DCIV method has
been used to characterize trap generation during NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs
[48, 57–59], as well as during NBTI and PBTI stress respectively in HKMG p- and
n-MOSFETs [17, 18, 37, 38, 60]; HKMG results are discussed in detail in Chap. 3.
In this section, implementation of DCIV method is discussed using the example of
NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs.

Figure 2.31 plots measured IDCIV versus VG characteristics (a) before and during
different intervals of NBTI stress, as well as (b) immediately after and at different
intervals following stoppage of NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFET. Note that IDCIV

Fig. 2.30 Schematic of gate
diode (DCIV) measurement
setup
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peaks at a particular VG, and the peak magnitude increases and reduces respectively
during and after NBTI stress. The VG value corresponding to the peak IDCIV also
varies during stress and recovery. Since IDCIV is due to electron-hole recombination
via the traps at or near the Si/SiO2 interface, increase and reduction in IDCIV signify
generation and recovery of traps during and after NBTI stress. Trap density can be
estimated from peak IDCIV using the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) formalism of
carrier capture and emission [61].

For a single defect situated at energy level ET having density NIT, the difference
between base and peak values of IDCIV versus VG characteristics is given by the
following relation [56, 57, 62]:

IDCIV;peak � IDCIV;base ¼
qnivth rnrp

� �0:5
NIT

WL
2 exp qVF

kT � 1
� � �

exp qVF
2kT

� �þ cos h UTð Þ ð2:8Þ

In (2.8), q is electronic charge, W and L are device width and length respectively,
kT and ni are thermal energy and intrinsic carrier density respectively, vth is thermal
velocity, σn and σp are trap capture cross sections associated with electron and hole
trapping respectively and VF is forward bias applied to the shorted source and drain
terminals. UT = (ET − Ei)/kT + ln (σn/σp), where Ei is intrinsic level. The equation
shown is for a single trap situated at a particular energy level, and has to be
integrated over different trap energy levels for distribution of traps. The energy zone
scanned by DCIV technique is given by ΔE = q · |VF|, and for relatively larger VF

value, which should be still lower than the junction cut-in voltage, (2.8) can be
approximated as follows [59, 62]:

IDCIV;peak � IDCIV;base ¼ 1
2
qni rnrp

� �0:5
vthNIT WLð Þ exp qVF

2kT

� �
ð2:9Þ

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.31 I–V characteristics from DCIV measurements a before and after different intervals of
stress, and b immediately after stress and after different recovery intervals, for NBTI stress in
HKMG p-MOSFETs
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In (2.9), NIT = 〈DIT〉 ΔE is average density of traps in energy zone ΔE, and
similar values of σn and σp has been assumed. DCIV measurements are done before
and during logarithmically spaced interruptions of BTI stress, and by assuming no
change in σn and σp due to stress, time evolution of ΔNIT can be estimated from time
evolution of measured peak ΔIDCIV using (2.9). As before, pre-stress subthreshold
slope is used to estimate pre-stress NIT and hence the geometric mean of σn and σp
can be found by using pre-stress IDCIV.

Note that similar to CP, corrections should be done on as-measured DCIV data
before directly estimated ΔNIT is compared to the ΔVIT component of ΔVT. Similar
to CP, DCIV is also a slow measurement method and is implemented in the MSM
mode. A typical VG sweep takes *seconds, and the time evolution of as-measured
stress-generated defects should be corrected for measurement delay using the
universal recovery expression shown in (2.7). Moreover, DCIV method scans traps
in energy zone ΔE = q · |VF| in the Si band gap centered on the midgap, while ΔVT

is impacted by traps generated throughout the band gap. Therefore, obtained trap
density should also be corrected for band gap difference before comparing to the
trap generation subcomponent of overall VT shift [60]. Failure to do these correc-
tions would result in gross underestimation of the trap generation subcomponent.

DCIV measurements were performed in different HKMG p-MOSFETs, before
and immediately after NBTI stress as well as after a certain delay following NBTI
stress. Devices having different HKMG gate insulator processes have been used
[38]; refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 for details. Different EOX values have been used for
stress, and all devices were stressed and recovered for identical stress time tSTR and
recovery time tREC, respectively. Figure 2.32a correlates ΔIDCIV measured just after
NBTI stress to ΔIDCIV after recovery following NBTI stress. Note that universal
correlation between generation and recovery of traps has been observed across
different devices. Such correlation can be used to determine the parameters of
universal recovery expression shown in (2.7), which can further be used to perform
delay correction of as-measured DCIV data. Figure 2.32b plots the time evolution
of as-measured ΔNIT using the DCIV method for different measurement delay, tM,
for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFET. Time evolution of ΔNIT after delay cor-
rection and both delay as well as band gap correction are also shown. Note that the
magnitude of ΔNIT increases as well as power-law time exponent n reduces after
delay and band gap corrections.

DCIV measurements have been done before and during logarithmically spaced
interruptions in NBTI stress, to determine time evolution of generated traps in
different HKMG p-MOSFETs listed in Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2. Measured data are cor-
rected for delay and band gap using the procedure discussed above. Figure 2.32c, d
plot power-law time exponent n for these devices obtained from corrected trap
generation data, as a function of VG-STR and T, respectively, obtained using linear
regression in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. It is important to remark that universal time
exponent of n * 1/6 is always observed, for different devices and across different
VG-STR and T. The physical mechanism behind this universality will be discussed
later in this book. Unless mentioned otherwise, all DCIV data presented in Chap. 3
and elsewhere in this book are delay and band gap corrected.
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2.9 Stress Induced Leakage Current (SILC)

Increase in gate leakage current (ΔIG) measured in inversion, refered to as SILC, is
a routine characterization technique for Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown
(TDDB) stress in MOSFETs [63–65]. SILC has been attributed to inelastic Trap
Assisted Tunneling (TAT) via bulk gate insulator traps generated during TDDB
stress, and is illustrated in Fig. 2.33 [63, 66]. Since BTI and TDDB stress regimes
are essentially the same, as mentioned in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.2, SILC has been used
during NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs [14] and PBTI stress in HKMG
n-MOSFETs [24, 37, 38, 67, 68] to access contribution due to generated bulk
insulator traps. However, due to band alignment issues, SILC is usually not
observed in HKMG p-MOSFETs as discussed in [65]. In this section, the imple-
mentation details of SILC measurement are shown using PBTI stress in HKMG
n-MOSFETs, and more SILC data are shown later in Chaps. 3 and 4. Independently
measured DCIV data are also shown to aid comparison between the two charac-
terization methods.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.32 DCIV measurements for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs: a Correlation of peak
DCIV current degradation and recovery for different HKMG devices. b Time evolution of
measured ΔNIT for different measurement delay, after delay correction and after both delay and
band gap correction. Extracted power-law time exponent n versus c stress VG and d stress T,
obtained from corrected DCIV data for different HKMG devices. Refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2, for
details of different HKMG devices
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Figure 2.34a shows measured IG versus VG characteristics before and during
logarithmically spaced interruptions of PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFET. Time
evolution of SILC, manifested in the form of increase in IG at a particular VG after
stress, can be estimated by noting ΔIG at a fixed VG from measured IG–VG char-
acteristics. However, note that SILC recovers after stoppage of stress [24] and

Fig. 2.33 Energy band
diagram representing SILC
via trap assisted tunneling and
structural relaxation of traps.
Example shown for n-channel
MOSFET

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2.34 SILC for PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs: a Measured IG versus VG characteristics
before and after stress. b Time evolution ΔIG obtained at fixed sense VG for different VG-STR and
T. c Time evolution of reduction in ΔIG sensed at fixed VG, after removal of stress
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IG–VG sweep is usually time consuming for accurate IG measurement. Therefore, it
is desirable to avoid full IG–VG sweep to minimize recovery, and instead, drop VG

down from VG-STR to VG-SNS, usually equals to VDD, for one-point IG measurement.
Figure 2.34b shows time evolution of ΔIG at different VG-STR and T for PBTI stress
in HKMG n-MOSFET. A power-law time dependence is observed with time
exponent n (*0.4), which is much larger than that obtained from DCIV mea-
surements and shown earlier in this chapter. Therefore, trap generation probed by
SILC has very different physical origin than that probed by DCIV, which is dis-
cussed in detail in Chap. 3. Figure 2.34c shows the reduction of ΔIG after stoppage
of PBTI stress, which signifies the recovery of generated traps as measured using
SILC.

Figure 2.35a correlates generation of SILC measured immediately after stress to
SILC recovery measured after certain delay following stress in different HKMG
n-MOSFETs listed in Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 [38]. All devices were stressed for fixed tSTR
duration at different VG-STR, and then allowed to recover for a fixed duration tREC. It
is important to note that universal generation to recovery correlation has been
observed for different devices, and such data can be used to model SILC recovery
using the universal recovery expression of (2.7). As a comparison, Fig. 2.35b
correlates trap generation and recovery obtained from measured changes in DCIV
current, ΔIDCIV, during and after PBTI stress in these HKMG n-MOSFETs.
Identical VG-STR, T, tSTR and tREC have been used for SILC and DCIV measure-
ments for fair comparison. Universal correlation has been observed for DCIV
measured data across different devices. However, the slope of the correlation line
for SILC and DCIV are different, refer to Fig. 2.35a, b. Interestingly, the DCIV
measured trap generation to recovery correlation slope is similar between NBTI and
PBTI stress, refer to Figs. 2.32a and 2.35b. This aspect is further discussed in
Chap. 3.

Figure 2.36 plots the time evolution of as measured and delay corrected (a) ΔIG
and (b) ΔIDCIV respectively from SILC and DCIV measurements, for PBTI stress in

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.35 Correlation of trap generation and recovery obtained using a SILC and b DCIV
measurements for PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs having different gate insulator processes.
Refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2, for details of different HKMG devices
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HKMG n-MOSFET [38]. Delay correction is done using (2.7), and the parameters
of the universal recovery expression are calibrated using SILC and DCIV data
shown respectively in Fig. 2.35a, b. Note that power-law time evolution of gen-
erated traps is observed for both measurements, although n from SILC is much
larger than that from DCIV measurements. As expected, magnitude of degradation
increases and power-law time exponent n reduces after recovery correction.
Figure 2.36 also plots delay corrected n from SILC and DCIV measurements, as a
function of (c) VG-STR and (d) T for PBTI stress in different HKMG n-MOSFETs.
The exponent n is obtained using linear regression of measured and recovery
corrected data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. Obtained time exponent n is inde-
pendent of VG-STR and T for both SILC and DCIV measurements. SILC mea-
surements show n * 1/3 after delay correction, which is much larger than n * 1/6
observed for DCIV measurements. It is important to remark that delay corrected
DCIV data show universal n * 1/6 for both NBTI and PBTI stress, which will be
further discussed in Chap. 3.

For a particular bulk trap density NT (x, E) at spatial location x and energy E in
the band gap of the gate insulator, increase in inversion gate leakage due to TAT of
electrons is given by the following relation [63, 66]:

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.36 Time evolution of as measured and delay corrected a ΔIG from SILC and b ΔIDCIV from
DCIV measurements for PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs. Extracted time exponent n from
delay corrected SILC and DCIV data as a function of c VG-STR and d stress T, for PBTI stress in
different HKMG devices
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DIG ¼
ZZ

qrnvthNCSN fC � fAð ÞWLNTðx;EÞ TC�T Eð ÞTT�A E � ERð Þ
TC�T Eð Þ þ TT�A E � ERð Þ dx dE

ð2:10Þ

In (2.10), TC-T and TT-A are transition probabilities of electron tunneling from
cathode, i.e., conduction band of Si substrate to the trap, and from the trap to anode,
i.e., gate, respectively, see Fig. 2.33. ER is the energy relaxation of a trap after
capture of an electron, q is electronic charge, σn is electron capture cross section, vth
is thermal velocity, NC is density of electrons in the conduction band edge, and SN
is energy suppression factor in conduction band, and fC and fA are occupation
probabilities of the cathode and anode respectively; W and L respectively are width
and length of the MOSFET. The integration is performed over all possible spatial
and energy values of traps in the gate insulator. Time evolution of delay corrected
ΔIG can be fitted with (2.10) to obtain time evolution of bulk trap density, ΔNOT,
and is discussed in detail later in Chap. 4.

2.10 Low Voltage Stress Induced Leakage Current
(LV-SILC)

Increase in MOSFET gate leakage current in accumulation or Low Voltage SILC
(LV-SILC) has been used as a monitor of interface trap generation for NBTI stress
in p-MOSFETs [1, 58, 69] and also TDDB stress in n- and p-MOSFETs [70]. As of
now, LV-SILC has been used to characterize trap generation in MOSFETs having
SiO2 and SiON gate insulators, and to the best of our knowledge, this method has
not been used in devices having scaled HKMG gate insulators. In this section,
LV-SILC method will be briefly reviewed to provide additional evidence of
interface trap generation during NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs.

Accumulation IG versus VG sweeps are measured before and during interruptions
of NBTI stress, and Fig. 2.37 plots the increase in gate leakage, normalized to
pre-stress data, ΔIG/IG0, as a function of measurement VG for different tSTR [69].
Two different ΔIG/IG0 peaks are observed that evolve with increase in tSTR, one near
VG * 0 V and the other near VG * VFB. As also illustrated in Fig. 2.37, LV-SILC
is associated with elastic or small energy loss tunneling between traps generated at
the Si/SiO2 and SiO2/poly-Si interfaces [58, 69, 70]. The peak near VG * 0 V is
due to electron tunneling from the valence band of poly-Si to traps at Si/SiO2

interface as well as hole tunneling via traps at Si/SiO2 interface. On the other hand,
the peak near VG * VFB is due to electron tunneling from Si channel to poly-Si gate
via traps at both Si/SiO2 and SiO2/poly-Si interfaces. The increase in peak ΔIG
magnitude with stress implies generation of new traps at these interfaces during
NBTI stress. Although LV-SILC provides crucial evidence of interface trap gen-
eration during NBTI stress, this method is not used in this book.
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2.11 Experimental Artifacts

During BTI test, MOSFET is stressed at VG = VG-STR that is higher than the nominal
operating bias, and the resultant degradation is measured either on-the-fly or by
using logarithmically spaced interruptions in stress. Time evolution of degradation,
measured under accelerated stress condition but for short duration, is then extrap-
olated to end-of-life under use condition to determine device lifetime. It is important
to choose proper stress and measurement conditions so that measured data remain
free from different extraneous artifacts discussed in this section.

Measurement speed is a very important parameter and has very different impact
on OTF and MSM or OSDD techniques. Since OTF measures IDLIN without
reducing stress VG, refer to Sect. 2.2, it does not suffer from the usual recovery
artifacts. However, since the device starts to degrade as soon as VG-STR is applied, a
faster measurement or smaller t0 delay would capture a less degraded IDLIN0, which
is important as IDLIN0 is assumed to be undegraded in this method. A larger t0 delay
results in lower than actual degradation magnitude and higher than actual
power-law time exponent as discussed earlier in this chapter. For a particular t0
delay, the accuracy of OTF measurement would depend on how fast the device
degrades after the application of VG-STR. Devices with significant fast trapping
component are relatively more sensitive to variations in t0 delay than devices
having negligible trapping, as shown using the example of RTNO and PNO SiON
p-MOSFETs.

On the other hand, pre-stress measurement is used as a reference for MSM and
OSDD methods, while the gate bias is reduced from VG-STR for measurements
during stress, refer to Sects. 2.3 and 2.4. Therefore, these methods suffer from
recovery issues, and a lower than actual degradation magnitude and higher than
actual power-law time exponent are captured depending on the measurement speed,
tM. For a particular tM, the accuracy of MSM and OSDD measurements would

Fig. 2.37 LV-SILC measurements: a Increase in IG after NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs.
b Energy band diagrams showing trap assisted tunneling corresponding to peaks in I–
V characteristics. Data from [69]
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depend on how fast the device recovers after the removal of stress. Note that
devices having significant fast trapping would also recover fast, and would be more
sensitive to variations in tM. Therefore, while OTF is impacted by dynamics of
degradation at the initiation of stress, MSM and OSDD methods are impacted by
dynamics of recovery after removal of stress. Impact of measurement speed on
OTF, MSM, and OSDD measurements has been discussed earlier in this chapter.

Recovery plays an important role when BTI degradation is estimated using
different measurement methods and compared against each other. For example,
since BTI degradation is due to contribution from trap generation and trapping that
are mutually uncorrelated, refer to Chap. 4 for details, trap generation is often
estimated directly using CP or DCIV techniques and compared to overall VT shift to
determine the trapping component. Multiple measurements are often performed
sequentially after stress is interrupted, and depending on measurement delay and the
exact sequence, they would produce different results owing to BTI recovery. As an
illustration, Fig. 2.38 plots time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT obtained respectively
from IDLIN-VG and CP measurements during NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs
[71]. Two different measurement sequences have been used, i.e., I–V first CP last
and CP first I–V last, and produce different results as shown. Note that CP requires
larger measurement time than I–V measurements, and since NBTI recovers quickly
in time as soon as stress is stopped, ΔVT obtained from I–V first CP last is much
larger than that obtained from CP first I–V last sequence, as much of the degra-
dation recovers during CP measurements for the latter sequence. Therefore, it is
important to avoid sequential measurements and perform different measurements
independently on identical but different devices.

Even when independently measured, I–V and CP measurements result in dif-
ferent time evolution of degradation under identical measurement time. Time
evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT due to NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs is measured
using OSDD and CP methods, respectively. Experiments were performed under

Fig. 2.38 Impact of sequential measurements using multiple methods: Time evolution of ΔVT and
voltage shift corresponding to ΔNIT obtained respectively from I–V and CP measurements, for I–
V first and CP next and CP first and I–V next sequence. Data from [71]
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identical VG-STR but different stress T, and for different measurement delay tM.
Figure 2.39 plots extracted power-law time exponent n for (a) OSDD and (b) CP
measurements as a function of stress T for different tM, obtained using linear
regression of measured data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1k s [22]; the CP data are
reproduced from Fig. 2.29b. Note that as-measured values of n are different
between OSDD and CP measurements at identical stress T and tM, as these methods
suffer from different magnitudes of recovery. For a particular tM, n increases with
increase in stress T, and for both measurement methods, the rate of increase in n is
higher for larger tM due to higher recovery. Therefore, just ensuring identical tM is
not sufficient for error-free comparison of different measurement methods.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, as-measured time evolution of trap gener-
ation obtained directly from CP or DCIV must be corrected for measurement delay
and band gap differences before comparing with the trap generation component of
ΔVT obtained from ultra-fast OTF, MSM or OSDD IDLIN measurements. It is
important to remark that failure to do these corrections would severely underesti-
mate the trap generation and over estimate the trapping component of BTI.

BTI stress is usually performed at different VG-STR, which aids in projecting the
accelerated stress data to use condition. BTI and TDDB stress regimes are
essentially same, as discussed in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.2, and therefore, it is important to
carefully choose VG-STR so that TDDB effects do not significantly corrupt BTI
degradation. As an example, Fig. 2.40a plots the time evolution of ΔIDLIN mea-
sured in SiON p-MOSFETs under NBTI stress at different VG-STR [72]. Note that a
power-law time dependence is observed along with the normally observed time
exponent of n * 1/6 for stress at lower VG-STR. However, ΔIDLIN breaks off from
simple power-law time dependence and increases at longer tSTR for stress at higher
VG-STR; the break-off happens earlier in time as VG-STR is increased. Increased
degradation at longer tSTR can be modeled using the sum of two independent
degradation, having power-law dependence with n * 1/6 and n * 1/3 corre-
sponding to NBTI and TDDB respectively, also shown in Fig. 2.40a, refer to

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.39 Impact of measurement delay: Measured power-law time exponent n as a function of
stress T, extracted from a ΔVT time evolution using OSDD and b ΔNIT time evolution using CP
methods, for NBTI stress in SiON p-MOSFETs
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Chap. 4 for further details. Figure 2.40b shows the time evolution of extracted
additional degradation for different VG-STR. Identical n * 1/3 power-law time
dependence is observed across all VG-STR, with a VG acceleration factor of ΓV * 30
corresponding to time to reach a fixed degradation, which is similar to that
observed for TDDB stress [48, 63, 68].

As an additional proof, Fig. 2.40c plots the time evolution of ΔVT measured in
thicker SiO2 p-MOSFETs for NBTI stress at low and high VG-STR, as well as at low
VG-STR and high reverse substrate bias (VB) [14]. Note that ΔVT shows power-law
time dependence with a single time exponent of n * 0.25 for the entire duration of
stress, when stress is performed at lower VG and at VB = 0 V; higher n is observed
due to recovery issues as data were measured using slow MSM method. However,
ΔVT breaks off from the n * 0.25 power-law trend and increases at longer tSTR for
stress at higher VG-STR and VB = 0 V or at low VG-STR but VB > 0 V. To understand
the mechanism responsible for enhanced degradation at longer tSTR, independent
SILC measurements were performed in these devices at identical stress conditions.
Figure 2.40d plots time the evolution of ΔIG/IG0 measured in inversion, showing

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.40 Impact of TDDB defects at high VG-STR: a Time evolution of measured ΔIDLIN at
different VG-STR, and its decomposition into NBTI (n = 1/6) and TDDB (n = 1/3) components, and
b time evolution extracted TDDB component for different VG-STR, for NBTI stress in SiON
p-MOSFETs. Data obtained from [72]. Time evolution of c ΔVT from I–V and d ΔIG from SILC
measurements, for NBTI stress at different VG-STR and reverse substrate bias VB in SiO2

p-MOSFETs
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absence of SILC for low VG and VB = 0 V stress. However, SILC is observed at
longer tSTR for stress at higher VG-STR and VB = 0 V or at lower VG-STR but
VB > 0 V. As SILC is a measure of bulk trap generation, refer to Sect. 2.9, increased
ΔVT at longer tSTR can be attributed to the charging of generated TDDB like bulk
traps for stress at higher VG-STR and VB = 0 V or for lower VG-STR but VB > 0 V.

The energy band diagrams corresponding to NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs,
illustrated in Fig. 2.41, can help explain the physical mechanism responsible for
TDDB like bulk oxide trap generation under certain stress conditions [14]. For low
stress VG, inversion holes tunnel from Si substrate to gate and electrons tunnel from
gate to substrate, refer to Fig. 2.41a, which is normal NBTI condition. At higher VG,
refer to Fig. 2.41b, electrons tunneling from gate to substrate gain enough energy
and undergo impact ionization at the substrate and create hot holes, which can get
injected back into the oxide by Anode Hole Injection (AHI) mechanism and create
oxide defects [63]. Note that high stress VG results in high EOX in the gate insulator
as well as generation of hot holes, and it is difficult to distinguish and identify the
main reason behind bulk trap generation. Therefore to further verify the role of hot
holes, Fig. 2.41c shows energy bands corresponding to stress at low VG but high
reverse VB. In spite of low EOX, hot holes can be generated via impacted ionization
in the substrate due to high VB, and can also generate bulk oxide traps as shown.
Therefore, TDDB can affect the time evolution of NBTI degradation at long stress
time, unless the upper limit of stress gate bias is carefully chosen.

2.12 Summary

To summarize, three different ultra-fast characterization methods are discussed to
determine VT shift of a MOSFET due to BTI stress. The MSM method involves ID
versus VG sweep measurements before and during periodic interruptions of stress
and provides direct estimation of ΔVT; pre- and post-stress VT being calculated
using peak gm method. The MSM method is implemented for DC and AC stress and
the impact of pulse hold and sweep delay is discussed. The OTF method senses ID
on-the-fly without reducing stress VG, while the OSDD method measures ID by

Fig. 2.41 Energy band diagrams for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs using a low VG and VB = 0,
b high VG and VB = 0, and c low VG and high reverse VB
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reducing VG from stress to a fixed sense bias. The impact of mobility degradation at
different sense bias is discussed, and a post-processing mobility correction proce-
dure is discussed for these one spot methods to properly estimate ΔVT from mea-
sured ID degradation. The impact of time-zero delay for OTF and drop down delay
for OSDD is discussed. It is shown that OTF measurement accuracy is dependent
on how fast a device degrades after stress, while that for MSM or OSDD depends
on how fast a device recovers after the removal of stress.

Several characterization techniques are discussed that directly estimate the
pre-existing and newly generated defects in MOSFET gate insulator and are
responsible for BTI degradation. Pre-existing process related traps are estimated in
different SiON and HKMG devices using flicker noise method; a correlated number
and surface mobility fluctuation model is used to determine trap density from
measured drain current noise. The implementation details of CP and gated diode (or
DCIV) techniques are discussed to determine density of generated traps during BTI
stress. CP and DCIV are relatively slow methods and scan generated traps only in a
limited energy range corresponding to the center of the Si band gap. Delay and
band gap correction methods are discussed, which can be used to correct
as-measured data for proper comparison with the trap generation component
obtained from ultra-fast I–V methods. Increase in gate leakage in inversion or SILC
is used to characterize generation of bulk traps in the gate insulator. The importance
of proper choice of stress VG is discussed, to minimize corruption of BTI degra-
dation by TDDB like bulk trap generation. Finally, the LV-SILC method that also
probes interface trap generation during BTI is briefly discussed.

In later chapters, NBTI in SiON p-MOSFETs is characterized using the mobility
corrected OTF method, while flicker noise and CP methods are used respectively to
characterize the pre-existing and generated traps. NBTI and PBTI in HKMG
MOSFETs are characterized using the MSM method; flicker noise and DCIV are
used to characterize the pre-existing and generated traps, respectively. When
applicable, SILC is used to characterize generated bulk insulator traps.

Acknowledgments The authors would like to acknowledge E. Naresh Kumar and Vrajesh
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Chapter 3
Physical Mechanism of BTI
Degradation—Direct Estimation
of Trap Generation and Trapping

Subhadeep Mukhopadhyay and Souvik Mahapatra

Abstract In this chapter, direct characterization techniques have been used to
access the trap generation and trapping subcomponents of BTI degradation in
HKMG MOSFETs having different gate stack processes. Generation of new traps is
estimated using DCIV for NBTI stress and both DCIV and SILC for PBTI stress
respectively in p- and n-channel MOSFETs. Flicker noise is used to estimate the
density of process related pre-existing gate insulator traps responsible for hole and
electron trapping respectively during NBTI and PBTI stress. The spatial and
energetic locations of generated traps for NBTI and PBTI stress are identified. The
time, bias, and temperature dependencies of trap generation obtained using the
DCIV technique are compared between NBTI and PBTI stress, while these
parameters obtained using DCIV and SILC techniques are compared for PBTI
stress. The relative dominance of trap generation and trapping on NBTI and PBTI
threshold voltage degradation is estimated for different gate insulator processes.

3.1 Introduction

From a practical point of view of technology qualification, it is important to know
the magnitude of Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) at end-of-life of devices and
hence of circuits and products under normal use condition. Estimation of
Negative BTI (NBTI) and Positive BTI (PBTI) respectively in p- and n-channel
Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) is usually done by
stressing the devices at higher than normal gate bias (VG = VG-STR) and measuring
the resulting device parametric degradation with minimal impact of recovery arti-
facts. Different “recovery-free” measurement techniques have been discussed in
Chap. 2. As mentioned before, stress tests are usually performed for few hours or
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days in wafer level setup, although sometimes the test can go on for few months in
package level setup. Measured data at short time and at accelerated aging condition
are then extrapolated to end-of-life and normal operating condition by using suit-
able models. Proper understanding of BTI degradation mechanism is necessary to
develop reliable extrapolation models. It also helps in understanding the impact of
gate insulator processes on BTI, which in turn helps in process optimization for
keeping BTI under acceptable limits for technology qualification.

The physical mechanism of BTI has remained as a topic of great debate. It was
discussed in Chap. 1 that NBTI has emerged as a crucial p-MOSFET reliability
issue since 90 nm technology node, when Silicon Oxynitride (SiON) replaced
Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) as the gate insulator [1, 2]. NBTI remains as an important
issue even today for planar MOSFETs and FinFETs having state-of-the-art High-K
Metal Gate (HKMG) gate stacks [3, 4]. Over the years, different physical mecha-
nisms have been proposed to explain buildup of positive charges in the gate
insulator during NBTI stress and were recently reviewed [5]. Figure 3.1 shows
schematic of p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs having bi-layer gate insulator
stack with SiO2 or SiON Interlayer (IL) and Hafnium Oxide (HfO2) High-K
dielectrics. Positive charge buildup during NBTI stress can be due to either one or
both of the two processes, i.e., generation of new traps at or near the interface
between Silicon (Si) channel and SiO2 (or SiON) IL and/or charging of
pre-existing, as-processed traps in IL bulk. It is believed that HfO2 High-K layer
presumably acts primarily as a voltage divider.

Different characterization techniques have been discussed in Chap. 2 for
accessing the density of process related and generated traps respectively before and
after BTI stress. Note that direct characterization techniques such as Charge
Pumping (CP) [6] and Gated Diode (or DCIV) [7] have been used in several reports
to provide irrefutable proof of interface trap generation (ΔNIT) for NBTI stress in
SiON [5, 7–15] and HKMG [5, 16–18] p-MOSFETs. In spite of these experimental
evidences, some reports have suggested hole trapping in pre-existing traps (ΔNHT)
as the only NBTI mechanism [19–23], which is definitely not correct. Similarly,
reports suggesting ΔNIT as the exclusive NBTI mechanism [10, 11] are also not
correct, as they cannot explain ultra-fast threshold voltage shift (ΔVT) measure-
ments [20, 24, 25] and gate insulator process dependence of NBTI [13–15]. As of

Fig. 3.1 Schematic of p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs showing different trap generation
(TG) and trapping (TP) processes under NBTI and PBTI stress
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today, the prevailing notion of NBTI mechanism involves contribution from both
ΔNIT and ΔNHT; although some have suggested strong coupling or correlation
between the two processes [26], most reports suggest that they are independent and
mutually uncorrelated [5, 9, 13–18, 27–35]. Furthermore, trap generation (ΔNOT) in
bulk IL also contributes for situations involving high stress gate bias (VG-STR).
Mutually uncoupled ΔNIT and ΔNHT (and also ΔNOT for certain situations)
mechanisms can explain different gate insulator process dependent NBTI data [5,
33–35], and is discussed later in Chap. 4.

As discussed in Chap. 1, PBTI remained negligible for SiON n-MOSFETs and
became important with the introduction of HKMG technology [36]. As mentioned
before, NBTI in HKMG MOSFETs results in positive charge buildup in the SiO2 or
SiON IL due to trap generation at Si/IL interface and hole trapping in IL bulk [16,
17, 34]. In contrast, PBTI results in negative charge buildup in HfO2 High-K layer
as shown in Fig. 3.1 [36]. Note that initial HKMG MOSFETs had thick and not
fully optimized HfO2 High-K layer and showed very large PBTI degradation pri-
marily due to significant electron trapping in pre-existing traps (ΔNET) [37, 38].
However, PBTI magnitude reduces with reduction in High-K layer thickness [36]
and with optimization of HKMG process [39] as mentioned in Chap. 1. For
well-optimized gate insulator stacks, various reports have suggested trap generation
in the High-K layer measured directly using DCIV [16, 17, 40] and Stress Induced
Leakage Current (SILC) [40, 41] methods. Moreover, a recent report has suggested
two different and mutually uncoupled PBTI trap generation processes, presumably
at the IL/High-K interface (ΔNIT-HK) and High-K bulk (ΔNOT-HK), respectively,
probed by DCIV and SILC techniques [17]. In spite of such direct experimental
evidences of trap generation, some report still suggests PBTI to be solely due to
electron trapping in pre-existing process related traps in the High-K layer even for
state-of-the-art technology nodes [42], which is obviously not correct. However,
many reports have suggested mutually uncorrelated trap generation and trapping in
High-K as the physical mechanism of PBTI [16, 17, 32, 40, 43]. PBTI model is
discussed later in Chap. 4.

Furthermore, transconductance degradation (Δgm) has been reported for NBTI
stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs since generated IL charges are closer to the channel
and results in mobility degradation due to Coulomb scattering. However, Δgm is
negligible for PBTI stress in well-optimized HKMG n-MOSFETs due to negligible
IL degradation [39], refer to Chap. 1 for details. While the magnitude of PBTI
degradation reduces with HfO2 thickness scaling, it increases with reduction in IL
thickness since generated High-K layer charges come closer to the channel, and also
due to possible modification of the High-K layer quality introduced by the IL
thickness scaling process [17, 32, 44, 45]. Therefore, NBTI and PBTI charges are
shown to have very different physical location in the HKMG gate stack.

As mentioned in Chap. 1, the relative magnitude of NBTI and PBTI degradation
respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs stressed under identical oxide
field (EOX) and temperature (T) depends on the gate insulator process and is industry
specific [3, 4]. Although NBTI results in trap generation and trapping in the IL layer
while PBTI degrades the High-K layer, they demonstrate very similar behavior listed
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as follows, when measured by using Ultra-Fast Measure-Stress-Measure (UF-MSM)
technique, refer to Chap. 1 for details:

(a) Time evolution of ΔVT shows rapid increase at the beginning of stress and
power-law time dependence with time exponent n for longer stress time. The
longer time power-law dependence is observed for both DC and AC stress,
refer to Figs. 1.25 and 1.30.

(b) The longer time power-law time exponent n is independent of stress EOX and
T when stress and measurements are performed without any extraneous arti-
facts, such as influence of recovery or stress saturation, and shows similar
values for NBTI and PBTI stress. The exponent is also independent of AC
pulse duty cycle (PDC) and frequency (f), although n for AC stress is higher
compared to DC stress. Refer to Figs. 1.26 and 1.31.

(c) Measured ΔVT increases with stress EOX and T. The power-law EOX accel-
eration factor (ΓE) and Arrhenius T activation energy (EA) extracted using ΔVT

measured at fixed stress time (tSTR) are found to be independent of stress T and
EOX respectively, when stress and measurements remain free from certain
extraneous artifacts mentioned above, refer to Fig. 1.27.

(d) BTI recovery results in lower ΔVT for AC when compared to DC stress. AC
ΔVT is independent of f, and shows a typical “S” shaped characteristic with
variation in PDC, with a large “kink” or “jump” in ΔVT observed between
high PDC AC and DC stress, refer to Fig. 1.32.

(e) Although the magnitude of ΔVT increases for NBTI but reduces for PBTI
when Nitrogen (N) is incorporated in the gate insulator stack, the parameters n,
EA and ΓE show a reduction for both NBTI and PBTI stress, refer to Fig. 1.34.

(f) Equivalent Oxide Thickness (EOT) scaling achieved either by reduction in IL
thickness or post High-K nitridation results in higher ΔVT but reduction in
parameters n, EA and ΓE, refer to Fig. 1.35.

In this chapter, the underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents of
NBTI and PBTI degradation are independently assessed respectively in p- and
n-channel HKMG MOSFETs. Devices having different HKMG gate insulator
processes are used. The contribution of trap generation and trapping on ΔVT

measured using ultra-fast MSM method is also assessed to determine physical
mechanism of BTI degradation. The concept developed in this chapter will be used
in Chap. 4 to develop quantitative NBTI and PBTI models.

3.2 Description of HKMG Devices

Figure 3.2 shows the gate insulator process flow of different HKMG MOSFETs
studied in this chapter. A Gate First integration scheme has been used.

The devices have different Rapid Thermal Process (RTP) based thermal IL
layers [46] but identical HfO2 High-K layer obtained using the Atomic Layer
Deposition (ALD) method [47]. Different pre-clean surface treatments have been
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used before thermal IL growth and before ALD High-K deposition. The Si/IL
pre-clean is done before the IL growth and therefore affect the IL quality, and for
thinner IL, it can also affect the High-K quality. The IL/HK pre-clean is done after
IL growth but before High-K deposition, and impacts the High-K layer quality.
EOT scaling has been achieved (a) by using RTP based thermal IL having thickness
of 5 Å (D1) and 3 Å (D2), (b) by introducing Nitrogen (N) in the gate stack after
High-K deposition, using Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) [48] with proper
Post Nitridation Anneal (PNA) [49] (D3) and (c) by using N based surface pas-
sivation before RTP IL growth (D4). Devices D1 through D4 have identical Si/IL
and IL/HK pre-clean processes, different IL but identical High-K thickness. Devices
D5 through D7 have identical IL and High-K layer thickness, however, D5 and D6
have similar Si/IL but different IL/HK pre-clean processes, while D6 and D7 have
different Si/IL but similar IL/HK pre-clean processes. All thicknesses are measured
using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy; refer to [32] for further details.

3.3 Trap Generation During NBTI

In this section, trap generation during NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs is
studied using the Gated Diode or DCIV technique [7], which has been discussed in
detail in Chap. 2. In this technique, the source and drain terminals of a MOSFET are

Fig. 3.2 Schematic process flow of different HKMG gate insulators studied in this chapter
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shorted together and forward biased below the junction cut-in voltage, the gate is
swept from accumulation to inversion, and the current due to electron-hole
recombination in traps at and near the Si channel and gate insulator interface is
measured at the substrate. DCIV current (IDCIV) is proportional to the density of
these traps, and therefore, increase in IDCIV after NBTI stress is a direct measure of
generation of new traps. In HKMG MOSFETs, DCIV can measure trap generation
at Si/IL interface, IL bulk, as well as at IL/High-K interface especially for gate
stacks having thin IL layers, refer to Fig. 3.1. However, it is unlikely that DCIV
would probe much deeper inside High-K bulk. Therefore, in addition to generated
traps associated with NBTI, DCIV technique can also measure generated traps in
the IL due to Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) process as both
mechanisms get triggered at identical stress conditions, refer to Chap. 1, Fig. 1.2.
However, as discussed in Chaps. 2 and 4, TDDB has much larger VG acceleration
factor compared to NBTI [15], and for HKMG MOSFETs, the stress VG gets
divided between the IL and High-K layers. Therefore, for moderate values of stress
VG, trap generation in HKMG devices measured by DCIV can be largely associated
to the NBTI process.

Furthermore, DCIV is a slow measurement technique and it takes approximately
few seconds to perform the VG sweep and measure IDCIV using conventional
instrumentation. Note that DCIV characterization is performed in MSM mode,
where measurements are performed before and during logarithmically spaced
intervals of NBTI stress. Since generated traps start to reduce when NBTI stress is
stopped for measurement, measured DCIV data get corrupted by recovery artifacts
and therefore needs to be corrected for measurement delay, as discussed in Chap. 2.
Finally, note that DCIV scans trap generation located energetically in *0.3 eV
around the Si band gap [7]. Since ΔVT gets affected by trap generation in the entire
band gap, measured DCIV data must also be corrected for such band gap difference
before compared to ΔVT obtained from I–V measurements. DCIV data in this and
following sections are plotted after correction for measurement delay and band gap
difference using the procedure discussed in Chap. 2 [17].

3.3.1 DCIV Measurements in DC Stress

Figure 3.3 plots time evolution of generated interface traps (ΔNIT) in HKMG
p-MOSFETs having (a) non-nitrided (D2) and (b) N surface passivated (D4) IL for
NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T. As mentioned before, ΔNIT is extracted from
DCIV measurements after delay and band gap correction. Only longer time data are
plotted, and ΔNIT increases with increase in VG-STR and T as expected, and the
nitrided device D4 shows slightly higher degradation compared to its non-nitrided
counterpart due to larger stress EOX and different IL quality. Note that EOX is
calculated using (VG-STR − VT0)/EOT; where VT0 is pre-stress VT and EOT is the
SiO2 equivalent gate insulator thickness. The time evolution of ΔNIT shows
power-law dependence with identical time exponent (n * 1/6) for both devices and
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for different VG-STR and T. The exponent n is extracted by linear regression of
measured ΔNIT time evolution data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. Interestingly, the
HKMG process dependence of time exponent n for ΔNIT is different from that for
ΔVT shown earlier in Chap. 1, Figs. 1.25, 1.33 and 1.35. Note that although ΔVT

shows power-law time dependence with exponent n that is independent of VG-STR

and T for a particular HKMG process, its value reduces for nitrided devices unlike
that shown here for ΔNIT data. Moreover, the value of n for ΔNIT is always higher
than that for ΔVT when extracted in the same range of tSTR as shown.

As a further proof of the universality of power-law time exponent n, time
evolution of ΔNIT is measured using DCIV method in different HKMG devices
shown in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.4 plots extracted n versus (a) VG-STR and (b) T after
correction for measurement delay. Note that within measurement error, a universal
power-law time dependence with n * 1/6 is obtained for devices having different
HKMG gate insulator processes and also across different VG-STR and T. Once again,
while a universal exponent is obtained for time evolution of ΔNIT, this is in contrast

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.3 DCIV measured time evolution of ΔNIT for NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in
HKMG p-MOSFETs having different IL processes

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.4 Extracted long-time power-law time exponent n for different HKMG devices as a
function of a stress VG and b stress T, obtained using DCIV measurements during NBTI stress
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to the exponent obtained for time evolution of ΔVT from UF-MSM technique; the
latter has strong gate insulator process dependence as discussed in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.
6. This universality of ΔNIT time evolution is a very significant result and under-
lines the robustness of physical mechanism governing interface trap generation,
which will be discussed later in this book.

Figure 3.5 plots (a) stress EOX and (b) stress T dependence of ΔNIT at fixed tSTR,
obtained from DCIV measurements after delay and band gap corrections.
Experiments have been performed at three sets of stress T, and for each T, three
different values of EOX have been used. This facilitates extraction of power-law
EOX acceleration factor ΓE and Arrhenius T activation energy EA of ΔNIT at dif-
ferent T and EOX, respectively. Since ΔNIT time evolution has power-law depen-
dence with similar n for different stress EOX and T as shown above, extracted ΓE
and EA would be independent of tSTR. It is interesting to note that similar to EOX

and T dependence of ΔVT shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.27, measured values of ΓE and
EA from EOX and T dependence of ΔNIT are also independent of T and EOX,
respectively. Note that mutually independent EOX and T dependencies are obtained
when stress and measurement remain free from extraneous artifacts mentioned in
Chap. 1, Sect. 1.3.

Figure 3.6 shows the impact of IL thickness on (a) power-law field acceleration
factor ΓE and (b) Arrhenius T activation energy EA extracted from DCIV measured
ΔNIT data after delay and band gap correction, for NBTI stress in different HKMG
devices shown in Fig. 3.2. As discussed before, IL thickness scaling is achieved by
using different RTP based thermal IL (D1, D2), post High-K nitridation (D3), and
RTP based IL on N passivated Si substrate (D4). Both ΓE and EA reduce with EOT
scaling as shown, which is similar to EOT dependence of ΓE and EA for ΔVT shown
in Fig. 1.35. For a particular device, the magnitude of ΓE for ΔNIT is similar to that

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.5 Fixed time DCIV measured ΔNIT versus a stress EOX and b stress T for NBTI stress in
HKMG p-MOSFETs. EOX dependence is shown for different T and T dependence shown for
different EOX. EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log scale and T dependence is plotted in a
semi-log scale
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for ΔVT, while EA for ΔNIT is always higher compared to the corresponding value
for ΔVT. This aspect is discussed later in this chapter and also in Chap. 4.

3.3.2 DCIV Measurements in AC Stress

Similar to DC stress, DCIV assessment of trap generation during AC NBTI stress is
also done in MSM mode, where measurements are performed before and during
logarithmically spaced interruptions of stress. Figure 3.7 plots time evolution of
ΔNIT during AC stress at different (a) PDC and (b) f but identical stress EOX and T,
obtained from DCIV measurements after delay and band gap corrections.

Only the long tSTR data are plotted, and the corresponding DC data are also
shown. Note that DC stress bias and AC stress pulses have been applied for
identical tSTR duration, and therefore the actual duration of AC stress, i.e., the pulse
on time would depend on PDC of the applied AC pulse. ΔNIT time evolution shows
power-law dependence at longer tSTR for both DC and AC stress, and the exponent
n extracted in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks is also plotted in Fig. 3.7 as a function of
(c) PDC and (d) f of the gate pulse; DC value is shown as reference (100 % PDC).
Identical n (*1/6) is observed for DC and AC stress at different PDC and f. Note
that identical n of ΔNIT time evolution for DC and AC stress is in contrast to that
observed for time evolution of ΔVT, measured using the UF-MSM technique and
shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.31; ΔVT shows lower n for DC compared to AC stress.
Moreover when extracted in same tSTR range, ΔNIT shows higher n compared to
ΔVT for DC stress, however, both ΔNIT and ΔVT show identical n (*1/6) for AC
stress. Once again, the universality of n * 1/6 for ΔNIT time evolution during DC
and AC stress suggest the robustness of the underlying physical mechanism of
interface trap generation and is discussed in Chap. 5.

Figure 3.7 also plots measured ΔNIT at fixed tSTR for AC NBTI stress as a
function of (e) PDC and (f) f, the PDC dependence is measured using AC pulses

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.6 Power-law field acceleration factor (ΓE) and Arrhenius T activation energy (EA) of DCIV
measured ΔNIT for NBTI stress, as a function of IL thickness of different HKMG stacks
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having identical pulse high but different pulse low values. AC data are normalized
to the corresponding DC value at identical tSTR. Note that ΔNIT magnitude
increases with increase in PDC, but remains independent of the pulse low value and
f. Although f independence of ΔNIT is qualitatively similar to that observed for ΔVT

as shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.32, ΔNIT and ΔVT have very different AC to DC ratio.
On the other hand, the PDC dependence of ΔNIT is both qualitatively and quan-
titatively different from the PDC dependence of ΔVT. Note, ΔNIT does not show the
“S” shaped PDC dependence as in ΔVT, and moreover, no “kink” or “jump” is seen
for ΔNIT data between high PDC AC and DC stress. Furthermore, not only ΔNIT

has very different AC to DC ratio compared to ΔVT as mentioned above, unlike
ΔVT, the AC to DC ratio for ΔNIT does not depend on the pulse low value. Time
evolution of ΔNIT and ΔVT for AC stress will be explained later in this book.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3.7 DCIV measured time evolution of ΔNIT for AC NBTI stress at different a PDC and
b frequency; the PDC and f values used in panel a and b respectively are mentioned at the top.
Measured long-time power-law time exponent n as a function of c PDC for different devices and
d frequency. Fixed time measured ΔNIT versus e PDC for different VG-LOW and f frequency
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3.4 Hole Trapping During NBTI

As discussed earlier in this chapter, although interface trap generation plays a
crucial role, it alone cannot explain UF-MSM measured ΔVT during NBTI stress.
As an evidence of additional contribution from the hole-trapping component,
Fig. 3.8 plots time evolution of measured ΔVT and ΔVIT (=q/COX * ΔNIT) obtained
using UF-MSM and DCIV techniques, respectively. Experiments were performed
on HKMG p-MOSFETs having (a) non-nitrided (D2) and (b) N surface passivated
(D4) IL, refer to Fig. 3.2; COX is gate insulator capacitance and q is electronic
charge. Identical stress EOX and T have been used for both devices, and experi-
mental DCIV data were corrected for measurement delay and band gap differences
as mentioned earlier. Since ΔVIT signifies the component of ΔVT that is contributed
by generated interface traps (ΔNIT), the difference between ΔVT and ΔVIT signifies
contribution due to hole trapping in pre-existing traps, ΔVHT (=q/COX * ΔNHT).
Time evolution of ΔVHT is also plotted in Fig. 3.8. Only longer tSTR data are shown.

Time evolution of ΔVIT has power-law dependence with exponent n * 1/6 as
discussed above, while ΔVHT saturates at longer tSTR as shown. Therefore, time
evolution of ΔVT (=ΔVIT + ΔVHT) shows power-law dependence with lower
n compared to that for ΔVIT. This explains the reason behind lower time exponent
n observed for ΔVT compared to ΔNIT data across different VG-STR and T as
mentioned before. Although the ΔVIT contribution increases slightly for the N
containing device D4 compared to the non-nitrided device D2, a significantly large
increase is observed for the ΔVHT component. Therefore, ΔVT magnitude increases
while time exponent n reduces for the D4 device as shown. Figure 3.8 clearly
indicates that the underlying ΔNIT and ΔNHT components of NBTI are uncorre-
lated; a relatively larger increase in ΔNHT is observed for the D4 device having N in

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.8 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔNIT contribution after
measurement delay and band gap correction (ΔVIT), for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs
having different IL processes. Extracted difference (ΔVHT) is also shown
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the gate stack, which can explain the measured reduction in the time exponent
n. However, ΔVIT component dominates ΔVT for both devices as shown.

As a further proof, Fig. 3.9a shows the correlation of measured ΔVT and ΔVIT for
HKMG devices D2 and D4. As mentioned before, ΔVT is obtained using UF-MSM
and ΔVIT using DCIV after delay and band gap correction. The 1:1 correlation line
is also shown, which signifies zero hole-trapping contribution. Note that for a
particular ΔVIT, D2 device shows slightly higher ΔVT than the 1:1 correlation line,
while a somewhat larger ΔVT is observed for device D4, which is consistent with
relatively larger ΔNHT contribution for device D4 having N in the gate insulator
stack. Larger magnitude of hole trapping during NBTI stress in gate insulators
containing N is a well-known result and reported by various groups [13–15, 50].

Hole trapping occurs in pre-existing, process related gate insulator traps, and as
mentioned in Chap. 2, flicker noise technique can be used to access the density of
these traps. In flicker noise method, the gate of the MOSFET is biased in weak
inversion and the power spectral density of drain current noise (SID) is measured
using a spectrum analyzer. The inversion layer carrier density in the channel
remains low in weak inversion, and drain current noise arises due to trapping and
detrapping of carriers in gate insulator traps. Higher trap density results in larger SID
and vice versa. Figure 3.9b shows measured pre-existing trap density in devices D2
and D4. Note that the nitrided device D4 shows higher trap density, which is
consistent with higher ΔNHT contribution shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9a. The impact
of N on pre-existing hole traps has been studied in detail in SiON [50] and HKMG
[51] p-MOSFETs and also verified by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcula-
tions as discussed in detail in [17, 51].

Time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT during NBTI stress has been measured
respectively using UF-MSM and DCIV methods for three sets of stress T, and for
each T, three different EOX values have been used for stress. The EOX and
T dependencies of ΔVT at fixed tSTR are shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.27 and that for

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.9 a Correlation of UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT for NBTI stress, and
b pre-stress trap density measured by using flicker noise method, in HKMG p-MOSFETs having
different HKMG gate insulator processes
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ΔNIT are shown before in Fig. 3.5. Measured ΔVT and ΔVIT as well as the extracted
difference ΔVHT obtained at a fixed tSTR for the HKMG device D4 are plotted in
Fig. 3.10a versus stress EOX for a particular stress T, and plotted in Fig. 3.11a
versus stress T for a particular stress EOX. Note that the ΔVIT subcomponent
dominates overall ΔVT for all EOX and T, even for D4 device having N in the gate
insulator stack. Moreover, identical power-law EOX dependence ΓE is obtained for
ΔVT, ΔVIT and therefore for ΔVHT. However, extracted ΔVHT has much lower
Arrhenius T activation energy EA compared to measured ΔVIT, which explains
lower EA for ΔVT when compared to EA for ΔVIT as shown.

As discussed before, ΔVT and ΔNIT have power-law time dependence with
identical n across different EOX and T, although n for ΔNIT is higher than that for
ΔVT. Therefore, extracted ΓE and EA for ΔVT, ΔVIT and hence for ΔVHT would be

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.10 a Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT and their difference
(ΔVHT) versus NBTI stress EOX plotted in a log–log scale. b Extracted power-law field
acceleration factor for ΔVT, ΔVIT and ΔVHT versus stress T

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.11 a Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT and their difference
(ΔVHT) versus NBTI stress T plotted in a semi-log scale. b Extracted T activation energy for ΔVT,
ΔVIT and ΔVHT versus stress EOX
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independent of the value of tSTR used for extracting EOX and T dependence,
otherwise these terms would not have much meaning. Extracted ΓE versus T for
ΔVT and its ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents is shown in Fig. 3.10b, while the
corresponding EA versus EOX relation is shown in Fig. 3.11b. Note that in the
absence of different extraneous artifacts mentioned in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.3, ΓE and EA

for both ΔVT and ΔNIT (or ΔVIT) are independent of T and EOX respectively as
shown. Therefore, ΓE and EA of extracted ΔNHT (or ΔVHT) also has the same
behavior as shown. Mutually uncoupled ΓE and EA is observed for other devices,
not plotted here for brevity.

3.5 Trap Generation During PBTI

In this section, trap generation during PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs is studied
using the DCIV [7] and SILC [41] techniques. DCIV scans trap generation located
energetically in *0.3 eV around the Si band gap, and in HKMG MOSFETs, it can
measure generated traps at Si/IL interface, IL bulk, as well as at IL/High-K interface
especially for gate stacks having thin IL layers. As mentioned before, negligible gm
degradation during PBTI stress suggests negligible IL degradation and therefore,
PBTI is believed to cause trap generation and trapping predominately in the HfO2

High-K layer [36, 39]. DCIV measurements can probe trap generation during PBTI
stress at and near the IL/High-K interface (ΔNIT-HK); refer to Fig. 1. As mentioned
before, it is unlikely that DCIV method would probe much deeper into the High-K
bulk.

As discussed in Chap. 2, SILC is estimated from measured gate current (IG)
before and during logarithmically spaced intervals of BTI stress. Increase in IG after
stress is due to trap assisted tunneling via newly generated traps, and therefore, the
magnitude of increased gate current (ΔIG) can be used to estimate density of
generated traps during PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs [40]. Note that SILC has
been used in the past to estimate gate insulator trap generation associated with the
TDDB process [52–54], and also bulk trap generation during NBTI stress [55], in
SiON MOSFETs. SILC is negligible during NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs
due to band alignment issues mentioned in Chap. 2, while non-negligible SILC is
observed in HKMG n-MOSFETs during PBTI stress [3, 16, 17, 40, 41]. Note that
unlike DCIV that scans traps that are energetically aligned with Si mid gap, SILC
scans traps close to the conduction band edge of the High-K layer [41]. However,
there is a debate regarding the exact physical location of generated traps during
PBTI stress in HKMG n-MOSFETs as probed by SILC; some report suggests it is
at the IL/High-K interface [56], while other suggests it is deeper inside the High-K
bulk [41]. Although the exact location of traps is an important aspect especially
from the viewpoint of TDDB process, the type of generated traps probed by SILC
has been found to have much smaller impact on PBTI degradation when compared
to the impact of generated traps probed by the DCIV method [17], and will be
discussed later in Chap. 4.
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3.5.1 DCIV Measurements in DC Stress

Figure 3.12 plots the time evolution of generated interface traps (ΔNIT-HK) during
PBTI stress at different VG-STR and stress T in HKMG n-MOSFETs with
(a) non-nitrided (D2) and (b) N surface passivated (D4) IL. As mentioned before,
ΔNIT-HK is extracted from DCIV measurements after delay and band gap correction.
The delay correction of DCIV is straightforward and the method used for NBTI can
be used. However, the band gap correction is not obvious, as DCIV probes traps at
or near the IL/High-K interface for PBTI stress, and the exact energetic extent of
trap generation is yet unknown. For simplicity, a similar correction factor as used
for NBTI stress is also assumed for PBTI stress in different HKMG devices.

Only longer time data are plotted, and measured ΔNIT-HK increases with increase
in VG-STR and T as expected. However unlike NBTI, the ΔNIT-HK magnitude reduces
significantly for the nitrided device D4 when compared to the non-nitrided device
D2 at identical VG-STR and T. This happens in spite of higher EOX for device D4 due
to lower EOT, EOX being calculated as (VG-STR − VT0)/EOT, and hence is attributed
to presence of N in the gate insulator stack. Similar to NBTI, time evolution of
ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress shows power-law dependence with identical time exponent
(n* 1/6) for both devices and for different VG-STR and T; the exponent n is extracted
by linear regression of measured ΔNIT-HK time evolution in tSTR range of 10 s to 1
Ks. Remarkably, identical n has been obtained for both NBTI and PBTI stress as
shown. Note that similar to NBTI stress data shown earlier, the process dependence
of ΔNIT-HK time exponent for PBTI stress is in contrast with process dependence of
ΔVT time exponent shown in Chap. 1, Figs. 1.25 and 1.33. Although ΔVT has
power-law dependence for PBTI stress with time exponent n that is independent of
stress EOX and T for a particular HKMG process, the value of n reduces for nitrided
devices, unlike that seen here for ΔNIT-HK data. Moreover, similar to that observed
for NBTI stress, the value of n for ΔNIT-HK is always higher than n for ΔVT for PBTI
stress, when extracted in the same range of tSTR as shown.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.12 DCIV measured time evolution of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in
HKMG n-MOSFETs having different IL processes
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As a further proof of the universality of time exponent (n* 1/6) for PBTI stress,
time evolution of ΔNIT-HK is measured by using DCIV in different HKMG devices
listed in Figs. 3.2, and 3.13 plots extracted n as a function of (a) VG-STR and
(b) T after correction for measurement delay. Similar to NBTI, power-law time
dependence with universal n * 1/6 is also obtained for ΔNIT-HK during PBTI stress
at different VG-STR and T in devices having different HKMG gate insulator pro-
cesses. Once again, similar to NBTI results shown earlier, while a universal
n * 1/6 exponent is obtained for time evolution of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress in
different HKMG devices, this is in contrast to the exponent obtained for time
evolution of ΔVT from UF-MSM technique; the latter shows strong gate insulator
process dependence as discussed in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.6. The similarity of time
evolution of ΔNIT for NBTI and ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress is a very remarkable result
and underlines the similarity of physical mechanism governing trap generation at
Si/IL and IL/High-K interfaces, and will be discussed later in this book.

Similar to NBTI results shown earlier, ΔNIT-HK time evolution for PBTI stress
also has power-law dependence with similar n across different stress EOX and T as
shown. Therefore, the power-law EOX acceleration factor ΓE and Arrhenius
T activation energy EA for ΔNIT-HK extracted at a fixed tSTR would remain inde-
pendent of tSTR. PBTI experiments were done at three sets of stress T, and at each T,
three different EOX values have been used for stress. Figure 3.14 plots (a) stress EOX

and (b) stress T dependence of ΔNIT-HK obtained from DCIV measurements after
delay and band gap corrections. Measured values of ΓE and EA extracted from EOX

and T dependence of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress are independent of T and EOX,
respectively. This behavior is similar to the EOX and T dependent parameters of
ΔVT shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.27. Moreover, this observation is identical to the
NBTI results discussed before in this chapter. As mentioned before, mutually
independent EOX and T dependencies are observed when stress and measurements
remain free from artifacts mentioned earlier in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.13 Extracted long-time power-law time exponent n for different HKMG devices as a
function of a stress VG and b stress T, obtained using DCIV measurements during PBTI stress
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Figure 3.15 plots the impact of IL thickness on (a) power-law field acceleration
factor ΓE and (b) Arrhenius T activation energy EA extracted from DCIV measured
ΔNIT-HK data after delay and band gap corrections, obtained for PBTI stress in
different HKMG devices shown in Fig. 3.2. Reduction in IL thickness is achieved
using different RTP based thermal IL (D1, D2), post High-K nitridation (D3), and
RTP based IL on N passivated Si substrate (D4), refer to Fig. 3.2. Similar to NBTI,
ΓE for PBTI reduces with EOT scaling. However unlike NBTI, only negligible
reduction in EA has been observed with EOT scaling. Similar to NBTI results
shown before, the magnitude of ΓE for ΔNIT-HK is similar to ΓE for ΔVT for a
particular device also for PBTI stress, while EA for ΔNIT-HK is always higher
compared to the corresponding value for ΔVT; refer to Chap. 1, Fig. 1.35 for
dependence of ΔVT parameters on IL thickness. This aspect will be discussed later
in this chapter.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.14 Fixed time DCIV measured ΔNIT-HK versus a stress EOX and b stress T for PBTI stress
in HKMG n-MOSFETs. EOX dependence is shown for different T and T dependence shown for
different EOX. EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log scale and T dependence is plotted in a
semi-log scale

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.15 Power-law field acceleration factor (ΓE) and Arrhenius T activation energy (EA) of
DCIV measured ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress, as a function of IL thickness of different HKMG stacks
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3.5.2 DCIV Measurements in AC Stress

DCIV assessment of trap generation during AC stress is done in MSM mode similar
to DC stress, and measurements were performed before and during logarithmically
spaced stress intervals. Figure 3.16 plots time evolution of ΔNIT-HK during AC
stress at different (a) PDC and (b) f but identical stress EOX and T, obtained from
DCIV measurements after delay and band gap corrections. Only long tSTR data are
plotted, and the corresponding DC data are also shown. Similar to NBTI stress as
discussed before, the DC stress bias and AC stress pulses for PBTI stress were
applied for identical tSTR duration, and actual duration of AC stress depends on
PDC of the applied AC pulse. Time evolution of ΔNIT-HK shows power-law
dependence at longer tSTR; the exponent n extracted in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks is

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3.16 DCIV measured time evolution of ΔNIT-HK for AC PBTI stress at different a PDC and
b frequency; the PDC and f values used in panel a and b respectively are mentioned at the top.
Measured long-time power-law time exponent n as a function of c PDC for different devices and
d frequency. Fixed time measured ΔNIT-HK versus e PDC for different VG-LOW and f frequency
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also plotted in Fig. 3.16 as a function of (c) PDC and (d) f of the gate pulse. The DC
value is shown as reference.

Similar to NBTI stress results shown earlier, identical n (*1/6) is observed for
DC and AC PBTI stress at different PDC and f. Once again, similar to NBTI,
identical n of ΔNIT-HK time evolution for DC and AC PBTI stress is in contrast to
the observed time evolution of ΔVT measured using UF-MSM technique and shown
in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.31; ΔVT time evolution has lower n for DC compared to AC
stress. Moreover when extracted in the same tSTR range, ΔNIT-HK shows higher
n compared to ΔVT for DC stress, but both ΔNIT-HK and ΔVT show identical
n (*1/6) for AC stress also for PBTI stress, which is again similar to NBTI stress
results shown before. Once again, the universality of n * 1/6 for ΔNIT-HK time
evolution during DC and AC PBTI stress suggest the robustness of the underlying
physical mechanism of interface trap generation and will be discussed later in the
book.

Figure 3.16 also plots the measured ΔNIT-HK at fixed tSTR for AC PBTI stress as
a function of (e) PDC and (f) f of the gate pulse. Once again, AC pulses having
identical pulse high but different pulse low values were used to study the PDC
dependence. AC data are normalized to the corresponding DC value at identical
tSTR. Similar to that shown earlier for NBTI, the magnitude of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI
stress increases with increase in PDC but remains independent of the pulse low
value and f of the gate pulse. Remarkably similar AC to DC ratio and PDC
dependent shape has been observed for NBTI and PBTI stress. Moreover, although
the f independence of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI stress is qualitatively similar to that
observed for ΔVT shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.32, ΔNIT-HK and ΔVT show very
different AC to DC ratio. This observation is similar to that reported for NBTI
stress. Once again, similar to NBTI, the PDC dependence of ΔNIT-HK for PBTI
stress is both qualitatively and quantitatively different from the PDC dependence of
ΔVT shown in Chap. 1. Similar to NBTI results, ΔNIT-HK for PBTI also does not
have the “S” shaped PDC dependence as observed for ΔVT, and unlike ΔVT, no
“kink” or “jump” is observed for ΔNIT-HK data between high PDC AC and DC
stress. Moreover as mentioned earlier, ΔNIT-HK has very different AC to DC ratio
compared to ΔVT, and unlike ΔVT, the AC to DC ratio for ΔNIT-HK does not depend
on the pulse low value. The PDC and f dependencies of ΔNIT-HK and ΔVT for AC
PBTI stress have been found to be remarkably similar to AC NBTI stress as shown
earlier in this chapter and also in Chap. 1.

3.5.3 SILC Measurements in DC Stress

As mentioned before, increase in gate leakage current (IG) after stress is also used to
calculate trap generation during PBTI stress [40, 41]. While DCIV scans generated
traps aligned energetically with the Si [7] mid gap, SILC scans traps closer to the
conduction band edge of High-K layer, although the exact physical location of these
traps are debated [41, 56]. IG versus VG sweeps were taken before and during
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logarithmic intervals of stress, and generated trap density (ΔNOT-HK) is calculated
as discussed in Chap. 2 [40].

Figure 3.17 plots the time evolution of ΔNOT-HK calculated from SILC for
different VG-STR and T in (a) D2 and (b) D4 HKMG n-MOSFETs; refer to Fig. 3.2
for device details. Note that SILC in HKMG devices recovers after removal of
stress, and therefore, measured data must be corrected for measurement delay
following the methodology shown in Chap. 2. Only long tSTR data are plotted;
magnitude of ΔNOT-HK increases with VG-STR and T as expected, but reduces
drastically for the device D4 having N in the gate stack. Note that D4 device have
thinner EOT and would have higher EOX compared to device D2 for a given
VG-STR. Therefore, the reduction can be attributed to the presence of N in the gate
insulator stack. It is interesting to remark that both DCIV and SILC measurements
show reduced trap generation in nitrided devices during PBTI stress. Although the
time evolution of ΔNOT-HK from SILC shows power-law dependence, the time
exponent n is much larger when compared to that for DCIV measured ΔNIT-HK and
UF-MSM measured ΔVT time evolution data shown earlier in the book.

As a further proof, Fig. 3.18 plots extracted time exponent n from ΔNOT-HK time
evolution measured using SILC after delay correction, versus (a) VG-STR and
(b) T. As done earlier, the exponent n is extracted by linear regression of measured
time evolution of ΔNOT-HK data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. Data from different
HKMG devices shown in Fig. 3.2 are plotted, and the trend line corresponding to
DCIV data is also shown as a reference.

Note that SILC data show similar n (*1/3) for different VG-STR and T and for
different devices, which signifies the robustness of the underlying physical mecha-
nism. However, the magnitude of time exponent n from SILC is considerably higher
than n (*1/6) obtained from DCIV, which unequivocally suggests different physical
mechanism of generated traps that are probed by these methods. On the other hand, a
remarkable similarity of extracted n has been observed during NBTI and PBTI stress

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.17 SILC measured time evolution of ΔNOT-HK for PBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in
HKMG n-MOSFETs having different IL processes
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for DCIV measurements, refer to Figs. 3.4 and 3.13, which suggests similar gen-
eration mechanism for these traps. This will be discussed later in this book.

Figure 3.19 plots measured ΔNOT-HK at fixed tSTR from delay corrected SILC
data versus (a) stress EOX and (b) stress T, for D2 and D4 HKMG n-MOSFETs. The
magnitude of ΔNOT-HK reduces for the nitrided device D4, although the power-law
EOX acceleration factor ΓE and Arrhenius T activation energy EA remain inde-
pendent of HKMG processes. As ΔNOT-HK shows power-law time dependence and
identical n across stress EOX and T, extracted ΓE and EA would be independent of
tSTR. Note that ΓE and EA for ΔNOT-HK obtained from SILC has much larger value
when compared to ΔNIT-HK from DCIV and ΔVT from UF-MSM measurements

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.18 Extracted long-time power-law time exponent n for different HKMG devices as a
function of a stress VG and b stress T using SILC measurements during PBTI stress. The reference
line for DCIV measurement is also shown

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.19 Fixed time SILC measured ΔNOT-HK versus a stress EOX and b stress T for PBTI stress
in HKMG n-MOSFETs. EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log scale and T dependence is plotted
in a semi-log scale
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shown earlier in the book. Different ΓE and EA also suggest different physical
mechanism of generated traps as probed by DCIV and SILC techniques during
PBTI stress.

To understand the relative importance of different trap generation processes on
PBTI degradation, Fig. 3.20 compares extracted (a) n, (b) ΓE and (c) EA for DCIV,
SILC and UF-MSM measurements, as a function of IL thickness for D1 through
D4 HKMG devices shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that ΔNOT-HK parameters obtained from
SILC measurements remain almost constant across IL thickness and show signifi-
cantly higher values when compared to the ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK parameters obtained
respectively from UF-MSM and DCIV measurements. Between DCIV and
UF-MSM measurements, power-law time exponent n is somewhat higher for
ΔNIT-HK compared to ΔVT for all devices and n reduces with IL scaling for both ΔVT

and ΔNIT-HK; however, much larger reduction is observed for ΔVT for deeply scaled
IL. The power-law EOX acceleration ΓE shows similar values for ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK

and reduces slightly with IL scaling. Arrhenius T activation energy EA for ΔNOT-HK

remains almost constant with IL, but that for ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK reduces slightly with
IL scaling. It will be shown in Chap. 4 that the voltage shift corresponding to
generated bulk traps from SILC is negligible compared to that for generated interface
traps from DCIV, and it is the later that dominates PBTI degradation. Therefore, the
parameters n, ΓE and EA for ΔVT are closer to the parameters for ΔNIT-HK rather than
that for ΔNOT-HK. Of course, additional contribution from electron trapping in
High-K bulk must be considered to compute ΔVT, as discussed in the following
section.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.20 a Power-law time dependence n, b power-law field acceleration factor ΓE and
c Arrhenius T activation energy EA obtained using UF-MSM, DCIV and SILC methods for PBTI
stress, versus IL thickness of different HKMG stacks
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3.6 Electron Trapping During PBTI

Although trap generation in the IL is negligible for PBTI stress and the generated
traps at or near the IL/High-K interface (ΔNIT-HK) plays a crucial role, it alone
cannot explain ΔVT measured using UF-MSM method. As an evidence of addi-
tional contribution from electron trapping in pre-existing, process related High-K
bulk traps (ΔNET), Fig. 3.21 plots time evolution of ΔVT and ΔVIT-HK (=q/
COX * ΔNIT-HK) respectively measured using UF-MSM and DCIV techniques.
Experiments were performed in HKMG n-MOSFETs having (a) non-nitrided (D2)
and (b) N surface passivated (D4) IL, refer to Fig. 3.2; COX is gate insulator
capacitance and q is the electronic charge. Identical VG-STR and T have been used
for both devices, and experimental DCIV data were corrected for measurement
delay and band gap differences as discussed before. Since ΔVIT-HK signifies the
component of ΔVT contributed by generated interface traps at IL/High-K interface,
the difference between ΔVT and ΔVIT-HK signifies the contribution due to electron
trapping in pre-existing traps, ΔVET (=q/COX * ΔNET). Time evolution of ΔVET is
also plotted in Fig. 3.21. Only longer tSTR data are plotted, and contribution from
ΔVIT-HK dominates ΔVT for both devices as shown.

Similar to NBTI data, time evolution of ΔVIT-HK for PBTI stress shows
power-law dependence with exponent n * 1/6 and ΔVET saturates at longer tSTR.
Therefore, time evolution of ΔVT (=ΔVIT-HK + ΔVET) shows power-law dependence
with lower n compared to that for ΔVIT-HK. However contrary to NBTI, the ΔVIT-HK

component of ΔVT reduces drastically for the N containing device D4 compared to
the non-nitrided device D2, while an increase is observed for the ΔVET component.
Note that device D4 has lower EOT and therefore higher EOX when compared to
device D2 at identical VG-STR. As ΔVIT-HK dominates overall ΔVT for both D2 and
D4 devices, the magnitude of ΔVT and its power-law time exponent n reduce for

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.21 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔNIT-HK contribution
after measurement delay and band gap correction (ΔVIT-HK), for PBTI stress in HKMG
n-MOSFETs having different IL processes. Extracted difference (ΔVET) is also shown
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device D4 as shown. Therefore, Fig. 3.21 clearly shows that underlying ΔNIT-HK

and ΔNET components of PBTI are clearly uncorrelated; i.e., while ΔNIT-HK

reduces, ΔNET increases for the D4 device, which can explain the measured
reduction in ΔVT and n. This aspect is further discussed in detail in Chap. 4.

As an additional proof, Fig. 3.22a plots the correlation of measured ΔVT and
ΔVIT-HK for HKMG devices D2 and D4. As mentioned before, ΔVT is obtained
using UF-MSM method and ΔVIT-HK using DCIV method after delay and band gap
corrections. The 1:1 correlation line corresponding to zero electron trapping con-
tribution is also plotted. Note that for a particular ΔVIT-HK, D2 device shows slightly
higher ΔVT than the 1:1 correlation line. However, much larger ΔVT is observed for
device D4, which is consistent with relatively larger ΔNET contribution for device
D4 having N in the gate insulator stack. Larger magnitude of electron trapping
during NBTI stress in gate insulators containing N has been analyzed using DFT
simulations; refer to [17] for additional details.

Similar to hole trapping in NBTI, electron trapping during PBTI also occurs in
pre-existing, process related gate insulator traps; while the hole traps are located in
IL, electron traps are located in the High-K layer. As done in p-MOSFETs, flicker
noise method can also be used to access the density of High-K electron traps in
n-MOSFETs. Figure 3.22b shows measured pre-existing trap density in devices D2
and D4. Note that the nitrided device D4 shows higher trap density, which is
consistent with higher ΔNET contribution shown in Figs. 3.21 and 3.22a, and is also
consistent with DFT simulation results [17].

Similar to NBTI stress, time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK during PBTI stress
has been measured respectively using UF-MSM and DCIV methods for three sets
of stress T, and for each T, three different stress EOX have been used. The EOX and
T dependencies of ΔVT at fixed tSTR are shown in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.27, and the same
for ΔNIT are shown earlier in Fig. 3.13. Measured ΔVT, ΔVIT-HK and their difference
ΔVET at a particular tSTR for the HKMG device D4 is plotted versus stress EOX at a

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.22 a Correlation of UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK for PBTI stress,
and b pre-stress trap density measured by using flicker noise method, in HKMG n-MOSFETs
having different HKMG gate insulator processes
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particular stress T in Fig. 3.23a, and also plotted versus stress T for a fixed stress
EOX in Fig. 3.24a. Note that ΔVIT-HK subcomponent dominates overall ΔVT for all
EOX and T, even for this particular device having N in the gate insulator stack.
Moreover, identical power-law EOX dependence ΓE is obtained for ΔVT, ΔVIT-HK

and therefore for ΔVET. However, ΔVET shows much lower Arrhenius T activation
energy EA compared to ΔVT and ΔVIT-HK. Note that the relative values of ΓE and EA

for ΔVT, ΔVIT-HK and ΔVET for PBTI stress are similar to that observed for NBTI
stress data shown earlier in this chapter.

As shown before, ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK have power-law time dependence with
identical n across different EOX and T, although higher n has been observed for

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.23 a Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK and their difference
(ΔVET) versus PBTI stress EOX plotted in a log–log scale. b Extracted power-law field acceleration
factor for ΔVT, ΔVIT and ΔVET as a function of stress T

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.24 a Fixed time UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK and their difference
(ΔVET) versus PBTI stress T plotted in a semi-log scale. b Extracted T activation energy for ΔVT,
ΔVIT and ΔVET as a function of stress EOX
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ΔNIT-HK compared to ΔVT data. Therefore, extracted ΓE and EA for ΔVT, ΔVIT-HK

and therefore for ΔVET would be independent of the value of tSTR used for extracting
EOX and T dependence. Extracted ΓE for ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT-HK and ΔVET

subcomponents are plotted versus T in Fig. 3.23b, while their corresponding EA

values are plotted versus EOX in Fig. 3.24b. Note that in the absence of different
extraneous artifacts mentioned in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.3, ΓE and EA for ΔVT and ΔNIT-HK

(or ΔVIT-HK) are shown to be independent of T and EOX, respectively. Therefore, ΓE
and EA of extracted ΔNET (or ΔVET) also show the same behavior as shown. These
features of PBTI stress are exactly identical to NBTI, and similar mutually uncou-
pled ΓE and EA has been observed for other devices, not plotted here for brevity.

3.7 Location of Generated Traps (DCIV Measurements)

As discussed earlier in this chapter, although hole and electron trapping cannot be
ignored respectively for NBTI and PBTI stress, trap generation plays the dominant
role. DCIV technique has been used to access trap generation during BTI stress, and
the resulting data show very similar time, bias and temperature dependence for
NBTI and PBTI stress in different HKMG devices. This suggests very similar
underlying physical mechanism of DCIV accessed trap generation for NBTI and
PBTI. SILC is not observed for NBTI due to band alignment issues but is present
for PBTI stress; although the magnitude of generated bulk traps that are responsible
for SILC has been found to be smaller compared to that probed by DCIV, refer to
Chap. 4 for details. DCIV accessed trap generation during NBTI and PBTI has been
attributed to Si/IL and IL/High-K interfaces respectively by noting the presence or
absence of degradation in gm. Trap generation in the IL in any significant quantity is
ruled out for PBTI stress due to the absence of Δgm, while the presence of Δgm
suggests trap generation in IL for NBTI stress. The similarities of DCIV measured
trap generation during NBTI and PBTI stress have been shown before, which
suggests similarity of underlying physical mechanism. In this section, experimental
proof is provided to bring out their differences, which will ascertain the difference in
physical location. All DCIV data shown in this section are corrected for delay and
band gap using the procedure described in Chap. 2.

Figure 3.25 plots the EOX dependence of generated traps obtained at fixed tSTR
for (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI stress in HKMG devices having relatively thicker (D1)
and thinner (D2) IL, refer to Fig. 3.2. IL thickness has no impact for NBTI stress
since generated traps are at the Si/IL interface. However, magnitude of generated
traps increases for thinner IL device for PBTI stress. As discussed in Chap. 5, trap
generation for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs is caused due to tunneling of inversion
layer holes into the Si–H bonds at Si/IL interface, and therefore, the magnitude is
independent of IL thickness. However, trap generation at or near the IL/High-K
interface for PBTI stress in n-MOSFETs occurs due to tunneling of inversion layer
electrons, which increases with reduction in IL thickness, and therefore causes
higher trap generation magnitude for thinner IL devices as shown.
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Figure 3.26 plots the EOX dependence of generated traps obtained at fixed tSTR
for (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI stress in HKMG devices without (D2) and with (D3)
post High-K nitridation using the DPN process, refer to Fig. 3.2. Nitridation impact
is negligible for NBTI stress, but trap generation reduces significantly for device D3
for PBTI stress. Since N incorporation is done after High-K deposition, higher N
density is expected in the High-K compared to the IL layer, especially for denser
thermal IL used in this study that show much lower N penetration, refer to [51] for
additional evidence from Angle Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
measurements. Therefore, post High-K nitridation has larger impact on generated

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.25 DCIV measured trap generation versus EOX for a NBTI and b PBTI stress in HKMG
MOSFETs having different IL thickness

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.26 DCIV measured trap generation versus EOX for a NBTI and b PBTI stress in HKMG
MOSFETs without and with nitridation after High-K deposition
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traps at or near the IL/High-K interface for PBTI stress compared to that at Si/IL
interface for NBTI stress. The exact physical mechanism responsible for reduction
in trap generation for nitrided gate stacks is not known and need further study.

Figure 3.27 plots the EOX dependence of generated traps obtained at fixed tSTR
for (a) NBTI and (b) PBTI stress in HKMG devices D5 through D7 having different
pre-cleans before IL growth and High-K deposition, refer to Fig. 3.2. Devices D5
and D6 have similar pre-clean before IL but different pre-clean before High-K and
hence similar IL but different High-K quality. On the other hand, devices D6 and
D7 have different pre-clean before IL but similar pre-clean before High-K and
hence different IL but similar High-K quality. Therefore, trap generation at Si/IL
interface for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs is similar for D5 and D6 but different for
D6 and D7 devices, while trap generation at or near the IL/High-K interface for
PBTI stress in n-MOSFETs is different for D5 and D6 and similar for D6 and D7
devices as shown.

Although DCIV assessed generated traps for NBTI and PBTI have similar time
dynamics and EOX and T dependence, they have very different HKMG process
dependence as shown in Figs. 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 that clearly verifies the difference
in physical location of these generated traps. As a further evidence, Fig. 3.28
correlates gm degradation to generated trap density measured using DCIV for NBTI
and PBTI stress. Note that NBTI shows higher Δgm for a particular trap density
when compared to PBTI stress. Since Δgm is due to mobility degradation resulting
from Coulomb scattering by BTI charges and as trap generation dominates both
NBTI and PBTI degradation, higher Δgm is caused by trap generation at Si/IL
interface for NBTI than that at IL/High-K interface for PBTI.

Therefore, although DCIV measured traps during NBTI and PBTI stress
respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs show very similar kinetics,
they have very different physical location as discussed above.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.27 DCIV measured trap generation versus EOX for a NBTI and b PBTI stress in HKMG
MOSFETs having different pre-clean processes before IL growth and High-K deposition. Refer to
Fig. 3.2 for details
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3.8 Summary

To summarize, the underlying subcomponents of NBTI and PBTI degradation in p-
and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs respectively have been analyzed using different
direct characterization techniques. MOSFETs having different HKMG gate insu-
lator processes have been studied. Process related pre-existing hole and electron
traps respectively in the IL and High-K layers is accessed using flicker noise. The
generation of traps during NBTI is studied using DCIV method, while that during
PBTI stress using DCIV and SILC methods. The relative contribution of trapping
and trap generation on BTI degradation has been accessed. Although hole trapping
in IL for NBTI and electron trapping in High-K for PBTI contribute, it is observed
that trap generation dominates NBTI and PBTI degradation for different HKMG
gate insulator processes.

DCIV measures trap generation at Si/IL interface during NBTI and at or near
IL/High-K interface during PBTI, refer to Fig. 3.1. Energetically, these traps are
aligned to *0.3 eV around the Si band gap as shown in Chap. 2. Although
locations of DCIV accessed generated traps are different, at Si/IL interface for
NBTI and at or near IL/High-K interface for PBTI, they show very similar time,
bias, temperature, AC duty cycle, and frequency dependence between NBTI and
PBTI stress, suggesting strong universality of the underlying physical process.
SILC measures trap generation energetically located closer to the HfO2 conduction
band, however, the exact physical location of these traps are still debated.
Nevertheless for PBTI stress, SILC accessed generated traps show very different
time, temperature, and bias dependence compared to that measured by DCIV and
suggests very different underlying physical mechanism. SILC accessed traps have
been found to have negligible role in PBTI degradation.

The following observations can be made between trap generation measured
using DCIV, hole or electron trapping, and UF-MSM measured threshold voltage
degradation for both NBTI and PBTI stress:

Fig. 3.28 Correlation of peak
transconductance degradation
to DCIV measured generation
of traps for NBTI and PBTI
stress
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(a) Contribution from generated interface traps, ΔVIT for NBTI or ΔVIT-HK for
PBTI, shows power-law time dependence at long stress time and universal
exponent n * 1/6 for DC stress at different EOX and T, for AC stress at
different f and PDC, and for different HKMG processes. Since the trapping
component, ΔVHT for NBTI or ΔVET for PBTI, saturates at long time (n * 0),
the relative magnitude of trap generation and trapping determines the time
exponent (n < 1/6) of overall ΔVT. Trap generation and trapping are com-
pletely uncorrelated to each other.

(b) Incorporation of N in the gate insulator has minimal impact on ΔVIT for NBTI
but significantly reduces ΔVIT-HK for PBTI stress, while N increases both
ΔVHT and ΔVET for NBTI and PBTI stress, respectively. This unequivocally
indicates that the trap generation and trapping subcomponents are mutually
uncorrelated. Although ΔVIT and ΔVIT-HK dominate NBTI and PBTI respec-
tively, a relatively larger ΔVHT or ΔVET contribution results in reduction in
n for overall ΔVT in HKMG devices containing N in the gate stack.

(c) The power-law EOX acceleration factor ΓE has been found to be identical for
ΔVIT and ΔVHT (or for ΔVIT-HK and ΔVET) and therefore for ΔVT for all
HKMG processes, although ΓE reduces for devices containing N in the gate
stack or with reduction in IL thickness.

(d) The Arrhenius T activation energy EA is larger for ΔVIT (or ΔVIT-HK) com-
pared to ΔVHT (or ΔVET). Therefore, the relative magnitude of trap generation
and trapping determines EA for overall ΔVT. HKMG processes having rela-
tively larger trapping subcomponent show lower EA for ΔVT and vice versa.

(e) For AC stress, ΔVIT (or ΔVIT-HK) remains independent of f but increases with
increase in PDC of the gate pulse. However, the AC/DC ratio and PDC
dependent shape for ΔVIT (or ΔVIT-HK) is very different from that for ΔVT, and
will be explained later in the book.
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Chapter 4
Physical Mechanism of BTI
Degradation—Modeling of Process
and Material Dependence

Souvik Mahapatra, Kaustubh Joshi, Subhadeep Mukhopadhyay,
Ankush Chaudhary and Nilesh Goel

Abstract This chapter proposes compact models to predict NBTI and PBTI deg-
radation in p- and n-channel MOSFETs, respectively. Models are based on the
physics of BTI degradation discussed in Chap. 3. Compact NBTI model has been
verified against measurements in different SiON and HKMG gate insulator
process-based planar Si devices, planar HKMG devices having SiGe channel
without and with Si cap, and Si channel based HKMG FinFETs. The model can
predict degradation in such wide variety of devices with a maximum of five, but in
most cases just three, device dependent adjustable parameters. PBTI compact model
has been verified to predict degradation in different HKMG gate insulator
process-based planar Si devices with six device dependent parameters. Models for
both NBTI and PBTI have three underlying subcomponents related to interface and
bulk trap generation and charge trapping, overall degradation being the uncorrelated
sum of these subcomponents. All subcomponents are independently verified using
different measurement techniques, such as CP, DCIV, SILC, and flicker noise,
discussed in Chap. 2.

4.1 Introduction

It has been discussed in Chap. 1 that Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)
and Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI) are well-known reliability issues
respectively for p- and n-channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistors (MOSFETs) . NBTI has become an important issue as the industry
migrated from conventional Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) to Silicon Oxynitride (SiON)
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gate insulator technology, and continues to remain as a concern for state-of-the-art
High K Metal Gate (HKMG) planar and FinFET technologies. PBTI was never a
serious concern for SiO2 and SiON MOSFETs and only became important with the
advent of HKMG technology, although PBTI is now perceived to be less of a
concern for FinFET devices for sub 22 nm technology nodes. Refer to Chap. 1 for a
brief overview of NBTI and PBTI degradation across different technology nodes.

It is now well known that BTI degradation is strongly impacted by the gate
insulator process, as discussed in Chaps. 1 and 3 and also in this chapter. Therefore,
process optimization is an important exercise to develop BTI resistant technologies.
Note that BTI measurements are usually performed at accelerated stress conditions
for short time, and it is important to develop suitable models to calculate the
degradation at end-of-life (EOL) under normal operating condition. This is the
primary objective of a reliability model from the perspective of technology quali-
fication. It is important to note that a good model for any reliability phenomenon
must have the following characteristics:

(a) It should adhere to the physics of the degradation mechanism.
(b) It should be able to predict degradation for differently processed devices.
(c) It should contain least possible fitting parameters so as to keep the model

compact and simple to implement.
(d) It should be able to predict EOL degradation at use conditions to determine

reliable operating lifetime.

Various models have been proposed over the years to explain the mechanism of
NBTI and PBTI degradation respectively in p- and n-channel MOSFETs, and are
briefly reviewed in Chap. 3. Note that there exist strong experimental evidences of
interface trap generation (ΔNIT) during NBTI stress, obtained from different inde-
pendent measurement methods such as Charge Pumping (CP) [1–5], Gated Diode
(DCIV) [5–13] and Low Voltage Stress Induced Leakage Current (LV-SILC) [7,
14], refer to Chaps. 2 and 3 for further details. However in spite of such irrefutable
evidences, some authors have proposed hole trapping in pre-existing traps (ΔNHT)
as the sole NBTI physical mechanism [15–17], which is definitely not true.
However, note that although trap generation is the dominant physical mechanism
and is primarily responsible for EOL degradation for well-optimized devices and
circuits [18], the contribution due to hole trapping should also be considered
especially to model short-time degradation measured using ultra-fast methods [4,
10, 11, 12]. It is now well accepted that threshold voltage shift (ΔVT) during NBTI
stress is due to both ΔNIT and ΔNHT; although some authors have suggested strong
coupling between the two [19], most evidences suggest they are mutually uncor-
related [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22], which will be discussed in detail and
verified later in this chapter. In addition to ΔNIT and ΔNHT, contribution from
TDDB like bulk trap generation (ΔNOT) can also impact ΔVT especially in thick
gate insulators and high stress voltage (VG-STR) [5, 23], and is also discussed later in
this chapter. Different physical models for NBTI have been recently reviewed; refer
to [10] for details.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates different uncorrelated components that contribute to NBTI
degradation in HKMG p-MOSFETs having SiO2 or SiON interlayer (IL) and
Hafnium Oxide (HfO2) High-K layer [10], refer to Chap. 3 for details. Note that
NBTI results in charging of the IL, primarily due to ΔNIT at the channel and IL
interface and also due to ΔNHT in IL bulk . As discussed in detail in Chap. 2, CP
and DCIV techniques can be used to independently estimate ΔNIT. Flicker noise can
be used to estimate pre-existing defects that give rise to ΔNHT. Although ΔNOT can
be appreciable for thicker SiO2 and SiON devices especially at higher VG-STR and
can be independently estimated using conventional SILC as discussed in Chap. 2, it
has relatively lower contribution in HKMG devices as shown later in this chapter
[5, 10]. It is important to note that SILC is usually not observed for NBTI stress in
HKMG p-MOSFETs due to band alignment issues [24], refer to Chap. 2, Fig. 2.33
for details.

As discussed in Chap. 1, a crucial difference between NBTI and PBTI is pres-
ence of transconductance degradation (Δgm) for the former and its absence for the
later, especially for well-optimized HKMG devices [25]. Historically, PBTI deg-
radation has been assumed to be dominated by electron trapping (ΔNET) in High-K
layer for early non-optimized gate insulator processes [26, 27]. Although electron
trapping reduces with HKMG process improvement [25] and reduction in High-K
layer thickness [28], some authors still propose ΔNET to be the sole contributor to
ΔVT [29], ignoring strong evidence of trap generation measured using independent
methods such as SILC and DCIV [30–34]. In the past, PBTI has been correlated to
trap generation measured using conventional SILC technique [30, 31]. However, it
has been recently shown that stress time (tSTR), temperature (T) and VG-STR

dependence of PBTI ΔVT closely resembles the dependence of trap generation
measured using DCIV and not SILC [13, 34], thereby suggesting the former to be
primarily responsible for PBTI degradation in scaled and optimized HKMG stacks.
As also illustrated in Fig. 4.1, it has been shown that PBTI degradation is due to
uncorrelated contribution from trap generation at the interface between IL and

Fig. 4.1 Schematic of p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs showing different trap generation
(TG) and trapping (TP) processes under NBTI and PBTI stress
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High-K layers (ΔNIT-HK) and in High-K bulk (ΔNOT-HK), together with ΔNET in
pre-existing bulk High-K defects [32–34], refer to Chap. 3 for further details.

In this chapter, compact models are developed for NBTI and PBTI degradation
and validated respectively in differently processed SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs
and HKMG n-MOSFETs. The models are based on physical mechanism of BTI as
discussed above and therefore have uncorrelated trap generation and trapping
subcomponents, which are independently verified by different measurement
methods. The impact of gate insulator processes on model parameters and under-
lying subcomponents are discussed in detail, which helps explain the material and
process dependence of BTI degradation. The methodology developed in this
chapter can be used to predict process impact of EOL degradation, which in-turn
can be used to develop suitable gate insulator processes for BTI resistant
technologies.

4.2 Compact Model and Device Description

4.2.1 NBTI Model

Table 4.1 lists the compact model to predict NBTI degradation at long tSTR values
of *seconds and higher. The model is based on results from NBTI studies that are
summarized in Fig. 4.1. According to the model, at any given stress time t = tSTR,
overall NBTI threshold voltage shift ΔVT (t) is the uncorrelated sum of the fol-
lowing independent subcomponents [10, 32]:

(a) Interface trap generation, ΔVIT(t) = q · ΔNIT(t)/COX at device channel and IL
interface.

(b) Hole trapping, ΔVHT(t) = q · ΔNHT(t)/COX in pre-existing, process related IL
bulk traps.

c) Trap generation in IL bulk, ΔVOT (t) = q · ΔNOT(t)/COX.

In the above expressions, q is the electronic charge and COX is oxide capaci-
tance. Note that although the physical location of ΔNHT and ΔNOT are in the IL
bulk, an effective interfacial density is assumed in the proposed model to calculate
their respective contribution to overall ΔVT. Also note that the model is equally
applicable for both SiON and HKMG devices; the degradation will happen at the
channel/SiON interface and SiON bulk for conventional SiON devices [10].

The interface trap generation component ΔNIT is explained by the well-known
Reaction Diffusion or RD model [10], refer to Chap. 5 for details. The model states
that inversion layer holes tunnel into and subsequently break Si–H bonds1 at the

1Note that RD model does not specify the exact type of bonds broken during NBTI stress. It
assumes that there exists H passivated defects (X–H) at (or near) the Si channel and oxide interface
that get broken during stress. The broken bonds (X−) show up as interface traps.
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MOSFET channel and IL interface to generate NIT. The broken Si–H bonds release
hydrogen (H) atoms that eventually diffuse away as molecular hydrogen (H2)
species; the diffusion of molecular H2 determines long-time kinetics of NIT gen-
eration. To achieve compactness, only the long-time solution of ΔNIT is modeled as
per RD model, which predicts power-law time dependence with time exponent
(n) of 1/6. This assumption is consistent with measurement data shown in Chap. 3
and is also validated later in this chapter. ΔNIT depends on the oxide field (EOX) as
EOX * exp · (ΓIT · EOX) with field acceleration factor ΓIT, the linear and exponential
terms representing inversion hole density and its tunneling, respectively. Arrhenius
T activation is used with energy EAIT, and A is a process dependent pre-factor.
Although it is suffice to model the T activation with EAIT as model parameter, the
overall T activation is further divided using T activation corresponding to Si–H
bond breaking (EAKF) and passivation (EAKR) and molecular H2 diffusion (EADH2),
to keep it closer to the actual physical mechanism; refer to Chaps. 5 and 6 for
further details.

Note that the oxide field EOX is calculated as (VG-STR − VT0 − ΔVT)/EOT, where
EOT is equivalent oxide thickness. Of particular interest is the appearance of ΔVT in
the expression, which is included to account for EOX reduction effect at higher
degradation. Although the insertion of this term makes the expression less compact,
since ΔVT needs to be calculated using iterative approach, this is a very important
effect that governs the time exponent n at long tSTR, especially for situations where
ΔVT is appreciably high. Since ΔVT has exponential EOX dependence, reduction in
EOX at longer tSTR would cause a soft-saturation effect and as a consequence result
in relatively lower n than expected. This aspect is also discussed in Chap. 1, and is
used for both NBTI and PBTI compact model. It is also used in the composite
modeling framework discussed in Chap. 6.

The hole-trapping component (ΔNHT) in pre-existing traps can be calculated by
the Two-Energy Well (2EW) model [11, 35], which predicts trapping saturation at
long tSTR. Since the compact model is used for long tSTR, a fixed ΔVHT is used with
process dependent pre-factor B, field acceleration parameter ΓHT and Arrhenius

Table 4.1 NBTI compact model and fixed and device dependent model parameters

Interface trap generation Hole trapping Bulk trap generation

DNIT ¼ AEOXeCITEOX e�
EAIT
kT t1=6 DNHT ¼ BEOXeCHTEOX e�

EAHT
kT DNOT ¼ C 1� e�ðt=wÞbOT

� �
EAIT ¼ 2

3 EAKF � EAKRð Þ þ EADH2
6 w ¼ gðVG � VT0 � DVTÞ�

COT
bOT e

EAOT

kTbOT

EOX ¼ ðVG�STR � VT0 � DVTÞ=EOT
DVT ¼ q

COX
� ðDNIT þ DNHT þ DNOTÞ

A,B, C,CITð¼CHTÞ andEAKF are variable across devices

Fixed parameters

EAKR = 0.2 eV EAHT ¼ 0:052 eV EAOT ¼ 0:16 eV;bOT ¼ 0:33

EADH2 = 0.2 eV COT ¼ 10; g ¼ 5� 1012

Fixed parameters are constant across different type of SiON and HKMG gate insulator stacks, and
different channel type and orientation of devices used in this study
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T activation EAHT. Note that hole trapping is presumed to be having weaker
T activation compared to trap generation, which will be validated in this chapter.
However, identical field acceleration is used for trap generation and trapping
[10, 36].

The third component is generation of new bulk traps, ΔNOT, which is negligible
for HKMG devices unless very high VG-STR is used. However, it is appreciable for
thicker SiO2 and SiON devices and when stressed at high VG-STR. Time evolution of
ΔNOT has a stretched exponential form based on theory for bulk trap generation
[37], with Arrhenius temperature activation EAOT and power-law voltage acceler-
ation factor ΓOT [5]. Note that unlike ΔNIT that is dependent on oxide field, ΔNOT is
dependent on gate bias, the latter having much stronger bias dependence than the
former [5, 23]. This component has a process dependent pre-factor C.

The pre-factors A, B, and C, field acceleration factor ΓIT and temperature acti-
vation for interface trap generation component EAIT, through variation in EAKF, are
process dependent and are used as fitting parameters to predict degradation in
different SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. Identical values are used for ΓIT and ΓHT,
so ΓHT is not an independent parameter. All other parameters are constant and are
shown in Table 4.1. Although the model in general has five free parameters, only
four are needed for HKMG devices since ΔNOT is negligible. Moreover, it will be
shown that EAKF remains almost constant unless IL process is drastically changed.
Therefore, most HKMG devices can be successfully modeled with only three
process dependent free parameters. Finally, CP and DCIV techniques have been
used to independently estimate trap generation in SiON and HKMG devices
respectively, while flicker noise is used to estimate pre-stress process related defects
[10, 13, 33]. The compact model subcomponents are verified against these inde-
pendent estimates to ascertain their correctness.

4.2.2 PBTI Model

A compact model to predict PBTI degradation is also developed along the same
lines of NBTI model. This model is based on physical mechanism of PBTI sum-
marized in Fig. 4.1. According to the model, overall PBTI degradation ΔVT(t) at a
time t = tSTR is the sum of the following uncorrelated components [32–34]:

(a) Interface trap generation, ΔVIT-HK(t) = q · ΔNIT-HK(t)/COX, at the interface
between IL and High-K layers.

(b) Electron trapping, ΔVET(t) = q · ΔNET(t)/COX in pre-existing process related
High-K bulk traps.

(c) Bulk trap generation in High-K layer, ΔVOT-HK(t) = q · ΔNOT-HK(t)/COX.

In the above expressions, q is the electronic charge and COX is oxide capaci-
tance. Note that PBTI stress in optimized HKMG devices does not result in
charging of the IL layer, which is evident from negligible Δgm [25]. It is important
to remark that although the physical location of defects are at the IL/High-K
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interface and High-K bulk, for modeling purpose, an effective density is assumed at
the channel/IL interface to compute their contribution to overall ΔVT.

As shown in Chap. 3, trap generation measured using DCIV for NBTI and PBTI
stress respectively in p- and n-channel HKMG MOSFETs demonstrates remarkably
similar stress and recovery kinetics [13]. Therefore, interface generation component
(ΔNIT-HK) under PBTI stress can also be modeled using the RD framework.
Since IL degradation is negligible for PBTI stress, it is presumed that H passivated
defects at the IL/High-K interface are broken by tunneling of inversion layer
electrons , and released H atoms eventually diffuse as molecular H2 species
resulting in power-law time evolution of ΔNIT-HK at long tSTR with exponent n of
1/6. The electron trapping component ΔNET is assumed to saturate at long tSTR,
which is similar to the ΔNHT component for NBTI stress; this assumption will be
validated later in this chapter. Both interface trap generation and electron trapping
are assumed to be field dependent phenomena and similar expressions have been
used for NBTI and PBTI stress. However unlike NBTI, the field acceleration factor
for interface trap generation (ΓIT-HK) is not equal to that for electron trapping (ΓET).
Both components have Arrhenius T activation, and once again, the T activation of
electron trapping (EAET) is assumed to be weaker than T activation for trap gen-
eration (EAIT-HK), which will also be validated later in this chapter. Finally, the time
evolution of bulk trap generation component (ΔNOT-HK) uses a stretched expo-
nential form, has Arrhenius T activation (EAOT-HK) and power-law VG-STR depen-
dence (ΓOT-HK) [31]. Although the bulk trap generation component has been found
to be non-negligible for PBTI stress, however, due to stronger voltage acceleration
factor its contribution becomes minimal at use condition.

The pre-factors for interface trap generation (A), electron trapping (B) and bulk
trap generation (C), as well as ΓIT-HK, ΓET and EAIT-HK are used as fitting param-
eters across different HKMG processes. All other parameters are kept constant for
different processes and are listed in Table 4.2. Trap generation at IL/High-K

Table 4.2 PBTI compact model and fixed and device dependent model parameters

Interface trap generation Hole trapping Bulk trap generation

DNIT�HK ¼ AEOXeCIT�HKEOX e�
EAIT�HK

kT t1=6 DNET ¼ BEOXeCETEOX e�
EA�HT

kT DNOT�HK ¼ C 1� e�ðt=wÞbOT�HK
� �

EOX ¼ ðVG�STR � VT0 � DVTÞ=EOT
w ¼ gðVG � VT0 � DVTÞ�

COT�HK
bOT�HK e

EAOT�HK

kTbOT�HK

DVT ¼ q
COX

� ðDNIT�HK þ DNET þ DNOT�HKÞ
A,B, C,CIT�HK,CET andEAIT�HK are variable across devices

Fixed parameters

EA�ET ¼ 0:052 eV EAOT�HK ¼ 0:32 eV; bOT ¼ 0:35

COT ¼ 10; g ¼ 5� 1012

Fixed parameters are constant across different type of HKMG devices used in this study
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interface is independently estimated using DCIV method [13], SILC is used to
estimate trap generation in High-K bulk [30]. Flicker noise is used to estimate
pre-existing bulk High-K trap density for different gate insulator processes [33].
The compact model components are verified against these independently estimated
quantities to ascertain their correctness.

4.2.3 Process Dependence

Both NBTI and PBTI degradation are known to be extremely sensitive to the
variations in gate insulator processes. The compact models are validated against
large variety of SiON and HKMG MOSFETs, and the process impact on the
underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents is accessed. SiON devices
were fabricated using Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) technique with peak
Nitrogen (N) concentration away from Si/SiON interface [38]. All devices were
subjected to proper two-step Post Nitridation Anneal (PNA) [39]. Devices with
varying base oxide thickness and Nitrogen dosage were fabricated and are listed in
Table 4.3; refer to Chap. 1 for additional details. NBTI degradation in SiON
p-MOSFETs was measured using the On-The-Fly (OTF) technique with different
time-zero (t0) delay; measured data are suitably corrected for mobility degradation,
refer to Chap. 2 for details. As mentioned before, PBTI degradation is not important
for SiON devices and hence not studied.

Planar p- and n-channel MOSFETs with Silicon (Si) channel and having dif-
ferent HKMG gate insulator processes have been used to study and validate NBTI
and PBTI compact models; device details are listed in Table 4.4. A gate first
integration has been used; HKMG gate insulator stacks were fabricated using a
novel cluster tool, which includes IL growth and Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
technique based High-K deposition processes in a controlled vacuum environment
to achieve Equivalent Oxide Thickness (EOT) down to 6 Å [33], see Chap. 3,
Fig. 3.2 for additional details. IL was grown using a low temperature Rapid
Thermal Process (RTP) and was followed by ALD HfO2 deposition without any air
break between the two processes. Devices with IL thickness having 5 and 3 Å were
fabricated and are referred to as devices D1 and D2, respectively. To study the

Table 4.3 Details of SiON p-MOSFETs for NBTI measurements and analysis

Device no. Type Base oxide
thickness (Å)

PNO N dose
(×1015 cm−2)

TXPS (Å) EOT (Å) % N

W1 PNO 15 2.8 18.5 14.0 23

W4 PNO 20 6.8 24.4 14.6 43

W8 PNO 25 3.1 28.1 23.5 17

W9 PNO 25 5.5 28.5 21.4 29

W10 PNO 25 6.8 28.9 19.9 36

Refer to Chap. 1, Table 1.1 for additional information
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impact of Nitrogen, post High-K nitridation (PHKN) was performed on the 3 Å
device by using DPN followed by PNA, these devices are referred to as D3.
Extreme scaling of the IL (less than 2 Å) was achieved by performing RTP in
Nitrogen environment followed by ALD High-K deposition; resulting devices
labeled as D4. Ultra-Fast Measure-Stress-Measure (MSM) technique was used to
measure BTI degradation in these devices, refer to Chaps. 1 and 2 for additional
details.

NBTI compact model is also used to study planar HKMG p-MOSFETs having
Silicon Germanium (SiGe) channel, with [40] and without [41] Si cap. The device
details are shown in Table 4.5. Si capped devices have different Si cap thickness,
SiGe composition and SiGe quantum well thickness, while non Si capped devices
have different SiGe composition, refer to [40, 41] for further details. Finally, the
NBTI compact model is also verified on FinFETs having Replacement Metal Gate

Table 4.4 Details of HKMG p- and n-MOSFETs for NBTI and PBTI measurements and analysis

Device
no.

IL thickness
(Å)

High-K thickness
(Å)

Remarks

D1 5 23 Low-T RTP

D2 3 23 Low-T RTP

D3 2.5 23 Low-T RTP, PHKN after high-K
deposition

D4 1.5 23 Low-T RTP in N Ambient

Refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 for additional information

Table 4.5 Details of SiGe channel based HKMG p-MOSFETs for NBTI measurements and
analysis

Device
no.

Ge % SiGe
thickness
(nm)

Si cap
thickness
(nm)

TINV
(nm)

SG1 0 0 0 1.55

SG2 45 7 1.3 1.4

SG3 55 3 1.3 1.4

SG4 55 5 0.65 1.28

SG5 55 5 1 1.32

SG6 55 5 1.3 1.4

SG7 55 5 2 1.59

SG8 55 7 1.3 1.4

SG9 0 0 0 1.23

SG10 20 7.5 0 1.29

SG11 25 7.5 0 1.33

SG12 35 7.5 0 1.51

SG1 to SG8 data from [40], SG9 to SG12 data from [41]. The devices consist of the following
layers: Si/SiGe/Si cap (optional)/IL /High-K/Metal Gate as shown
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(RMG) based HKMG process [42]. One Spot Drop Down (OSDD) technique with
sense bias (VG-SNS) close to pre-stress VT(VT0) has been used (unless stated other-
wise) to measure NBTI degradation in these devices, refer to Chap. 2 for details.

4.3 NBTI Process Dependence in SiON p-MOSFETs

Figure 4.2a through c show time evolution of threshold voltage shift ΔVT at a
particular stress voltage VG-STR and temperature T in SiON devices having different
Nitrogen concentration (N%) and high EOT, measured using the OTF method
having t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms. NBTI degradation increases with increased N%;
refer to Chap. 1 for additional details. Overall model prediction and the underlying
subcomponents are also shown, see Table 4.1 for model and Table 4.3 for device
details. Measured ΔVT using different t0 delay shows power-law time dependence,
with lower degradation magnitude and higher time exponent n at higher t0 delay.
Time evolution of ΔVT for different t0 delay can be modeled by only varying the
hole trapping concentration ΔVHT and using identical trap generation subcompo-
nents ΔVIT and ΔVOT as shown. This is consistent with the fact that delayed OTF
measurements would capture somewhat smaller fast hole trapping subcomponent at
the beginning of stress, since hole trapping is a fast process and gets triggered as
soon as stress is applied, and therefore results in lower overall ΔVT, see Chap. 2 for
OTF measurement details. On the other hand, ΔVIT and ΔVOT subcomponents
evolve at a much slower rate and are not impacted by t0 delay, unless t0 becomes
unnaturally large. Moreover, since ΔVHT saturates at longer tSTR, lower ΔVHT

contribution captured for larger t0 delay would result in higher time exponent n and
vice versa, which verifies the assumption that ΔVHT saturates at long stress time.

Figure 4.2d through f show the time evolution of voltage shift corresponding to
trap generation directly measured using CP method in different N% devices. Data
are plotted after delay and band gap correction ; refer to Chap. 2 for CP mea-
surement details. Time evolution of generated interface traps ΔVIT and bulk traps
ΔVOT subcomponents as predicted by the compact model is also shown. Note that
overall modeled trap generation subcomponent (ΔVIT + ΔVOT) shows an excellent
agreement with directly measured contribution from trap generation for different
SiON devices with varying Nitrogen concentration. Therefore, correctness of the
trap generation subcomponents of the compact model is independently verified.

The compact model has also been validated against other SiON devices listed in
Table 4.3 having different N% and EOT. Figure 4.3 shows the time evolution of
ΔVT for NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T, measured using OTF method having
different t0 delay. Overall model prediction is also shown, and it is important to note
that different t0 delay data can be predicted by varying only the ΔVHT subcompo-
nent, which again verifies that the ΔVHT subcomponent is fast and saturates at
longer tSTR. Therefore, the compact model of Table 4.1 can successfully predict
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ΔVT time evolution measured in different SiON devices of Table 4.3 for various
stress conditions with five process dependent variable parameters , which are listed
in Table 4.6. All other parameters are kept fixed across devices and are listed in
Table 4.1. The use of very few adjustable model parameters across wide variety of
SiON devices and different stress and measurement conditions shows the unique
predictive ability of the proposed model.

Figure 4.4 shows ΔVT measured at a fixed stress time as a function of (a) oxide
field2 EOX and (b) temperature T for NBTI stress in SiON devices having different
N%. The compact model calculation is also shown. Note that increased N% leads to
higher ΔVT magnitude, but lowering of power-law field acceleration factor (ΓE) and
Arrhenius T activation energy (EA), and the model can predict measured data
reasonable well for different SiON processes using the fixed and variable

(a) (b) (c)

(f)(e)(d)

Fig. 4.2 a–c Time evolution of measured ΔVT using OTF method with different time-zero delay
(symbols), for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs having different SiON gate insulator processes. Overall
model prediction for ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT, ΔVHT, and ΔVOT subcomponents are also shown
(lines). d–f Time evolution of measured trap generation using CP method after delay and band gap
corrections (symbols) and model calculation for ΔVIT + ΔVOT (lines) for different SiON devices

2For simplicity and ease of comparison with data shown elsewhere, the measured and calculated
EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log plot and power-law EOX acceleration factor ΓE is extracted.
Note that the EOX dependence of the compact model has a different form as it adheres to the
underlying physical mechanism. The same is also done for NBTI and PBTI measured and cal-
culated data in HKMG devices shown later in this chapter.
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parameters listed respectively in Tables 4.1 and 4.6. Note that devices having
higher N% show larger hole trapping component [4, 43], and the T activation of
trapping is presumed to be small compared to the T activation of trap generation.
Therefore, T activation of overall ΔVT reduces with increased N% as shown. More
work is needed to explain the reduction of ΓE in devices having larger N%.

Figure 4.5 shows the correlation of measured and modeled (a) power-law time
exponent n, (b) Arrhenius T activation energy EA and (c) power-law EOX accel-
eration factor ΓE for NBTI stress in different SiON devices. Note that a power-law
EOX dependence is used for ease of comparison, although the compact model uses a

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4.3 Time evolution of measured ΔVT using OTF method with different time-zero delay
(symbols) and corresponding compact model prediction (lines), for NBTI stress at different VG-STR

and T in p-MOSFETs having different SiON gate insulator processes. Top panels for t0 = 1 μs,
bottom panels for t0 = 1 ms data

Table 4.6 SiON process dependent NBTI compact model parameters

A B C CIT ¼ CHT EAKF

Units 1
V cm s1=6

1
V cm cm−2 cm

MV eV

Thin EOT low N% 7E9 1E8 1E11 0.25 0.185

Thin EOT high N% 3.5E10 2.5E9 1E11 0.2 0.15

Thick EOT 7E9 4.2E9 4.5E12 0.25 0.16
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.4 UF-OTF measured ΔVT at fixed stress time for NBTI stress in different SiON
p-MOSFETs versus a stress EOX and b stress T (symbols). EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log
scale, T dependence in a semi-log scale. Lines are model prediction

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.5 Correlation of
measured and compact model
predicted a power-law time
exponent n, b Arrhenius
T activation energy EA, and
c power-law field acceleration
factor ΓE for NBTI stress in
different SiON p-MOSFETs.
Comparison has been done
for different measurement
delay. Lines represent 1:1
correlation
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more physically based relation. Time exponent n is calculated using liner regression
of measured ΔVT time evolution in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, while ΓE and EA are
calculated at fixed tSTR.

Note that excellent correlation is observed between measured data and model
prediction for different measurement delay and for different SiON devices. Note
that the relative contribution of trap generation and trapping subcomponents
depends on SiON process and measurement delay. Since trap generation keeps on
evolving at longer tSTR while trapping saturates, and since the former shows larger
T activation than the latter, their relative dominance in particular decides the time
exponent n and T activation EA of overall NBTI degradation. Accurate prediction of
measured parameters therefore suggests correctness of the underlying subcompo-
nents of the model, which is further verified below using direct CP and flicker noise
measurements.

Figure 4.6a shows the correlation of voltage shift contribution from trap gen-
eration measured using the CP technique to calculated trap generation subcompo-
nents (ΔVIT + ΔVOT) calculated using the compact model for NBTI stress in SiON
devices with different N%. Measured and modeled ΔVIT time evolution has been
obtained at different stress EOX and T, although the data plotted in Fig. 4.6a are
shown for a fixed tSTR. As discussed in Chap. 2, voltage shift due to trap generation
from CP measurements is calculated after suitable delay and band gap correction.
Excellent agreement between theory and measurements verify the accuracy of trap
generation subcomponents across different devices. Furthermore, Fig. 4.6b plots the
correlation of pre-existing trap density measured using the flicker noise technique to
fractional hole trapping contribution (ΔVHT/ΔVT) calculated by the model for dif-
ferent SiON devices. Measured pre-existing trap density increases for SiON devices
having higher N% and results in higher trapping magnitude during stress [43], and
validates the hole-trapping subcomponent of NBTI compact model.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.6 Correlation of a trap generation (TG) measured using CP method after delay and band
gap corrections and model prediction, and b pre-existing traps measured using flicker noise and
calculated fractional hole trapping contribution, for NBTI stress in different SiON p-MOSFETs.
Lines represent a 1:1 correlation and b guide to eye
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It is important to assess the impact of N% on trap generation and trapping
subcomponents of overall NBTI degradation. Figure 4.7 shows overall ΔVT and the
underlying ΔVHT and ΔVIT + ΔVOT subcomponents for SiON devices having dif-
ferent N%. The compact model with parameters calibrated by prediction of stress
data at different VG-STR and T is used to compute overall degradation and its
subcomponents for identical stress condition across different N% devices. All data
are normalized to the device having lowest N%. Note that ΔVT increases with
increase in N%, which is now a well-known result, and the increase is primarily due
to increase in ΔVHT subcomponent as shown [21, 22]. Interestingly, N% has
negligible impact on trap generation as shown and verifies the uncoupled nature of
trap generation and trapping subcomponents of overall degradation. Note that as
plasma nitridation with proper PNA is used in devices having thicker gate oxides,
the N density at the Si/SiON interface is unlikely to change significantly with
variation in N dose, refer to Table 4.3. Therefore ΔVIT does not change, while
ΔVHT, being a bulk phenomenon, gets affected, which is also independently cor-
roborated by flicker noise measurements [43]. Moreover, the relative contribution
of bulk trap generation ΔVOT is lower compared to ΔVIT for the stress conditions
used in this study; hence overall trap generation remains unaffected by changes in
bulk N concentration as shown.

4.4 NBTI Process Dependence in HKMG p-MOSFETs

4.4.1 Impact of HKMG Process

Figure 4.8 plots time evolution of UF-MSM measured threshold voltage shift ΔVT

for NBTI stress in differently processed planar HKMG Si channel devices listed in
Table 4.4. Compared to non-nitrided D1 and D2 devices, nitrided D3 and D4

Fig. 4.7 Model calculated overall ΔVT and underlying trap generation and trapping subcompo-
nents of NBTI degradation in SiON devices having different N content in the gate insulator stack
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devices show higher NBTI degradation, which is consistent with SiON results; refer
to Chap. 1 for further details. Time evolution of interface trap generation ΔNIT is
independently estimated by using DCIV technique, refer to Chap. 2 for details; the
voltage shift ΔVIT corresponding to trap generation extracted from DCIV mea-
surements after delay and band gap correction is shown. ΔVT modeled by
three-component NBTI compact model proposed in Table 4.1 is shown along with
underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents. As mentioned before, bulk
trap generation component for HKMG stacks is negligible and hence is not shown.
Note that the overall model can predict measured ΔVT time evolution for various
devices while modeled ΔVIT subcomponent agrees well with independently mea-
sured trap generation data. Also note that relative contribution of the saturated
trapping subcomponent ΔVHT increases in HKMG stacks D3 and D4 having
additional N in the gate insulator stack, which is consistent with SiON data dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter.

Figure 4.9 shows time evolution of ΔVT measured in different HKMG devices
listed in Table 4.4 for NBTI stress using different VG-STR and temperature
T. Calculated ΔVT time evolution using the compact model of Table 4.1 is also
shown. Note that the model can successfully predict measured data in such large

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.8 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT after delay and
band gap corrections (symbols) for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs with different HKMG gate
insulator stacks, refer to Table 4.4 for device details. Compact model prediction of overall ΔVT and
underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents are shown (lines)
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variety of HKMG devices under different stress conditions with four adjustable
parameters ; pre-factor A, temperature activation EAKF and field acceleration ΓIT for
interface trap generation , and hole trapping pre-factor B, and are listed in Table 4.7.
Unlike SiON, bulk trap generation pre-factor C is negligible in HKMG devices.
Other parameters are kept constant across different devices and are listed in
Table 4.1; identical fixed parameter values have been used for SiON and HKMG
devices. Out of four adjustable parameters , ΓIT and EAKF are of interest as they
depend on the IL type and quality, e.g., N density near the interface between Si
channel and IL. However, similar ΓIT and EAKF values are used for a particular
category of HKMG stacks but having different IL and HK thicknesses. Therefore

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.9 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT (symbols) and corresponding compact model
calculation (lines) for NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in p-MOSFETs having different
HKMG gate insulator stacks

Table 4.7 HKMG process dependent NBTI compact model parameters

A B C CIT ¼ CHT EAKF

Units 1
V cm s1=6

1
V cm cm−2 cm

MV eV

HKMG D1 9E10 6E9 0 0.245 0.215

HKMG D2 8E10 1.5E10 0 0.21 0.215

HKMG D3 2.8E11 5E10 0 0.16 0.21

HKMG D4 4E10 1E11 0 0.17 0.13
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unless the process technology is drastically changed, small process variations can
be predicted by only two adjustable parameters A and B. Once again, the use of few
adjustable parameters shows the uniqueness of the model and signifies its impor-
tance in predicting degradation across wide variety of HKMG processes.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 respectively show the oxide field EOX and temperature T
dependence of UF-MSM measured ΔVT as well as DCIV measured ΔVIT obtained
after delay and band gap corrections, refer to Chap. 2 for details. The model
calculated EOX and T dependence of overall ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT

subcomponents are also shown. As mentioned earlier, the contribution from bulk
trap generation ΔVOT is negligible and hence is not shown. Note that model cal-
culated EOX and T dependence of both ΔVT and ΔVIT is in excellent agreement with
experiments for different HKMG processes, and is obtained using the fixed and
process dependent parameters shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.7, respectively. Note that
the relative contribution of hole trapping component ΔVHT increases with increase
in N content in the gate insulator stack. Also note that similar to SiON devices, ΓIT
equals ΓHT and both reduce for stacks having larger N density in the IL, thereby
reducing the field acceleration of overall ΔVT, see Fig. 4.10. On the other hand,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.10 UF-MSMmeasured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT after delay and band gap corrections
(symbols) at fixed tSTR versus stress EOX for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs having different HKMG
gate insulator stacks. Compact model prediction of ΔVT and underlying trap generation and trapping
subcomponents are shown (lines). EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log scale
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ΔVHT has weaker T activation compared to ΔVIT as shown in Fig. 4.11, and larger
relative ΔVHT contribution results in reduced EA of overall ΔVT for devices having
higher N content, and once again verifies the uncorrelated nature of trap generation
and trapping processes.

Figure 4.12 shows the correlation of measured and modeled (a) power-law time
exponent n, (b) Arrhenius T activation energy EA and (c) power-law EOX accel-
eration factor ΓE for different HKMG devices listed in Table 4.4. Note that a
power-law EOX dependence is used for ease of comparison, although the compact
model uses a more physically based relation. As before, the time exponent n is
calculated using liner regression of measured ΔVT time evolution in tSTR range of
10 s to 1 Ks, while ΓE and EA are calculated at fixed tSTR. Excellent correlation is
obtained between measured data and model prediction for different measurement
delay and across different HKMG gate insulator processes. Note that hole trapping
saturates while interface trap generation keeps evolving with increase in tSTR, and
the former has weaker T activation than the latter. Therefore as discussed before,
prediction of time exponent n and T activation EA implies precise determination of
the underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents for different HKMG

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.11 UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT after delay and band gap
corrections (symbols) at fixed tSTR versus stress T for NBTI stress in p-MOSFETs having different
HKMG gate insulator stacks. Compact model prediction of ΔVT and underlying trap generation
and trapping subcomponents are shown (lines)
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processes and stress conditions. This is achieved with only four process dependent
adjustable parameters as listed in Table 4.7. The individual model subcomponents
are validated next using direct measurements.

Figure 4.13a shows the correlation of voltage shift corresponding to interface
trap generation measured using DCIV to the model calculated ΔVIT subcomponent
for different HKMG devices mentioned in Table 4.4. Measured and modeled time
evolution of ΔVIT is obtained at different stress EOX and T, although their corre-
lation in Fig. 4.13a is shown at fixed tSTR. As mentioned before, measured DCIV
data are corrected for delay and band gap , refer to Chap. 2 for details. Excellent
correlation is observed between measurements and theory across different HKMG
devices, which verifies the correctness of the calculated trap generation subcom-
ponent. Figure 4.13b shows the correlation of measured pre-stress trap density
using flicker noise technique to fractional hole trapping (ΔVHT/ΔVT) contribution
calculated using the compact model for different HKMG devices. As mentioned
before, increase in pre-stress trap density as measured using flicker noise for gate
stacks having larger N content in the gate stack would result in higher hole trapping
magnitude during NBTI stress. This is indicated by relatively larger fractional ΔVHT

concentration shown in Fig. 4.13b, and validates the hole-trapping subcomponent
of NBTI compact model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.12 Correlation of
measured and compact model
predicted a power-law time
exponent n, b Arrhenius
T activation energy EA, and
c power-law field acceleration
factor ΓE for NBTI stress in
different HKMG
p-MOSFETs. Comparison has
been done for different
measurement delay. Lines
represent 1:1 correlation
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The EOT scaling of HKMG gate insulator stacks is of interest and is primarily
achieved by IL thickness scaling, since High-K thickness scaling is detrimental from
the viewpoint of increased gate leakage [33, 44]. The impact of IL thickness scaling
on NBTI has been shown in Chap. 1. Figure 4.14 shows measured ΔVT and ΔVIT at
fixed tSTR as a function of IL thickness, calculated at (a) fixed oxide field EOX and

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.13 Correlation of a trap generation (TG) measured using DCIV method after delay and
band gap corrections and model prediction, and b pre-existing traps measured using flicker noise
and calculated fractional hole trapping contribution, for NBTI stress in different HKMG
p-MOSFETs. Lines represent a 1:1 correlation and b guide to eye

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.14 Impact of IL thickness scaling on UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔVIT

after delay and band gap corrections, for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs at a constant EOX

and b constant gate overdrive . Model calculated overall ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT

subcomponents are also shown. c IL thickness scaling impact on compact model calculated ΔVT

and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents at 10 years. Lines are guide to eye
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(b) fixed overdrive bias (VG-STR − VT0), VT0 being pre-stress VT. As mentioned
before, UF-MSM and DCIV measurements are, respectively, used for ΔVT and ΔVIT,
the latter is obtained after delay and band gap corrections. Model calculated overall
ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents are also shown; excellent
agreement has been observed between measured and modeled ΔVT and ΔVIT data.
Note that ΔVT at fixed EOX increases as IL is scaled because of nitridation, refer to
Table 4.4 for device details. However, increase in nitridation results in much larger
relative increase in ΔVHT when compared ΔVIT as IL is scaled, refer to Fig. 4.14a. On
the other hand, in addition to impact of N, increase in ΔVT at fixed gate overdrive is
also due to increased EOX as IL is scaled, as shown in Fig. 4.14b.

Once again, a relatively larger increase in ΔVHT is observed as nitridation is used
for IL scaling . Therefore, similar to SiON data, N has larger impact on hole
trapping than trap generation for HKMG devices as well. However unlike SiON
devices, process variations causes variation in the Nitrogen content near the Si/IL
interface for HKMG stacks, which impacts both ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents.
Figure 4.14c plots extrapolated ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents
at EOL value of 10 years for HKMG devices having different EOT, calculated
using the NBTI compact model of Table 4.1 with calibrated parameters. Since
ΔVHT saturates quickly and only impacts short-time data, ΔVT at EOL is completely
dominated by ΔVIT as shown. Therefore, the impact of hole trapping remains
negligible at scaled EOT.

4.4.2 Impact of Channel Material

The compact model of Table 4.1 is also used to predict NBTI degradation in
different SiGe channel based planar HKMG devices without and with Si cap, refer
to Table 4.5 for device details [40, 41]. Time evolution of overall ΔVT is modeled
using ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents, since ΔVOT contribution has been found to
be negligible in these devices [45]. Only three process dependent parameters have
been used, i.e., interface trap generation and trapping pre-factors A and B as well as
the field acceleration factor ΓIT (=ΓHT), refer to Tables 4.1 and 4.8. The parameter
EAKF related to T activation has been found to be constant across devices due to the
use of very similar HKMG gate insulator stacks, and the pre-factor C for ΔVOT is
assumed to be negligible. Other fixed parameters are listed in Table 4.1, and
identical values are used for Si and SiGe devices. As mentioned before, OSDD
method has been used for ΔVT time evolution measurements in these devices.

Figure 4.15 plots the time evolution of measured [40] and modeled ΔVT in left
panels, and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents in right panels, for NBTI
stress in Si capped SiGe devices having different Ge concentration; pure Si device
is shown as reference. The process dependent adjustable parameters are listed in
Table 4.8. SiGe devices show higher power-law field acceleration factor ΓE com-
pared to Si reference device [40]. NBTI degradation reduces with increased Ge% in
the channel. ΔVIT contribution to overall ΔVT is much larger than ΔVHT
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contribution across all devices, and interestingly, the ΔVHT contribution becomes
negligible and hence ΔVIT dominates overall ΔVT as Ge concentration is increased
beyond 50 %. Increased Ge concentration reduces the magnitude of ΔVIT and hence

Table 4.8 SiGe process dependent NBTI compact model parameters

Device no. A 1
V cm s1=6

� �
B 1

V cm

� �
CIT ¼ CHT

cm
MV

� �
EAKF (eV)

SG1 2.15E11 2.9E10 0.15 0.214

SG2 1.2E10 5E8 0.27

SG3 9E9 5E6

SG4 1.15E9 5E6

SG5 2.7E9 5E6

SG6 6.3E9 5E6

SG7 2.1E10 1E9

SGS 4.9E9 5E6

SG9 4.4E11 0 0.14

SG10 1.25E11 0 0.19

SG11 IE11 0

SG12 4.E10 0

Due to the absence of temperature dependent SiGe data [40, 41], identical EAKF is used for Si and
SiGe devices

Fig. 4.15 Time evolution of ΔVT from OSDD measurements and model prediction (left panels)
and time evolution of calculated model subcomponents (right panels) for NBTI stress at different
VG-STR in Si and SiGe based HKMG p-MOSFETs with different Ge concentration. SiGe devices
have Si cap. Experimental data (symbols) from [40], lines are model calculation
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that of ΔVT, although the power-law time exponent for time evolution of ΔVIT

remains constant at n * 1/6 across different devices as shown. Therefore,
power-law time exponent of overall ΔVT becomes less than n * 1/6 for Si and low
Ge% SiGe devices owing to non-negligible but saturated ΔVHT contribution,
although the n * 1/6 dependence is seen for the high Ge% SiGe devices due to
complete ΔVIT dominance. Note that an earlier analysis of these data suggested
dominant ΔVHT contribution [40], because the ΔVIT subcomponent was obtained
using CP measurement and is underestimated, since it was not corrected for mea-
surement delay and band gap, refer to Chap. 2 for details [4].

Figure 4.16 shows time evolution of measured ΔVT for SiGe devices without Si
cap [41] and prediction by the compact model [45]; the Si device is also shown as
reference. The device dependent adjustable parameters are listed in Table 4.8. It is
important to note that higher Ge% devices exhibit noise and variability in measured
data, which is due to process variability as discussed in [41]. The data plotted in
Fig. 4.16 especially for higher Ge% devices are obtained by averaging different
measurements. Once again, NBTI degradation reduces with increased Ge% in the
channel. Moreover, the power-law field acceleration factor ΓE is large for SiGe
devices without Si cap as compared to pure Si device, which is similar to the Si
capped data shown before. However, note that ΔVT time evolution is completely
dominated by ΔVIT and the ΔVHT subcomponent is negligible for these Si and SiGe

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.16 Time evolution of ΔVT from OSDD measurements and model prediction for NBTI
stress at different VG-STR in Si and SiGe based HKMG p-MOSFETs with different Ge
concentration. SiGe devices do not have Si cap . Experimental data (symbols) from [41], lines are
model calculation
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devices having different Ge concentration. Therefore, the ΔVT time evolution
exhibits power-law dependence with exponent n * 1/6, although the magnitude of
ΔVT reduces with increase in Ge concentration due to reduction in ΔVIT magnitude,
which is again similar to the Si capped results shown before.

Figure 4.17 shows time evolution of measured ΔVT in Si capped SiGe devices
having high Ge% but different Si cap thickness [40]. A reduction in NBTI degra-
dation is observed with reduction in Si cap thickness. The compact model pre-
diction is also shown [45]; adjustable parameters are listed in Table 4.8. Since these
devices have high Ge concentration, ΔVIT completely dominates time evolution of
ΔVT and ΔVHT is negligible, hence the subcomponents are not plotted, for all but
the thickest Si cap device. Since ΔVIT dominates ΔVT, a power-law time depen-
dence with exponent n * 1/6 is observed for all but the thickest Si cap device. The
time evolution of ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents is shown for the thickest Si cap
device. Although ΔVHT is not negligible for thickest Si cap device, its contribution
is still significantly lower than that of ΔVIT as shown, and hence ΔVIT still domi-
nates the time evolution of overall ΔVT especially at longer tSTR. However, no
variation is observed in power-law field acceleration factor ΓE for different Si cap
thickness as shown in Table 4.8.

Figure 4.18 shows time evolution of measured ΔVT in Si capped SiGe devices
having high Ge% but different SiGe quantum well (QW) thickness [40]. All devices

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.17 Time evolution of ΔVT from OSDD measurements and model prediction for NBTI
stress at different VG-STR in Si capped SiGe based HKMG p-MOSFETs having different Si cap
thickness. All devices, except the one with thickest Si cap, are modeled only using ΔVIT

subcomponent. The ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents for the thickest Si cap device are shown.
Experimental data (symbols) from [40], lines are model calculation
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have identical moderately thick Si cap. Compact model prediction is shown;
adjustable model parameters are listed in Table 4.8. Since these devices have high
Ge concentration and not very thick Si cap, ΔVIT completely dominates time
evolution of ΔVT and ΔVHT is found to be negligible. Although the magnitude of
ΔVIT and hence that of ΔVT reduces with increase in QW thickness, the power-law
field acceleration ΓE and time exponent n (*1/6) remain unchanged as shown.

The relative contribution of ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents to overall ΔVT for
different SiGe processes is of interest. Figure 4.19 plots ΔVIT contribution nor-
malized to overall ΔVT, calculated at fixed EOX for different Si and SiGe devices at
(a–d) short tSTR and (e–h) tSTR of 10 years corresponding to end-of-life (EOL)
degradation. The compact model shown in Table 4.1 is used for this calculation;
model parameters are calibrated by prediction of measured data at different stress
EOX. A ΔVIT/ΔVT value of 1 implies complete ΔVIT domination, a value lower than
1 implies non-negligible ΔVHT contribution.

Note that depending on gate insulator process, pure Si devices show [40] and do
not show [41] ΔVHT contribution. ΔVT for SiGe devices without Si cap is com-
pletely dominated by ΔVIT for different Ge concentration, and is also due to the
particular gate insulator process. At shorter tSTR, SiGe devices with Si cap shows
non-negligible ΔVHT contribution only for lower Ge% or higher Si cap thickness;
ΔVIT completely dominates ΔVT for all other process conditions leading to higher
Ge surface concentration. However since ΔVHT saturates at long time, EOL deg-
radation is dominated by ΔVIT for all devices as shown, which is similar to the
HKMG process impact data shown earlier in this chapter.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.18 Time evolution of ΔVT from OSDD measurements and model prediction for NBTI
stress at different VG-STR in Si capped SiGe based HKMG p-MOSFETs with different SiGe
quantum well thickness. Experimental data (symbols) from [40], lines are model calculation
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4.4.3 Impact of Channel Orientation (FinFETs)

The compact model shown in Table 4.1 has also been used to predict NBTI deg-
radation in Si channel based FinFETs with Replacement Metal Gate
(RMG) HKMG gate insulator stacks. Devices with different channel length (LFIN)
and number of fins (NFIN) are used. Measured time evolution of ΔVT at different
stress EOX and T can be modeled using interface trap generation ΔVIT and hole
trapping ΔVHT subcomponents. As mentioned before, the bulk trap generation
subcomponent ΔVOT is found to be negligible in these devices due to the use of
HKMG gate insulators.

Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show time evolution of measured ΔVT for LFIN = 1 μm and
LFIN = 100 nm devices respectively, for NBTI stress at (a) different VG-STR but fixed
T and (b) different T but fixed VG-STR. Mobility corrected OSDD measurements are
done at higher VG-SNS to reduce recovery. Both devices have identical NFIN = 22.
The compact model prediction of overall ΔVT is also shown in panels (a) and (b),
and the time evolution of underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents is shown for
variation in (c) VG-STR and (d) stress T. The model can predict measured data
reasonably well, and ΔVT time evolution is dominated by ΔVIT especially at long
tSTR. Similar prediction of measured data is obtained for other combinations of
VG-STR and T and in FinFETs having different NFIN, not explicitly shown here for
brevity.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 4.19 Compact model calculated fractional contribution by generated interface traps (ΔVIT/
ΔVT) at (top panels) short time and (bottom panels) end-of-life value of 10 years, for different Si
and SiGe based HKMG p-MOSFETs listed in Table 4.5
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The LFIN and NFIN dependence of adjustable parameters are listed in Table 4.9.
Measured ΔVT time evolution can be predicted using only two adjustable param-
eters A and B corresponding to the pre-factors for ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents,
respectively. Other adjustable parameters ΓIT (=ΓHT) and EAKF are kept fixed for
different device dimensions due to the use of identical HKMG gate insulator pro-
cess. Note that A and B reduce with reduction in LFIN, however the relative ratio of
trap generation and trapping remains constant across different LFIN as expected.
Moreover, negligible change is observed in parameters A and B with variation in
NFIN as shown.

Figure 4.22a shows time evolution of ΔVT at fixed VG-STR and T, measured for
NBTI stress in multiple small area FinFETs with LFIN = 28 nm and NFIN = 2. It is
now well known that small-area devices show variable BTI degradation [46, 47], and
results in distribution of ΔVT magnitude and time exponent n as shown. The sta-
tistical aspects of NBTI degradation in these small-area devices are discussed in [42].
Figure 4.22b plots the time evolution of mean ΔVT obtained by averaging measured
data plotted in panel (a), and also shows overall model prediction and underlying
ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents. Only the pre-factors A and B are adjusted, while ΓIT
(=ΓHT) and EAKF are kept identical to larger area devices, refer to Table 4.9. Note
that overall ΔVT and hence the pre-factors A for ΔVIT and B for ΔVHT reduce as LFIN
is reduced and is consistent with larger area data. However, the ratio of A and B, i.e.,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.20 Time evolution of ΔVT from mobility corrected OSDD measurements at higher |VG-SNS|
and model prediction (left panels) and time evolution of model subcomponents (right panels) for
NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in long channel HKMG p-FinFETs. Symbols measured data,
lines model calculation
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the relative contribution of trap generation and trapping for small area very short
channel devices remains similar to that observed for large area long and short
channel devices. This is expected due to the use of identical HKMG process.

Table 4.9 also shows ΔVIT/ΔVT fraction for FinFETs having different LFIN and
NFIN, calculated using the calibrated compact model at short and long tSTR and at a
particular EOX and T. It is important to note that although ΔVIT dominates, ΔVHT is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.21 Time evolution of ΔVT from mobility corrected OSDD measurements at higher |VG-SNS|
and model prediction (left panels) and time evolution of model subcomponents (right panels) for
NBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in short channel HKMG p-FinFETs. Symbols measured data,
lines model calculation

Table 4.9 NBTI compact model parameters for HKMG p-FinFETs, and compact model
calculated fractional contribution by generated interface traps (ΔVIT/ΔVT) at short time and at
10 years

NFIN LFIN (μm) A 1
V cm s1=6

� �
B 1

V cm

� �
DVIT=DVT @ 1 Ks DVIT=DVT @ 10 years

2 0.028 3.5E11 5E10 0.79 0.97

22 0.1 4.8E11 7.5E10 0.78 0.97

1 6E11 1.1E11 0.75 0.96

4 0.2 4.6E11 9E10 0.74 0.96

20 5.3E11 9E10 0.76 0.96

220 5.8E11 9E10 0.78 0.97

Note, ΓIT (=ΓHT) and EAKF values are same as SG1 silicon device (Table 4.8)
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not negligible especially at shorter tSTR, and hence ΔVIT/ΔVT < 1. Note that
identical ΔVIT/ΔVT ratio is observed for all devices as expected. However, ΔVHT

saturates quickly and therefore the long-time ΔVT is completely dominated by ΔVIT

as shown. Therefore, similar to planar Si and SiGe devices, NBTI degradation in
FinFETs at EOL is also dominated by generation of interface traps; hole trapping in
pre-existing defects have relatively minor contribution.

4.5 Process Impact on NBTI Parameters

In this section, impact of different gate insulator processes on NBTI parameters at
long stress time; i.e., power-law time exponent (n), Arrhenius temperature activa-
tion (EA) and power-law oxide field acceleration (ΓE), is explored. Moreover,
various assumptions mentioned earlier to achieve compactness of the proposed
NBTI model are also verified.

4.5.1 Time Exponent

Figure 4.23a plots the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for different
measurement delay in Si planar HKMG p-MOSFETs subjected to identical NBTI
stress. As discussed in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.21, BTI degradation starts to recover as soon

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.22 Time evolution of ΔVT using OSDD measurements in multiple small-area HKMG
p-FinFETs, for NBTI stress at fixed VG-STR and T (left panel). Time evolution of measured mean
ΔVT, and compact model calculated ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents (right
panel). Identical VG-SNS is used as large area devices. Symbols measured data, lines model
calculation
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as the stress is interrupted for measurement, and larger measurement delay exhibits
lower ΔVT magnitude and higher power-law time exponent n, refer to Chap. 2 for
additional details. The compact model calculation is also shown, and ΔVT time
evolution for different delay can be predicted by identical trap generation but dif-
ferent trapping subcomponents, plotted in Fig. 4.23b. As shown later in Chap. 6, the
initial part of NBTI recovery is dominated by hole detrapping, so MSM measure-
ment with larger delay would capture less trapped holes and vice versa. Therefore,
MSM measured ΔVT time evolution at different delay can be predicted using same
ΔVIT but different ΔVHT subcomponents. Note that ΔVHT saturates at longer tSTR and
ΔVIT shows power-law time dependence with n * 1/6. Therefore, larger ΔVHT at
smaller delay results in lower n of overall ΔVT and vice versa as shown.

Note that although measurement delay has identical impact on MSM and OTF
measurements, they are caused by different mechanisms as discussed in Chap. 2. It
can be seen from Fig. 4.2 that larger t0 delay for OTF measurements also results in
lower ΔVT magnitude and higher time exponent n. Since OTF technique measures
degradation without interruption of stress, it does not suffer from recovery issues
similar to the MSM method. However, the magnitude of degradation captured by
OTF method at the initiation of stress depends on t0 delay. Since early degradation is
primarily caused by hole trapping , refer to Chap. 6, ΔVT time evolution at different t0
delay can be modeled using same ΔVIT but different ΔVHT subcomponents as shown
in Fig. 4.2. Once again, as ΔVHT saturates at longer tSTR, a relatively larger ΔVHT

contribution captured using OTF method for smaller t0 delay, when added to ΔVIT

time evolution having n * 1/6, results in lower n of overall ΔVT as shown.
Figure 4.24 plots power-law time exponent n calculated from ΔVT time evolu-

tion data by linear regression in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, versus stress oxide field
EOX, for (a) SiON and (b) HKMG devices having different N content in gate stack.
As mentioned before, SiON data are measured using OTF and HKMG data using
UF-MSM method. Note that both SiON and HKMG devices having higher N
content show lower time exponent n. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and also

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.23 Time evolution of (a) MSM measured ΔVT for different measurement delay for NBTI
stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs and model prediction, (b) underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcompo-
nents. Symbols measured data, lines model calculation
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in Chap. 2, pre-stress flicker noise results in larger trap density in nitrided gate
stacks, and results in larger hole trapping subcomponent ΔVHT during NBTI stress.
Therefore, a relatively larger saturated ΔVHT contribution, when added to time
evolution of ΔVIT having n * 1/6 power-law time dependence, lowers the time
exponent n of overall ΔVT for nitrided devices as shown. This once again verifies
that hole trapping and trap generation are two mutually independent subcomponents
and the former saturates at longer stress time.

The correlation of N concentration in the gate stack and NBTI time exponent is
further verified for SiON and HKMG devices. Figure 4.25a shows time exponent
obtained using linear regression of OTF measured ΔVT time evolution in tSTR range
of 10 s to 1 Ks, as a function of N concentration in different plasma nitrided SiON
devices [38]. N concentration is measured using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.24 Measured power-law time exponent n at long tSTR for NBTI stress using different EOX

in a SiON and b HKMG p-MOSFETs having different N content in the gate insulator stack.
Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.25 Measured power-law time exponent n at long tSTR for NBTI stress in a SiON
p-MOSFETs having different N content in the gate insulator stack, and b HKMG p-MOSFETs
having different IL thickness. Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye
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(XPS) technique [48]. Note that measured n reduces with increase in N concen-
tration. Figure 4.25b shows time exponent obtained using linear regression of MSM
measured ΔVT time evolution in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, as a function of EOT of
the gate stack for HKMG devices. EOT is estimated using Capacitance-Voltage
(CV) method after necessary corrections [49]. As discussed earlier, refer to
Table 4.4, EOT scaling is achieved either by nitridation after HK deposition or by
using nitrided IL, therefore, EOT scaling also leads to reduction in time exponent
n as shown. It has been shown using flicker noise method in SiON [43] and HKMG
[33] p-MOSFETs that gate stacks with higher N concentration show higher
pre-existing traps, and would result in higher hole trapping subcomponent ΔVHT

during NBTI stress. As discussed before, a relatively larger ΔVHT contribution that
saturates at longer tSTR, when added to ΔVIT that continues to evolve with
power-law time exponent n * 1/6, reduces time exponent n of overall ΔVT. Once
again, this verifies the uncoupled nature of trap generation and trapping subcom-
ponents of NBTI degradation.

The impact of hole trapping on long-time exponent is further validated using a
larger set of data; refer to [50] for additional details. Figure 4.26 plots the corre-
lation of measured time exponent n and calculated fractional hole trapping con-
tribution (ΔVHT/ΔVT) for various SiON and HKMG devices subjected to NBTI
stress. Time exponent is calculated using linear regression of measured ΔVT time
evolution in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks. The calibrated compact model shown earlier
using Table 4.1 is used to calculate ΔVHT and ΔVT at fixed EOX and T, and a large
tSTR is used to capture saturated ΔVHT magnitude. SiON and HKMG-A devices are
listed earlier in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. HKMG-B and HKMG-C devices
respectively have Si and SiGe channels, and both have Aluminum capped HKMG
stacks and are listed in [50]. HKMG-D devices use HfO2 and Hafnium Silicate
(HfSiO) HKMG stacks, refer to [51] for device details. UF-OTF method is used for
SiON and HKMG-D, UF-MSM for HKMG-A, and OSDD for HKMG-B and
HKMG-C devices to obtain ΔVT time evolution. Moreover, published data from

Fig. 4.26 Correlation of measured power-law time exponent n at long tSTR to compact model
calculated fractional hole trapping contribution (ΔVHT/ΔVT) for NBTI stress in different SiON and
HKMG devices
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other reports [4, 52, 53, 54, 55] are also analyzed and plotted. An exceptional
universality is observed for different devices and measurements, which unequivo-
cally establishes that increase in fractional hole trapping contribution reduces the
long-time power-law time exponent n of overall ΔVT, which is due to saturation of
ΔVHT at long stress time. This also verifies uncorrelated nature of NBTI
subcomponents.

Finally, note that the interface trap generation subcomponent shows power-law
time dependence with time exponent n * 1/6, refer to Chap. 3 for additional
details. As established above, the hole-trapping subcomponent saturates very early,
and is strongly impacted by the quality of gate insulator stack. Moreover, owing to
large voltage acceleration, the bulk trap generation subcomponent is negligible
unless very large VG-STR is used for stress. Therefore, for well-processed devices
and circuits, only the interface trap generation component would dominate overall
NBTI degradation at moderate level of stress bias and longer stress time. As a
validation, Fig. 4.27a shows VG-STR dependence of power-law time exponent
extracted from long-time ΔVT time evolution measurements in individual transistors
[56–59], and Fig. 4.27b shows VG-STR dependence of power-law time exponent
extracted from time evolution of Ring Oscillator frequency degradation [60, 61] and
SRAM VMIN shift [62, 63] measurements in circuits. It is important to remark that
the universal n * 1/6 time exponent is observed across such large variety of
devices and circuits and also across different industries [18]. This confirms that
long-time NBTI degradation is dominated by interface trap generation and shows
power-law time dependence with a time exponent of n * 1/6, which is readily
predicted by H/H2 Reaction-Diffusion (RD) model [5, 10]; refer to Chap. 5 for
further details.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.27 Measured power-law time exponent n at long tSTR for NBTI stress in a p-MOSFETs
across various technologies and b different type of circuits. Symbols measured data, lines guide to
eye
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4.5.2 Temperature Activation

Figure 4.28 shows measured ΔVT at fixed NBTI stress time tSTR as a function of
stress temperature T, for SiON and HKMG devices. SiON devices are measured
using OTF method having different t0 delay, Fig. 4.28a, and UF-OTF method is
also used to measure SiON devices having different N content in gate insulator
stack, Fig. 4.28b. UF-MSM method is used to study HKMG devices having dif-
ferent N content in gate insulator stack, Fig. 4.28c. Note that higher ΔVT magnitude
and lower T activation energy EA are observed for faster OTF measurements and for
SiON and HKMG devices having higher N content. As mentioned earlier, these
situations favor relatively larger hole trapping subcomponent ΔVHT, which is pre-
sumed to have lower T activation compared to trap generation subcomponent ΔVIT,
refer to Table 4.1 for details. Therefore, larger fractional ΔVHT contribution reduces
T activation of overall ΔVT for faster measurements and for devices having higher N
content as shown, and once again, verifies the uncorrelated nature of trap generation
and trapping.

The correlation of temperature activation energy and N concentration is further
validated for SiON and HKMG devices. Figure 4.29 shows temperature activation
energy EA for (a) SiON devices having different N content and (b) HKMG devices
with EOT scaling achieved by increased N concentration in the gate stack. Once
again, T activation is obtained from ΔVT measured at fixed tSTR, using UF-OTF
method for SiON and UF-MSM for HKMG devices. As shown earlier in Fig. 4.25,
increased N% for SiON and EOT scaling for HKMG gate stacks result in higher
fractional ΔVHT contribution. Since hole trapping has lower T activation compared
to trap generation, relatively larger ΔVHT reduces T activation of overall ΔVT for

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.28 Measured ΔVT at fixed stress time for NBTI stress at different T, in a SiON
p-MOSFETs for different OTF time-zero delay and in b SiON, and c HKMG p-MOSFETs having
different N content in the gate insulator stack. Symbols measured data, lines model calculation
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higher N% SiON and lower EOT HKMG devices. Once again, this validates the
model assumption of lower T activation for the hole trapping subcomponent.

As discussed before, hole trapping saturates at longer tSTR and results in lower
power-law time exponent n for time evolution of overall ΔVT in situations involving
relatively larger ΔVHT contribution, such as faster NBTI measurement and for gate
stacks having higher N content. Moreover as shown above, hole trapping also
shows lower T activation and reduces EA of overall ΔVT for these situations. The
similarity is further illustrated in Fig. 4.30, showing the correlation of time expo-
nent n and T activation EA for SiON devices with different N content and HKMG
devices having different EOT achieved by increased N content in the gate stack.
Time exponent n is obtained using linear regression of ΔVT time evolution data in

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.29 Measured Arrhenius T activation energy EA at fixed stress time for NBTI stress in
a SiON p-MOSFETs having different N content in gate insulator stack, and b HKMG p-MOSFETs
having different IL thickness. Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye

Fig. 4.30 Correlation of long-time power-law time exponent n to Arrhenius T activation energy
EA for different measurement delay, for NBTI stress in different SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs.
Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye
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tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, and T activation is obtained at fixed tSTR. OTF method
with different t0 delay is used for SiON, while MSM method with different mea-
surement delay is used for HKMG devices. As expected, n and EA of overall ΔVT

are nicely correlated for both SiON and HKMG devices and for different mea-
surement delay. However, the correlation line has been found to be different
between SiON and HKMG devices, due to higher T activation energy EAKF

associated with the ΔVIT subcomponent for HKMG devices as shown earlier in the
chapter, refer to Tables 4.6 and 4.7.

According to the RD model discussed in detail in Chap. 5, ΔVIT time evolution
at longer stress time is governed by molecular H2 diffusion and shows power-law
time dependence with exponent n * 1/6 [10] and T activation EADH2 * 0.6 eV
[64]. It can be observed from Table 4.1 that for situations where EAKF is similar to
EAKR, i.e., Si–H bond dissociation and passivation are similarly activated; the
temperature activation of ΔVIT at a fixed tSTR would be given by EAIT = EADH2/6.
On the other hand, temperature activation of the time to reach a particular ΔVIT

magnitude at different T would be equal to EADH2. Therefore, time evolution of
ΔVIT obtained at different stress T and plotted in a log–log plot can be scaled along
time or X-axis to merge with each other, and the scale factor (tSCALE) can be
determined at every T; the temperature activation of 1/tSCALE would be equal to
EADH2. For situations when ΔVHT is negligible, such as low N% devices, relatively
slower measurement, long tSTR, and ΔVOT is also negligible such as not too large
VG-STR, ΔVT would be dominated by ΔVIT, and a similar exercise involving ΔVT

time evolution data at different stress T would also provide EADH2.
Figure 4.31 shows T activation of 1/tSCALE calculated from ΔVT time evolution

measured in pure SiO2 as well as different plasma nitrided SiON devices with low

Fig. 4.31 T activation of time to reach a particular degradation for SiO2, SiON, and HKMG
p-MOSFETs under NBTI stress, measured using OTF IDLIN, CP, and DCIV methods (symbols).
CP and DCIV data are plotted after delay and band gap corrections. Lines are fit to data
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N content in the gate insulator stack. Measurements are performed using t0 = 1 ms
OTF method and moderate VG-STR is used for stress, ensuring negligible contri-
bution from ΔVHT and ΔVOT, respectively; hence ΔVT is dominated by ΔVIT.
Similar data are also shown for HKMG devices with low N content, measured using
MSM method for stress at moderate VG-STR. Moreover, direct ΔVIT time evolution
measurements are done using CP in SiO2 devices and using DCIV in HKMG
devices, and the corresponding T activation values are also shown. It is important to
note that a remarkable consistency in T activation of 1/tSCALE is observed for such
diverse set of devices and measurement conditions, and obtained EA is consistent
with that reported for molecular H2 diffusion [64], which is also consistent with
observed power-law time evolution with exponent n * 1/6 at long stress time. This
verifies the time and T dependence of ΔVIT subcomponent of the compact model.
Refer to Chap. 6 for further discussion in this topic.

4.5.3 Field Acceleration

The oxide field dependence of interface trap generation and hole trapping comes
from inversion layer holes tunneling to Si–H bonds and pre-existing traps respec-
tively [10], and therefore is related to the product of inversion hole density (*EOX)
and its tunneling probability (*exp · (Γ · EOX)) as shown in Table 4.1 [57].
Identical field acceleration factor is assumed for trap generation (ΓIT) and trapping
(ΓHT), as they occur close to the channel and gate insulator interface [4, 10].
However for simplicity and without loss of generality, power-law EOX dependence
with acceleration factor ΓE is often used, as shown elsewhere in the book. Bulk trap
generation depends on stress gate voltage and has power-law dependence [5],
however, this component is often negligible as discussed earlier in this chapter.
Hence in most situations, interface trap generation and hole-trapping processes
determine field acceleration for overall ΔVT. It is important to study the impact of
gate insulator process on EOX dependence, as it determines the extrapolation of
degradation from stress to use condition.

Figure 4.32 shows measured ΔVT for NBTI stress at fixed tSTR as a function of
stress oxide field EOX for SiON and HKMG devices. SiON devices are measured
using OTF method having different t0 delay, Fig. 4.32a, and UF-OTF method is
used to measure for SiON devices with different N content in gate insulator stack,
Fig. 4.32b. UF-MSM method is used for HKMG devices having different N content
in gate insulator stack, Fig. 4.32c. As discussed before, magnitude of ΔVT is smaller
for higher t0 delay as lower hole trapping magnitude is captured. However, both
measurements show identical field acceleration factor ΓE as shown, which is due to
similar EOX dependence for ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents. This is contrary to the
T dependence shown earlier in Fig. 4.28a, where higher EA is observed for larger t0
delay when lower ΔVHT is captured, due to relatively lower T activation EAHT of the
hole trapping component. However, both SiON and HKMG gate stacks having
larger N content show larger ΔVT magnitude but lower ΓE. As discussed earlier in
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the chapter, higher ΔVT is primarily due to increased ΔVHT contribution for SiON
devices. For HKMG devices, increased N results in increase in both ΔVIT and
ΔVHT, although ΔVHT increases much more than ΔVIT, and is also shown earlier in
this chapter. More work is needed to understand the reduction in ΓE for higher
N content in the gate insulator stack for both SiON and HKMG devices as shown,
which is beyond the scope of the present book.

Figure 4.33 shows power-law field acceleration factor ΓE for (a) SiON devices
with different N concentration and (b) HKMG devices having different EOT
resulting from different N concentration in the gate stack. Once again, EOX

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.32 Measured ΔVT at fixed stress time for NBTI stress at different EOX, in a SiON
p-MOSFETs for different OTF time-zero delay and in b SiON and c HKMG p-MOSFETs having
different N content in the gate insulator stack. Field dependence is plotted in a log–log scale.
Symbols measured data, lines model calculation

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.33 Measured power-law field acceleration ΓE at fixed stress time for NBTI stress in a SiON
p-MOSFETs having different N content in gate insulator stack, and b HKMG p-MOSFETs having
different IL thickness. Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye
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dependent ΔVT measurements are performed at fixed tSTR to determine ΓE, using
UF-OTF method for SiON and UF-MSM for HKMG devices. Note that ΓE reduces
as the N concentration is increased for SiON devices and also with EOT scaling in
HKMG devices achieved using higher N content in the gate stack. It is interesting to
remark that although the time and T dependence of ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents
are different from each other, they show very similar EOX dependence, and hence
ΓE can be used to monitor N concentration in the gate stack and is shown below.

As discussed before, increased N concentration preferentially increases the hole
trapping process compared to interface trap generation, and reduces parameters n,
EA and ΓE for NBTI stress in both SiON and HKMG devices. Reduction in time
exponent n is attributed to saturation of ΔVHT subcomponent at longer tSTR, while
reduction in T activation EA is due to lower EAHT associated with ΔVHT. As
mentioned before, the physical mechanism responsible for ΓE reduction is not yet
understood. However, ΓE can be correlated to other parameters, and Fig. 4.34 plots
(a) time exponent n and (b) temperature activation EA as a function of power-law
field acceleration ΓE for SiON and HKMG devices. Note that reduction in n or EA

nicely correlates to reduction in ΓE for both SiON and HKMG devices containing
larger N density in the gate insulator stack. As mentioned earlier in this chapter,
increased N concentration also results in larger ΔVT during NBTI stress. Therefore,
ΓE can be used as an overall monitor of gate insulator quality, with higher ΓE
signifying better quality and vice versa.

Figure 4.35 plots the oxide field dependence of ΔVT for NBTI stress in different
production quality SiON and HKMG devices [18], extracted from published reports
across multiple technologies [22, 24, 25, 65, 66]. Although physics-based analysis
would suggest the correct field dependent expression as shown in Table 4.1 [57], a
power-law EOX dependence is used for ease of comparison across published reports.
Power-law EOX dependence having acceleration factor of ΓE * 4 is universally
observed for different SiON and gate first (GF) HKMG devices, and ΓE becomes

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.34 Correlation of a long-time power-law time exponent n and b Arrhenius T activation
energy EA to power-law field acceleration ΓE for NBTI stress in different SiON and HKMG
p-MOSFETs. Symbols measured data, lines guide to eye
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larger for RMG HKMG devices. As shown in Fig. 4.35b, increase in ΓE is associated
with reduction in ΔVT magnitude for RMG HKMG compared to SiON devices.
However, note that ΓE reduces slightly with slight increase in ΔVT magnitude as
RMG HKMG technology is scaled. Moreover as a comparison, the EOX dependence
of ΔNIT obtained using DCIV method in gate first HKMG devices after delay and
band gap correction is also plotted in Fig. 4.35a [13]. A power-law dependence of
ΓE * 4 is also obtained as shown, which is consistent with ΔVT measurement data,
and verifies identical EOX dependence for ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcomponents.

4.6 PBTI Process Dependence in HKMG n-MOSFETs

In this section, the physics-based PBTI compact model discussed in Table 4.2 is
validated against different HKMG devices listed in Table 4.4. The model has trap
generation subcomponents located at IL/High-K interface (ΔVIT-HK) as well as in
High-K bulk (ΔVOT-HK), refer to Fig. 4.1, which are independently verified using
DCIV and SILC measurements respectively, refer to Chap. 3 for additional details.
As discussed in Chap. 2 and shown in Fig. 4.36, DCIV method probes traps aligned
with the center of the Si band gap and SILC probes traps that are closer to High-K
conduction band. Moreover as also discussed in Chap. 2, DCIV estimated traps are
corrected for both measurement delay and band gap,3 while SILC estimated traps

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.35 Fixed time ΔVT versus stress EOX for a different SiON and gate first HKMG
p-MOSFETs and for b SiON and different RMG HKMG p-MOSFETs. DCIV measured ΔNIT data
are also plotted after delay and band gap corrections for gate first HKMG p-MOSFET as a
reference. Symbols measured data, lines fit to data

3The energy zone corresponding to trap generation at IL/High-K interface during PBTI stress is not
known. Since kinetics of trap generation at channel/IL interface for NBTI and IL/High-K interface
for PBTI is remarkably similar, see Chap. 3, identical band gap correction factor is assumed for
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are corrected for measurement delay. Pre-stress High-K bulk trap density is inde-
pendently estimated using flicker noise measurements, refer to Chap. 2, and these
traps are responsible for electron trapping (ΔVET) during PBTI stress. Overall ΔVT

is measured using UF-MSM method and modeled as uncorrelated sum of ΔVIT-HK,
ΔVET and ΔVOT-HK subcomponents [32, 34], see Table 4.2 for model equations and
list of fixed and process dependent parameters.

Figure 4.37 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT (left panels) as
well as of DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK and SILC measured ΔVOT-HK (right panels) in
different HKMG n-MOSFETs for PBTI stress at constant VG-STR and T. Contrary to
NBTI data shown earlier, D3 and D4 devices having nitrided gate insulator stacks
show lower PBTI degradation and lower trap generation compared to non-nitrided
D1 and D2 devices. Long-time degradation has power-law time dependence, with
similar time exponent n for ΔVT and ΔVIT-HK, but large n for ΔVOT-HK. Model
prediction for ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT-HK, ΔVET and ΔVOT-HK subcomponents are
also shown. The model can successfully estimate measured time evolution of ΔVT,
ΔVIT-HK and ΔVOT-HK, and uses a saturated value for ΔVET. Device dependent
variable parameter values are listed in Table 4.10 and fixed parameters are listed in
Table 4.2. Note that ΔVIT-HK dominates overall ΔVT for non-nitrided devices D1
and D2. Although ΔVET increases significantly and ΔVIT-HK reduces slightly for
nitrided devices D3 and D4, ΔVIT-HK still dominates ΔVT especially at longer tSTR.
For all devices, ΔVOT-HK contribution is much less as shown.

Figure 4.38 plots UF-MSM measured time evolution of ΔVT at different VG-STR

and T for PBTI stress different HKMG n-MOSFETs. Compact model calculations
are also plotted; fixed and device dependent parameters are listed in Tables 4.2 and
4.10, respectively. Note that six device dependent parameters are used; pre-factors
A, B and C corresponding to ΔVIT-HK, ΔVET and ΔVOT-HK subcomponents, oxide
field acceleration factors ΓIT-HK and ΓET associated with ΔVIT-HK and ΔVET, and

Fig. 4.36 Energy band
diagram of a HKMG gate
stack illustrating traps probed
by DCIV and SILC methods

(Footnote 3 continued)

NBTI and PBTI stress. Universal recovery expression is used for measurement delay correction.
Refer to Chap. 2 for details.
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T activation EAIT-HK for ΔVIT-HK [32, 34]. Unlike NBTI, the field acceleration
parameters ΓIT-HK and ΓET associated with trap generation and trapping respectively
at IL/High-K interface and High-K bulk are found to be somewhat different, which
likely indicates different physical mechanisms for these processes and need further
investigation. It is important to remark that trap generation reduces while trapping
increases for nitrided devices, which gets reflected in device dependent pre-factors
A, B, and C as evident from Table 4.10. The compact model can predict measured
data quite well as shown.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.37 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK as well as SILC
measured ΔVOT-HK (symbols) for PBTI stress in different HKMG n-MOSFETs. Refer to Table 4.4
for device details. Compact model calculation (lines) of overall ΔVT and underlying trapping and
trap generation subcomponents are shown. DCIV data plotted after delay and band gap correction,
SILC data after delay correction

Table 4.10 HKMG process dependent PBTI compact model parameters

Device no. A 1
V cm s1=6

� �
B 1

V cm

� �
C (cm−2) CIT�HT

cm
MV

� �
CET

cm
MV

� �
EAIT-HK (eV)

HKMG D1 8E10 3E09 4E13 0.23 0.21 0.24

HKMG D2 8.65E10 3E09 2.5E13 0.18 0.206 0.206

HKMG D3 1.1E10 6.5E09 2E13 0.205 0.19 0.19

HKMG D4 4.3E10 7E09 2.1E13 0.188 0.206 0.206
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Figures 4.39 and 4.40 respectively plots EOX and T dependence of UF-MSM
measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK and SILC measured ΔVOT-HK at fixed tSTR
for PBTI stress in different HKMG devices. As mentioned before, as-measured
DCIV and SILC data are corrected for comparison with UF-MSM data.

Note that the magnitude, EOX and T dependence of ΔVT and ΔVIT-HK are
remarkably similar, and this similarity holds good for all devices, however, the
corresponding values for ΔVOT-HK are significantly different as shown. This reaf-
firms the dominance of IL/High-K interface trap generation on PBTI degradation.
The model prediction of ΔVT and its underlying ΔVIT-HK, ΔVET and ΔVOT-HK

subcomponents are shown, calculated by using fixed and device dependent
parameters shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.10 respectively; calculated degradation is in
good agreement with measurements. Note that ΔVIT-HK is always larger than ΔVET,
although the former reduces slightly while the latter increases for nitrided devices
D3 and D4 as shown. Since ΔVET has lower T activation than ΔVIT-HK as evident
from listed model parameters, relative increase in contribution from ΔVET reduces
the overall T activation of ΔVT for nitrided devices, and verifies the uncoupled
nature of trap generation and trapping processes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.38 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT (symbols) and compact model calculation
(lines) for PBTI stress at different VG-STR and T in n-MOSFETs having different HKMG gate
insulator stacks
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Figure 4.41 correlates independently measured (a) ΔVIT-HK from DCIV and
(b) ΔVOT-HK from SILC at fixed tSTR to the corresponding values calculated using
the compact model of Table 4.2, for PBTI stress using different EOX and T in
different HKMG devices. Once again, as-measured DCIV and SILC data are
suitably corrected. Figure 4.41c correlates pre-stress High-K trap density measured
using flicker noise method to model calculated fractional electron trapping (ΔVET/
ΔVT) for different devices. Model calculation agrees well with measurement and
hence verifies the accuracy of underlying subcomponents and overall PBTI
degradation.

Note that pre-stress High-K trap density depends on gate insulator process and
determines the ΔVET subcomponent of overall ΔVT as shown in Fig. 4.41c. Since
ΔVET saturates at long tSTR as described in Table 4.2 while ΔVIT-HK and ΔVOT-HK

evolve in time with power-law dependence having exponent n * 1/6 and n * 1/3,
respectively, larger relative contribution from ΔVET would reduce the time exponent
n of overall ΔVT. Figure 4.42a plots the correlation of measured time exponent n to
calculated fractional electron trapping contribution (ΔVET/ΔVT) for different HKMG
devices listed in Table 4.4. Data published in different reports [31, 67, 68, 69] are also

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.39 UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK after delay and band gap corrections
and SILC measured ΔVOT-HK after delay correction (symbols) at fixed tSTR as a function of stress
EOX for PBTI stress in n-MOSFETs having different HKMG gate insulator stacks. Compact model
prediction (lines) of ΔVT and underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents are shown.
EOX dependence is plotted in a log–log scale
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analyzed and shown. Time exponent n is calculated by linear regression of measured
data in tSTR range of 10 s to 1 Ks, and ΔVET/ΔVT is calculated at fixed EOX, T and tSTR
using the calibrated compact model. Note that measured n reduces with increased
trapping fraction as expected, and a remarkable consistency is observed across dif-
ferent devices that verifies the assumption that electron trapping saturates at longer
stress time. Moreover, since ΔVET has lower T activation than ΔVIT-HK and ΔVOT-HK,
larger fractional ΔVET contribution would reduce the T activation of overall ΔVT,
hence n and EA would reduce in tandem for devices having higher as-processes HK
defects. Figure 4.42b correlates measured n and EA for different HKMG devices of
Table 4.4 and verifies the above hypothesis.

The impact of EOT scaling of HKMG gate insulator stacks on PBTI degradation
and its parameters is of interest, and is discussed in Chap. 1, Fig. 1.28. As men-
tioned earlier in this chapter, EOT scaling of HKMG devices listed in Table 4.4 is
achieved either by IL thickness scaling (D2), or by post High-K nitridation (D3), or
by nitrided IL (D4). Figure 4.43a plots measured ΔVT, ΔVIT-HK and ΔVOT-HK

obtained respectively by UF-MSM, delay and band gap corrected DCIV and delay
corrected SILC measurements at a particular EOX, T, and tSTR as a function of IL
thickness for different HKMG devices. The ΔVET subcomponent is estimated from

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.40 UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK after delay and band gap corrections
and SILC measured ΔVOT-HK after delay correction (symbols) at fixed tSTR as a function of stress
T for PBTI stress in n-MOSFETs having different HKMG gate insulator stacks. Compact model
prediction (lines) of ΔVT and underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents are shown
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.41 Correlation of trap generation measured a using DCIV method after delay and band gap
corrections and b using SILC method after delay correction to trap generation calculated using
compact model. c Correlation of pre-existing traps measured using flicker noise method and
calculated fractional electron trapping contribution, for PBTI stress in different HKMG
n-MOSFETs. Lines represent a, b 1:1 correlation, c guide to eye

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.42 a Correlation of
measured power-law time
exponent n at long tSTR to
fractional electron trapping
contribution (ΔVET/ΔVT)
calculated using the compact
model for PBTI stress in
different HKMG
n-MOSFETs. b Correlation of
measured n and T activation
EA also for PBTI stress. Line
is guide to eye
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the difference and is also shown. Figure 4.43b shows IL thickness dependence of
ΔVT and its underlying ΔVIT-HK, ΔVET, and ΔVOT-HK subcomponents at the
end-of-life of 10 years, calculated using the calibrated compact model at a fixed
EOX and T. As shown, ΔVET increases as IL is scaled especially for gate stacks D3
and D4 having higher N density, refer to [13] for additional details. However, since
ΔVIT-HK dominates ΔVT and more so at end-of-life; a reduction in ΔVIT-HK causes
reduction in ΔVT, in spite of increase in ΔVET, for nitrided devices having scaled IL.
The ΔVOT-HK subcomponent remains negligible as shown. Therefore, unlike NBTI,
IL scaling achieved by nitridation reduces PBTI degradation, and has significant
impact on technology scaling.

4.7 Summary

The physical mechanism responsible for NBTI and PBTI degradation respectively
in p- and n-channel MOSFETs is explored in devices having different gate insulator
processes. A compact model is developed to predict time evolution of measured
ΔVT at different stress bias and temperature, for NBTI stress in Si planar devices
having differently processed SiON and HKMG gate insulators, SiGe planar devices
without and with Si cap as well as in Si channel FinFETs, having HKMG gate
insulators, and for PBTI stress in differently processed Si planar HKMG devices.
The NBTI compact model consists of trap generation at channel/gate insulator
interface and in gate insulator bulk, although the latter is found to be negligible for
HKMG devices, as well as hole trapping in gate insulator bulk. Transconductance

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.43 Impact of IL thickness scaling on a UF-MSM measured ΔVT, DCIV measured ΔVIT-HK

after delay and band gap correction and SILC measured ΔVOT-HK after delay correction for PBTI
stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs at fixed tSTR; estimated ΔVET subcomponent is also shown. b IL
thickness scaling impact on compact model calculated ΔVT, and underlying ΔVIT-HK, ΔVOT-HK,
and ΔVET subcomponents at end-of-life (10 years)
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degradation is negligible that suggests creation of defects away from channel for
PBTI stress. Therefore, the PBTI compact model for HKMG stacks consists of trap
generation at the IL/High-K interface and High-K bulk, and electron trapping in
High-K bulk, and IL remains undegraded. Overall, ΔVT is modeled using uncor-
related sum of underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents.

Trap generation during NBTI stress in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs is
independently estimated using CP and DCIV techniques, respectively. For PBTI
stress, trap generation at the IL/High-K interface and High-K bulk is estimated
respectively using DCIV and SILC techniques. Time evolution of as-measured
generated traps from CP and DCIV is corrected for measurement delay and band
gap, while that from SILC is corrected for measurement delay, for proper com-
parison with measured time evolution of overall ΔVT. Pre-stress trap density is
estimated using the flicker noise technique and is responsible for hole and electron
trapping respectively for NBTI and PBTI stress.

The compact model with consistent set of calibrated model parameters can
predict ΔVT time evolution for NBTI and PBTI stress in different devices and under
different stress conditions, and calculated underlying model subcomponents agree
well with independently measured contribution from trap generation and trapping.
It is shown that trap generation at channel/gate insulator interface for NBTI and at
the IL/High-K interface for PBTI demonstrate remarkably similar time dependent
kinetics of power-law time dependence with time exponent n * 1/6. These gen-
erated traps dominate the time evolution of overall ΔVT and explains similar
kinetics observed between NBTI and PBTI stress. The trapping subcomponent
saturates at longer time and has weaker T activation as compared to trap generation,
and reduces the time exponent and T activation of overall ΔVT, especially for
processes leading to large pre-existing gate insulator defects. However, since
trapping saturates at long stress time and bulk trap generation becomes negligible at
low voltage use condition due to large voltage de-acceleration factor, the end-of-life
BTI degradation is always determined by kinetics of interface trap generation for all
process variations studied in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Reaction-Diffusion Model

Ahmad Ehteshamul Islam, Nilesh Goel, Souvik Mahapatra
and Muhammad Ashraful Alam

Abstract This chapter discusses different aspects of the Reaction-Diffusion
(RD) model used to interpret dissociation and reformation of the Si−H bonds (in
other words, creation and reverse-anneal of dangling Si-bonds or interface traps)
present at the silicon/oxide interfaces of a CMOS transistor. The theory presented in
this chapter is later combined with other features of NBTI to interpret measure-
ments in Chap. 6. The reaction part of the R-D model interprets the chemical
reactions like Si−H bond dissociation and reformation taking place at the interface,
while the diffusion part interprets the transport of Hydrogen species in the oxide and
the gate medium. In the NBTI stress phase with a particular stress bias, the Si−H
bond dissociation initiates generation of interface traps over time, which later
reaches quasi-equilibrium with the diffusive components. After that the diffusion of
Hydrogen species defines the time evolution of interface trap generation with a
power law. The power-law time exponent is a unique signature of the diffusing
species and it shows no variation with the change in stress conditions (bias, tem-
perature and frequency). In the NBTI relaxation phase, the diffusion of Hydrogen
species also defines the time evolution of interface trap repassivation. This single
dependence of the time evolution, in both stress and relaxation phases, only on the
diffusing species leads to frequency independence of interface trap generation—a
distinct feature of NBTI measured over a wide range of transistors.
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5.1 Introduction

The silicon/oxide interface dictates charge transport in modern CMOS transistors.
This interface is generally passivated with Hydrogen, which converts the interface
traps (or dangling Si- bonds) having a density of *1012 cm−2 into Si−H bonds
[1–7]. The residual trap density after Hydrogen passivation is *1010 cm−2 or even
below [8–10]. Application of negative gate bias VG-STR at an elevated temperature
during NBTI stress, stretches the Si−H bonds and recreates the interface traps
[11–15]. The dissociation of Si−H bond (reaction) generates Hydrogen species that
move away from the interface (diffusion)—a phenomenon that can be easily cap-
tured using a Reaction-Diffusion (RD) framework. Starting from the pioneering
work of Jeppson et al., successive refinements of RD model have interpreted a
broad range of NBTI experiments [11–25]. Differences in these refinements depend
on how one interprets: (a) the Si−H bond dissociation and (b) the type of Hydrogen
species moving away from the interface. In the following sections, we start with the
RD model proposed by Jeppson and Svensson [12], which has been reinterpreted
by Alam and Mahapatra [14], and later explain the existing variants of this original
proposal. In general, RD model seeks to capture the following key aspects of NBTI
as observed in measurements over a wide range of transistors with variations in
VG-STR, temperature T, stress cycle, gate dielectric, and channel strain:

• RD model captures the time evolution of the interface trap component (ΔVIT) of
threshold voltage degradation (ΔVT). As elaborated in Chaps. 4 and 6, one
should decompose ΔVT appropriately into its components before comparison
with RD theory (Fig. 5.1).

• In the stress phase, the RD theory studies the origin of power-law change in
ΔVIT over time (i.e., ΔVIT * tn). As discussed in Chap. 3, the time exponent
(n) in stress phase is a unique feature of NBTI.

Fig. 5.1 Schematic illustration of different components of threshold voltage shift (ΔVT), measured
during NBTI stress and relaxation experiments. This chapter discusses the theory of interface trap
component (ΔVIT and ΔVIT2), while Sect. 6.3 discusses the extension of the theory to include fast
electron capture into the interface traps going below the Fermi level (ΔVIT1), hole trapping into
pre-existing (ΔVHT) and generated (ΔVOT) oxide defects. In the stress phase, ΔVIT versus time
follows power-law with time exponent (n); while in the relaxation phase, ΔVIT2 responds slowly
compared to the other components
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• In the relaxation phase, the RD theory studies the nature of interface trap pas-
sivation. As discussed in Sect. 6.3, NBTI experiments suggest this passivation
(ΔVIT2 of Fig. 5.1) to be slower than the fast electron capture by the interface
traps going below the Fermi level (ΔVIT1 of Fig. 5.1) and the hole trapping
components (ΔVHT and ΔVOT in Fig. 5.1).

In the following sections, we will elaborate on the evolution of interface traps in
the stress and relaxation phase of NBTI based on the RD theory.

5.2 RD Formalism for the NBTI Stress Phase

This first proposal of RD model by Jeppson and Svensson [12] for interface trap
generation considers the following dissociation reaction:

Si3 � Si� Hþ Y $ Si3 � Si�þ X ð5:1Þ

where a chemical species Y reacts with the Si−H bond at the interface and creates
interface defect (the dangling Si- bond) and a neutral species X (atomic Hydrogen
H) that diffuses away from the interface (Fig. 5.2a). The following set of differential
equations captures the reaction and diffusion steps:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.2 a Schematic representation of Si−H bond dissociation, as per (5.1), and diffusion of
species X (=H). b Diffusion front at time t reaches z� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DHt
p

. The diffusion profile (symbols;
obtained from numerical simulation) can be approximated using the dotted line that facilitates
calculation of total diffusing species within the medium, as performed in (5.6)
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@NIT

@t
¼ kF N0 � NITð Þ � kRNITN

ð1Þ
x ð5:2Þ

@Nx

@t
¼ Dx

@2Nx

@z2
ð5:3Þ

where kF is the Si−H bond dissociation rate (influence of Y as a catalyst is con-
sidered within this factor), kR is the backward reaction or Si- annealing rate, N0 is
the initial (t = 0) concentration of Si−H bonds, NIT is the interface trap density, NX

is the concentration of X along the z-axis (superscript (1) indicates near Si/SiO2

interface quantities), and DX is the diffusion co-efficient of X within the diffusing
media (like oxide and gate). The fluxes of (5.2)–(5.3) are balanced by the following
boundary condition:

@

@t
1
2
dNð1Þ

X

� �
¼ @NIT

@t
� DX

@Nð1Þ
X

@z
ð5:4Þ

where δ is the interfacial layer thickness approximately equal to the Si−H bond
length δ *1.5 Å [12], and superscript (1) indicates near Si/SiO2 interface quanti-
ties. Equation (5.4) suggests that NX is increased by Si−H bond dissociation and is
decreased by the outward diffusion flux.

At t � 0, when the rate of diffusion defines the overall kinetics, the surface
reaction is in quasi-equilibrium, i.e., @NIT=@t� 0 and hence (5.2) yields:

kFN0 ffi kRN
ð1Þ
X NIT ð5:5Þ

The solution of (5.3) is an error function � erfc z=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DXtð Þp� �

that can be
approximated using a triangular profile with significant values of NX from z = 0 toffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

16DXt=pð Þp
(Fig. 5.2b) [16, 17, 26, 27]. The integral of X from z = 0 to 1 equals

NIT, so that one obtains:

NIT ¼
Zz¼1

z¼0

Nxðz; tÞdz ffi 1
2
Nð1Þ
x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16Dxt=p

p
ð5:6Þ

Combining (5.5) and (5.6), we have:

NIT ffi kFN0

kR

� �1=2

4Dxt=pð Þ1=4 ð5:7Þ
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which suggests interface trap generation to have a power-law time exponent,
n = 1/4.1 When the forward and reverse reactions, as well as the diffusion process,
have Arrhenius temperature activation in the form of *exp[–EA/kT], where EA is
the activation energy, (5.7) suggests:

EA;IT ¼ 1
2

EA;kF � EA;kR � aEOX
	 
þ 1

4
EA;DX; ð5:8Þ

where, EA,kF, EA,kR, EA,DX, and EA,IT are the activation energies for kF, kR, DX, and
interface trap, respectively; and aEOX represents the field-induced barrier reduction
for Si−H bond dissociation with a being the effective dipole moment. We will
discuss this field-induced barrier reduction in more detail later in Sect. 5.6.

5.2.1 Diffusing/Drifting Species in RD Formalism

Jeppson’s model did not explicitly identify the diffusing species or the diffusion
mechanism. The Hydrogen released from the Si−H bond can diffuse or drift as a
neutral atom H, or as a proton H+, or as a molecule H2, or in any of their com-
binations. As shown below, these species and their diffusion mechanism define
critical parameters of the RD solution.

5.2.1.1 H and H2 Diffusion with Direct H–H2 Conversion

In a general sense, atomic H released from Si−H dissociation can diffuse away from
the interface, dimerize with another H, and form H2 that can also diffuse away from
the interface (see Fig. 5.3 for a schematic representation). (An alternate method of
second interface assisted H → H2 conversion is discussed in the next section.) The
following equations define the related kinetics [16, 17, 19, 20]:

dNIT

dt
¼ kFðN0 � NITÞ � kRNITN

ð1Þ
H ð5:9Þ

d
2
dNð1Þ

H

dt
¼ DH

dNð1Þ
H

dz
þ dNIT

dt
� dkH Nð1Þ

H

h i2
þdkH2N

ð1Þ
H2

d
2
dNð1Þ

H2

dt
¼ DH2

dNð1Þ
H2

dz
þ d
2
kH Nð1Þ

H

h i2
� d
2
kH2N

ð1Þ
H2

ð5:10Þ

1This solution is intriguing, as among many differential equations used to describe natural phe-
nomena in this universe, RD is a unique one that gives a robust power-law time exponent for
several decades in time, whose value depends only on nature of diffusion.
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dNH

dt
¼ DH

d2NH

dz2
� kH NHð Þ2þkH2NH2;

dNH2

dt
¼ DH2

d2NH2

dz2
þ 1
2
kH NHð Þ2� 1

2
kH2NH2;

ð5:11Þ

As before, (5.9) represents the passivation/de-passivation of Si−H bond, (5.10)
the conservation of fluxes near the interface, and (5.11) the diffusion of H and H2

within the oxide and gate. The kH(NH)
2 and kH2NH2 terms in (5.10) and (5.11)

describe the H–H2 conversion. Among the new symbols, kH, kH2 represent gener-
ation and dissociation rates of H2; DH, DH2 represent the diffusion coefficients for H
and H2; and NH, NH2 represent the concentration of H and H2.

To obtain an analytical solution of (5.9, 5.10, 5.11), we assume N0 ≫ NIT

[20–22], dNIT/dt * NIT/t [14, 23], dNH
(1)/dt * 0 and negligible diffusion for H. All

of these assumptions are based on detailed numerical simulation [20, 22]. The
assumptions simplify (5.9) and (5.10) to the following equations:

Nð1Þ
H ¼ kFN0 � NIT=t

kRNIT
ð5:12Þ

NIT

t
¼ dkH Nð1Þ

H

� �2
�dkH2N

ð1Þ
H2 ð5:13Þ

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3 a Schematic illustration of Si−H bond dissociation and H, H2 diffusion during NBTI
stress. b At long stress time, the concentration of H (NH) is small compared to that for H2 (NH2)
and hence diffusion of H2 dominates the kinetics of interface trap generation
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Moreover, the numerical solution of H2 profile (Fig. 5.3b) allows a triangular
approximation and in a manner similar to (5.6), we can write:

NIT � Nð1Þ
H2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6DH2t

p
ð5:14Þ

Note that the extent of diffusion profile
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6DH2t

p
used in (5.14) exactly captures

the solution of diffusion equation [20] and is consistent with
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16DH2t=pð Þp

used to

capture the diffusion profile [26, 27]. Eliminating N 1ð Þ
H and N 1ð Þ

H2 from (5.12) to
(5.14), we find:

NIT

t
� dkH kFN0 � NIT=tð Þ2

k2RN
2
IT

þ dkH2NITffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6DH2t

p ¼ 0: ð5:15Þ

Figure 5.4 compares the numerical solution of (5.9)–(5.11) with the (implicit)
analytical solution of (5.15) that agrees within 20 % over*10 decades in stress time.
Equation (5.15) reduces to—(i) the reaction-limited solution NIT = kFN0t, when the
first and third terms become negligible at very short stress time, (ii) the H2 diffusion
limited solution NIT = (kH/kH2)

1/3(kFN0/kR)
2/3(6DH2t)

1/6, when NIT/t becomes negli-
gible at the long stress time. At an intermediate stress time, the diffusive term (third
term) in (5.15) is negligible and kFN0 ≫ NIT/t, which yields the solution of
NIT = (kFN0/kR)

2/3(δkHt)
1/3—the signature of H–H2 conversion [20]. Using the

approximation of (5.15) at long stress time (when H2 diffusion dominates the
kinetics), one can estimate the following expression of activation energy for NIT:

EA;IT ¼ 2
3

EA;kF � EA;kR � aEox
	 
þ 1

6
EA;DH2þ 1

3
EA;kH � EA;kH2
	 
 ð5:16Þ

Fig. 5.4 Comparison of numerical solution of ΔNIT (lines) from (5.9) to (5.11) with analytical
solution using (5.15) (symbols). Simulation is performed for a transistor having effective oxide
thickness: 2.2 nm, stressed at T = 125 °C and at the voltages mentioned in the legend
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5.2.1.2 H and H2 Diffusion with a Second-Interface Assisted
Dimerization

As an alternative to the direct H to H2 dimerization discussed in the last section,
dimerization can also result from reactions involving both the first Si/SiO2 interface
and at a second interface (like the SiO2/poly gate interface [21, 24]), as follows:

Si3�Si� Hþ hþ $ Si3�Siþ þ H at Si/SiO2 interface or first interfaceð Þ
Si3�Si� Hþ H $ Si3�Si�þ H2 at second interfaceð Þ

ð5:17Þ

The creation of dangling Si- bonds at a second interface like SiO2/poly has been
confirmed using low-voltage stress induced leakage current (LV-SILC) experiments
[23, 24]. The following rate equations describe the kinetics of the reactions pre-
sented in (5.17):

dNITð1Þ
dt

¼ kFð1Þ N0ð1Þ � NITð1Þ
	 
� kRð1ÞNITð1ÞN

ð1Þ
H ð5:18Þ

dNITð2Þ
dt

¼ kFð2Þ N0ð2Þ � NITð2Þ
	 


Nð2Þ
H � kRð2ÞNITð2ÞN

ð2Þ
H2 ð5:19Þ

where variables with (1) and (2) represent the quantities at the first and second
interfaces, respectively. A numerical solution of (5.18)–(5.19) with appropriate
boundary conditions suggests 1/6 time exponent at long stress time, similar to the
single interface H–H2RD model with direct H to H2 dimerization (Fig. 5.5), with
some differences near the reaction (n * 1) to diffusion (n * 1/6) transitions [21,
23]. For transistors with SiO2/high-K gate dielectric, the second interface for the
above two-interface reactions will be at the SiO2/high-K interface, as illustrated

e

Fig. 5.5 Comparision of
ΔNIT time evolution of
single-interface and
two-interface RD models for
two different kF values
corresponding to first
interface reaction
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in Fig. 6.4. The RD analysis for this SiO2/high-K interface, however, remains the
same as that for the SiO2/poly interface presented above.

5.2.1.3 H2-Only Diffusion

As an approximation to the generalized H–H2 based RD models discussed above,
we assume H to H2 dimerization only at the silicon/oxide interface using the
following chemical reaction:

2Si3�Si� Hþ 2hþ $ 2Si3�Siþ þ H2: ð5:20Þ

The kinetics of (5.20) can be captured using the following rate equation, where

we consider Nð1Þ
H

h i2
� Nð1Þ

H2

h i
for the bimolecular reaction:

@NIT

@t
¼ kF N0 � NITð Þ � kRNIT

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nð0Þ
H2

q
ð5:21Þ

The same procedure used in (5.2)–(5.7) yields,

NIT � kFN0

kR

� �2=3

4DH2t=pð Þ1=6: ð5:22Þ

The RD framework with H2 diffusion, therefore, predicts a power-law time
exponent, n * 1/6 and the following activation energy [steps are same as that in
(5.8)] for the interface trap generation:

EA;IT ¼ 2
3

EA;kF � EA;kR � aEox
	 
þ 1

6
EA;DH2 : ð5:23Þ

5.2.1.4 H-Only Diffusion

Analysis for RD framework with H-only diffusion is same as Jeppson’s RD analysis
in (5.1)–(5.8) with the replacement of X with H and Y with h+.

5.2.1.5 Drift of Proton (H+)

Protons may be produced from the dissociation of Si−H bonds as follows:

Si3�Si� Hþ hþ $ Si3�Siþ þ H

Hþ hþ $ Hþ ð5:24Þ
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Just as in (5.5), consideration of dynamic equilibrium between dissociation and
annealing for t ≫ 0 yields:

kFN0 ffi kRN
ð0Þ
HþNIT: ð5:25Þ

Under NBTI stress condition, protons will drift faster than diffusion, so that we
can estimate the amount of NIT at t ≫ 0 (Fig. 5.6) using [16]:

NIT ¼
Zz¼1

z¼0

NHþ z; tð Þdz�Nð0Þ
HþlHþEoxt ð5:26Þ

where µH+ is the mobility of H+ and EOX is the applied electric field under NBTI
stress. Combining (5.25) and (5.26), we obtain:

NIT � kFN0

kR
lHþEox

� �1=2

t1=2; ð5:27Þ

that suggests n = ½ for proton diffusion.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.6 a Schematic illustration of Si−H bond dissociation and drift (that dominates over
diffusion) of H+. b Drift front at time t reaches µH+EOXt and can be approximated using a rectangle
[16], as used in (5.26)
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5.2.2 Features of RD Formalism for NBTI Stress Phase

Figure 5.7 shows a generalized schematic for the time evolution of ΔVIT for the
NBTI stress phase in a log-log scale. For short stress time, ΔVIT * NIT = kFN0t for
any diffusing species that explains the unity time exponent in that region. For a
higher stress time, the diffusion of Hydrogen species and H to H2 dimerization
reduces the time exponent from unity. The time exponent in this transient phase
depends on the type of RD model under consideration (e.g., equals 1/3 for the RD
model with H and H2diffusion and direct H to H2 dimerization [18]). At long stress
time, time exponent settles down to n and its magnitude is a unique signature of the
diffusing species under consideration. For atomic H, molecular H2 and proton, n is
1/4, 1/6, and 1/2, respectively, irrespective of the mechanism of H to H2 conversion,
stress voltage, temperature, gate dielectric, and channel strain. However, when a
transistor is stressed at a fixed VG-STR for a long time, a typical case for NBTI
experiments, there is a reduction of time exponent from the n values mentioned
above [20]. A long-duration NBTI stress at a fixed VG-STR increases the threshold
voltage of a transistor and reduces the oxide electric field from its value at the
beginning of NBTI stress. This reduced electric field breaks the Si−H bond at a
lower rate and hence causes reduction in the time exponent. This particular aspect
of soft-saturation at a long stress time is very important to predict NBTI lifetime, as
a reduction in time exponent can significantly increase the lifetime of a transistor at
a certain operating condition, thus relax the reliability criteria for transistor
designers. Figure 5.8 shows variation in the time exponent as a function of stress
time for various stress bias for the transistor analyzed in Fig. 5.4 using H–H2RD
model. The time exponent reduces from the robust n * 1/6 value at a rate of
δn * 0.005/decades with the reduction being higher for higher VG-STR.

Fig. 5.7 A generalized
schematic for temporal
evolution of ΔVIT in a log–log
scale. The slope of the
degradation changes from 1 to
n over time. The magnitude of
n and also the slope in the
transition region (highlighted
using dashed circle) depend
on the diffusing species
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5.3 RD Formalism for NBTI Relaxation Phase

One important feature of NBTI-induced generation of interfacial defects is their
reverse-annealing (or relaxation), once NBTI stress voltage is removed [24–31].
This recovery makes NBTI distinct compared to other transistor reliability con-
cerns, such as TDDB [32–38] and HCI [39–41], where generated defects show
negligible recovery. When NBTI stress is removed after a time tSTR (i.e., in the
NBTI relaxation phase), the Hydrogen species generated during the stress phase
diffuse back towards the Si/oxide interface and passivates interface traps. Note that
a similar Hydrogen diffusion and dangling Si- bond passivation has been the key for
operation of a CMOS transistor [1–4, 8–10]. The start of interface trap passivation
during the NBTI relaxation phase, therefore, depends on the time required for
backward diffusion of Hydrogen species, which is relatively slow compared to the
other components of NBTI (Fig. 5.1 and Sect. 6.3). In the following discussion, the
physics of this slow start and continuous recovery of interface traps will be elab-
orated based on RD formalism.

If VG-STR is completely removed during NBTI relaxation (the typical case), the
first term in (5.2) drops out, which allows annealing of interface traps or Si- bonds
via backward diffusion of the Hydrogen species. For partial reduction in VG-STR,
some of the interface traps are also passivated. The RD simulation of such relax-
ation with a non-zero stress voltage (Sect. 6.3) requires a change in kF as per Sect. 5.
6 in (5.2). A subtraction of this back-diffused Hydrogen component running from
tSTR till time t (>tSTR), one can write the following expression for NIT in the typical
relaxation phase [12–25]:

Fig. 5.8 Decrease in long-term time exponent (soft-saturation) due to the reduction of stress field
with time, when the transistor studied in Fig. 5.4 is stressed at different VG-STR and at T = 125 °C.
Here, the dashed lines consider the effect of soft-saturation, whereas solid lines do not [20]
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NIT t[ tSTRð Þ ¼ NIT tSTRð Þ � N	
ITðtÞ ð5:28Þ

The calculation of N	
IT tð Þ in (5.28) involves consideration of back-diffused

Hydrogen species near the interface (schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.9) and takes
the form [25]:

N	
ITðtÞ � N	

X

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dDX t � tSTRð Þ

p
ð5:29Þ

where ξ is a constant indicating the asymmetry in diffusion and equals 0.5 for
symmetric diffusion; use of ξ * 0.58 fits detailed simulation of interface defect
passivation [25]. Using Fig. 5.9, a second approximation of NIT(t) takes the fol-
lowing form:

NITðtÞ � N	
X

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DXt

p
: ð5:30Þ

Eliminating N	
X tð Þ from (5.28) to (5.30), one obtains the following expression for

NIT in the relaxation phase:

NIT tRECð Þ ¼ NIT tSTSð Þ
,

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ntREC
tSTS þ tREC

s" #
ð5:31Þ

where tREC (=t − tSTR) indicates the duration of NBTI relaxation.
The calculations for the relaxation of interface defects presented in (5.28)–(5.31)

is valid in general for any neutral diffusing species (H or H2). Note that, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 5.2, these diffusing species are more relevant for NBTI stress. For
the H–H2RD model with direct H to H2 dimerization, RD simulation predicts a 5 %
trap passivation (i.e., 1 − NIT(tREC)/NIT(tSTR) = 5 %) of defects at tREC * 0.005tSTR
and a complete passivation at tREC → ∞. To understand this onset of passivation,
we analyze the H2 profile for a transistor stressed at a certain VG-STR, T and for
tSTR = 1000 s. Figure 5.10 plots the percentage of Hydrogen species (mostly H2 for

Fig. 5.9 Approximate Hydrogen profile at the start of NBTI relaxation (solid line; t = tSTR) and
after a recovery time of tREC (dashed line; t = tSTR + tREC). See text for the definition of other
parameters
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this RD model) at different distances away from the interface and suggests the
presence of*5 % H2 within 4 nm away from the interface. To achieve the recovery
of interface traps from this 5 % H2, one needs tREC * z2/4DH2 * 1 s (for
DH2 * 10−14 cm2 s−1 [23]) that supports the analytical calculation using (5.31).

For the second-interface assisted H to H2 dimerization, the faster diffusion of
Hydrogen species inside the oxide compared to that in the poly-Si gate results faster
start of interface trap passivation compared to the single-interface model [23], as
confirmed in Fig. 5.11 using a single set of parameters for the single-interface and
double-interface models.

Fig. 5.10 Percentage of H2

as a function of distance from
the interface (z) at the end of
stress (VG-STR = −2.3 V,
T = 125 °C) for a transistor
having 1.4 nm gate dielectric
after tSTR = 1000 s

Fig. 5.11 Comparison of interface trap passivation during the NBTI relaxation phase for the
single interface RD model: direct H to H2 dimerization (line with symbols) and second interface
assisted H to H2 dimerization (solid line). The simulation uses a transistor with 1.4 nm gate
dielectric stressed using VG-STR = −2.3 V, T = 125 °C for tSTR = 1000 s and then relaxed at 0 V
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5.4 RD Formalism for AC NBTI Stress

The passivation of interface traps due to the removal of stress generates some of the
interesting features for the AC NBTI stress, where the stress is turned ON and OFF
periodically at a certain frequency and duty cycle. As diffusion of Hydrogen species
dictates the NBTI dynamics, for the ON state of the first AC cycle (tON), we can
write:

NITðtONÞ ¼ AtnON ð5:32Þ

where tON is the duration of ON state during AC NBTI stress, A is the pre-factor
containing reaction-rate and diffusion coefficient related terms, and values of
n depends on the diffusing species (see Sect. 5.2). Similarly, we can rewrite (5.31)
to obtain the following expression:

R2 ¼ NITðPÞ
NITðtONÞ ¼ 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ntOFF
P

r !�1

¼ R1

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp ð5:33Þ

where P is the period and tOFF is the duration of OFF state during AC NBTI stress,
d (=tON/P) is the duty cycle, Ri is the ratio of NIT at the end of i-th step of AC stress
(e.g., i = 2 for one complete AC cycle) to NIT at the end of 1st step; hence, R1 = 1.
Note that (5.33) is an exclusive universal function of time and is independent of
voltage, temperature and power-law time exponent. As discussed below, this uni-
versality leads to one of the characteristic feature of RD formalism, namely the
frequency independence of NBTI response. Specifically, consider two transistors
subjected to a long series of NBTI stress-relaxation sequences at two different
frequencies f1 and f2. The theory suggests that if integrated operation time remains
the same, i.e., Pmax = N1 * f2 = N2 * f2, the total degradation also remains the same,
i.e., NIT(f1) = NIT(f2).

The proof of this ‘frequency-independence’ is elementary, but involves a tedious
derivation [17]. If the transistor is re-stressed after the first stress-relaxation cycle,
the forward reaction will resume and new traps will be generated. The history of the
traps generated in the complex interplay of stress and relaxation in the first cycle
can be captured in the notion of an ‘equivalent time’, as defined in Fig. 5.12 and
calculated as R2AtONn ¼ Aten, or equivalently, te/tON = (R2)

1/n. With this definition
of te, the number of interface traps generated in the stress phase of second AC cycle
is NIT(P + t) = NIT(te + t) = A(te + t)n, so that we obtain:

R3 ¼ NIT Pþ tONð Þ
NIT tONð Þ ¼ A te þ tONð Þn

AtnITON
¼ 1þ R

1
n
2

� �n
;R

1
n
3 ¼ 1þ R

1
n
2 ð5:34Þ
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In general, Ri at the end of ON-state of kth AC cycle is related to that at the end
of (k − 1)th AC cycle is given by:

R
1
n
2k�1 ¼ 1þ R

1
n
2k�2 ð5:35Þ

Following steps similar to the first AC cycle as in (5.28)–(5.30), for the relaxation
phase of the second AC cycle, we can write: N	

ITð2PÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nDXtOFF

p
N	
X, NITð2PÞ�

NITðPÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DXP

p
N	
X and NITð2PÞ ¼ NIT Pþ tONð Þ � N	

ITð2PÞ. Eliminating NX
* and

NIT
* from these equations, we obtain:

NIT 2Pð Þ ¼ NIT Pþ tONð Þ
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ntOFF

tOFFþtON

q þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ntOFF

tOFFþtON

q
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ntOFF

tOFFþtON

q NIT Pð Þ; ð5:36Þ

R4 ¼ 1

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� dð Þnp R3 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� dð Þnp

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� dð Þnp R2: ð5:37Þ

A similar argument can be applied for any even numbered AC cycle and hence
(5.37) can be generalized as:

R2k�2 ¼ 1

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp R2k�3 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp R2k�4: ð5:38Þ

By combining (5.35) and (5.38), and also by considering R2k−3
1/n = 1 + R2k−4

1/n as an
extension of (5.35) and R2k−3 ≫ 1 (for large number of AC cycles), we find the
following recursion relationship:

Fig. 5.12 a Hydrogen profiles at T and at effective time te. Here, te is computed such that areas
under both the profiles are same. b One can also compute te by projecting the residual interface
trap density at the end of an AC stress cycle (P) to the degradation curve and then by finding the
corresponding degradation time
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R
1
n
2k�1 ¼ 1þ R

1
n
2k�3 1� n

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp
1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp 1

R
1
n
2k�3

" #
ffi 1

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp þ R
1
n
2k�3;

ð5:39Þ

which has the following general form:

R
1
n
2k �

k

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1� dÞnp : ð5:40Þ

5.4.1 Frequency Independence

Let us now evaluate (5.40) for two AC waveforms with time periods P1 (=1/f1) and
P2 (=1/f2) and number of cycles k1 and k2 (≫1). If the duty cycle and the duration of
AC NBTI stress for these two waveforms are same, i.e., k1P1 = k2P2, the ratio of
generated interface trap can be expressed as:

AC=DC� Ratio ¼ NIT1 f1; dð Þ
NIT2 f2; dð Þ �

k1
k2

� �n tON;1
tON;2

� �n

¼ 1: ð5:41Þ

Therefore, (5.41) establishes that interface trap density for any frequency will be
same, provided the transistor is stressed with same d, in other words, AC NBTI is
frequency independent irrespective of the voltage and temperature of operation.
Anyone familiar with traditional linear systems based on RC circuits would
immediately appreciate the highly unusual nature of the proposition. It is as if one
has defined a broadband filter with same gain starting from a few Hz to 1 GHz with
no variation in the gain!

5.4.2 Duty Cycle Dependence

In the discussion above, we have seen that AC degradation is frequency indepen-
dent for a fixed duty cycle of operation, however, that does not mean that the
AC/DC ratio is fixed for any duty cycle. Obviously, if the duty cycle is close to
100 %, NBTI degradation approaches values as obtained for the DC stress and
degradation disappears for zero duty cycle. To derive this duty cycle dependence,
we use (5.40) and calculate the ratio of the number of interface traps generated at
the end of kth AC cycle and at the end of same duration DC stress, as given below:
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AC=DC� Ratio dð Þ ¼ NIT;AC kPð Þ
NIT;DC kPð Þ � d

,
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� d
2

r ! !n

: ð5:42Þ

As seen in Fig. 5.13, (5.42) matches the numerical solution and establishes the
duty cycle dependence of AC/DC-Ratio as a universal observation for any
frequency.

5.5 Key Features of RD Theory

RD theory makes the following four unique and self-consistent predictions for
NBTI without any adjustable parameters:

(a) At long stress time, interface trap generation is described by a power-law, i.e.,
NIT(t) = Atn

(b) Once the stress is removed, the relaxation given by (5.31) is only a function of
tREC/tSTR

(c) For a given duty cycle, the ratio of degradation due to DC stress and AC stress
is frequency independent

(d) AC/DC-Ratio for any frequency is a unique function of the duty cycle.

These features of RD theory are critical for NBTI reliability projection and
equivalent circuit modeling. For example, if instead of a power-law, NBTI deg-
radation had been described by NIT(t) = Bln(t), and if the AC/DC ratio decreased
with frequency, NBTI would have become an unimportant reliability phenomenon
at high-frequency and for long period of usage.

Fig. 5.13 Numerical solution
of duty cycle dependence at
different frequency compares
well with the analytical
solution of (5.42)
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5.6 Mechanism of Si−H Bond Dissociation

The mechanism of Si−H bond dissociation defines the factor kF in (5.7), (5.15),
(5.27) and the factor kF(1) in (5.18), thus critically controls interface trap generation
at different VG-STR. Though first-principle calculations [42, 43] suggest large energy
barrier *2.5 eV (which in presence of hole reduces to *2.3 eV) and endothermic
reaction (with reaction energy *2 eV) for the Si−H bond dissociation, application
of electric field under NBTI stress reduces the energy barrier and makes the reaction
exothermic [20, 27].2 The field dependence of interface trap generation has been
considered using several empirical field models, e.g., exponential model with a
dissociation factor ∝ exp(γE) [44, 45], power-law model with the factor ∝ (E)p [47],
and mixed model with the factor ∝ Eexp(γE) [14, 21, 47, 48], where γ is the field
acceleration factor. As shown below, a physical consideration of Si−H bond stretch
and dissociation [14, 47] can validate the model with Eexp(γE) dissociation factor
for proper estimation of NBTI lifetime at operating conditions.

5.6.1 Hole-Assisted, Field-Enhanced, Thermal Dissociation
of Si−H Bond

The model for Si−H bond dissociation is presented in Fig. 5.14. Under NBTI stress
condition, there are holes near the silicon-oxide interface with a concentration,
ph * Ec; where Ec represents the electric field due to mobile carriers and its mag-
nitude equals the total electric field EOX in accumulation and equals EOX minus the
depletion charge contribution in inversion. The holes from accumulation or inversion
layer tunnel towards the Si−H bond (bond length *1.5 Å [10]) with a tunneling
probability TH. This capture of holes by the Si−H bond reduces the energy barrier for
its dissociation to EA,kF. In addition to this hole capture, the polarity of electric field
during NBTI stress stretches the Si−H bond and further reduces its barrier by aEOX,
where a is the effective dipole moment for the Si−H bond [20, 49]. This results a
factor B ∝ exp[−(EA,kF − aEOX)/kBT] for the thermal dissociation of Si−H bond.
Therefore, the Si−H bond under NBTI stress breaks at a rate of:

kF � phTHB�EcTH exp � EA;kF � aEox
	 


=kBT
� � ð5:43Þ

The tunneling probability TH in (5.43) can be estimated using the following
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation:

2An alternate dissociation mechanism of Si−H via passivated dopants like phosphorous-Hydrogen
(P–H) complex though have a lower dissociation energy and a exothermic reaction, P–H assisted
dissociation of Si−H results n * 1/4 [12, 26] and EA,IT * 0.36 eV, which is not supported by
recent NBTI measurements, see Chap. 3.
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TH � exp �2
Ztint
0

dx

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qmox ubh � xEoxð Þp

�h

2
4

3
5; ð5:44Þ

where tint is the interfacial layer thickness (*Si−H bond length of 1.5 Å), mox is the
effective mass of hole in the oxide, and φbh is the potential energy barrier for hole
tunneling at the silicon-oxide interface. The completion of integration in (5.44) and
a subsequent Taylor series expansion gives:

ln TH ��2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qmoxubh

p
�h

tint þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mox

2qubh

r
qt2intEox

�h
� � � � ð5:45Þ

Ignoring the higher order terms in (5.45), we can approximate the tunneling
probability using TH * PT exp(γTEOX), where,

PT � exp �2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qmoxubh

p
�h

tint

� �
and cT �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mox

2qubh

r
qt2int
�h

ð5:46Þ

Overall, the hole-assisted, field enhanced, thermal dissociation of Si−H bond
presented in Fig. 5.14 suggests

kF �ECPT exp cTEox � EA;kF � aEox
	 


=kBT
� � ð5:47Þ

Among different parameters in (5.47), the magnitude of applied NBTI stress
defines EC and EOX. Activation energy for hole-assisted Si−H bond dissociation EA,

F are obtained from first-principle calculation [50, 51] and the remaining parameters

Fig. 5.14 The model for Si−H bond dissociation considers holes from the channel of a transistor
(concentration ph * Ec in inversion and ph * EOX in accumulation) near the Si/dielectric interface
tunnel into and is captured by the Si−H bond, thus leading to a hole-assisted, field-enhanced,
thermal dissociation of the Si−H bond and generation of interface defects (Si-) at the silicon-oxide
interface
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γT, PT, and a can be theoretically calculated as shown below. Proper estimation of
these three parameters are critical to analyze field dependence of interface trap
generation, as it effects the prediction of NBTI lifetime in the operation condition of
a device from the measured lifetime at accelerated stress conditions.

5.6.2 Theoretical Estimation of Tunneling Factors

Among the tunneling parameters in (5.47), γT can be calculated from the TH vs EOX

plot obtained using detailed quantum-mechanical model [52] or modified WKB
approximation [53]; see Fig. 5.15a [47, 54]. The straight-line trend in the semilog-
y plot for TH as a function of EOX confirms the insignificance of higher order terms
in (5.45). The calculated γT from the slope of lnTH vs EOX plot varies negligibly
with nitridation in the gate dielectric (Fig. 5.15a) and with uniaxial (Fig. 5.15b) or

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5.15 a Tunneling probability (TH) at 1.5 Å away from the transistor channel calculated at
different EOX. Inset shows the quantum-mechanical penetration of hole profile used to calculate
TH; here, the valence band-diagram is drawn upside-down for clarity. One can estimate γT from the
slope of lnTH vs EOX plot for different nitrided gate dielectric. Calculated γT for strained transistors,
where b uniaxial compressive strain in the channel is applied using SiGe source and drain, and
c biaxial, tensile strain in the channel is applied using SiGe epitaxial layer under the channel.
Theoretically extracted values of γT show negligible variation with any process technology,
especially for strained transistors
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biaxial (Fig. 5.15c) channel strain [55]. The calculation details and device param-
eters for nitrided dielectric and strained channel are provided in [20, 47, 54–56].

Similar to γT, tunneling simulation also allows calculation PT. Among different
parameters that define PT (see (5.46)), mox and φbh are the ones that changes with
gate dielectric and channel strain. For example, nitridation of gate oxide reduces
both mox and φbh [47, 54] and hence reduces PT. Similarly, compressive strain
increases φbh, while tensile strain reduces φbh without effecting mox [55] and hence
also changes PT accordingly. Note that variation of PT with channel strain and a
fixed γT universally explains the field dependence of NBTI measured over a broad
range of uniaxial/biaxial, compressive/tensile strained transistors [55]. For the
analysis of NBTI in nitrided transistors, variations in γT (though small, see
Fig. 5.15a) and PT require appropriate consideration [47, 54].

5.6.3 Theoretical Estimation of Effective Dipole Moment

One can evaluate the effective dipole moment for Si−H bond [the parameter a in
(5.47)] by considering the electronegativity difference between the Si (xSi = 1.8) and
H (xH = 2.1) atoms, as per Pauling’s scale [57].3 The corresponding ionic bond
energy, UH–Si = 1.3(xSi − xH)

2 = 0.1 eV leads to an estimation for the effective
charge transfer within Si−H dipole as,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pe0rUH�Sið Þp

[49, 57], where q is the
electron charge and r is the Si−H bond length. The resultant dipole moment for the
Si−H bond, p ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4pe0rUH�Sið Þp
r = 0.15q Å. Considering that a Si−H dipole

resembles a dipolar orientation normal to a thin slab (Fig. 5.16), the local electric
field [59] within the dipole can be calculated as Eloc = (1 + Lχint)EOX = εintEOX;
where, L = 1 is the depolarization factor [59], χint is the dielectric susceptibility at
the interface and εint is the relative dielectric permittivity at the interface with values
*3.9–8 [60]. Under NBTI stress, the polarization vector of the Si−H bond is
opposite to the electric field (Fig. 5.16). The potential energy of Si−H bond
will therefore be increased by pEloc = pεintEOX = aEOX (Fig. 5.14). Using the
parameters provided above, we can estimate the effective dipole moment as,
a = pεint = 0.6–1.2q Å.

5.6.4 Procedure for Estimating Model Parameters

The estimation of γT and a using measured data primarily requires a separation of
interface trap component of DC NBTI degradation (ΔVIT of Fig. 5.1) and then an

3Similar calculation can also be performed using Sanderson’s scale [58] that leads to similar
values.
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implementation of the following equations. As H2 diffusion dictates ΔVIT at long
stress time, one can replace kF from (5.47) in (5.22) and write:

DVIT ¼ qDNIT

COX
¼ AIT 	 EOT 	 ðEcÞ2=3 exp 2cEox

3

� �
exp �nED1=kBTð Þtn ð5:48Þ

where

c ¼ cT þ a=kBT ð5:49Þ

nED1 ¼ nEA;DH2
þ 2
3

EA;kF � EA;kR
	 
 ð5:50Þ

and the pre-factor

AIT �ðN0PTÞ2=3 � N0 exp � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
moxubh

p	 
� � 2=3 ð5:51Þ

The overall activation energy for ΔVIT from (5.48) can be written as,

EA;IT � nEA;DH2
þ 2
3

EA;kF � EA;kR � aEox
	 
 ¼ nED1 � 2=3aEox ð5:52Þ

For the neutral Hydrogen species [14, 47], kR, DH2, kH, and kH2 are field inde-
pendent therefore the field-dependence of kF dictates the field-dependence of NIT and
hence allows extraction of γT and a. To perform this extraction [20, 47], the measured
ΔVIT versus t data is fitted with (5.48) at different VG-STR and T. This fit allows
extraction of AIT, γ, n at different T (here, the manner of fitting includes the variation
in the field independent ED1 within the parameter AIT). A plot of extracted γ versus 1/
kBT gives tunneling parameter γT as the intercept at T → ∞ and the effective dipole
moment a as the slope; see (5.49). Alternately, one can also estimate a using (5.52),
hence using the extracted EA,IT from the temperature dependent ΔVIT versus t data at
different voltage and plotting it as a function of EOX. However, presence of noise in
the extracted EA,IT incorporates inconsistency for the later technique.

Fig. 5.16 Polarization properties of Si−H bond provides an estimation for a = pεint. Here, the
polarization vector is opposite to the direction of the applied field under NBTI stress
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5.7 Summary

The unique formulation of the RD model presented in this chapter in the context of
NBTI allows interpretation of the kinetics of interface defects during NBTI stress and
relaxation. For the NBTI stress phase, RD theory captures the bond dissociation at a
particular stress bias and temperature and predicts power-law time evolution (*tn)
for the interface trap generation. The magnitude of this power-law exponent at long
stress time depends only on the diffusing species. The density of generated interface
defects at a particular stress time, however, depends on how Si−H bonds are broken
at different stress conditions like bias, temperature and frequency. A polarized nature
of the Si−H bond results their field-enhanced, hole-assisted dissociation with a field
dependence of E exp(γE). The temperature dependence of Si−H bond dissociation, as
well the diffusion of Hydrogen species, takes the Arrhenius form and defines the
Arrhenius activation energy for the interface defect generation. For the NBTI
relaxation phase, the time evolution of interface trap repassivation after a fixed
duration of stress tSTR takes the form � 1= 1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n= 1þ tSRT=tRECð Þð Þp� �
. This unique

nature of the time evolution for stress and relaxation and its dependence only on the
diffusing species leads to frequency independence for interface trap generation
during AC NBTI stress. Finally, it is important to understand that the RD model is a
general formulation independent of many details of the physical process. The pre-
dictions of the model do not distinguish between Si−H bonds present at the interface
(Pb centers [6, 9, 61, 62]) or Hydrogen-terminated near-interface E′ centers [62, 63],
as long as the released species diffuses back and forth within a diffusing medium. It is
precisely this generality of the RD framework that allows capture of versatile ranges
of robust phenomena like power-law exponent, frequency independence which is
universality measured over a wide range of transistors.
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Chapter 6
Modeling of DC and AC NBTI
Degradation and Recovery for SiON
and HKMG MOSFETs

Nilesh Goel and Souvik Mahapatra

Abstract In this chapter, a comprehensive model is proposed to describe
NBTI degradation in SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. The model is based on the
physical mechanism of NBTI established in earlier chapters, has mutually uncor-
related trap generation and trapping subcomponents, and can predict ultra-fast
measured stress and recovery data under DC and AC stress. Time evolution of
NBTI degradation and recovery during and after DC stress as well as during
multiple DC stress and recovery cycles for different stress bias, temperature and
recovery bias can be successfully explained. The model can explain time evolution
of AC degradation for different pulse frequency, duty cycle, and pulse low bias, and
can explain measurements after last half or full cycle of AC pulse. The model is
consistent with the compact model presented in Chap. 4, and can successfully
explain the gate insulator process and material dependence for both SiON and
HKMG devices, and can also predict long-time DC and AC degradation to deter-
mine NBTI lifetime.

6.1 Introduction

Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) is an important reliability concern for
p-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs). As shown
in Chap. 1, NBTI was discovered more than 40 years ago [1], however, it became a
reliability concern with the introduction of Silicon Oxynitride (SiON) devices
[2–7] and continues to threaten the reliability of latest planar and FinFET devices
having High-K Metal Gate (HKMG) gate insulator [8–17]. NBTI results in gradual
buildup of positive charges in the gate insulator, and causes degradation of device
parameters such as threshold voltage (ΔVT) transconductance (Δgm), linear drain
current (ΔIDLIN), saturation drain current (ΔIDSAT), subthreshold slope (ΔSS),
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gate-to-drain capacitance (ΔCGD) [18] etc., and hence, it impacts the performance of
digital, analog and memory circuits [19–24]. NBTI degradation demonstrates
several universal features for production quality devices and circuits, for different
technology nodes and across different industries, refer to [24] for further details.

A plethora of reports have been published in the last 15 years on NBTI char-
acterization techniques, process and materials impact, and physical mechanism. The
characterization methods for measuring NBTI degradation and the underlying
defects responsible for the degradation have been discussed in Chap. 2. Gate
insulator process impact on NBTI degradation and its underlying defects is dis-
cussed in Chaps. 1, 3 and 4, and is explained using a physics-based compact model
in Chap. 4. NBTI physical mechanism and model has been a subject of great debate
and is recently reviewed in [25], and is also briefly mentioned in Chaps. 3 and 4.
The following NBTI experimental signatures have been universally observed and
reported by various groups:

(a) NBTI degradation substantially recovers after removal of stress [26–29],
results are discussed in Chap. 1 and also later in this chapter, and therefore,
several ultra-fast characterization techniques have been proposed to make
“recovery free” measurements [26, 27, 30–32], refer to Chap. 2 for imple-
mentation details of different characterization methods.

(b) NBTI degradation characterized by ultra-fast method shows rapid increase at
the initiation of stress and power-law time dependence at longer stress time
(tSTR) for both SiON and HKMG devices [7, 10, 32], results are discussed in
Chap. 1 and later in this chapter.

(c) Long-time power-law time exponent n depends on measurement delay [30,
31], and is independent of stress bias (VG-STR) and temperature (T), when
experiments are performed in the absence of different stress and measurement
artifacts, such as stress saturation [33], recovery impact [34], impact due to
extraneous trap generation effects [35], etc., refer to Chap. 1 for detailed
discussion on these experimental artifacts. However, the exponent n depends
strongly on the gate insulator process for both SiON and HKMG devices [7,
15], as shown in Chaps. 1 and 4.

(d) Measured degradation in production quality devices shows power-law
dependence with n * 1/6 at very long tSTR [36, 37], and similar behavior
is observed in actual circuit operation [20], refer to Chap. 4, Fig. 4.27 and [24]
for additional details.

(e) The degradation magnitude depends on inversion hole density as well as on
gate oxide field (EOX) but not on VG-STR [3, 4, 35]; physics-based calculation
suggests EOX * exp(ΓE · EOX) dependence where ΓE is the field acceleration
factor [33], although for simplicity and without loss of much accuracy,
power-law EOX or VG-STR dependence is often used in the industry [38, 39],
refer to Chap. 4, Fig. 4.35 for relative comparison of power-law EOX accel-
eration factor ΓE across different technology nodes. The factor ΓE is a strong
function of gate insulator process as well [7, 15]; refer to Chaps. 1 and 4 for
additional details.
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(f) NBTI degradation, when properly measured, shows Arrhenius T activation [4–
7, 10, 15, 34, 40] with energy EA that depends on the gate insulator processes
[7, 15]; reported non-Arrhenius behavior [41] with time exponent n being a
function of stress T has been shown to be an artifact of measurement delay
[34]. Moreover, T activation of time to reach a particular degradation shows
universality across SiON and HKMG devices as shown in Chap. 4, Fig. 4.31
and also discussed in this chapter.

(g) Field acceleration factor ΓE and T activation energy EA extracted at fixed tSTR
are found to be independent of stress T and EOX, respectively [42], and
obtained ΓE and EA values are independent of tSTR, when stress and mea-
surements remain free from artifacts mentioned in (c). This aspect is discussed
in detail in Chap. 1.

(h) Gate insulator and other processes impact NBTI degradation; in particular, the
presence of Nitrogen (N) in the gate insulator stack increases degradation
magnitude but reduces time exponent n, field acceleration ΓE and T activation
EA for both SiON and HKMG devices [4–7, 10, 15, 42], relevant results are
shown in Chaps. 1, 3 and 4, and also in this chapter.

(i) For HKMG devices, NBTI degradation depends on the quality of the inter-
layer (IL) separating MOSFET channel and the High-K layer [15]; reduction
in interlayer (IL) thickness increases ΔVT but reduces parameters n, ΓE and EA

[13, 15, 42]; results are presented in Chaps. 1, 3 and 4, and also in this chapter.
(j) Recovery of NBTI degradation after stress implies lower degradation for AC

compared to DC stress. Similar to DC, ultra-fast techniques have been
developed and used to characterize AC degradation, which can be measured
after the end of last half cycle (Mode-A) or after end of last full cycle
(Mode-B), refer to Chap. 2, Fig. 2.14 [32, 43]. AC degradation shows fre-
quency (f) independence for Mode-B stress, but measured ΔVT depends on f,
especially at lower f, for Mode-A stress [42]. Higher ΔVT is observed for
Mode-A compared to Mode-B stress at lower f, and Mode-A ΔVT reduces with
increase in f and merges with Mode-B ΔVT at higher f. Measured results are
discussed in Chaps. 1 and 2 and also later in this chapter. Different groups
have reported f independence for AC NBTI measurements till GHz [21, 44].

(k) NBTI degradation increases with increase in pulse duty cycle (PDC) of AC
stress and shows a characteristic “S” shaped PDC dependence with a large
kink or jump between high PDC AC and DC data [21, 32, 42, 45–48].
Different published data show different AC to DC ratio when normalized to
their corresponding DC value as per usual practice. However, a remarkably
universal PDC dependence is observed for up to*85 % PDC when published
data are normalized to their corresponding 50 % AC value [48], and this
universality holds for differently processed devices and for different AC pulse
bias conditions [42], and is discussed later in this chapter. Ultra-fast measured
PDC dependent data are shown in Chaps. 1 and 2 and also in this chapter.

As discussed in detail in Chaps. 3 and 4, it is now universally accepted that
positive charge buildup in the gate insulator during NBTI stress predominantly
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arises out of generation of new traps at the interface between device channel and
gate insulator (ΔNIT) and in certain situations inside the gate insulator bulk (ΔNOT),
as well as hole trapping in process related pre-existing bulk gate insulator traps
(ΔNHT) [25]. As shown in Chaps. 2 and 3, trap generation during NBTI stress has
been independently estimated using Charge Pumping (CP) [4–6, 11, 35, 48–51],
Gated Diode (or DCIV) [25, 48, 50, 52–55] and low voltage stress induced leakage
current (LV-SILC) [2, 40, 53] techniques, while pre-existing gate insulator traps are
independently estimated using flicker noise technique [15, 48, 51, 56–58]. SILC has
been used to independently characterize generated bulk traps [35].

In spite of such overwhelming experimental evidence of trap generation during
NBTI stress, some authors have proposed ΔNHT to be the sole contributor to
measured ΔVT [59–63], which is definitely not physically justifiable. On the other
hand, although ΔNIT contribution is dominant and determines end-of-life degra-
dation for production quality devices and circuits [24], it alone cannot explain the
short-time degradation measured using ultra-fast methods, and gate insulator pro-
cess dependence of NBTI. Therefore, ΔNIT only framework cannot provide a
complete physical picture of NBTI [34, 40], and needs to be augmented by addi-
tional contribution from ΔNHT [25]. Although some report suggests strong coupling
between the two components [64], most evidences suggest mutually uncoupled trap
generation and trapping [4–6, 15, 25, 27, 33, 42, 46, 48, 51, 65–69], which has now
become the acceptable physical mechanism of NBTI. In situations such as thick
gate insulators and large VG-STR and/or high stress T, uncoupled contribution from
ΔNOT also needs to be taken into account to compute overall ΔVT [25, 35, 48, 70,
71]. As discussed in Chap. 4, compact model based on mutually uncoupled trap
generation and trapping components can explain gate insulator process dependence
of NBTI degradation in different SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs [15, 25, 48, 67,
72, 73].

Many reports have suggested the involvement of Hydrogen (H) species in
generation and passivation of gate insulator traps (sometimes referred to as trap
volatility) [2–6, 25, 27, 33–35, 40, 42, 46, 48, 50, 51, 55, 74–87]. The breaking and
annealing processes associated with H passivated defects, respectively, responsible
for trap generation and anneal, have been formulated using the Reaction-Diffusion
(RD) model, first proposed in [77], and subsequently reformulated in [78–81] for
macroscopic differential equation based framework for average behavior in large
area devices, and in [82–84] for Kinetic Monte Carlo based framework for sto-
chastic behavior in small area devices. Although basic one-dimensional (1D) RD
model formulation described in Chap. 5 can successfully explain trap generation
during stress, especially the universal power-law time dependence with exponent
n* 1/6 at long tSTR and AC frequency independence [78–81], it cannot capture the
exact physics associated with stochastic hopping of H especially during long
recovery experiments after stress, which is explained in [25, 48, 83] and later in this
chapter. Therefore, the basic 1D macroscopic RD formulation has been suitably
modified to effectively capture delayed recovery of generated traps due to H hop-
ping effects [25, 48].
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Moreover, although the reformulated RD model can successfully explain both
generation and recovery of ΔNIT during and after DC and AC NBTI stress, it must
be augmented by models associated with calculating the occupancy of generated
traps, as well as with calculation of generation and recovery for ΔNHT and ΔNOT, to
explain the generation and recovery of measured ΔVT, as demonstrated in [25, 42,
48, 85–87] and also discussed in this chapter. However, some reports have failed to
realize these important aspects, and especially highlighted the incompatibility of
ΔNIT recovery calculated using the basic RD model to measured ΔVT recovery [27,
45, 47, 61–64, 69, 75, 76, 82, 84], without accounting for stochastic nature of H
hopping during trap recovery, occupancy of generated traps during recovery, as
well as recovery of generated ΔNHT and ΔNOT, and unfairly criticized the capability
of RD model. As a consequence, this has lead to development of several alternative
NBTI models that focused exclusively on ΔVT recovery and AC PDC and
f dependence [45, 61–64], but unfortunately, these alternative models fail to predict
basic features associated with measured time evolution of ΔVT during stress, and
hence is not pursued further; refer to [25, 48, 88] for additional details.

In this chapter, a comprehensive RD model based framework will be discussed,
which can predict the time evolution of ΔVT during and after DC stress and during
multiple stress and recovery sequences for different VG-STR, stress T and recovery
bias (VG-REC), and during AC stress at different PDC, f and pulse low bias (VG-LOW)
stress condition [42, 86, 87]. The framework is consistent with model proposed in
Chap. 4, and can explain data measured in SiON and HKMG devices with different
gate insulator processes. As mentioned before, the framework calculates generation
and recovery of interface traps using RD model and augments with calculation of
occupancy of generated traps, and also calculates trapping and detrapping of holes
in pre-existing traps and generation and recovery of bulk insulator traps. Finally, a
simple compact model is discussed and compared with the full-feature model to aid
circuit analysis under DC and AC NBTI stress.

6.2 Degradation During DC Stress

Figure 6.1 illustrates the cross section of a HKMG gate insulator stack and shows
different defect precursors. The stack has SiON based IL and HfO2 based High-K
layers, with H passivated Pb centers (Si–H bonds) at Si/IL interface. Other H
passivated defects in the bulk of the gate insulator are denoted as X–H, where X can
be Silicon (Si), Nitrogen (N) or Oxygen (O) atoms, and different Oxygen vacancy
(Ov) related defects, located in SiON IL, Hafnium Oxide (HfO2) High-K, and also
in the HfSiON transition region between IL and High-K layers. Note that the
presence of N in the High-K and IL layers can be intentional, e.g., resulting from
post High-K nitridation, or unintentional, due to N diffusion from the Titanium
Nitride (TiN) metal gate and Silicon Nitride (SiN) spacer of the MOSFET.

As explained later in this chapter, dissociation of Si–H and X–H bonds results in
creation of Si– and X–traps. In addition, hole trapping take place in pre-existing IL
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defects, and E′ centers are created especially at higher VG-STR by breaking of Si–O
bonds in the IL bulk. As mentioned before, both trap generation and trapping
contributes to overall NBTI degradation. Note that identical trap generation and
trapping mechanisms describe the scenario for devices having SiON gate insulators,
which does not contain the HfO2 High-K layer and Hf related defects.

Figure 6.2 shows atomic configurations of different Ov related defects (top) and
associated energy levels obtained using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcu-
lations (bottom) [86]. Ov is attributed to a missing O atom between two Si atoms
resulting in Si–Si dimer, Ov (Si–Si) in the IL, missing O between two Hf and one Si
atoms, Ov (HHS), and between one Hf and two Si atoms, Ov (HSS), in the HfSiON
transition layer, and missing O between three and four Hf atoms in the HfO2

High-K layer, resulting in 3- and 4-coordinated vacancies, Ov (3c) and Ov (4c),
respectively. The energy levels of traps are shown without and with one or two
occupied electrons, and trap energy levels relax after electron occupation due to
structural relaxation effects. Note that the energy levels do not exist as long as Ov
defects remain passivated with H, and appear only after Ov–H bonds are broken
and H atoms are released. This aspect is discussed later in the following section.

Figure 6.3 shows the atomic configurations, corresponding density of states and
energy levels of traps associated with the presence of interstitial Hf or N atoms
inside the IL of a HKMG gate insulator stack obtained using DFT calculations [57].
The reference case of clean IL without any impurity is also shown. Note that Hf and
N atoms in the HfSiON transition layer result in mid-Si gap defects. However,
when Hf and N atoms are located in the IL bulk, defect levels appear near the
valence band of Si substrate, and these defects can appear as hole traps. Both SiON
and HKMG gate insulators show larger pre-existing traps due to the presence of N
when measured using flicker noise [15, 56, 57]; results are shown in Chaps. 2 and 4.
Moreover, HKMG stacks with IL grown using the conventional Chemical Oxide
(Chem-Ox) process [89] shows larger pre-existing trap density compared to thermal
IL process [90] when measured using flicker noise, which is due to larger IL and
High-K intermixing and higher Hf density in the IL for the Chem-Ox process, refer
to [15, 57] for details. Therefore, the quality of gate insulator influences the
magnitude of hole trapping, as described and analyzed in detail in Chap. 4.

Fig. 6.1 Schematic of
HKMG gate insulator stack
and different defect precursors
for NBTI degradation
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6.2.1 Reaction-Diffusion (RD) Model for Interface Trap
Generation

Interface trap generation is an important component of NBTI degradation and can
be directly estimated using CP, DCIV and LV-SILC measurements as mentioned
earlier in this chapter and also explained in detail in Chap. 2. DCIV measurements
with suitable delay and band gap corrections have been used in Chap. 3 to perform
a detailed analysis of ΔNIT time evolution under different DC and AC NBTI stress
conditions in differently processed HKMG p-MOSFETs. A remarkable universality
of power-law time evolution of ΔNIT with exponent n * 1/6 has been observed for
longer tSTR, for both DC and AC stress and also across different HKMG processes,
which is a unique signature of H/H2 RD model as discussed in detail in Chap. 5.

Fig. 6.2 Top Illustration of atomic configuration and different oxygen vacancies in HKMG gate
insulator stack. Bottom Energy levels corresponding to oxygen-vacancy defects from DFT
simulations, for different electron occupancy levels (shown as dots)
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Note that n * 1/6 power-law time evolution is also observed for ΔVT time evo-
lution in production quality devices and in circuit performance drift for very
long-time NBTI stress, refer to Chap. 4, Fig. 4.27.

Figure 6.4 shows the schematic of double interface H/H2RD model for gener-
ation of interface traps; refer to Chap. 5 for implementation details. Si–H bonds are
located at the Si/SiON interface, while all bulk X–H bonds are effectively assumed
to be at a “second interface”, which can be presumed to be at the center of the gate
dielectric for SiON insulator, or at the IL/High-K interface for HKMG gate stacks.
When VG-STR is applied, inversion layer holes tunnel into and get captured in Si–
H bonds at the Si/SiON interface. The covalent bonds get weakened by hole
capture, and can be easily broken by thermal process to form Si or interface traps at
first interface (ΔNIT1) [37]. Release H atoms from broken Si–H bonds move away
from the Si/SiON interface and diffuse towards the gate due to concentration gra-
dient. Diffusing H atoms react with X–H bonds at second interface to form H2

molecules. Resulting X– bonds are generated traps at the second interface (ΔNIT2).
Note that trap generation at the first interface is primary and at the second interface
is a secondary or related phenomenon. Generated H2 molecules eventually diffuse
out and control the time evolution of ΔNIT at longer tSTR, resulting in characteristic
power-law time dependence with exponent n = 1/6 [25, 40].

Fig. 6.3 Illustration of atomic configuration of HKMG gate insulator stack, showing a reference
defect free configuration, and interstitial Hf or N atom at b the interface between HfO2 and IL and
c inside the IL. The corresponding density of states is shown below in d
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When gate stress bias is removed or reduced, recovery of generated traps is
initiated by back diffusion of H2 molecules and subsequent reaction of H2 mole-
cules with broken X– bonds at the second interface and formation of X–H bonds
and H atoms. The released H atoms diffuse towards the first interface and passivate
Si–dangling bonds. Recovery of generated traps is discussed later in this chapter.

Table 6.1 lists model equations and parameters for double interface H/H2 RD
model [40]; detailed explanation of the model equations is provided in Chap. 5 and
is briefly reviewed here for completeness. Equations (6.1) and (6.4) represent the
forward and reverse reactions associated with trap generation and recovery at first
and second interfaces, respectively. Equations (6.2) and (6.3) are the detailed bal-
ance between reaction and diffusion as per Fick’s first law of diffusion.
Equations (6.5) and (6.6) represent diffusion of H and H2 in gate dielectric and
beyond as stated by Fick’s second law of diffusion. Subscript (1) and (2) in
equations represent first and second interface, respectively. N0, NIT, NH, NH2, DH,
and DH2, respectively, denote densities of Si–H bonds and interface traps, con-
centration of hydrogen atoms and molecules and their corresponding diffusivities;
kF and kR are forward and reverse reaction rates; δ is interfacial thickness (*1.5 Å)
assumed for dimensionality considerations.

Although the model equations are solved in a self-consistent manner to obtain
time evolution of ΔNIT, as shown in Chap. 5 and also later in this chapter, a
simplified analytical expression for long-time behavior is shown in (6.7). Note that
the model suggests n = 1/6 power-law time dependence at long tSTR without using
any adjustable parameters. This is a unique feature of the model, and is consistent
with experimental results shown in Chap. 3.

Arrhenius T activation is used for reaction parameters kF and kR at both inter-
faces and diffusion parameters DH and DH2 as shown (6.8), with corresponding
activation energies EAKF, EAKR, EADH, and EADH2, respectively. The T activation
energy EAIT of ΔNIT at long tSTR is shown in (6.9), which depends on EAKF, EAKR

at both interfaces and also on EADH2. It is important to remark that under the

Fig. 6.4 Schematic of double
interface H/H2

Reaction-Diffusion model for
interface trap generation
during stress
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assumption of detailed balance of forward and reverse reactions such that
EAKF * EAKR at both interfaces, the T activation energy EAIT of ΔNIT at longer tSTR
is equal to the T activation energy associated with molecular H2 diffusion, EADH2

[25, 48]. This aspect is verified in the following section.
Oxide field (EOX) dependence is only incorporated in the forward reaction

parameter kF1 at the first interface with exponent ΓIT as shown in (6.10). This
particular form of EOX dependence of kF1 is used to obtain identical ΓIT values for
this model and the compact model listed in Chap. 4, Table 4.1.1 Refer to Chap. 5 for
a detailed physics-based calculation of the forward reaction process. Note that this
model has mutually uncorrelated EOX and T dependence of ΔNIT during stress,
which is consistent with results shown in Chap. 3, Fig. 3.5.

The fixed and process dependent adjustable parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
Most parameters are fixed across differently processed gate stacks for both SiON
and HKMG devices. The model has only four process dependent parameters, and
the field acceleration factor ΓIT and T activation energy EAIT are consistent with the
corresponding compact model parameters shown in Chap. 4.

Table 6.1 Equations for double interface H/H2 Reaction-Diffusion model. Fixed parameters are
universal across devices. Adjustable parameters depend on gate insulator process

dNITð1Þ
dt ¼ kFð1ÞðN0ð1Þ � NITð1ÞÞ � kRð1ÞNITð1ÞN

ð1Þ
H (6.1) [1st interface]

d
2
dNð1Þ

H

dt ¼ DH
dNð1Þ

H

dx þ dNIT

dt (6.2)

d
2
dNð1Þ

H2

dt ¼ DH2
dNð1Þ

H2

dt (6.3)

dNITð2Þ
dt ¼ kFð2ÞðN0ð2Þ � NITð2ÞÞNð2Þ

H � kRð2ÞNITð2ÞN
ð2Þ
H2 (6.4) [2nd interface]

dNH

dt ¼ DH
d2

NH

dx2 (6.5);

dNH2

dt ¼ DH2
d2

NH2

dx2 (6.6)

NITð1Þ ¼ ½DH2t�
1
6 q
COX

kF0ð1ÞkF0ð2ÞN0ð1ÞN0ð2Þ
kRðSÞkRðPÞ

h i1
3
(6.7)

kFð1Þ ¼ kF0ð1Þf ðEoxÞe�
EAKFð1Þ

kT ; kRð1Þ ¼ kR0ð1Þe�
EAKRð1Þ

kT

kFð2Þ ¼ kF0ð2Þe�
EAKFð2Þ

kT ; kRð2Þ ¼ kR0ð2Þe�
EAKRð2Þ

kT

DH ¼ DH0e�
EADH
kT ;DH2 ¼ DH20e�

EADH2
kT

(6.8)

EAIT ¼ 1
3 ½EAKFð1Þ þ EAKFð2Þ � EAKRð1Þ � EAKRð2Þ� þ 1

6EADH2 (6.9)

f ðEOXÞ ¼ ðEOXÞ3eð3EOXCITÞ (6.10)

Adjustable parameters: kF0ð1Þ; kF0ð2Þ; CIT and EAKFð1Þð¼EAKFð2ÞÞ
Fixed parameters: kR0ð1Þ; kR0ð2Þ; DH; DH20; EAKRð1Þ; EAKRð2Þ; EADH andEADH2

1When (6.10) is inserted in (6.7), the resultant equation shows ΔNIT * EOX * exp(ΓIT · EOX) for
long stress time, i.e., identical EOX dependence and ΓIT as used in Table 4.1.
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6.2.2 Experimental Validation of RD Model

Figure 6.5 plots the time evolution of DCIV measured ΔNIT after measurement delay
and band gap correction, see Chap. 2, in HKMG p-MOSFETs having different gate
insulator processes. As described in Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2, D2 and D4 devices, respec-
tively, have rapid thermal process (RTP) grown non-nitrided and nitrided IL layers
but identical HfO2 High-K layer deposited using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
method. Experiments are performed at three different stress T, and for each T, three
different VG-STR is used for stress. Note that DCIV is a slow measurement method
and only provides meaningful results at longer time as shown in Chap. 2.

Time evolution of ΔNIT obtained using numerical simulation of RD model is
shown from short to long tSTR. As explained in detail in Chap. 5, the initial deg-
radation phase shows reaction-limited n = 1 power-law time dependence, with
transforms into H2 diffusion limited n = 1/6 dependence at long stress time. The
model can predict measured data for different stress conditions and across different
devices with only four device dependent adjustable parameters listed in Table 6.1;
once fixed for a particular device, the parameters are not changed for variations in
VG-STR and T. Note that ΔNIT is converted to ΔVIT (=q * ΔNIT/COX), q and COX are

Fig. 6.5 Time evolution of DCIV measured ΔNIT after delay and band gap correction (symbols),
for NBTI stress in different HKMG devices for different VG-STR and T. Lines represent RD model
simulation
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the electronic charge and gate insulator capacitance, respectively, to compute
contribution by trap generation to overall ΔVT during stress. Time evolution of ΔVIT

obtained from the calibrated RD model simulation is used to calculate time evo-
lution of overall ΔVT shown later.

Although ΔNIT dominates overall ΔVT, in general, contributions from ΔNHT and
ΔNOT cannot be ignored. However, ΔNHT contribution can be minimal for certain
specific situations, e.g., for NBTI stress in plasma nitrided oxide (PNO) based SiON
gate insulators having lower N content and proper post nitridation anneal (PNA) [91,
92], and especially when ΔVT is measured using relatively slower on-the-fly (OTF)
method [5]. Moreover, ΔNOT contribution remains negligible when NBTI stress is
done using low VG-STR as shown in Chap. 4. In these situations, time evolution of
ΔVT can be considered to be primarily due to time evolution of ΔNIT.

Longer-time stress experiments are performed at different stress T in different
PNO with proper PNA based SiON devices [5], and ΔVT is measured using OTF
method with time-zero (t0) delay of 1 ms, which captures negligible ΔNHT. Refer to
Chap. 2 for OTF measurement details. As mentioned before, low VG-STR is used to
ensure negligible ΔNOT contribution. Measured time evolution of ΔVT has
power-law time dependence with n * 1/6, and is plotted in a log–log scale versus
tSTR for different stress T. Since ΔVT versus tSTR curves are parallel to each other at
different T, they are scaled by a factor tSCALE along the time axis (X-axis) to overlap
with each other. Figure 6.6 illustrates the scaling method mentioned above, and also
plots the T activation of 1/tSCALE for different PNO-SiON devices.

Similar T dependent stress experiments are performed for longer tSTR in pure
Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) devices, and the time evolution of ΔVT and ΔNIT are
measured, respectively, using slow I–V and CP methods [35]. Once again, pre-
cautions are used such that measured ΔVT is dominated by ΔNIT. In addition, DCIV
measurements are done to obtain time evolution of ΔNIT at different stress T in
HKMG devices [55]. The X-axis scaling exercise is performed on measured data,
and the corresponding T activation of 1/tSCALE for these devices are also shown in
Fig. 6.6. Note that the scale factors for different devices are arbitrarily shifted in the

Fig. 6.6 T activation of
1/tSCALE, where tSCALE is time
to reach a particular
degradation obtained from X-
axis scaling of T dependent
NBTI data. Inset shows the
scaling procedure
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plot for viewing clarity, and the relative values have no real significance. Of sig-
nificance is the T activation energy of 1/tSCALE, which remarkably shows univer-
sality across different types of devices and measurement conditions.

Note that under the detailed balance assumption discussed before, (6.7) and (6.9)
of Table 6.1 would suggest ΔNIT * (DH2 * tSTR)

n at longer tSTR, where n = 1/6 is
governed by molecular H2 diffusion and DH2 being the corresponding diffusivity.
Therefore, tSCALE (=tSTR) to achieve identical ΔNIT at different stress T would be
inversely proportional to DH2, and the T activation of 1/tSCALE should be equal to
the T activation of DH2 [25]. Remarkably, note that measured T activation values
listed in Fig. 6.6 yields EA * 0.6 eV, which is similar to the T activation energy
reported for molecular H2 diffusion [93]. Therefore, both the time and T dependence
of ΔNIT at long stress time suggests degradation is governed by molecular H2

diffusion, and verifies the H/H2 RD model. Moreover, the above relation suggests
T activation energy EAIT * 0.1 eV for ΔNIT at long but constant tSTR, since
EADH2 * 0.6 eV and n = 1/6. Indeed, a similar value has been used for ΔNIT

component for different SiON and HKMG devices, refer to Chap. 4 for details.

6.2.3 Hole Trapping and Bulk Trap Generation

As mentioned earlier in this chapter and discussed in detail in Chap. 4, although
ΔNIT plays an important role, the contribution from ΔNHT and ΔNOT must be
considered to compute overall ΔVT. Note that ΔNHT is a faster process and sig-
nificantly depends on the quality of the gate insulator, while ΔNOT gets triggered
under high VG-STR, is a slower process and builds up over time. Table 6.2 shows the
empirical relations used for ΔVHT (=q * ΔNHT/COX) and ΔVOT (=q * ΔNOT/COX)
components during stress; refer to (6.11) and (6.12), respectively.

As discussed in Chap. 4, ΔVHT is assumed to saturate at longer tSTR. The ΔVHT

expression shown in Table 6.2 uses a stretched exponential form, which becomes
identical to the expression used in Table 4.1 at long tSTR. As mentioned in Chap. 4,
ΔVHT has identical EOX acceleration factor as that of ΔVIT (ΓHT = ΓIT), but has
much lower T activation energy (EAHT) than the T activation of ΔVIT; identical
values of ΓHT and EAHT are used in this model and the compact model of Chap. 4.
The parameters τSTR and βSTR determine the shape and time-to-saturation for time

Table 6.2 Equations for hole trapping and bulk trap generation

DVHTðtÞ ¼ BEOXeCHTEOXe�
EAHT
kT 1� e

� t
sSTR

� �bSTR
0
@

1
A (6.11)

DVOTðtÞ ¼ C 1� e�
t
mð ÞbOT

� �
;

where m ¼ gðVG;STR � VT0 � DVTÞ�
COT
bOT e

EAOT
kTbOT

� �
(6.12)

Adjustable parameters: B; CHT; sSTR; bSTR; C
Fixed parameters: EAHT; EAOT; COT; bOT; g
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evolution of ΔVHT. Note that τSTR is T activated with energy EA–τS while βSTR
remains independent of stress T. The model for ΔVOT uses the same empirical
equation and parameters as shown in Chap. 4. Unlike ΔVIT and ΔVHT, ΔVOT

depends on VG-STR and not EOX, has voltage acceleration factor (ΓOT) and
Arrhenius T activation energy (EAOT). The fixed and device dependent adjustable
parameters for ΔVHT and ΔVOT are listed in Table 6.2. Although ΔVOT contribution
can be significant for thicker SiON devices especially at higher VG-STR, it is found
to be much lower for HKMG devices, refer to Chap. 4 for details.

6.2.4 SiON Process Dependence

In this section, the composite framework will be used to predict measured data in
SiON p-MOSFETs, refer to Chaps. 1 and 4 for device details. Mobility corrected
on-the-fly (OTF) method is used for measurements with default time-zero (t0) delay
of 1 μs unless mentioned otherwise; refer to Chap. 2 for detailed description of OTF
measurement and mobility correction methods.

Figure 6.7 shows the time evolution of ΔVT from very short to long tSTR,
measured using OTF method with t0 delay of 1 μs and 1 ms, respectively, for SiON
p-MOSFETs having (a) lower and (b) much higher N content in the gate insulator.
The devices have different pre-stress VT0and equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), and
VG-STR is suitably adjusted to have similar stress EOX for both devices. Note that the
device having higher N content shows larger overall ΔVT and much larger ΔVT in
the sub 1 ms time scale when measured using t0 = 1 μs method, as well as larger
difference between 1 μs and 1 ms measurements when compared to the device
having low N content in the gate insulator. As mentioned in Chap. 2, the first data

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.7 Time evolution of ΔVT, obtained using mobility corrected OTF measurements for
different time-zero delay (symbols), for NBTI stress in different SiON devices. Overall composite
model solution and its underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponents are shown as lines
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point is considered as unstressed in OTF method, and therefore, short-time mea-
sured data gets corrupted especially for slower measurements. As a consequence,
the actual difference between the 1 μs and 1 ms measurements is somewhat lower
than that shown in Fig. 6.7, as lower than actual ΔVT is measured by the 1 ms OTF
method especially at shorter stress time. Nevertheless, the gap in ΔVT magnitude
between 1 μs and 1 ms measurements is much larger for the device having higher N
content as shown.

Figure 6.7 also plots the calculated time evolution of ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT,
ΔVHT and ΔVOT components using the composite framework. Note that time
evolution of ΔVIT is calculated by using numerical simulation of RD model listed in
Table 6.1, while ΔVHT and ΔVOT are calculated using analytical expressions listed
in Table 6.2. The model can explain measured data quite well for both devices; data
for different t0 delay is predicted by different ΔVHT but identical ΔVIT and ΔVOT

components, refer to Chap. 4 for further details. Note that the difference between
model calculation and measurement, i.e., lower measured ΔVT than calculated, for
t0 = 1 ms data especially at shorter tSTR is due to measurement inaccuracy asso-
ciated with slower OTF method as discussed above.

Since ΔVHT is a fast component and its magnitude increases with increase in N
as shown in Chap. 4, higher ΔVHT contribution can explain large sub 1 ms deg-
radation observed for the device having larger N in the gate insulator stack.
Moreover, as slower measurement fails to capture the early part of degradation, and
since the device having larger N starts to degrade rapidly right after the initiation of
stress due to higher ΔVHT contribution, a large difference is observed between 1 μs
and 1 ms measurements for this device. However, due to lower ΔVHT contribution,
the device having low N shows negligible sub 1 ms degradation and much smaller
difference is observed between 1 μs and 1 ms data. Such calculations are done for
different devices and for NBTI stress using different VG-STR and T, and the results
are shown below.

Figure 6.8 shows the time evolution of ΔVT from short to long tSTR, measured in
SiON devices having different N content and EOT, refer to Chaps. 1 and 4 for
device details. Experiments have been performed using t0 = 1 μs OTF measure-
ments with mobility correction, for NBTI stress at different VG-STR and fixed stress
T and at different stress T and fixed VG-STR. Calculated time evolution of ΔVT using
the composite modeling framework is also shown. The model can accurately
explain measured data from very short to long tSTR under such diverse set of
devices and experimental conditions with fixed and device dependent adjustable
parameters listed in Table 6.1 for ΔVIT and Table 6.2 for ΔVHT and ΔVOT. Identical
fixed and device dependent model parameters are used here and in Chap. 4. Once
the parameters are fixed for a particular device, they are not adjusted with variation
in VG-STR and T. Although not shown here for brevity, t0 = 1 ms OTF measurements
for these devices and stress conditions can also be successfully explained with
exactly identical values for all parameters except one; only exception being the
parameter B determining the saturated ΔVHT component. This is fully consistent
with modeling results discussed in Chap. 4.
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Note that the ΔVHT component increases for devices having higher N content in
the gate insulator, as shown above in Fig. 6.6, and also discussed in much greater
detail in Chap. 4. Also note that ΔVHT has weaker T activation compared to ΔVIT

and ΔVOT as shown in Chap. 4, Table 4.1, and moreover, unlike ΔVIT and ΔVOT,
ΔVHT saturates at longer tSTR as shown in Fig. 6.6. Since N has relatively lower
impact on ΔVIT and ΔVOT components, measured ΔVT for devices having larger N
content has relatively higher contribution from ΔVHT component, and such devices
have relatively weaker T activation and lower long-time power-law time exponent
n as shown. The process dependence of NBTI parameters is described in detail in
Chap. 4.

6.2.5 HKMG Process Dependence

In this section, the composite framework will be used to predict measured data in
HKMG p-MOSFETs, refer to Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2 for device details. Ultra-fast
measure-stress-measure (UF-MSM) method is used for measurements with default

Fig. 6.8 Time evolution of ΔVT, obtained using mobility corrected OTF measurements (symbols),
for NBTI stress using different VG-STR and T in different SiON devices. Overall composite model
solution is shown as lines
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delay of 10 μs unless mentioned otherwise; refer to Chap. 2 for detailed description
of UF-MSM measurement technique.

Figure 6.9 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT from short to
long tSTR and DCIV measured ΔVIT only for longer tSTR in HKMG devices having
RTP based (a) non-nitrided (D2) and (b) nitrided (D4) IL layers. Note that VG-STR is
suitably adjusted to achieve identical stress EOX for both devices, and the DCIV
data are plotted after delay and band gap corrections; refer to Chap. 2 for additional
details. Time evolution of model calculated ΔVT and underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT

components are also plotted; calculated ΔVT and ΔVIT agrees well with measured
data as shown. Note that the time evolution of ΔVIT is calculated by using numerical
simulation of RD model listed in Table 6.1, while ΔVHT is calculated using ana-
lytical expression listed in Table 6.2. As mentioned earlier in this chapter and also
analyzed in detail in Chap. 4, ΔVOT component is negligible for HKMG devices
and is not shown.

It is important to remark that similar to SiON devices, the D4 HKMG device
having larger N content in the gate insulator shows higher overall ΔVT as well as
larger ΔVT in the sub 1 ms time scale. It can be seen that ΔVHT is larger for the D4
device due to larger N content, and can explain larger degradation observed in sub
1 ms time for this device. Both ΔVIT and ΔVHT components increase due to N,
although the relative increase is much larger for ΔVHT component, refer to Chap. 4
for additional details. Higher ΔVHT component for the D4 device is consistent with
flicker noise data shown in the inset.

Figure 6.10 shows the time evolution of measured ΔVT from short to long tSTR in
different HKMG devices having RTP based non-nitrided (D2) and nitrided (D4) IL

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.9 Measured time evolution of ΔVT from UF-MSM method and ΔVIT from DCIV method
after delay and band gap corrections (symbols), for NBTI stress in different HKMG devices
(symbols). Overall composite model solution and its underlying trap generation and trapping
subcomponents are shown as lines. Inset shows flicker noise data
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layers. Experiments were done at three different T, and for each T, three different
VG-STR values have been used for stress. The model calculated ΔVT time evolution
is also plotted, calculations agree well with measured data as shown. The corre-
sponding DCIV measured and RD model calculated underlying time evolution of
ΔVIT are shown earlier in Fig. 6.5. The fixed and device dependent adjustable
model parameters for ΔVIT and ΔVHT are listed, respectively, in Tables 6.1 and 6.2;
similar fixed parameter values are used for SiON and HKMG devices. Moreover,
the fixed and device dependent adjustable model parameters are identical to that
used in Chap. 4.

Therefore, the composite modeling framework can readily explain time evolu-
tion of ΔVT for differently processed SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs, for different
stress and measurement conditions as shown. Note that similar attempts were also
made in [27, 65] to predict ΔVT time evolution for SiON devices using RD model
calculated ΔNIT and fast saturating ΔNHT components. However, these reports use
RD model in its primitive form with only atomic H diffusion, which gives rise to
power-law time dependence of ΔNIT with time exponent n = 1/4, see Chap. 5, and is
not consistent with experimental data shown in Chap. 3. Moreover, note that the
alternative modeling approaches shown in [45, 61–64] fail to predict ΔVT time

(a) (d)

(b) (e)

(c) (f)

Fig. 6.10 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for NBTI stress using different
combinations of VG-STR and T in different HKMG devices. Overall composite model solution is
shown as lines
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evolution especially at longer tSTR, refer to [25, 48, 88], and therefore, these models
have limited use and are not pursued.

6.3 Recovery After DC Stress

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, it is now well known that NBTI degradation
substantially recovers after the removal of stress. The impact of recovery was
discovered long ago [26], and has subsequently resulted in the development of
different ultra-fast measurement methods [27, 30–32]. Recovery has been exten-
sively studied in [28, 29, 45, 64, 69], and it was concluded, by highlighting the
discrepancy between measured ΔVT recovery and RD model calculated ΔNIT

recovery, that RD model is not suitable to explain the physical mechanism of NBTI.
It was also opined that generated traps during NBTI stress are permanent, and it is
only the trapped holes that get de-trapped and cause ΔVT recovery. Therefore, ΔNIT

and ΔNHT are, respectively, denoted as permanent (P) and recoverable
(R) components [69]. There are several flaws in the above hypothesis since actual
recovery mechanism is more complex than envisioned in these reports, and is due to
the following reasons:

(a) As discussed earlier in this chapter and analyzed in detail in Chap. 4 for
differently processed SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs, NBTI stress results in
ΔVIT, ΔVHT and in certain situations ΔVOT subcomponents; overall ΔVT is the
uncorrelated sum of these subcomponents. Hence, it is naïve to assume ΔVT

recovery is due to the recovery of ΔVIT only, without considering the recovery
of ΔVHT and ΔVOT, as explained in [25, 48, 85] and discussed in this chapter.
Therefore, it is improper to compare the RD model calculated ΔNIT recovery
to measured ΔVT recovery.

(b) Moreover, direct experimental evidence of the recovery of generated ΔNIT has
been shown in Chaps. 2 and 3, and therefore, it is incorrect to denote ΔNIT as
permanent; however, it is possible that a fraction of ΔNIT may never recover.
Although the simple 1D macroscopic RD model framework described in
Chap. 5 can predict time evolution of ΔNIT during stress, the framework needs
to be suitably modified to model stochastic hopping of H2 during ΔNIT

recovery as explained in [25, 48], and is also discussed in this chapter.
(c) Finally, note that some fraction of the RD model generated traps, i.e., broken

X– and Si– bonds, would go below the substrate Fermi level as |VG| is reduced
from stress to recovery. These traps would capture electrons and neutralize
before getting depassivated with returning H2. Electron capture results in faster
recovery of generated traps than predicted by RD model solution, which is
explained in [42, 86, 87] and discussed in this chapter.

Therefore, the simplistic NBTI recovery picture depicted in [28, 29, 45, 64, 69]
is inaccurate, and the exact physical process is explained hereinafter.
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6.3.1 Modeling Framework

Figure 6.11 illustrates the schematic representation of the time evolution of different
subcomponents during stress and recovery experiments. As mentioned before, ΔVIT

is the primary component during stress, is calculated using H/H2 RD model solu-
tion, and shows power law time dependence with time exponent n = 1 at short and
n = 1/6 at long tSTR. ΔVHT is a fast saturation component and depends on the quality
of the gate insulator, while ΔVOT evolves at longer tSTR, shows power law time
dependence with exponent n * 1/3, and makes significant contribution for thicker
gate insulators and at higher VG-STR and stress T. As shown earlier in this chapter
and in Chap. 4, ΔVOT can be significantly large for SiON devices for certain stress
conditions, while its contribution is much smaller for HKMG devices.

Figure 6.12 shows the schematic energy band diagrams drawn at the center of
the channel for HKMG p-MOSFET biased under NBTI stress and recovery con-
ditions, the recovery is shown for relatively higher and lower VG. As |VG| is reduced
from stress (VG = VG-STR) to recovery (VG = VG-REC), some of the RD model
generated X- and Si- defects go below the Fermi level and capture electrons [94].
More defects would undergo this process when recovery is done at lower VG. As
explained using DFT simulation results for the particular case of different Ov
related defects, see Fig. 6.2, the defect levels relaxes in energy after electron capture
due to structural relaxation effects.

Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6.11, the generated ΔVIT subcomponent is reduced
by one of the two mechanisms during recovery. A fraction of traps (ΔVIT-1) that go
below the Fermi level would recover by fast electron capture. The remaining
fraction of traps (ΔVIT-2) would remain above the Fermi level, and would recover
by back diffusion of H2 and H and passivation of X- and Si-defects. Note that
ΔVIT-1 includes traps from both first and second interfaces, and so is ΔVIT-2. Finally,
some fraction of trapped holes in pre-existing (ΔVHT) and generated (ΔVOT) bulk
traps would also go below the Fermi level and will detrap. Therefore, overall
ΔVTrecovery is uncorrelated sum of three subcomponents, fast electron capture in
some fraction of RD model generated traps (ΔVIT-1), slow recovery of the remaining

Fig. 6.11 Schematic representation of recovery of different NBTI subcomponents after stress.
Recovery starts as soon as VG is reduced, while the captured data depends on measurement speed
(start of recovery measurement)
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RD model generated traps (ΔVIT-2), and fast hole detrapping from a fraction of
pre-existing and generated bulk traps (ΔVHT + ΔVOT). As shown in Fig. 6.11,
electron capture and hole detrapping are fast processes, and measured recovery
would depend on the measurement speed.

Table 6.3 shows the stretched exponential analytical expressions used to cal-
culate fast electron capture in RD model generated traps and hole detrapping from
pre-existing and generated bulk insulator traps, see (6.13) and (6.14), respectively.
Since electron capture reduces the positive gate insulator charge generated due to
NBTI stress, both electron capture and hole detrapping expressions are similar, with
T independent parameters τEC, βEC and τREC, βREC, respectively. These parameters
determine the rate of electron capture and hole detrapping. The FFAST parameter
determines the fraction of RD model generated traps that go below the Fermi level
and capture electrons. PHT is the magnitude of pre-existing and generated bulk traps
that remain above the Fermi level at a particular VG-REC, and therefore, holes
trapped in these traps do not detrap. The pre-factors D1 and D2 are calculated using
FFAST * ΔVIT and (ΔVHT + ΔVOT) values obtained at the end of stress.

Figure 6.13 shows the schematic of double interface H/H2 RD model during
recovery after NBTI stress. H2 molecules diffuse back towards the second interface
and react with broken X– to form X–H bonds and H atoms. The resultant H atoms
diffuse towards the first interface to passivate broken Si–bonds. The phenomenon is
just opposite to stress, shown earlier in Fig. 6.4. Note that in reality, broken X-
bonds are randomly located in 3D in the gate insulator, and the H2 molecule, being
a slow diffuser, needs to hop around till it gets captured and reacts with X–.

Fig. 6.12 Schematic energy band diagrams for a stress, as well as for recovery at b relatively
larger and c small gate bias. The circles represent generated traps, their occupancy (empty of full)
and energy relaxation of filled traps

Table 6.3 Equations for electron capture in RD model generated traps and detrapping of holes
from pre-existing and generated bulk traps

DVIT1ðtÞ ¼ D1 1� e
� t

sEC

� �bEC
0
@

1
A (6.13)

ðDVHT þ DVOTÞðtÞ ¼ D2 e
� t

sREC

� �bREC

þ PHT

(6.14)
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Therefore, when all broken X– bonds are assumed at the second interface, the H2

molecule needs to hop around near the second interface till it finds a broken X– to
react. Ideally, the same should hold for diffusing H atom during stress; however,
being a fast diffuser, the atomic H can find X–H bonds in short-time scale and the H
hopping is not a rate limiting step. Similarly during recovery, once H atom is
released, it can very quickly find another broken Si– or X– bond and react, and is
also not a rate limiting step.

The probability of H2 finding an available X– is greater at the beginning of
recovery. However, the hopping of H2 prior to reaction with X– would be longer for
longer recovery time, as most broken X– bonds would be consumed with passage
of time. In a simple 1D RD model framework, this physical mechanism can be
effectively captured by slowing down the H2 diffusivity DH2 over time, using the
relation DH2(t) = DH20/[1 + BD * (t/tSTR)], where DH20 is the diffusivity of H2 used
during stress and tSTR is the total stress time before the start of recovery phase [25].
The parameter BD determines the extent of reduction in diffusivity required in 1D
simulation, BD = 0 denotes basic RD model. Note that back diffused H2 and H
passivate all RD model generated X- and Si-defects, irrespective of whether they
remain above or below the Fermi level for a particular VG-REC. Of course, if a defect
is already neutralized by electron capture, its subsequent passivation does not
impact ΔVT recovery. Moreover, some of the released H species during stress can
become trapped or otherwise lost in the system. These H species can be considered
as locked and will not be available during recovery [26], and therefore, some of the
RD model generated defects will remain as permanent.

Figure 6.14 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT after NBTI
stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs for identical VG-STR, tSTR and stress T but relatively
(a) higher and (b) lower |VG-REC|. Refer to Chap. 2 for details of UF-MSM method
for recovery characterization. Note that for identical stress condition, ΔVT at the
start of recovery is lower and the rate of recovery is much faster at lower |VG-REC|
when compared to measured data at higher |VG-REC|. Calculated ΔVT and its
underlying subcomponents obtained by using the composite modeling framework

Fig. 6.13 Schematic of
double interface H/H2

Reaction-Diffusion model for
interface trap passivation after
stress
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are also shown. The time-dependent shape of hole detrapping (ΔVHT + ΔVOT)
component and the associated permanent component PHT depends on VG-REC as
shown, faster rate of detrapping and smaller residual PHT is observed for lower
|VG-REC|. As explained before, ΔVIT recovers by fast electron capture (ΔVIT-1) and
by slower H2 diffusion related passivation (ΔVIT-2) processes, a larger ΔVIT fraction
recovers by electron capture at lower |VG-REC| as expected. The recovery of ΔVIT-2

is calculated using the RD model solution with reduced DH2 as discussed above,
and a fraction of ΔVIT-2 remains unrecovered, denoted as PTG, due to locking effect
mentioned above. The ratio of ΔVIT-2 at the beginning of stress to PTG at the end of
stress remains independent of |VG-REC| as neutral H species are involved.

The H2 hopping related slowing down of ΔVIT-2 recovery and the permanent PTG

component associated with H2 locking effect determine recovery at long time and
need further attention. Figure 6.15 plots the time evolution of RD model calculated
ΔVIT-2 recovery without and with DH2 slow down effect. Reduced rate of recovery
is observed when DH2 reduction is invoked. The permanent PTG component is also
shown, the ratio of ΔVIT-2 at start of recovery to PTG at end of recovery is kept
identical to that used in Fig. 6.14. Time evolution of total ΔVIT-2 recovery including
the reduced DH2 solution and PTG component is shown, which can be effectively
modeled using a single reduced DH2 RD model simulation, but with larger value of
parameter BD that results in larger reduction at longer time, which is akin to sim-
ulating the H2 lock-in effect. Note that for simplicity, all recovery simulations done
using the H/H2 RD model to predict the time evolution of ΔVIT-2 component of
overall ΔVT use an effective but larger reduced diffusivity, which automatically
takes into account the permanent component. Simulated results are shown in the
following section.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.14 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT recovery after NBTI stress in HKMG
devices (symbols), for different VG-REC. Overall composite model solution and its underlying trap
passivation, electron capture and hole de-trapping subcomponents are shown as lines
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6.3.2 Analysis of SiON and HKMG Devices

Figure 6.16 plots the time evolution of ΔVT recovery measured using t0 = 1 μs OTF
method in SiON p-MOSFETs having different gate insulator processes. Recovery is
measured after devices are stressed at fixed VG-STR and tSTR but with different T (left
panels), and also at fixed VG-STR and T but for different tSTR (right panels). The OTF
method for recovery measurements is explained in Chap. 2. The OTF measured
time evolution of ΔVT during stress for these devices are shown and modeled in
Fig. 6.8.

Calculated ΔVIT, ΔVHT and ΔVOT subcomponents are obtained at end-of-stress,
and used to model time evolution of recovery using the framework discussed
earlier. Note that due to the use of relatively high |VG-REC|, recovery of RD model
generated traps occurs mostly via trap passivation due to H2 back diffusion and not
so much via electron capture. The time evolution of ΔVT recovery calculated using
the composite modeling framework is also plotted in Fig. 6.16, the model agrees
reasonably well with measured data across different devices and experimental
conditions. Consistent model parameters have been used for stress and recovery
simulations. Once the device dependent parameters are adjusted for a particular
device, they are not tweaked for variations in experimental conditions.

Figure 6.17 plots the time evolution of measured ΔVT recovery following NBTI
stress in SiON devices at different tSTR, obtained from published report [69].
Experiments have been performed at fixed VG-STR and T while tSTR is varied over a
wide range, and recovery is measured over long recovery time (tREC). Two different
combinations of VG-STR and T are used for stress. The corresponding time evolution
of ΔVT during stress for these stress conditions, also obtained from [69], is modeled
to determine the end-of-stress ΔVIT, ΔVHT and ΔVOT subcomponents (not plotted
here for brevity). The composite modeling framework is used to calculate the time
evolution of recovery of these subcomponents and hence the recovery of overall

Fig. 6.15 Macroscopic 1D implementation of 3D stochastic hopping effect for trap passivation:
time evolution of RD model calculated recovery without and with delayed diffusivity. The sum of
delayed diffusivity and non-recoverable component is shown, which can be modeled using an
effective RD model solution with larger reduction in diffusivity
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Fig. 6.16 Time evolution of ΔVT recovery measured using mobility corrected UF-OTF method
(symbols), after NBTI stress in different SiON devices for different stress T and stress time. Overall
composite model solution is shown as lines

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.17 Time evolution of
ΔVT recovery following NBTI
stress in SiON devices for
very long stress and recovery
time. Measured data
(symbols) and overall
composite model solution
(lines) are shown
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ΔVT. The time evolution of calculated ΔVT recovery is also shown, which agrees
reasonably well with measured data as shown. Consistent model parameters are
used to calculate ΔVT recovery in Figs. 6.16 and 6.17, as very similar SiON devices
have been used [48, 69].

Figure 6.18 plots the time evolution of ΔVT recovery measured using UF-MSM
method in HKMG devices. NBTI stress is done using different VG-STR (top panels),
stress T (middle panels) and tSTR (bottom panels), and recovery is done using high
|VG-REC| (left panels) and using |VG-REC| = 0 V (right panels). Recovery measure-
ment using the UF-MSM method is discussed in Chap. 2. As mentioned before, for
identical VG-STR, stress T and tSTR, the magnitude of ΔVT at start of recovery is
lower and the rate of recovery is faster for lower |VG-REC|, and this remains valid for
different type of stress scenarios shown in Fig. 6.18. The time evolution of
UF-MSM measured ΔVT during stress using different VG-STR and T is plotted and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 6.18 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT recovery (symbols), after NBTI stress in
HKMG devices for different stress bias, stress T and stress time, and measured using relatively
high as well as 0 V VG-REC. Overall composite model solution is shown as lines
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analyzed in Fig. 6.10. The composite modeling framework is used to calculate
ΔVIT, ΔVHT and ΔVOT subcomponents at end-of-stress, and to calculate their time
evolution during recovery after stress. The calculated time evolution of overall ΔVT

during recovery for different experimental conditions is plotted in Fig. 6.18; the
model is in good agreement with measured data for such diverse experimental
conditions. Note that consistent model parameters are used during stress and
recovery calculations.

Figure 6.19 plots the time evolution of ΔVT recovery measured using UF-MSM
method at different |VG-REC|, following NBTI stress in HKMG devices performed at
fixed VG-STR and T but for (a) long and (b) short stress duration. Note that the
magnitude of ΔVT at the start of recovery and the rate of recovery is a strong
function of |VG-REC|, a significant reduction in the starting magnitude is observed
when recovery is measured at lower |VG-REC|. Also note that ΔVT continues to
recover in time for all values of |VG-REC|, although at a reduced rate at higher
|VG-REC|, when measured after long tSTR. This also holds for recovery measured
using low |VG-REC| after short tSTR stress. However, when recovery is measured at
higher |VG-REC| after stress for short tSTR, ΔVT does not continue to recover all the
way, but turns around and subsequently increases at longer time; the turnaround
kicks in earlier for larger |VG-REC|. The composite framework has been used to
calculate recovery of ΔVT and its underlying subcomponents. The time evolution of
calculated ΔVT and ΔVIT recovery are also plotted in Fig. 6.19. Remarkably, the
composite model can successfully predict time evolution of ΔVT recovery for dif-
ferent experimental conditions, and particularly, can also predict the turn around
and increase in ΔVT observed at longer time for certain experimental conditions.
Note that the observed turnaround is due to delayed buildup of ΔVIT because of trap
generation when recovery measurements are done at higher |VG-REC|, which can be
successfully simulated using the RD model.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.19 Time evolution of
UF-MSM measured ΔVT

recovery at different VG-REC,
after long and short-time
NBTI stress in HKMG
devices. Overall composite
model solution and its
underlying interface trap
generation subcomponent are
shown as lines
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Therefore, contrary to some reports, the RD model based composite modeling
framework can successfully explain diverse set of recovery measurements in dif-
ferently processed SiON and HKMG devices, hitherto not achieved by any other
modeling framework reported so far. The framework is used to predict AC deg-
radation in the following section.

6.4 Degradation During AC Stress

As generated ΔVT during DC stress recovers after the stress is removed, AC stress
results in lower magnitude of ΔVT than DC stress and is of interest from the
viewpoint of digital switching logic circuits. Similar to DC stress, ΔVT time evo-
lution during AC stress also should be measured using ultra-fast method to obtain
proper DC to AC ratio for a particular AC pulse frequency and duty cycle. As
illustrated in Chap. 2, Fig. 2.14, ultra-fast AC measurements can be done using the
UF-MSM technique after the end of last half cycle, denoted as Mode-A stress, or at
the end of complete last cycle, denoted as Mode-B stress. Figure 2.15 in Chap.
2 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT, the impact of PDC, f and
pulse low bias (VG-LOW) on measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR, and the impact of f on
measured power-law time exponent n for AC Mode-A and Mode-B NBTI stress in
HKMG devices. Additional AC stress results are shown in Chap. 1, Figs. 1.31 and
1.32. The following observations can be made:

(a) Mode-A measured ΔVT magnitude is higher and the corresponding power-law
time exponent n is lower compared to Mode-B measurements for low f AC
stress; Mode-A ΔVT reduces and time exponent n increases with f and merge
with Mode-B measured data at higher f.

(b) Mode-B measured ΔVT magnitude and time exponent n remains independent
of f. Indeed, published data show f independence of ΔVT for AC stress having
f up to few GHz [21, 44]. The f independence of Mode-B stress is observed for
different PDC, and the corresponding time exponent shows universal n * 1/6
value at different f and PDC.

(c) A characteristic “S” shaped PDC dependence of measured ΔVT is observed for
both Mode-A and Mode-B stress. A “kink” or jump in ΔVT magnitude is
observed between high PDC AC and DC measurements. The magnitude of
this kink depends on pulse f and VG-LOW values, and also on the type, i.e.,
Mode-A or Mode-B, of AC stress.

(d) The DC to AC ratio at different PDC and f depends on VG-LOW, although the
shape of PDC and f dependence is maintained at different VG-LOW for both
Mode-A and Mode-B stress. Lower ΔVT magnitude is measured for lower
VG-LOW for both Mode-A and Mode-B stress. This is consistent with |VG-REC|
dependence of recovery discussed earlier, since for AC stress, degradation
recovers during the pulse low phase.
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In this section, the above experimental observations will be modeled using the
composite framework discussed in previous sections. Note that AC stress experi-
ments are performed in HKMG p-MOSFETs. Therefore, interface trap generation
and hole trapping subcomponents are used to model measured data, and bulk trap
generation is ignored.

6.4.1 RD Model for Generation of Interface Traps

Similar to DC stress, DCIV measurements have been performed to directly estimate
interface trap generation during AC stress at different PDC and f. Measured results
are shown in Chap. 3, and DCIV method is explained in Chap. 2. As DCIV is a
slow measurement method, only Mode-B AC stress can be used, and the time
evolution of measured ΔNIT needs to be corrected for measurement delay and band
gap as explained in Chap. 2. The following observations can be made regarding
DCIV measured during AC stress, refer to from Chap. 3, Fig. 3.7 for details:

(a) Time evolution of ΔNIT shows power law dependence with identical time
exponent n * 1/6 for different PDC, f and VG-LOW values. Note the similarity
of time exponent n between UF-MSM measured ΔVT and DCIV measured
ΔNIT for Mode-B stress.

(b) Measured ΔNIT shows f independence, and once again, UF-MSM measured
ΔVT and DCIV measured ΔNIT show identical trend. However, the AC to DC
ratio is much larger for ΔNIT than ΔVT. Moreover, unlike ΔVT, the AC to DC
ratio for ΔNIT does not depend on VG-LOW.

(c) Although ΔNITincreases with increased PDC, the PDC dependent shape of
ΔNIT is somewhat different from that of ΔVT. Moreover, unlike ΔVT, measured
ΔNIT does not show a kink between high PDC AC and DC stress. It is
important to remark that when normalized to 50 % AC, the PDC dependence
of ΔNIT and ΔVT show universal shape up to *85 % PDC for different
devices and stress conditions, which is explained later in this section.

In previous sections, RD model has been used to predict the time evolution of
ΔNIT generated during DC stress and its subsequent recovery after stress. Note that
contrary to some reports, ΔNIT indeed recovers after stress, which is evident from
direct DCIV measurements, results are shown in Chap. 2, Figs. 2.31 and 2.32.
The RD model can be used to simulate time evolution of ΔNIT during AC stress,
refer to Chap. 5 for implementation details.

Figure 6.20 shows the time evolution of DCIV measured ΔNIT after measure-
ment delay and band gap correction, for AC NBTI stress in HKMG devices at
different PDC; pulse VG-HIGH (=VG-STR), VG-LOW (=VG-REC), f and stress T are held
constant. Time evolution of ΔNIT calculated from RD model simulation for iden-
tical stress condition is also shown, identical model parameters are used for DC and
AC stress. Note that simulated results agree well with measurements for AC stress
at different PDC; the corresponding measured and simulated ΔNIT time evolution
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results for DC stress at different VG-STR and T are shown earlier in Fig. 6.5. It is
important to remark that full AC simulation is computationally expensive, and
therefore, AC simulations for very long tSTR and/or very high f become computa-
tionally challenging. However, time evolution of measured ΔNIT demonstrates
power law dependence with universal time exponent n * 1/6, and moreover, ΔNIT

magnitude is f independent as mentioned above. These features can be explained by
RD model [78], refer to Chap. 5 for additional details. Therefore, simulated ΔNIT

time evolution data at relatively shorter tSTR and lower f can be extrapolated using
simple analytical model to obtain ΔNIT at longer tSTR and at higher f.

Figure 6.21 shows ΔNIT at fixed tSTR, obtained from DCIV measured time
evolution of ΔNIT after measurement delay and band gap correction, for NBTI
stress in HKMG devices for different (a) PDC and (b) f of the AC gate pulse.
Measured AC stress data are normalized to the corresponding DC stress data at
identical tSTR; therefore, the actual AC stress duration depends on PDC or the pulse
on time. The PDC dependent experiments are done using different combinations of
VG-HIGH and VG-LOW; however, identical AC to DC ratio has been obtained for all
combinations of stress as shown. Note that measured ΔNIT shows f independence,
and also note the absence of kink between high PDC AC and DC stress.
Calculated PDC and f dependence of ΔNIT obtained from RD model simulations are
also shown, AC data are normalized to DC data at identical tSTR for fair compar-
ison. Identical RD model parameters are used for DC and AC stress, and simulated
results agree well with measurements as shown. Moreover, RD model suggests
VG-LOW independence of ΔNIT, which is consistent with recovery being governed
by back diffusion of neutral H2 species, and is also in agreement with measured
data. The predicted f independence of ΔNIT is also in agreement with measure-
ments, and is a fundamental outcome of the RD model [78]. Note that RD model
can predict n = 1/6 power-law time dependence of ΔNIT for DC and AC stress and
the f independence of ΔNIT for AC stress with zero adjustable parameters, refer to
Chap. 5 for additional details.

Fig. 6.20 Time evolution of
DCIV measured ΔNIT after
delay and band gap correction
(symbols), for AC NBTI
stress in HKMG devices for
different pulse duty cycle.
Lines represent RD model
simulation, shown up to 500 s
stress, as AC simulation is
computationally expensive
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6.4.2 Transient Trap Occupancy Calculation

Although RD model can accurately predict the time evolution of DCIV measured
ΔNIT during and after DC stress and during AC stress for different experimental
conditions, occupancy of generated traps needs to be considered for computing the
charged state of generated traps and associated voltage shift. As explained earlier,
the voltage shift ΔVIT corresponding to generated traps equals q * ΔNIT/COX during
stress; ΔNIT being the density of traps situated above the Fermi level during stress.
However, ΔVIT is divided into ΔVIT-1 and ΔVIT-2 components during recovery,
depending on whether recovery occurs via fast electron capture in a part of ΔNIT

that goes below the Fermi level as |VG| is reduced, or by H2 depassivation in the
other part of ΔNIT that remains above the Fermi level, as explained using Fig. 6.11.
Since AC stress is equivalent to successive stress and recovery cycles, trap occu-
pancy should be suitably calculated to convert RD model simulated time evolution
of ΔNIT to time evolution of ΔVIT.

This conversion is performed using Transient Trap Occupancy Model (TTOM),
which was proposed in [87] and explained using Fig. 6.22 and Table 6.4. First, AC
simulation using the double interface H/H2 RD model with reduced DH2 is done to
obtain ΔNIT (t) as a function of time (t) for successive on and off periods of gate
stress pulse shown in Fig. 6.22. Table 6.4 lists the empirical equations used for trap
occupancy calculation. To calculate ΔVIT (t) at a given t during a particular on half
cycle, see Fig. 6.22a, ΔNIT needs to be calculated using the RD model at tEOPR and
tEOPS, i.e., time corresponding to the end of last off half cycle and the end of
previous on half cycle. In addition, ΔVIT needs to be known at tEOPR, which can be
obtained form recovery calculation discussed below. At a time tON for the on half

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.21 DCIV measured ΔNIT after delay and band gap correction (symbols) at fixed tSTR, for
AC NBTI stress in HKMG devices for different pulse duty cycle and frequency. PDC dependent
data measured for different pulse high and low bias combinations. Lines represent RD model
solution. Simple empirical expression (see text) is used to fit actual simulated data at lower f, and
the calibrated expression is used to predict data at higher f to save computation time
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cycle of interest that corresponds to a total time simulation time t, ΔVIT (t) is cal-
culated by adding two equations to ΔVIT (tEOPR). The first (6.16) relates generation
of new ΔNIT in on half cycle of interest, which can be obtained from RD simulation.
The second (6.17) calculates electron detrapping from the traps that have captured
electrons in the previous off half cycle and is explained hereinafter.

Recall that FFAST is the fraction of traps that go below Fermi level as |VG| is
reduced for recovery. The pre-factor of (6.17) has two terms. The first term cor-
responds to traps that remain below Fermi level and are still un-passivated at tEOPR.
The second term corresponds to reduction in positively charged traps due to
electron capture during previous off half cycle, and denotes residual charges due to

Fig. 6.22 Schematic of gate pulse showing the region of interest for a stress and b recovery for
transient trap occupancy calculation

Table 6.4 Equations for transient trap occupancy calculation for RD model generated traps
during multi-cycle DC or AC stress
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traps that have gone below Fermi level but have not captured electrons at tEOPR.
Note that electron capture during off half cycle is analogous to emission of holes,
i.e., reduction in positive charges, and is computed using stretched exponential
equation with parameters τEC and βEC. Therefore, the pre-factor of (6.17) denotes
density of traps that remained occupied with electrons at the onset of on half cycle
of interest, and these traps emit electrons during the current on cycle. The electron
emission is analogous to hole capture and increase in positive charge, and a suitable
stretched exponential equation is used with parameters τEE and βEE. Electron
capture is a fast process and uses very small τEC. However, traps relax in energy
after electron capture as shown in Fig. 6.2, which increases the time constant τEE
associated with subsequent electron emission. It can be shown that for first on half
cycle, the TTOM model becomes the usual voltage shift expression q * ΔNIT/COX.

To calculate ΔVIT (t) at a given t during a particular off half cycle, see Fig. 6.22b,
ΔNIT values need to be calculated at tEOPS, tEOPR and tEOPPS, i.e., time corresponding
to the end of last on half cycle, the end of the previous off half cycle, and also at the
end of previous to previous on half cycle. At time tOFF for the off half cycle of
interest that corresponds to a total time simulation time t, ΔVIT (t) is calculated by
using three equations listed in Table 6.4. The first (6.18) corresponds to trap pas-
sivation and denotes residual charges in traps that remain above Fermi level and also
remain un-passivated till time tOFF. The pre-factor of the second (6.19) denotes
generation of traps during the previous on half cycle, and hence the overall (6.18)
corresponds to recovery due to electron capture in these generated traps, and denotes
residual charges due to traps that have gone below Fermi level but have not captured
electrons till time tOFF. The third (6.20) has three terms. As explained above, the first
term denotes density of traps that remained occupied with electrons at the onset of
previous on half cycle, and the second term corresponds to electron emission from
these traps during the previous on half cycle. Therefore, product of the first two
terms corresponds to traps that got carried over from previous cycles, are not
occupied by electrons, and go below Fermi level in the current off half cycle and
become available to get neutralized by electron capture. The complete (6.20) denotes
residual charges in these traps, which have still not captured electrons till tOFF.

Therefore, generation and recovery of traps as calculated by the RD model and
charge occupancy of these traps as calculated using the model described above can
be used to calculate ΔVIT for successive stress and recovery cycles. As an illus-
tration, Fig. 6.23 plots voltage shift corresponding to trap generation and passiv-
ation calculated using the RD model, and also due to electron capture into these
traps during recovery and emission from them during subsequent stress calculated
using TTOM. The individual trap generation, passivation, electron capture and
emission subcomponents for every on and off cycles are also shown. As mentioned
before, electron capture is fast but subsequent re-emission is slow, and this can be
visualized from Fig. 6.23. As illustrated, transient occupancy of generated traps
plays a very important role in determining overall voltage shift contribution due to
generated traps during multi-cycle DC or AC stress.

Figure 6.24 plots the time evolution of voltage shift corresponding to ΔNIT and
ΔVIT calculated, respectively, using the RD model and TTOM with different FFAST
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parameters, for (a) multiple DC stress and recovery cycles as well as (b) higher f AC
stress; Fig. 6.24a can be considered as AC stress with very low f. The DC data are
also shown as reference. Figure 6.24a shows that q * ΔNIT/COX and ΔVIT are
identical for the first on half cycle as expected, but they separate out from the first

Fig. 6.23 TTOM enhanced
RD model: time evolution of
voltage shift due to trap
generation and passivation
from RD model and TTOM
enabled RD model
calculations for multiple stress
and recovery cycles. Trap
generation, passivation,
electron capture and emission
components are also shown
separately for each cycle

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.24 Time evolution of
voltage shift due to RD model
calculated traps, and after
transient occupancy
calculation of these traps, for
a multi-cycle DC stress and
b AC stress. Calculations are
done for different fast-fraction
values corresponding to the
electron capture process
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off half cycle due to electron capture as expected. ΔVIT during recovery is lower
than q * ΔNIT/COX; their separation depends on FFAST, which is determined by
VG-REC. Figure 6.24b shows that the time evolution of q * ΔNIT/COX and ΔVIT show
power-law dependence with identical exponent n = 1/6, and their separation
depends on FFAST or VG-LOW as expected. The DC to AC ratio is governed by the
parameter FFAST for both multi-cycle DC and high f AC stress as shown.

6.4.3 Hole Trapping and Detrapping

Although interface trap generation dominates NBTI, contribution due to trapping
and detrapping of holes in pre-existing traps need to be considered to compute the
time evolution of overall ΔVT during multiple DC stress and recovery cycles as well
as during high f AC stress. TDDB like bulk trap generation is ignored. Table 6.5
lists the cyclostationary stretched exponential (6.21) to calculate hole trapping into
and detrapping from pre-existing bulk traps. Identical expressions as shown in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 have been used, with parameters τSTR, βSTR and τREC, βREC,
respectively, for hole trapping and detrapping processes.

6.4.4 Analysis of Experimental Results

Figure 6.25 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for subsequent
DC stress and recovery cycles for NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs.
Experiments are performed for symmetric stress and recovery periods for (a) high
VG-LOW (=VG-REC) and for (b) VG-LOW = 0 V. Experiments are also performed for
VG-LOW = 0 V and for asymmetric stress and recovery periods, with (c) large on and
short off and (d) short on and large off phases. Identical VG-HIGH (=VG-STR) and
stress T are used for all stress conditions.

Time evolution of calculated ΔVT and its underlying ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcom-
ponents are also shown. Excellent agreement has been obtained between measured
and calculated degradation. Note that ΔVIT is calculated using RD model and
TTOM, while ΔVHT is calculated using cyclostationary model, and all model
parameters are kept exactly identical to that used for predicting single stress and
recovery experiments shown earlier in this chapter.

Figure 6.26 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for Mode-B
AC NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs for (a) different VG-LOW but fixed PDC,
and (b) different PDC but fixed VG-LOW, while other stress parameters, i.e., VG-HIGH,

Table 6.5 Equations for hole trapping and detrapping for multi-cycle DC and AC stress

DVHT;ONðtÞ ¼ DVHTðEOPRÞ þ ½DVHT;MAX � DVHTðEOPRÞ� � ½1� expf�ðtON=sSTRÞbSTRg�
DVHT;OFFðtÞ ¼ DVHTðEOPSÞ � expf�ðtOFF=sRECÞbRECg

(6.21)
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f and stress T are kept constant. The DC data are shown as reference. Note that
power-law time dependence is observed for different VG-LOW and PDC with
identical exponent n * 1/6 that is characteristics of RD model. It will be shown
later that hole-trapping component is negligible for Mode-B stress, and therefore,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.25 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT during sequential DC NBTI stress and
recovery cycles in HKMG devices (symbols), for (a, b) different VG-REC but symmetric stress and
recovery cycles, and (c, d) for VG-REC = 0 V but asymmetric stress and recovery cycles involving
long stress and short recovery and short stress and long recovery. Overall composite model
solution and its underlying trap generation and trapping subcomponent are shown as lines

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.26 Time evolution of
UF-MSM measured ΔVT

during Mode-B AC NBTI
stress in HKMG devices
(symbols), for a different
VG-LOW and b different PDC.
DC data are shown as
reference. Lines represent
composite model solution
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time evolution of measured ΔVT can be explained using ΔVIT obtained from RD
model and TTOM calculations across different PDC and VG-LOW as shown. The
model agrees well with measured data, and calculations are done with fixed model
parameters to predict PDC dependence, only FFAST is varied to predict VG-LOW

dependence that governs the ratio of generated traps that undergo fast electron
capture. Note that although not encountered in digital circuits, the predictive
capability of the model for different VG-LOW dependent data suggests accuracy of
TTOM calculations.

Figure 6.27 plots the PDC dependence of UF-MSM measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR,
for Mode-B AC NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs for different VG-LOW; all other
stress parameters are kept constant. The DC value is shown as reference. As
explained earlier in this chapter, ΔVT for DC stress consists of ΔVIT and ΔVHT,
while ΔVOT remained negligible for HKMG devices. As mentioned before and will
also be explained later in this chapter, ΔVHT is negligible for Mode-B AC stress.
Therefore, measured ΔVT for Mode-B stress is solely due to ΔVIT. The dotted line
represents ΔVIT for AC stress calculated using RD model without considering
electron trapping. The difference between calculated ΔVIT and measured ΔVT at DC
is due to ΔVHT. However, the magnitude of ΔVHT is small and its absence for
Mode-B AC stress is not sufficient to explain the large AC to DC ratio observed for
different PDC and VG-LOW. The solid lines represent calculated ΔVIT with trap
occupancy obtained using RD model and TTOM based framework. The model
agrees well with measured data across different PDC and VG-LOW. As mentioned
before, PDC dependence is calculated using identical model parameters, while only
the FFAST parameter is varied to explain VG-LOW dependence.

Figure 6.28 shows the PDC dependence of ΔVT for AC Mode-B NBTI stress in
HKMG p-MOSFETs, measured using UF-MSM technique having different

Fig. 6.27 PDC dependence of UF-MSM measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR, for Mode-B AC NBTI stress
in HKMG devices at different VG-LOW (symbols). DC data shown as reference. Dotted line
represents RD model solution. Solid lines represent RD model solution together with transient trap
occupancy. Hole trapping contribution is negligible
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measurement delay. Refer to Chap. 2 for a detailed discussion on the impact of
measurement delay on UF-MSM measurements for AC stress. The DC data mea-
sured using identical measurement delay are also shown as reference. Except PDC,
other stress conditions, e.g., VG-HIGH, VG-LOW, f and T are kept constant. Note that
measurement delay impacts ΔVT for DC but not for Mode-B AC stress.

Recall that ΔVT for Mode-B AC stress is dominated by ΔVIT. AC stress is done
at VG-LOW = 0 V that ensures electron capture induced trap neutralization during the
last off half cycle. As electron capture is fast, measurements with additional delay
do not impact resultant ΔVT, since generated traps in the last on half cycle gets
neutralized in the last off half cycle. Moreover, as ΔVHT is negligible for Mode-B
stress, ΔVT is also not influenced by hole detrapping time constant during delayed
measurements. However, the same is not true for DC stress, which results in both
ΔVIT and ΔVHT. Therefore, electron capture into generated traps and hole detrap-
ping takes place as |VG| is reduced after stress for measurement, and their magnitude
depends on measurement delay. Finally, note that the passivation of interface traps
is a slower process and does not play a big role unless measurement delay is made
artificially large.

Figure 6.29 plots ΔVT as a function of AC pulse f for Mode-B NBTI stress; DC
data are also shown as reference. Data are obtained from various sources and are
normalized to f = 1 kHz AC data.2 Note that ΔVT for AC Mode-B stress is governed
by ΔVIT, and its magnitude does not depend on measurement delay. Therefore, data
from different sources show universal f independence; the f independence being the
characteristics of RD model that governs ΔVIT, as discussed earlier in this section. It
is important to remark that the occupancy of RD model generated traps determine
the magnitude of ΔVIT. However, trap occupancy calculation results in a f inde-
pendent constant scaling factor that depends only on VG-LOW, for the range of
f studied in this work. Therefore, measured data demonstrate the characteristic
f independence of RD model as shown.

Fig. 6.28 PDC dependence
of ΔVT at fixed tSTR for
Mode-B AC stress in HKMG
devices, measured using
UF-MSM method for
different measurement delay.
DC data shown as reference

2Since measured data show f independence, the normalization can be done using any f.
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However, the DC data show a large spread, and is due to differences in mea-
surement speed used by different groups. As discussed above, measurement speed
determines the extent of recovery due to electron capture and hole detrapping as
|VG| is reduced from stress. Moreover, the spread in DC data also depends on the
quality of the gate insulator used by different groups, which determines the mag-
nitude of trapped holes during stress. The AC Mode-B data are free from hole
trapping as discussed below, and hence is not impacted by gate insulator quality.

Figure 6.30 plots the PDC dependence of ΔVT for Mode-B NBTI stress in
different SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. SiON data are obtained using slow MSM
method for different VG-LOW. HKMG-A data are obtained using UF-MSM method
on devices having different IL quality, for different f and VG-LOW. HKMG-B data
are obtained using slow MSM method for different VG-LOW. HKMG-C data are also
obtained using slow MSM method on devices having different IL quality.
Additional data are plotted from published reports. Such diverse set of data show a
remarkable universality when normalized to their respective 50 % PDC value, and
this universality is seen for AC stress up to *85 % PDC. However, a large spread
in normalized ΔVT is observed for higher PDC AC and DC (PDC = 100 %) stress.

As mentioned before and also explained in the next section, measured ΔVT for
Mode-B AC stress is predominantly due to ΔVIT and contribution from ΔVHT is
negligible unless PDC becomes very high. Hence, ΔVT is not influenced by rea-
sonable measurement delay as discussed in Fig. 6.28. Note that PDC dependence of
ΔVIT is governed by RD model. Although the actual magnitude of ΔVIT depends on
occupancy of generated traps, trap occupancy calculation introduces a constant
scaling factor, which is independent of f and PDC and only depends on VG-LOW of
the gate pulse as shown earlier. Therefore, the RD model dictated PDC dependent
shape, represented by the dotted line, is maintained for different type of measured
data up to moderately high PDC stress as shown in Fig. 6.30.

Fig. 6.29 Frequency dependence of ΔVT at fixed tSTR for Mode-B AC stress at 50 % PDC. Data
obtained from SiON devices (slow MSM), HKMG devices (UF-MSM) and also from difference
published reports. DC data shown as reference. All f dependent dataset are normalized to their
respective AC data at 1 kHz. Line represents RD model solution
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A scatter in measured ΔVT is observed for very high PDC AC stress. Note that
the pulse off half cycle becomes smaller at larger PDC. Therefore, measured ΔVT

would depend on both ΔVIT and to some extent also by ΔVHT, especially for devices
with inferior quality of gate insulator, as holes trapped during on half cycle do not
get sufficient time to detrap during off half cycle. As a consequence, measured ΔVT

is influenced by the quality of gate insulator that determines the magnitude of ΔVHT.
Moreover, ΔVT will also be impacted by measurement delay that impacts the
magnitude of hole detrapping. These aspects are responsible for the observed scatter
at higher PDC. However, although small, the pulse off time is still good for fast
electron capture in generated traps, and therefore, this phenomenon does not play
any role, unless the f becomes too large and very high PDC data are analyzed.

The scenario becomes even more different for DC stress, which is governed by
both ΔVIT and ΔVHT, and hence measured ΔVT depends on the gate insulator quality
and shows a spread as shown. However, more importantly, as |VG| is reduced for
measurement, ΔVT starts to recover not only by hole detrapping and reduction in
ΔVHT, but also due to fast electron capture and reduction in ΔVIT, while trap
passivation remains negligible for reasonably shorter measurement delay.
Therefore, DC measurement is strongly influenced by measurement delay in

Fig. 6.30 PDC dependence of ΔVT at fixed tSTR for Mode-B AC stress for different devices and
experimental conditions. SiON, HKMG-B and different HKMG-C devices are measured using
slow MSM for different VG-HIGH and VG-LOW combinations. Different HKMG-A devices are
measured using UF-MSM for different values of VG-LOW. Data also obtained from published
reports. DC data shown as reference. All PDC dependent dataset are normalized to their respective
50 % PDC AC data. Line represents RD model solution
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addition to gate insulator quality, and different type of measurements with
unspecified delay between stress and measurement on different types of devices
result in a very large spread in ΔVT for DC stress as shown.

6.4.5 Comparative Analysis of Mode-A and Mode-B Stress

Figure 6.31 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for Mode-A and
Mode-B AC stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs for (a) PDC = 50 % and
(b) PDC = 99 %, all other stress conditions, i.e., VG-HIGH, VG-LOW and f are kept
constant. Note that ΔVT shows power-law time dependence for both stress modes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6.31 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for Mode-A and Mode-B AC NBTI stress
in HKMG devices (symbols) at a low PDC and b high PDC. Overall model prediction and its
underlying subcomponents are shown as lines. Power-law time exponent n for ΔVT time evolution
at longer tSTR for Mode-B AC stress, versus c pulse high (VG-HIGH), d stress T, e frequency for
different PDC and f duty cycle for different f
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The Mode-B stress shows universal time exponent n* 1/6 for both PDC, while the
magnitude of ΔVT increases with PDC as expected. However, the Mode-A stress
shows higher ΔVT and lower n than Mode-B, and the difference increases for higher
PDC stress.

Time evolution of ΔVIT calculated using RD model and TTOM are also shown,
and calculated ΔVIT magnitude is quite close to measured ΔVT for Mode-B stress at
both PDC, and verifies that Mode-B stress is dominated by ΔVIT. Note that due to
high f, calculated ΔVIT values for Mode-A stress is closer to Mode-B value and not
shown. The difference between calculated ΔVIT and measured ΔVT, i.e., extracted
ΔVHT component is shown for Mode-A and Mode-B stress for both PDC. Note that
ΔVHT is non negligible for Mode-A stress and increases significantly for higher
PDC. On the other hand, ΔVHT is negligible for lower PDC and becomes visible
only at higher PDC Mode-B stress, although, ΔVT is always dominated by ΔVIT as
shown.

Time evolution of ΔVT is measured using UF-MSM for different AC Mode-B
stress conditions and power-law time exponent is extracted. Figure 6.31 also plots
extracted time exponent n as a function of (c) VG-HIGH, (d) stress T, (e) frequency
and (f) PDC; the f dependence is studied at difference PDC and similarly, the PDC
dependence is studied at different f. Note that the universal time exponent n * 1/6
is obtained for all stress conditions, which also matches well with that predicted
using the TTOM augmented RD model solution for AC NBTI stress. Therefore, it
is unequivocally established that ΔVIT dominates ΔVT for Mode-B AC stress for
diverse experimental conditions.

Figure 6.32 shows UF-MSM measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR, for AC Mode-A and
Mode-B NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs as a function of (a, b) PDC and (c, d)
frequency. Experiments are performed for different VG-LOW, as shown in (a) and
(c) for PDC and f dependence, respectively. Moreover, PDC dependence is studied
at different f and the frequency dependence at different PDC, as shown in (b) and
(d), respectively. Other stress parameters are kept constant. Note that PDC
dependence of ΔVT shows S shaped characteristics and a kink or jump between
high PDC AC and DC stress. The AC to DC ratio at different PDC and the
magnitude of the kink depends on f and VG-LOW. Mode-B stress shows f indepen-
dent ΔVT for different PDC and VG-LOW. Mode-A ΔVT is larger compared to
Mode-B ΔVT at lower f and this holds true for different PDC and VG-LOW. However,
Mode-A ΔVT reduces and eventually merges with Mode-B ΔVT at higher f and
shows f independence.

The composite modeling framework consisting of ΔVIT and ΔVHT subcompo-
nents is used to calculate PDC and f dependence of ΔVT as also shown in Fig. 6.32.
Modeled ΔVT for AC stress is obtained using identical parameters as used for DC
stress and recovery, and calculated ΔVT agrees well with measurements for such
diverse experimental conditions as shown. Figure 6.33 shows calculated (a) ΔVIT

and (b) ΔVHT subcomponents as a function of frequency, for Mode-A and Mode-B
AC stress for low and high PDC. Note that Mode-B ΔVT is primarily due to ΔVIT

and is calculated using TTOM augmented RD model. Mode-A ΔVT is due to both
ΔVIT and ΔVHT especially at lower f, ΔVIT is calculated as mentioned before, while
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6.32 UF-MSM measured ΔVT for Mode-A and Mode-B AC stress in HKMG devices at fixed
tSTR (symbols), versus (a, b) duty cycle and (c, d) frequency. (a, c) PDC and f dependence are
studied for different VG-LOW. b PDC dependence is studied for different f, and d frequency
dependence is studied for different PDC. Lines represent composite model solution

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.33 Frequency dependence of model calculated a ΔVIT and b ΔVHT subcomponents at fixed
tSTR for Mode-A and Mode-B AC NBTI stress in HKMG devices at different PDC
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ΔVHT is calculated using the cyclostationary trapping expression shown in
Table 6.5. However, the ΔVHT subcomponent reduces at higher f for Mode-A stress,
and both Mode-A and Mode-B stress at higher f is dominated by ΔVIT as shown.

As an additional proof, Fig. 6.34 shows recovery of ΔVT measured in HKMG
p-MOSFETs using UF-OTF method, after AC Mode-A and Mode-B NBTI stress at
low and high PDC. Note that a relatively higher |VG-REC| is used to minimize fast
electron capture, which ensures recovery of generated traps primarily by the slower
H2 back diffusion induced passivation process. Note that Mode-B stress shows a
delayed start of recovery, which is consistent with the trap passivation process and
signifies the absence of hole detrapping. In contrast, recovery following Mode-A
stress starts early due to detrapping of trapped holes. However, once the available
holes get de-trapped, Mode-A ΔVT recovery merges with that for Mode-B at longer
time, and the recovery for both modes are governed by passivation of generated
traps as per RD model.

6.5 Compact Model for DC and AC Degradation

The framework consisting of TTOM enabled RD model and cyclostationary hole
trapping, discussed earlier in this chapter, is capable of providing the time evolution
of ΔVT for different AC stress conditions. It calculates degradation at the end of
each on and off half cycles. It can provide ΔVT at any tSTR within a particular on or
off cycle of interest, which is done by noting degradation at the end of previous two
half cycles for stress and previous three half cycles for recovery calculations.
Although the framework is comprehensive and adheres to the underlying physical
process, calculations can become computationally taxing especially for high f AC
simulation over long tSTR.

In many situations, it is just sufficient to calculate ΔVT at a fixed tSTR during AC
stress, which can be done using the compact model shown in Table 6.6. ΔVIT

(DC) and ΔVHT (DC) for a particular time can be calculated using the compact

Fig. 6.34 Recovery of ΔVT

after Mode-A and Mode-B
AC NBTI stress in HKMG
devices at different PDC
measured using UF-OTF
method
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model of Chap. 4, Table 4.1. For AC stress, ΔVIT is divided into ΔVIT-1 and ΔVIT-2

depending on recovery via fast electron capture and H2depassivation, respectively.
Equation (6.22) calculates ΔVIT-1 by using stretched exponential relation for elec-
tron emission and capture, using parameters τEC, βEC and τEE, βEE, respectively.
The on (tON) and off (tOFF) time is calculated using 1/f * PDC and 1/f * (1 – PDC),
respectively, f and PDC being the frequency and duty of applied gate pulse.
Equation 6.23 calculates ΔVIT-2, the parameter kDUTY is the PDC dependent DC to
AC scaling factor for generated traps, is given by RD model solution, and can be
approximated by using the analytical expression shown in (6.23). As before, FFAST
determines the fraction of traps that undergo recovery by electron capture and
depends on VG-LOW. Finally, hole trapping and detrapping (6.24) is calculated using
stretched exponential equations, with parameters τSTR, βSTR and τREC, βREC,
respectively.

Figure 6.35 plots UF-MSM measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR for Mode-A and
Mode-B AC stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs for different (a) PDC and (b) frequency.
All other stress conditions are kept fixed. The dotted line shows compact model

Table 6.6 Compact model equations to calculate ΔVIT and ΔVHT at fixed tSTR for Mode-A and
Mode-B AC stress

DVIT1 ¼ FFAST�kDUTY�DVHT;DC
�ð1� expf�ðtOFF=sECÞbECgÞ �ðexpf�ðtON=sEEÞbEEgÞ (6.22)

DVIT2 ¼ ð1� FFASTÞ �kDUTY�DVIT;DC (6.23)

DVHT ¼ DV�
HT;DCð1� expf�ðtON=sSTRÞbSTRgÞ �ðexpf�ðtOFF=sRECÞbRECgÞ (6.24)

DVT ¼ DVIT1 þ DVIT2 þ DVHT (6.25)

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.35 UF-MSM measured ΔVT at fixed tSTR for Mode-A and Mode-B AC NBTI stress in
HKMG devices (symbols) as a function of a duty cycle and b frequency. Lines represent full
transient simulation (solid) and compact model calculation (dashed)
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calculation, while the solid line shows calculation using the TTOM enabled RD
model with cyclostationary hole trapping. Note that both models agree quiet well,
and the compact model can successfully predict the PDC and f dependence of AC
Mode-A and Mode-B degradation. It is important to remark that the time constant
related parameters for electron capture/emission and hole trapping/detrapping are
different between the two models.

Real life circuits often work under random AC activity and hence the capability
of the compact model needs to be tested for arbitrary pulse on and off conditions. In
particular, the occupancy calculation of generated traps is of interest, as the trap
generation subcomponent dominates overall degradation at long time and for AC
stress. Figure 6.36 illustrates two different examples, with (a) larger total pulse on
than off and (b) smaller total pulse on than off time. The solid line represents time
evolution of ΔVIT calculated using the composite framework consisting of TTOM
enabled RD model. In this framework, calculation is performed over sequential on
and off periods of the gate pulse to exactly track the gate activity. Note that a single
pulse of equivalent duty can be used to represent the random gate activity as shown.
The time evolution of ΔVT calculated using the TTOM enabled RD model
framework for this single effective pulse is also shown, and good agreement has
been achieved at identical total simulation time. Finally, the dots represent compact
model calculated DC and AC ΔVIT at end of simulation time. Compact model
calculation agrees well with the actual and effective composite model calculation as
shown.

Figure 6.37 shows the time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for (a) DC and
(b) Mode-B AC NBTI stress in HKMG p-MOSFETs. Experiments are done at
higher VG-STR (or VG-HIGH) and T for a short time, and at lower VG-STR (or VG-HIGH)

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.36 Time evolution of simulated ΔVIT using the transient occupancy enabled RD model for
arbitrary stress and recovery sequences. Data are shown from exact time tracking (solid) and
effective duty cycle (dashed) calculation. The fixed-time compact model calculation is also shown
(symbols)
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and T for moderately long time, for both DC and AC stress. The DC compact model
shown in Chap. 4, Table 4.1 is calibrated using measured short-time DC data at
higher VG-STR and T, and the calibrated compact model is used to predict long time
measured data at lower VG-STR and T, and also extrapolated to end-of-life time of
10 years. The calculated ΔVIT and ΔVHT contributions are also shown for the lower
VG-STR and T condition.

Note that time evolution of ΔVT for Mode-B AC stress is dominated by ΔVIT as
discussed earlier in this chapter. Also note that the time evolution of ΔVIT shows
power-law dependence with identical n * 1/6 for both DC and AC stress. The AC
to DC scaling factor for ΔVIT, governed by fast electron capture and trap passiv-
ation, can be calculated using the compact model shown in Table 6.6 for a par-
ticular AC f and PDC. The DC compact model calculated time evolution of ΔVIT is
scaled by this factor to calculate the time evolution of ΔVT for AC stress at different
VG-HIGH and T, since ΔVHT is negligible for Mode-B AC stress. The model agrees
well with measured data as shown in Fig. 6.37b. The extrapolated end-of-life
degradation is also calculated.

The above analysis has been performed on UF-MSM measured time evolution of
ΔVT for DC and Mode-B AC stress in different HKMG devices D1 through D4
shown in Chap. 3, Fig. 3.2. Figure 6.38 shows the impact of EOT scaling on
(a) extrapolated ΔVT at 10 years, and on (b) time to reach a particular ΔVT, for DC
and AC stress. Note that Mode-B AC stress is dominated by ΔVIT, while both ΔVIT

and ΔVHT contributes to DC stress. As a reference, the 10 year extrapolated ΔVIT

value is also shown for DC stress in Fig. 6.38a. Note that although ΔVHT contri-
bution is important for shorter time DC stress, end-of-life ΔVT is completely

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.37 Time evolution of UF-MSM measured ΔVT for a DC and b Mode-B AC NBTI stress in
HKMG devices (symbols). Solid lines represent model calculation. Parameters are calibrated by
fitting shorter tSTR data at high VG-STR and high stress T, and predictive capability of the calibrated
model is tested against longer tSTR data at lower VG-STR and lower stress T. The underlying ΔVIT

and ΔVHT subcomponents are shown
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dominated by ΔVIT as shown. Therefore, ΔVIT governs NBTI limited lifetime for
both DC and AC stress. The degradation increases and corresponding time to reach
a particular degradation reduces as EOT is scaled, calculations are done at fixed
overdrive and T for different devices. As explained in Chap. 4, enhanced degra-
dation for scaled EOT devices is due to increase in stress EOX, and also due to the
presence of higher N content in the gate stack for deeply scaled devices. A relief is
obtained for Mode-B AC stress as shown.

Before concluding, it is important to remark that the AC to DC ratio for ΔVIT is
governed by trap passivation and electron capture/emission processes. Note that
electron capture is a fast process having very short τEC. However, in certain situa-
tions such as very large f and high enough PDC, it is indeed possible that the pulse
off phase is not long enough for complete electron capture. Therefore, electron
capture will not be efficient if ΔVT is measured immediately after the ultra-short
pulse off phase without the gate spending additional time at lower VG before
measurement. In such situation, ΔVT is likely to increase at very high f, which is
consistent with recently reported results [95]. Therefore, very high f AC mea-
surements need careful attention.

6.6 Summary

A comprehensive modeling framework is proposed to explain DC and AC NBTI
degradation. The framework uses generation of interface traps calculated using the
Reaction-Diffusion model, together with hole trapping in pre-existing bulk insulator

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.38 a Estimated ΔVT and ΔVIT at end of life (10 years) using the calibrated compact model
for DC and Mode-B AC NBTI stress in HKMG devices having different IL thickness leading to
different EOT. b Time to reach a particular degradation obtained from calculations shown in (a)
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traps and generation of new bulk insulator traps, calculated using empirical
expressions, to calculate overall degradation. Model calculation agrees well with
experimental time evolution of degradation, measured by using ultra-fast tech-
niques, for DC stress in differently processed SiON and HKMG p-MOSFETs. The
model predicts measured degradation from very short to long stress time under
different stress conditions, with fixed and process dependent parameters that are
consistent with the compact model parameters listed in Chap. 4.

Detrapping of trapped holes in pre-existing and generated bulk insulator traps, as
well as reduction of charges associated with generated interface traps, is used to
model recovery of NBTI degradation after DC stress. Hole detrapping is computed
using analytical expressions. Generated interface trap recovers either by electron
capture if the trap goes below the Fermi level as stress bias is reduced, or via trap
passivation if the trap stays above the Fermi level. Electron capture is empirically
computed, while trap passivation is calculated using the modified RD model that
takes into account stochastic effects. The framework is used to explain measured
recovery data obtained using ultra-fast methods in differently processed SiON
devices for different stress conditions. It is also used to predict ultra-fast measured
data in HKMG devices, a wide variety of stress and recovery conditions. Calculated
recovery using consistent set of model parameters (as stress) agrees well with
measurements for diverse set of experimental conditions.

The DC stress and recovery framework is extended to calculate degradation for
successive DC stress and recovery phases and also for Mode-A and Mode-B AC
stress. A Transient Trap Occupancy Model is used to calculate the occupancy of
generated interface traps obtained using RD model simulation, and a cyclosta-
tionary empirical model is used for hole trapping. The framework is used to predict
measured degradation under multi-cycle DC and AC stress in HKMG devices for
different experimental conditions. Multi-cycle DC data for arbitrary stress and
recovery phases and AC data for different pulse frequency and duty is successfully
explained, with model parameters that are fully consistent with single DC stress and
recovery experiments. The accuracy of trap occupancy calculation is verified using
measured data at different recovery or pulse low biases.

Finally, a compact model has been proposed and verified against the composite
modeling framework for AC stress under diverse experimental conditions including
arbitrary gate activity. The compact model predicts identical DC to AC ratio as the
comprehensive model, and has been used to predict end-of-life degradation for
HKMG devices having different EOT. It has been shown that EOT scaling results in
enhanced NBTI, and moreover, generation of interface traps completely dominates
degradation at end-of-life for both DC and AC stress.
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